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The Rockefeller Foundation gifi of five million dollars in 1920 had a lasting 

effect on the scientization of medical education in Canada. By examining three medical 

schools - the University of Toronto, McGill University and Dalhousie University - this 

work will show the differences and sirnilarities in the way in which the individual grants 

were received. used to change curriculum, and used to bring in other government and 

private iùnding. Central to this is the adoption of the full-time system of clinical teaching 

and this dissertation will set the efforts tu put the full-time system into place in Canada 

within the context of full-time clinical teaching, as h d e d  by the Rockefeller Foundation 

and General Education Board, in North America. 

Furthemore. this dissertation examines the resistance. particulariy in Toronto. to 

the full-tirne system and the criticisms of private donors, including the Rockefellers and 

the Eatons, who were seen to be dictating curriculum and educational policy. 

In addition to the role the fùnding played in introducing full-tirne teaching. the 

Rockefeller money also led to increased public and private support for rnedical education, 

lielped to define the medicai profession, and contributed to making the emerging rnedical 

research ideal a reality. 
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Medical education in Canada changed dramatically in the years between the two 

World Wars. These changes were built upon ideological shifis in education and 

professionalization, a growing sense of Canadian nationaiism, and a continually 

expanding body of scientific information. But each of these individual elements existed 

before 191 9. It was the catalyst of millions of dollars in private funding and subsequent 

public support that put the wheeis of refonn into motion at three of the most prominent 

Canadian medical schools, narnely those at University of Toronto, McGiil University. 

and Dalhousie University. By examining these three cases and how each carne to receive 

and use their millions. one may see how the teaching of rnedicine in Canada was forced 

to deal with the challenge of trying to introduce the full-time system o f  clinical education. 

jockeying for international acclaim in the medical education and burgeoning medical 

research fields, and walking the tightrope of accepting governrnent and private support 

while not wanting to relinquish any control over how the money was to be used -- not 

even surrendering any control to the Universities without which the faculties of medicine 

could no longer exist in twentieth-cenhuy Canada. Each school also serves as a case 

study in American financial intervention into Canadian university education. an area that 

has yet to be explored in the history of medicine or history of philanthropy. 



The study of philanthropy is a growing research area, although Canadian material 

is almost non-existent in cornparison to the volume of material devoted to American 

studies. The Autumn, 1997 issue of the journal Minerva, "Philanthropy and Institution- 

Building in the Twentieth Century", contains no artides which focus on Canadian 

recipients of pnvate patronage. John Farley is one of the few who are working on 

philanthropy and Canadian recipients. His unpublished examination of the Rockefeller 

Foundation's support of the School of Hygiene and nursing at the University of Toronto 

is part of the post-Flexnerian period (post-19 1 O) which followed the initiai concentrated 

gifts supporting university medical education. 

This dissertation builds upon the scholarly literature of three fields: (1) the 

history of philanthropy; (2) the history of university education in Canada, specifically 

medical education as an applied science; (3) and the history of medicine, d l  set within 

the history of Canada as an emerging nation in the post World War I era. 1 wiIi argue that 

the Rockefeller Foundation gifi of five million dollars to aid Canadian medical education 

had a significant effect on reforming the teaching of medicine. Not only did it encourage 

substantial matching gifts fiorn both government and private sources, it also offered 

medical schools an oppomuiity to re-evaluate their curriculum. faculty and applicant 

pool. Finally, the Rockefeller money also represented a way to pay for the continuing 

scientization of medicine as either the Foundation money or matching funds paid for the 

expansion of laboratory space, equipment and full-time instnrctors. 

The pattern of giving and perhaps more aptly described, fundraising, changed 

dramatically in the decade after the First World War. Although others have examined 



giving in the American context only' or the discipline-based context only'. there is no 

lengthy study of the effect that millions of pnvate Amencan dollars had upon Canadian 

donors or recipients so meticulously examined and chosen by the Rockefeller 

Foundation'. This effect was not just one of spending the dollars given. These dollars 

were used as leverage to get the provincial governments to increase their levels of 

financial support as welt as to cal1 for private donations from university alumni in support 

of rnedical education, This was still a relatively new proposition for Canadian medicai 

schools. The nineteenth-century Toronto medical schools had a history of being 

privately run with operating costs coming fiom tuition fees. The 1 s t  of the private 

medical schools in Toronto, Trinity Medical College. merged into the University of 

Toronto in 1906 and provincial support replaced fees. The needs were. however. 

desperate: modem 'scientific medicine' required laboratories. equipment and clinical 

teaching îàcilities and Canada was at risk of fdling far behind Britain. Europe and the 

United States in medical education. 

' Howard S. Berliner, A Sysrcm of Scicnrrjîc Medicine ('New York: Tavistock Publications. i 985) looks at 
philanthropy in the Flexner era and Steven Charles Wheatley, The Politics of Phiianrhropy (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1988) restricts his study to the United States. Berliner cleariy States that 
alti~ough "exact arnounts are unattainable", Canada received more than ten million dollars frorn the 
Rockefeller Foundation alone to help put the full-time clinical system into practice while emphasizing the 
"research ideai in medical education" (p. 1 67, A Sysrem ofScienrrj7c Medicine). This rnoney was more than 
the six million dollars Berliner cstimates the Foundation gave to Britain for the same purpose. and far niore 
than the four and a half million dollars given to Belgiurn or one and a half million to France. 
' Robert E. Kohler. Purtners in Science: Foundurions and Nurural Scienrisrs, 1900- / 945 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 199 1 ). Kohler has also written From Medical Chemistry ro Biochernisrty: 
TI7e Making ofa Biomedicul Discipline (New York: Cambridge University Press. 1982). although the 
former inciudes much more on the role of the Rockefeller Foundation in supporting a fledgling scientitic 
discipline. 
' William Spaulding7s article, "Why Rockefeller Supported Medical Education in Canada: The William 
Lyon Mackenzie King Connection", in Canadian Bulierin of Medicui Hisrov, 10 ( 1993). pp. 67-76 began 
to unravel sorne of the issues, but unfortunately, Spaulding died before further work could be done. A 
considerable arnount of material on the personal relationship between King and John D. RockefelIer Jr. can 
bc. found in Chapter 7 of John Ensor H m  and Peter J. Johnson. The Rockefeller Centuty (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1988). 



As the Autumn, 1997 issue of Minerva bears out, much of the existing literature 

on the role played by philanthropic gifts in shaping the medical and other sciences is 

written by Arnerican scholars about American institutions.* There is little written about 

the influence of phiianthropy specificall y on Canadian medical education and the 

leverage major donors had upon provincial govements '  support of university medical 

education itself? 

The existing titerature may be divided into two main subject areas: history of 

medical education and the medical profession of the inter-war years; and the history of 

the role played by philanthropy in developing acadernic disciplines such as the medical 

sciences dunng the inter-war years. Both of these areas may be subdivided into the small 

amount of material dealing with Canadian medicine and academic disciplines and the 

much more researched and written-about Amencan materid. 

Canadian History of Medical Education and Research to 1930 

Within the Canadian body of research, this work fits between the work of Sandra 

McRae (1 987) and Alison Li (1 993). McRae's dissertation outlines the climate of 

"zealous scientific, education and political reform" which led to the growth of the 

-scientific spirit' in medicine at the University of Toronto fiom 1880 to 19 10. During 

' Amonç the articles which, although not Canadian in content. offer interesting facets of areas other than 
medicine which were supported by the Rockefeller Foundation in bfinervu. XXXV. 3 (Autumn 1997) are 
Marcos Cueto. "Science Under Adversity: Latin American Medical Research and Arnerican Private 
Ph ilanthropy. 1920- 196O", pp. 333-245; Paul Weindling, "Philanthropy and World Health: The 
Rockefeller Foundation and the League of Nations Heaith Organisation". pp. 269-281 ; and "Minerva: 
Previous Articles on Private Patronage of Scientific Research", p. 320. Lily E. Kay, "Rethinking 
Institutions: Philanthropy as an Historiographie Problern of Knowledge and Power", pp. 283-293. presents 
an argument for the power of philanthropic support to raise a "chosen" discipline, such as biology. to the 
same "peaks" attained by medicine decades earlier as part of a formai agenda. 



these thirty years. Toronto saw the amalgamation of its medical schools and provincial 

support for medicd education grow fiom aimost nothing to a point where the 

Government of Ontario became the "patron" of the Faculty of Medicine." In turn, the 

Faculty of Medicine at the 'Provincial University' came to win international praise using 

the research ideals of experimental biology as applied to medicine by Ramsay Wright and 

A.B. MacaIlum .' 

Li's unpublished dissertationkovers the period atier mine. She examines the 

role played by biochemist James Bertram Collip in establishing medical research in 

Canada. Li traces Collip's career from his studies at Toronto (1 908- 19 16) to his more 

than twenty-year association with the National Research Council. In addition to his 

contributions to the discovery of insulin. Collip experienced first-hand the challenges of 

- - - -- 

The issue gets a passing reference in A.B. McKillop, Matters ofMind: The Unkersip in Ontario. f 791- 
/Y51 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994)' p. 35 1.  
" G idne y and Mi 1 lar examined four professions in Professional Gentlemen: The Profiesssions in Nineteenth- 
Centzin~ Ontario (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994). one of which was medicine. They show 
how. during the nineteenth century, Ontario provincial government support of university-tnined 
physicians. lawyers and clergy was individual to each case: little money was given until the Conservatives 
took power in Ontario in 1905. Other works to look into the relationship behveen the Ontario provincial 
covcmment and the university include a pair of unpublished doctoral dissertations: David John Ayre. - 
Crniver.vity and the Legislarure: Politicul Aspects of the Ontario University Quesrion. / 868- / Y 06 
(University of Toronto, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 198 1); and Edward E. Stewart. T'w Role of the 
Provrnciul Government in the Developrnent of the Universiries of Onrurio. 1791-1964 (University of 
Toronto, unpublished Ph-D. dissertation, 1970). 
' Sandra Mc Rae's 'The Scienrifc Spirit' in Medicine ut the Universit-v of Toronto. 1880-1 Y I O (University 
of Toronto, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1987) offers valuable background. albcit concentrating on just 
one school, on the period irnmediately preceding the one discussed here. A.B. Macallurn is a seminal 
figure in both MeRae's work and this research because he spans more than three decades at two of the 
medical schools being examined in this study: afier graduating from University of Toronto in 1880. he 
went on to take his doctorate in physiology at Johns Hopkins and then returned to Toronto to complete 
mcdical school. His teaching career included serving as lecturer then head of the physiology depanmcnt 
and subsequently Chair of the new Biochemistry Department at Toronto before moving on in 1920 to 
becorne the professor of biochemistry at McGili University. With this experience. Macallurn had a perkct 
vantage point from which to observe the reforms in medical education. In fact. Macallurn's confidential 
lettcrs to directors of the Rockefeller Foundation offer first-hand insight into the reactions of administrators 
and physicians alike to the millions of dollars of Rockefeller investment (see more on this in Chapters Two. 
Three and Four). 



being one of the fint clinical researchen to woo both pnvate and public sources for 

resenrch dot lars." 

In addition to his work on the discovery of insulin. Michael Bliss examines the 

changes in medical education at Toronto brought about by financial gifis in his 

biographies of Joseph Flavelle and Frederick W. Banting.'o Flavelle. Bliss says. played 

"an important but not decisive role in the modemization of the University of Toronto"". 

Gidney and Millar look at Ontario in the nineteenth century and offer considerable 

background for the evolution o f  medicine as an autonomous profession. Like McRae. 

their work sets the context for the situation in which Toronto. McGiIl and Dalhousie 

found themselves after World War 1. McKillop, too. deals only with Ontario: in his 

seventh chapter. "The Gospel of Research", he makes the point that as recently as the 

1890s. provincial funding was directly tied to a sense that the people of the province were 

getting something for their money. The School of Practicd Science. later to become the 

Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering, was created at the University of Toronto 

because it represented "a science harnessed directly to the needs of the State"." When it 

appeared that medicine. too, could be such a practical science -- and afier the last o f  the 

' Alison 1-Syin Li. J.B. Coflip and the Making of Medical Research in Czlnudci (University of Toronto. 
unpublished PhD dissertation. 1993). 
" As Michael Bliss points out in The Discovety of Insulin (Toronto: McClelland and Stewan. 1982). Collip 
\vas on sabbatical leave from his position as full professor, at the head of the new Department of 
Biochemistry at University of Alberta, when he joined Banting and Best in 192 1 .  Collip's financial burden 
\vas eased by a Rockefeller Traveling Fellowship. (p. 98). 
"' M ic haei B l iss, A Canadian Millionaire: The L i/e and Business Times of Sir Joseph Fimcllc. Barr. 1858- 
1939 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1978) sets Flavelle's role in medical education refonn in context. Bliss' 
Banring: A Biography (Toronto: McClelland and Stewan, 1984) was published two years afier Bliss' The 
D iscove- of/nsulin. 
" BIiss. .4 Canudian Millionaire (1978). p. 176. 
'' A.B. McKillop, hlatters ofMind ( 1  994). p. 157. 



proprietary schools folded into the Provincial University's faculty in 1906 -- money 

began to flow into the medical school to support the "research ideal". 

Beneficiaries of Major Donors: An Agenda of Discipline Building 

The first half of the twentieth century saw rapid growth in the number of 

disciplines existing within the universities of North Arnerica. This had a profound effèct 

on the tirnetable in the medical schools where scientific disciplines such as Bacteriolo_o; 

and Biochemistry began to vie for prominence and teaching hours. 

On a less practical note, the establishment of specific disciplines also becarne an 

opportunity for branches of science to tlex their own intellectual and institution-based 

administerial power. Yves Gingras has looked at the growth of engineering and physics 

as disciplines and engineering in particular offers parallels to medicine as both were 

viewed as applied sciences within the university." Gingras and Richard A. Jarrell have 

also examined the history of the National Research Council as a Canadian body dedicated 

to supporting. financially and ideologically, advanced scientific research." More 

l i  Yves Gingras and Robert Gagnon, "Engineering Education and Research in Montreal: Social 
Constnints and Opportunities", in Minerva, 26 (Spring 1988). pp. 53-65. Gingras also authored Ph-vsics 
und the Rise ufScienti/ic Raearch in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. 199 1). 
'' Gingras was CO-editor. with Richard A. Jarrell, of a special issue of Scientia Canadensis. the journal of 
the Canadian Science and Technology Historical Association that examined the  rote played by the National 
Resrarc h Council in fostering Canadian scientific research: Building Canudian Science: The Role of the 
dVurional Reseurch Council (Ottawa: Canadian Science and Technology H istoricaf Association. 1992). 
Scientiu Cunudensis 15.2 (1 99 1 ). Others who have written histories of the National Research Council 
i nc 1 ude: N .T. Gridgeman, Biological Sciences ut rhe National Research Council of Canuda: The Early 
Years (O 1952 (Waterloo: Wilfiid Laurier University Press, 1979) and Me1 W. Thistle, The lnner Ring: 
The Early History of the National Research Council oflanada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 
1966). 



recently, Li and Teme Romano are researching the history of  the Medical Research 

Council's early years.I5 

Another approach to discipline building is the institutional history of the 

establishment of a discipline at a particular institution.'" Other sources of material in 

which philanthropy's role in the new Canadian medical curriculum is examined are 

general institutional histories and biographies of the key players. There are existing 

institutional histones for each of the Canadian universities with which this dissenation 

deals. The triumphs and tensions caused first by the need to woo donor dollars and then 

to effect change accordingly becomes part of the history of  the schools in Toronto. 

Montreal and Halifax." Biographies of those involved in both faculty adminisiration and 

philanthropy abound. In his 1988 biography of Falconer. James G. Greenlee shows how 

--- - 

1 5  Li and Romano jointly presented a paper titled, "Canadian Medicd Research and Its Public Relations: 
The Discovel and Rediscoveries of Insulin" at the 10th Kingston Conference of the Canadian Science and 
Technology Historical Association (CSTHA) in Kingston. Ontario. Canada in October 1997. 
"' There are histories of botany, engineering. forestry and graduate studies -- al1 as they apply to the 
University of Toronto. al1 written between f 958 and 1977: C.R. Young Early Engineering Educurion ur 
Toronro. 1851-1919 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1958): John W. B. Sisam. Foresrn Eclucuriun 
ur Toronro (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 196 1); Gradrate Strrdies in the Universin. of Turonro: 
Rcporr ofrhe Presidenr 's Cornmittee on the School of Graduare Studies (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1965): and Dorothy F. Forward, The History ofBotany in the University of Toronto (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1 977). 
" In volume two of Stanley Brice Frost. McGill Universiry: Far the Ahancement oflcarning (Kingston 
and Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1984). Frost explains that there was ernotionafly charged 
resentment from other Canadian universities in 1920 when a grant of  one million dollars for McGill 
University tiom the Carnegie Corporation was announced. in part acknowledging McGill's wartime 
sacrifices. Other Canadian universities, particularly Toronto, were quick to point out that they. too. had 
lost alumni. faculty, and students in the Great War. P. B. Waite, The Lives ofDalhousie Universir): vol. 1: 
/Ni&- 1 Y25 - Lord Dalhousie 's Coiiege (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1994) is the most 
recent history of the three universities with which ttiis dissertation deals. Although Joseph Hanaway and 
Richard Cniess' McGill Medicine: The First HaifCentus>, 1829-1885. Vol. / was published in 1 996 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press), it only deals with the medical faculty at McGilI. Other 
institutional histories as resources include University ofToronto and Its Colfig~.s. 1827-1906 (Toronto: 
The University Librarian, 1906) which includes a chapter on the Faculty of Medicine and a financial 
history of the university to that time; and W.S. Wallace, A Hisrory of the Universiry ofToronru (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1927) which outlines the process of medical school amal_eamation after 
Trinity folded into the Toronto faculty in 1906. This is the most recent institutional history of U of T. In 



Falconer risked his own university presidency by supporting the change to the full-time 

system of clinical teaching at the University of T ~ r o n t o . ' ~  In fact. it \vas Falconer who 

was driven to push Toronto to keep Pace with Arnerican universities. even if it meant 

upholding a cornmitment to the new clinical teaching systern in the face of  the unbridled 

anger of the existing faculty. 

The resistance to the full-time system is also central to the biographies of Duncan 

Graham. who held the first Eaton Chair of Clinical Medicine at the University of Toronto 

and. to a lesser degree. Sir William Osler. In their profile of Graham. Kerr and Waugh 

explain how the major financial gifts of the Rockefeller Foundation and Eatons were used 

to impIement the full-time system in medicine and pediatrics. Graham and the full-time 

system were the targets of a govermnent inquiry which grew out of the resistance of the 

Toronto medical establishment: this medical "old guard" had been happy to teach part- 

time at the university while maintaining their private practices and resulting fees and saw 

no need to relinquish either the professonal prestige or their professional wealth and 

status.'" Osier's initial resistance to the fùll-time system was vocal as was his suppon for 

philanthropie aid for his alma mater, McGiII. Although he died before the 19 19 

Rockefeller Foundation gifi was a ~ o u n c e d ,  his influence on the Foundation was long- 

-- - - - -  - 

1998. Martin Friedland began researching a new history of University of Toronto scheduled for completion 
in 2002. to coincide with the university's 175th anniversasr. 
I k James G. Greenlee. Sir Ruberr Fuicaner: A Biograp- (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1 988). 
Tlicre are also commernorative biographies. one of which is In A4emorium -- Sir Robert ..ilexunder 
Fuicuner, K. C. M. G. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1944). published the year afrer Falconer died: 
i t  inciudes a lengthy bibiiography. Unfomnately. Falconer instructed his son to destroy his personal 
papers afier his death and to the best of my knowledge. this directive was indeed carried out. 
' " Robert B. Kerr and Douglas Waugh, Duncan Graham: Medical Reformer and Educutor (Toronto: 
Dundum Press, 1989). Canadian Medical Lives Series. published by the Hannah lnstitute for the History of 
Medicine. Kerr and Waugh have included, in their appendices, a reprint of the Eaton Fetlowship 
agreement which accompanied the gifi of $5OO,OOO to the Toronto medical school. 



standing. Advice and influence were sought from Osier'" during his tenure at Johns 

Hopkins and Oxford and Osler's influence on Rockefeller support for Canadian medical 

education remained long afier his death." 

In terms of discipline building as supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, 

Robert E. Kohler has examined the establishment of biology and biochemistry as 

disciplines in two monographs." In his 199 1 Partners in Science. Kohler offers a 

breakdown of the systems of patronage that existed in the late-nineteenth century and 

how the managed foundations of the eariy twentieth-century applied their agenda to the 

programs which they supported with millions of dollars. Kohler deals only with the 

seven foundations set up by Carnegie and Rockefeller between 190 1 and 1923. together 

responsible for eighty-five to ninety percent of "foundation expenditures on science in the 

intenvar period"." 

In her analysis of the discipline-building agenda of the Rockefeller Foundation. 

Lily E. Kay examines the case of Caltech and the rise of the "New Biology"." Kay saw 

the "social goals'' of the private sector interacting with the research goals of the biologists 

at Caltech with the Rockefeller Foundation acting as supporter, even initiator. of this 

"' Unfonunately. Osler died in 1916. A new biography of Osier has been written by Michael Bliss. 
IV'iliiam Osler: A LI* in Medicine (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1 999). Previously published 
profiles of this well-known Canadian clinician/teacher include Harvey Cushing's The Life ofsir IWIium 
Osier (London: Oxford University Press. 1940) and Charles G. Roland and John P. McGovern's IViflÏum 
Osier: Thc Continuing Educarion (Springfield: Thomas. 1969). 
" Unpublished work of John Farley on Rockefeller aid to the school of nursing and public health at the 
University of Toronto: and William Feindel, "The Osler Touch: The Influence of Sir Wif liam Osier on the 
Rockefellers That Led to Wiider Penfield's Founding of the Montreal Neurological Institute". paper 
presented to Canadian Society for the History of Medicine (CSHM) in Montreal ( 1  995). 
-? -- Robert E. Kohler. From Medicd Chemisrry ru Biochemisrry (London: Cambridge University Press. 
1 982); Koh ler. Pariners in Science: Foundafions and Nafural ScientÏsrs, 1900- / 945 (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1 99 1 ). 
'j Kohler. Partners in Science ( 199 1). p. 3. 



"Science of Man" agenda. Ultimately, the work done by Kohler and Kay has since been 

supplemented by other scholarç such as Gerald Jonas and Pnina Abir-Am? Jonas 

examines the career o f  Warren Weaver and his influence on new biologicai disciplines 

including molecular biology and plant genetics. Weaver, who served as the Rockefeller 

Foundation's director of natural sciences, oversaw support of the Foundation's scientific 

prograrns from 1932 to 1959. Jonas cites examples of Weaver's influence on a 

generation of investigators while stressing quantitatively precise biological research 

rnethodology.54bir-Am's article also discusses Weaver's influence. specificdly on the 

discipline of  molecular biology.=' 

On Philanthropy, Medical Education Reform 
and the Full-Time System of Clinical Education 

The secondary literature on philanthropy and non-profit organizations is growing. 

Although much of it is by no means specific to medicai education, the work of scholars 

such as Peter Dobkin Hall and Ellen Condliffe Lagemann offers an historiographie 

'' Lily E .  Kay,  The Molecular Vision of L*: Cultech. The Rockefeller Foitndation. und the Rise ofrhe 
iVew Biologv (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). 
'' Others writing on the discipline-building agenda of the RockefelIer Foundation include: Gerald Jonas. 
The Circuit Ridem: Rockefeller Money and the Rise of Modern Science (New York: Norton. 1 989): Pn ina 
Abir-Am. "The Discourse of Physical Power and Biological Knowledge in the 1930s: A Reappraisal of the 
Rockefeller Foundation's P o k y  in Molecular Biology", Social S~udies ofscience, 12 (1982). pp. 34 1-38?; 
John W. Klein, "The Role and Impact of Rockefeller Philanthropy During the Progressive Era", 
Dissertation Absrracts /nrernarional, 4 1 ( 1980). 1 1 87-A. 
'" Weaver's love of quantitative precision Iikely grew out of his training as an engineer at the University of  
Wisconsin and his passion for mathematics. He is even credited with coining the term "molecular biology" 
in 193 8. From Jonas, Circuit Riders (1 989). pp. 18 1 - 182. 
'' Abir-Am, "Discourse of  Physical Power" (1982). pp. 367-368. Using three case studies from the 1930s. 
she concludes that Foundation policy regarding biological progress favoured supporting physical scientists 
who were interested in tackling biological research and supponing established scientists working out of  
prestigious institutions. This led to emphasizing technology transfer from the physical sciences to the 
biological sciences even while the research questions belonged solely to the biologists. making "new" 
sciences like molecular biology a hybrid of both methods and personnel. 



context for this work. Hall's "Inventing the Nonprofit Sector" and other essays outline 

some of the pitfalls in doing research on philanthropic organizations-'" There are a 

number of others who have contributed to the literature on philanthropy and its influence 

on education and society, although the bulk of material examines influence by Amencan 

philmthropists on various groups of the Amencan p~pulation.'~ 

Special note must also be taken o f  Raymond B. Fosdick's insider history of the 

Rockefèiler Foundation, Fosdick was, as president of the Rockefeller Foundation t'rom 

1936 to 1948. privy to much of the information on the directional changes the Foundation 

took over its first four decades and the history of Foundation's influence throughout the 

world.jO 

A number of schol~irs have contributed to the history of ~merican medical 

education and the role of philanthropy in shaping academic disciplines at American 

universities. As Kenneth Ludmerer says in his history of American medical education. 

'' Peter Do bkin Hal 1. lnvenring rhe Nonprofi Secror and Orher Essays un Philanrhropy. Volunrurism. uml 
iVunprojir Organizarions (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992). Hall addresses the historical 
challenge of private philanthropic endeavors being deemed the optimal instantaneous way of working for 
the common good of society. Ellen Condliffe Lagemann, Privare Powerfor the Public Good (Middletown: 
Wesleyan University Press, 1983) is a history of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Tcaching: in Lagernann. The Polirics of Knuwledge: The Carnegie Curporurion, Philonrhropy. und PuhIIc 
PoIicj- (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1989) she examines the influence of progressivisrn on 
American society and education. 
'" Gu y Alchon, The invisible Hund of Plunning: Capiralism, Social Science. and rhe Srarc. in the 1920s 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985): Merle Cuni and Roderick Nash. Philanritropy in rhc 
Shuping of Anrericun Higher Educarion (New Brunswick: Rutgers. 1965): Edward H. Berman. The 
Influence of rhe Carnegie. Ford, and Rockfeller Foundutiom on Rmcrican Foreign Poliql: The IJc.olocyi, 
of Philunthropy (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1983); Francie Ostrower. IV& the Wealihy 
Give: The Culrure of Elire Philanrhropy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995): Kenneth W. 
Thompson, ed., Philanrhropy: Privare Means. Public E n d ,  vol. 4, Exxon Education Foundation Series on 
Rhetoric and Political Discourse (Lanharn: University Press of America. 1987); and Arnold J. Zurcher. 
The Managemenr ofAmerican Foundarions: Adminisrration. Policies. and Socid Role (New York: New 
York University Press, 1972). 
'" Raymond B. Fosdick. The Srory of the Rockefeller Foundarion (New York: Ihrper. t 952)- There are 
files held at the Rockefeller Archive Center which outline how this project came to be. the principal 



"the financial requirements o f  modem medical training had become awesorne"." 

Fortunately enough, the means to aid medical education existed, particularly via 

philanthropy: Ludrnerer states that. in 1914, there were 4,500 millionaires in the United 

States and by 1926 that number had more than doubled to 11 .000.j2 According to 

Ludrnerer. although philanthropy is just part of the history of American medical 

sducation, he points out it was this outpouring and institutionalization of financial 

support which swept educational ideals into a new ers.'; Although Abraham Flexner is 

often given credit for devising the full-time system. Ludmerer disagrees: "The fùll-time 

system in clinical departments arose because clinical science had become a true scientific 

activity. not because anyone had arbitrarily decreed that such a system should exist."" 

Ludmerer goes on to explain the challenges of implementing the full-time system. Those 

who supported the systern. had not only to try to overcome the sfurzis quo upheld by 

conservative aspects of the profession, but also the tension arnong faculty within the 

universities. The fùll-time clinical faculty were to earn $10,000, "twice as much as hl1 

protèssors in the basic science departrnents were making. but considerably less than the 

$25.000 or $30.000 the top consultants in practice were earning."" 

In addition to Ludmerer. scholars like Brown and Berliner have exarnined the 

history of the fuli-time system and history of ch i ca l  teaching. using Abraham Flexner 

- -  

researchers on the history and even memoranda on feedback from Rockefeller Jr. since the book was as 
much a public relations exercise as anything. 
' ' Kenneth Ludmerer, Learning CO Heal: The Dmelopmenr of Amcrican Medical Educurion (New York: 
Basic Books. I985), p. 19 1, part o f  his chapter titled "The Era of Medical Philanthropy". 
" Ludmerer, Lmrning ro Heal(1985), pp. 19 1-2. 
" Ludmerer, Leurning ro Heu1 (1985). p. 206. Although there was not the same need or desire to "organize 
modem medical schools across the land" in Canada as Ludmerer says o f  the United States. the effect o f  the 
major benefactions was nonetheless significant in Toronto. Montreal and Halifax. 
'' Ludmerer. Leurning ro Heu/(  1985). p. 2 10. 



and his 19 10 report as a touchstone. Richard Brown's standard text on the influence of  

corporate capitalism and major philanthropic gifts on hventieth cenrury rnedicine 

addresses Rockefeller and Carnegie giving to medical education in North Amerka from a 

Marxist perspective.'" Although the corporate class, via large philanthropic gifts. helped 

American rnedicine acquire prestige and economic power, the profession of medicine 

eventually gained enough rnomenturn to achieve autonomy and rise from earning a 

median net incorne of  $3.758 in 1929 to what Brown calls the "top rungs of Arncrica's 

cIass structure", earning $63,000 in 1976." But this was not before. Brown notes. a 

lieated conflict arose. To initiate the reforrns favouring scientific medicine and the full- 

time clinical system, considerable investment from outside the medical profession was 

needed. Brown says that the hll-time system was a way for corporate philanthropy to 

enter the realrn of control over rnedical education and medical care. The goal was to set 

up the notion that society's needs, having been defined by the corporate class. would 

triumph over the medical profession's interests; in tum. this would be the first, large- 

scale attempt to rationalize Amencan medical care.'" 

Brown goes on to argue that the Rockefeller philanthropies forced the tùll-time 

system on schools despite resistance from the medical professionals. Gates. Brown says, 

emphasized the fact that medicine should serve capitalist society. He went on. Brown 

'' Ludmerer, Learning fo Heul ( 1985). p. 2 1 1. 
"' E . Richard Brown, Rockefeller Medicine Men: Medicine and Cupif alism in Amcrica (Los Angeles : 
University of California Press, 1979). . - 
" Brown. Meclicine Men (1979), pp. 5-6. Brown notes that the 1929 figure was above the avenge for 
college professors but below the faculty at Yale University and less than the average for mechanical 
engineers. Forty-seven years later, physicians' earnings put thern in the top few percentiles for incomr. 
Furthermore. Brown says that physicians are at the top of the occupational status hierarchy and that they 
were trusted more than any other American institution. including government. hiçher education and 
organized religion. 



continues. to note that medicine must be controlled by capitalist foundations and 

uni versi ties, through medical schools that "manufacture" the professionais and '-innovate" 

their techniques." It is simple enough to see many elements of  Gates' idea in the reforms 

that led to the scientization o f  medicine and even the implementation of the Full-tirne 

system. The costly scientization of medicine, supported by philanthropie money, led to a 

shift toward machines for interpretation o f  data and illness. With tirne. these diagnostic 

tools becarne more and more cornplex, and comprehensible oniy to a select few 

specialists. The medical knowledge base. expanding faster than any single individual 

could possibly keep up. which resulted in the growth of  medical specialties. making 

certain parts of medical knowledge comprehensible to an even smaller sub-group. within 

the profession. This is reflected. both in econornic and status realms within the 

profession: specialists eventually took over the top earning potential and status that \vas 

once held by renowned clinicians like Osler while general practitioners becarne a lesser 

means of referrals to the specialists. As medical knowledge grows. the entire profession 

must struggle to keep up with the latest innovations or  nsk losing their edge in an ever 

cornpetitive medical marketplace. Although medical schools can be said to "reproduce 

its professional personnel" this is only a static evaluation of their role because with each 

ensuing generation. new diagnostic techniques are developed and each generation has the 

potential to develop further than the k t .  

'' Brown. Medicine Men ( 1979), p. 1 75. 
"' Brown. Medicine Men (1979). p. 1 i .  



Berliner's A Sysrem of Scienrific Medicine" examines the shifi frorn individual 

philanthropic gifts to organized foundation-based giving and philanthropy's role in 

reforming medical education in the United States. His last two chapters concentrate on 

the full-tirne system as it was introduced by the Rockefeller Foundation to North 

American medical schools. Berliner States that it was the philanthropic foundations. 

including the Rockefeller Foundation. General Education Board and Carnegie 

Foundation, that were responsible for major reforms in medical education and research 

camed out at the beginning of the twentieth century." Arnong the challenges faced by 

those trying to implement the full-time system, was the pay cut sorne of the most 

respected clinicians would have to take to become a full-tirne clinician: Berliner notes 

that although Johns Hopkins set up fùll-time positions in its departments of medicine. 

surgery, and pediatrics in 19 13, the first choice for full-time chair of medicine. Lewellys 

Barker, turned down the offer because he could not afford to give up his lucrative 

practice. In fact, Theodore Janeway, who was the third choice. took up the position and 

held it for only three years. Then he. too. gave it up because. as Berliner explains. "of 

financial need and in part because of disillusionment with the full-time ~ystern."'~ 

Although the system was criticized, it did serve as a way to put scientific medicine into 

practice. With the foundation millions to support the reform. research was given a higher 

priority than ever before in North American medicine. Berliner's monograph culminates 

with his conclusion that the potential for research by American scientists exploded at the 

"' Cf oward S. Berliner, A Sysrem of Scienf~jic Medicine: Philanrhropic Foundufions in rhe Fianer &ru 
(New York: Tavistock, 1985). 
" '  Berliner. Sysrem (1985). p. 5.  



sarne time as a gospel of scientific rnedicine was spread across the country. al l because of 

=I redirected system of teaching scientific medicine." 

I agree that the Full-time system had a powerful effect in Canadian medical 

schools as well, particularly for the way it changed the teaching of medicine and how the 

teaching of clinical medicine was regarded. For example. when the Full-tirne system was 

introduced at University of Toronto, it was not implemented as strict full-time but as what 

was called 'çeographic full-time', allowing for some time each day to be used for private 

consultation. Furthemore. the new full-time Chair of Medicine. Duncan Graham. 

instituted an organizational system that anticipated the fùture. with junior researchers 

progressing up a departmental hierarchy and being paid as they trained. This raised the 

status of clinical researchers and also allowed them more time to train and perfect their 

skills before moving on to take up positions at other teaching facilities. Interestingly 

enough. unlike the system at Hopkins where it was difficult to get and hold a full-time 

clinician. Toronto's first choice was not a clinician but a young bacteriologist who stayed 

on as Chair of Medicine for twenty-eight years. As a non-clinical rnedical scientist. he 

did not mind eaming an annual salary of $10,000 and was not required to give up  two to 

three times that amount in patients' fees to take up the position. 

Finally. in a collection of essays edited by Barbara Barzansky and Norn~an 

Gevitz. contributors strive to use aspects of Flexner's 191 0 report as a set of filters 

'' Berliner, Sysrem ( 1985), pp. 159- 160. Berliner estimates that leading pnctitioners made far more than 
the $7,500 salary allotted to them under the full-time system. Osler. for example, made $40,000 in private 
pnctice in 1902. 
" Beriiner. Svsrem ( 1  985) p. 175. 



t hrough whic h su bsequent medical teaching reforms can be evaluated." There are three 

essays that touch upon funding medical education and the legacy of the full-tirne clinical 

reforms. The first, Robert Hudson's "Flexner in Historical Perspective". makes the 

noteworthy point that it would be erroneous to attribute al1 reforms in medical education 

to the influence of the Flexner Report. Reforms had been underway since the 1880s. but. 

in many cases. were slow to take effect because of the cost of reform." .As Ludmerer 

notes. the lack of rnoney became the factor which determined the pace of reform: lie tells 

how. by the time the Flexner Report was published in 19 10. more than thirty medical 

schools were operating under deficits so they might offer better training and facifities. 

Although philanthropy applied to medical education did exist before World War 1. not ail 

schools were as fortunate as Harvard University, which had benefactors like J.  P. Morgan 

and Arabella Huntington." 

Edward C. Atwater's "Clinical Education Since Flexner or Whatever Becarne of 

William Osler?', asks the question: what problems would Abraham Flexner see eighty 

years alier his Carnegie Bulletin was published? Atwater proposes rhat Flexner's support 

for the full-time system has resulted in overuse of technology. hospitals which threatcn io 

"engulf' their owners both economically and professionally, young physicians choosing 

" Barbara Barzansky and Norman Gevitz eds. B~yond Fles-ner: Medicul Educurion in rite Twenrieth 
C'enrtrn). Contributions in Medical Studies, No. 34 (New York: Greenwood Press. 1992). See also 
M ichael J. Lepore, Dearh of rhe Cliniciun: Requiem or Reveilie? (Springfield: Charles C .  Thomas. 1982) 
and William Rothstein. Arnerrcun Medical Schools and the Pracrice ofMedicine (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1987). 
" Robert Hudson, "Flexner in Historical Perspective", in Barbara Barzansky and Norman Gcvitz eds. 
Bqwncl Flexner: Medical Educurion in rhe Twentieth Century (New York: Greenwood Press. 1992). p. 2 .  
'" Kenneth M. Ludrnerer, "Reform at Harvard Medical School, 1869- 1909, in Bulierin ofrhe Hisroy of' 
,lteclicinc. 55  ( 1 98 1 ), p. 370. Morgan gave S 1.1 35.000 and Huntington gave S250.000, Harvard Medical 
School ran nvo successful fundraising drives for its medical school, in 1874 and 190 1. long before the 
Rockefeller Foundation was even founded. dispelling the myth that large-scale philanthropy only began 
afier World War I (pp. 366-367). 



lucrative subspecialties over more tirne-consuming general medicine. and ultirnately. 

medicine becoming "an elite activity" in modern society." On this point. Atwater agrees 

with E. Richard Brown. In his monograph. Brown argues that the knowledge generated 

by medical science and the use of medical technology help to give physicians a monopoly 

of authority over the practice of medicine, thereby making rnedicine an elite activity. In 

addition to technology, there is also the issue of a vocabulary which, since the medieval 

period. has historically isolated al1 but those who are members of this elite group.'" 

Finally, DeWitt Baldwin's article examines the changes in the medical curriculum 

since the Flexner report. Baldwin credits Flexner with giving an organizationai structure 

to modern medical education. This structure, he notes, was based on Flexner's ideal 

school. Johns Hopkins. Baldwin also attributes the emphasis on the life sciences for a 

new foundation in twentieth-century medical education to Flexner's analysis."" Like many 

of the other contributors to this monograph. Baldwin concentrates on the period afier 

1950, but he does acknowledge some historic milestones. such as pediatrics gaining "an 

unique clinical and scientific base in the 1920s and 1930s"". which c m  be linked to the 

adoption of the full-time system. Some issues. such as overcrowding the cumculum. 

burgeoning scientific knowledge. new technology. and academic isolation in the face of 

" Edward C. Atwater, "Clinical Education Since Flexner or Whatever Became o f  William Oder?". in 
Barbara Barzansky and Norman Gevitz, eds. Beyond Fianer: Medical Ehcarion in the Twntïcrh 
Ci.nrtry. Contributions in Medical Studies, No. 34 (New York: Greenwood Press. 1 992), p. 49. 
'' Brown. Rockefeller Medicine Men ( 1  979), p. 239. 
"" DeWitt C. Baldwin, Jr., "The Medical Curriculum: Developments and Directions". in Barbara 
Barzansky and Norman Gevitz eds. Beyond Flerner: Medical Educarion in the Twenrieth Cc.nrz+-. 
Contributions in Medical Studies, No. 34 (New York: Greenwood Press. 1992). p. 14 1 .  
'" Baldwin. "Medical Curriculum" (1992). p. 144. 



practical relevance of "scientific exotica derived from faculty research interestsa'[ 

continue to challenge medical educators. Baldwin says. 

Overall. the recent secondary literature on the influence of the Flexner Report has 

exarnined Flexner's influence more closely. Historias now acknowledge Flexner's role 

in expressing the state of medical education in North Arnerica and in pushing the full- 

time system as the ideal. It is, however, no longer accepted that educational refonn began 

with Fle.xner's report nor that the full-time system was his original idea The move 

toward tuil-time clinical faculty began. Atwater notes, with a decrease in the number of 

schools (down from a high of 162 in the United States in 1906 to less than one hundred in 

1920). an increase in the per-student income of medical schools. the introduction of the 

clinical clerkship, and better educational preparation for those wishing to enter medical 

school. "The proposed changes did. in fact, come. In part they were the results of forces 

already in motion when Flexner appeared on the scene." Flexner and his financial 

backers helped accelerate the reform, and 1 believe that Flexner himself was a product of 

the very changes which he ad~ocated.~' 

To date. there have been no comparative studies of changes in medical education 

brought about by philanthropy at the predominant Canadian medical schools between the 

" Baldwin, "Medical Curriculum" (1992). p. 1 54. 
" Atwater. "Clinical Education" (1992). p. 37. Atwater notes that already by 1918. eighty of eighty-nine 
American medical schools had raised their enu-ance requirements to include nvo years of college 
preparation, up from five of 162 schools in 1906. He argues that this, coupied with the fact that fees rose 



World Wars. The goal of this work is not only to explain how Rockefeller millions were 

used in Toronto, Montreal and Halifax, but also to show how the perception and practice 

of rnedical science changed afier World War 1, largely as a consequence of putting long- 

desired teaching irnprovements into action using the sizable financial support provided by 

donors. Despite the fact that Toronto, McGill and Dalhousie represented different 

geographic regions, they each set out with a common nationalistic ideology -- each 

sought to teach medicine using the laten in laboratory and clinical techniques and to 

build a postgraduate medical program and specialties so that first-rate medical professors 

could be trained in and stay on in Canada. 

The goal of this dissertation is to fiI l  a void in Canadian medical history. There 

has been little written on the Canadian and Arnerican gifis that were significant in 

defining a pedagogical and professional identity. with the exception of passing references 

in institutional histories and select biographies like those of Sir Robert Falconer and 

Duncan Graham. 1 have chosen to examine the impact of  the gifi and the changes 

wought at three different types of schools: Toronto is a state school. under-funded by 

the state and struggling to maintain its good reputation; McGill is the nation's medical 

school. buoyed up by private, Montreal money; and Dalhousie is the Maritimes' school. 

responsible for training al1 of the regional physicians while trying not to drain al1 of 

Dalhousie University's operating budget in a single year. 1 hope to contribute to the 

scholarship of Canadian philanthropy, in ternis of both giving and getting fùnds 

- -- -- - - - 

from seventy-five dollars per year to seven hundred dollars per year during the period from 19 10 to 1925. 
rneant that finally schools could afford full-time clinical faculty and well-equipped clinical laboratories. 



specifically to fùrther medical education. There are lessons to be learned from the way in 

~vhich the Foundation offered to help Canadian schools. 

My research will also augment the available literature dealing with Canadian 

rnedical education during a penod of serious reform and add to the material. by Berliner. 

Hudson and Ludmerer on the implementation of the Full-time systern. Like the Flexner 

Report. these reforms affected al1 North American medicai teaching facilities, and 

analyses of how the Canadian schools changed has k e n  minimal. Furthemore, 1 shall 

endeavor to offer a cornparison of how the Rockefeller Foundation dollars were used in 

Canada versus the United States. building on the work of Borner, Jonas, Lepore. 

Ludmerer. and Rothstein. 

Findly, 1 propose to add to the work of scholars such as Michael Bliss. Yves 

Gingras. Alison Li, and Sandra McRae on the growth of Canadian research endeavours. 

Examining the reforms that underscored the laboratory revolution preceding research. 1 

hope to offèr some insight into the maturation of the research ideal in Canada. 



Cbapter 1 - Sett in~ the Stane for Change: 
Fundina Medical Education in Canada to World War 1 

The Rockefeller Foundation's gifi of five million dollars in 19 19 marked a turning 

point in Canadian medical education. 1 would like to argue that it represented a "way" to 

refonn, finally catching up to the "will" which had existed since the late nineteenth 

century.' The impact was magnified by matching fünds' and the promotion of research 

and the scientization of medicine. It is as much a taie of history of higher education and 

the making of the profession of medicine in Canada as it is an overview of the politics 

and demographics of professional education? 

To understand the impact of the Foundation's gift. it is useful to examine first the 

situation that existed in fimding Canadian medicai education in the decades before World 

War 1. Medical schools operated on the fees collected frorn their students. Until about 

1905. neither the University of Toronto, McGill nor Halifax Medical College. received 

any substantial support from their respective provincial governments; afier 1905. when 

[ Kenneth Ludmerer expresses a simiiar sentiment in "Reform at Harvard Medical School. 1869- 1909". 
Bulletin of the ffisrory ofMedicine, 55 (198 1). p. 370. He argues that Harvard had a distinct advantage in 
trying to implement the teaching reforms because it was adept at fundraising. The school raised 
S3.000.000 in its fundraising drive of 190 t and hence, had a headstart on rnany other American and 
Canadian schools in implementing the new scientific and research medicine ideal. Ludrnerer 
acknowledges that there were dedicated faculties elsewhere who were aware of what needed to be done. 
but who did not have the resources to carry out their plans. By the time Abraham Flexner published his 
evaluation of al1 155 North Arnerican schools, Ludmerer says there were more than thirty schools running 
deficits in an atternpt to offer better training. "Everywhere in the nation." he writes. "lack of rnoney 
became the limiting factor in how far the reform of medical education could proceed." 

Included among the matching funds are provincial government rnonies. other private gifts and major 
private gifls in kind from the Carnegie Corporation and the Eaton family. The impact of these gifts will be 
discussed in later chapters. 

Arnong the sources available on Canadian medical history are S.E.D. Shom. ed.. Medicine in Canadiun 
Sociery: Historica/ Perspectives (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 198 l), Joseph Hanaway 
and Richard Cruess. McGill Medicine: The First HaffCentury, 1829-1885. vu!. 1 (Montreal: McGill- 
Queen's University Press. 1996), Charles G. Roland. ed., Healfh. Diseuse and Medicine: ficqvs in 
Cunudian History (Toronto: Clarke Invin. 1984)' and Robin S. Harris, A Hisrop of Higher Education in 



the Consemative govemment led by Premier James Whitney came to power in Ontario. 

the University of Toronto medical prograrn began to receive grants, but McGilI and 

Halifav continued to rely upon a combination of fees and private endowrnents.' 

Furthemore. it is important to underline the relative non-effect of the Flexner 

Reports in Canada and to reiterate the point made by a number of American historians" as 

well as Gidney and Millar that "the history of medical education in nineteenth-century 

Ontario. and especiaily in Toronto, is not that of the United States writ smali'? As 

precarious as the Halifax Medical College's position was, it was not as insecure as a 

number of the smaller Arnencan proprietary schools which were closing even before 

Cunudu, 1663-1960 (Toronto: University o f  Toronto Press. 1976). Specific to Ontario. there is Charles 
M. Godfrey. Medicinefor Ontario: A Hisrov (Belleville: Mika Publishing, 1979). 

Donald Smith. Lord Suathcona gave McGiIl University an endowment o f  % 150.000 for chairs in 
pathology and hygiene and a general medical faculty endowment fund. William Macdonald, upon his 
death in 19 17, bequeathed $500,000 to the FacuIty of  Medicine. From Stanley Brice Frost, hfcGilI 
Universityfor rlte Advancemenr ofLearning, vol. 11, 1895-197/ (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University 
Press, l984), pp. 1 1-14. 

Abraham Flexner, Medical Education in the Unired Srures and Cunuda: A Reporr ro rhr Carnegie 
Foundurion for fhe Advancement of Teaching (Boston: D. B. Updike. Merrymount Press, 19 [O). 
Commonly known as "the Flexner Report" or "Carnegie Builetin Number Four". hereafter. this document 
will be referred to as "the Flexner Report". 
" Among those who argue that reforrns were already underway when Flexner published his report in 19 10 
are: Kenneth Ludmerer, "Reform o f  Medical Education at Washington University", Journul of rhe Hisron. 
ofMedicine. 35 (1980), p. 149; Robert Hudson, "Abraham Flexner in Historicai Perspective". in Barbara 
Barzans ky and Norman Gevitz, eds., Beyond Flmner: Medical Education in rhe Twenricrh Century (New 
York: Greenwood Press, 1992), p. 2 ; and Steven Jonas. Medical Mystery: The Training of Doclors in the 
United Stores (New York: Norton, 1978), p. 20 1. As Ludrnerer notes in "Reform at Washington 
University", in the decades immediately preceding publication of  the Flexner Report, about thirty schools 
had already made major irnprovements to their medical prograrns. 
' Gidney and Millar. "The Reorientation of Medical Education in Late Nineteenth-Century Ontario: The 
Proprietary Medical Schools and the Founding of the Faculty o f  Medicine at the University of  Toronto". 
Journul ofrhe Hisrory of Medicine and Allied Sciences, vol. 49, 1994. p. 53. For background on the 
American schools. see Daniel Fox, "The New Historiography of  American Medical Education". Hisroty of 
Educurion Qitarrer!~. 26, 1 ( 1986), pp. 1 16- 124; Robert Hudson. "Abraham Flexner in Perspective: 
American Medical Education. 1865- 19 10". Bulkrin ofrhe Hisrov ofMedicine. 46 ( 1972). pp. 545-56 1 : 
Kenneth Ludmerer, "Reform of  Medical Education at Washington University". Journal ofrhe Hisfoy of 
Medicine. 3 5  ( 1980), pp. 149- 173 and "Reform at Harvard  ( 1  98  1). pp. 343-370; Genld  Markowiu: and 
David Rosner, "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use of  Medical Education Reform to Establish Modern 
Professional Elitism in Medicine", American Quarrerly. 25 (1973), pp. 83-107; Ronald Nurnbers. ed., The 
Educu~ion of American Physicians (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980); William G .  



Flexner's 191 0 report was published and which continued to close afier the repon was 

pub1ished.V~ Flexner noted in the first chapter of his report. up to and including the 

1880s many American medical schools which had been affiliated with universities. were 

caught up 

in the wave of commercial exploitation which swept the entire profession 
so far as medical education is concerned ... For years they managed their 
own affairs, disposing of  professorships by common agreement. 
segregating and dividing fees, along proprietary lines. In general. these 
indiscriminate and irresponsible conditions continued at their worst until 
we1I into the eighties. To  this day, it is as easy to establish a medical 
school as a business coltege. though the inducement and tendency to do 
so have greatly weakened.' 

This situation was not that of the Canadian schools of the period. Canadian institutions 

such as the University of Toronto, albeit proprietary. consistently sought out university 

affiliation, with which came t'unding fiom the Provincial Goverment.  For those schools 

such as McGill and Dalhousie Universities, which received little to no provincial hinding. 

the conditions were never consistently as precarious as some of  the American schools 

and. in îàct, McGill was highly regarded.'" 

- - - -- - - - - -  

Rothstcin. A mericun Medical Schools and rhe Prucrice of Medicine: A Hisror): (New York: Oxford 
University Press. 1987). 
"heila M. Penney. '"Marked for Slaughter': The Halifax Medical CoHege and the Wrong Kind of 
fieform. 1 868- 19 10". in Acudiensis, 19, 1 (Fall 1 Mg), pp. 27-5 1. 
" Abraham Flexner. Fhner  Report (1 9 IO), p. 8. Rather than highlight the of?-quoted evaluations of some 
of the worst schools examined by Flexner, here he is speaking of an historical trend at the medical faculties 
associated with Harvard. Yale and Pennsylvania. 
"' George Weisz. in "The Geognphical Origins and Destinations of Medical Graduates in Quebec. 1834- 
1939". Histoire Sociale/Sociul Histoy. X I X .  37 (May 1986), pp. 93-1 19, says that McGill University stood 
out fiom other Canadian medical schools as early as the mid-nineteenth century- There were no Canadian 
schools which could compare to McGill; the Ontario schools openting during the nineteenth century were 
proprietary schools. with a loose afiliation to a university at best and without adequate hospital teaching 
fàcilities. In contrast. McGill offered a university medical education that was comparable to that found in 
Boston. New York or Philadelphia. This only changed in 1887 when the University of Toronto Medical 
School was opened. thereby ending McGill's monopoly over university medical education in Canada (p. 
105). 



To understand the context for the eager anticipation of  the Foundation gift of 

19 19. one must examine the history of the establishment of medical colleges in Canada 

begiming with the first organized proprietay school, Montreal Medical Institution. in 

1824. The fûnding challenges faced by the Canadian medical schools of the first two 

decades of the twentieth century grew out of the scientization of medical teaching which 

began in the nineteenth-century. 

Hence. this chapter will outline four phases which led up to 19 19 and the news of 

Rockefeller millions being made available to aid Canadian medical teaching: the early 

years and the funding of the first medical schools; the cost of  mid-nineteenth century 

efforts to use science to combat the "irregulars"; the absorption of private schools into 

university medical faculties; and. finally, the early twentieth-century need to fund the 

.-new medical cumculurn9' and Full-time system. 

The Early Years: The Challenge of Population and Politics 
in Establishing Medical Colleges 

The issue of funding medical education did not corne into play in the early 

decades of the nineteenth-century . This is because most p hysicians received their 

training in Europe or Great Britain where training centred around the less formal 

apprenticeship method. Many Canadian doctors served as apprentices or received their 

practical training through the army or navy as had been the practice in the eighteenth 

century. ' '  

' l  William Canniff. The Mcdicaf Pro/esion in Upper Canada. 1783-/850 (Toronto: Clarke. Invin. 1980). 
pp. Il-12and28. 



There were, however, two pressing issues that set the stage for the establishment 

of forma1 schools. The first was a combination of Canada's geographic size and its small 

population. The second issue was a sense of the need for a professional identity coupled 

with a desire to oust cornpetitors. This cornpetition took the form of non-traditional 

medical practitioners such as homeopaths, Thornsonians (also known as botanics). and 

eclectics, as well as American practitioners. As a consequence of the low density 

population in most areas, cornpetition for services was keenly felt by physicians in the 

first half of the nineteenth century.12 

Because of econornic necessity, most physicians. civilian or military, lived and 

practiced in the populated towns and cities in the new colony". There was no medical 

school. university-based or private, until 1824 when the Montreal Medical Institution 

opened. Upper Canada had no medical school until 1832. As William Canniff notes in 

liis history of the medical profession of Upper Canada, by 18 15 there were only thirty-sis 

or fortÿ medical men "possessing some qualification'?" Canniff cites the details of a 

survey done. just two years later, by Robert Gourlay of several townships in Upper 

Canada. Gourlay asked the settlers how rnany medical practitioners there were in their 

township. For a population in four districts, for example, of 26,977, he found nventy 

'' Kenneth Ludmerer notes in "Reform at Harvard" (198I), pp. 345-346. that the Thomsonian movement 
discouraged reforms in early medical schools like Harvard. Because the Thomsonians believed that the 
principles of medicine were simple enough to be understood by any man. Ludrnerer argues that Harvard. 
which was a proprietary school at the time. was slow to change. The medical program seemed adequate 
the way it was being taught. in part because medical knowledge remained relatively Iimited. It took until 
1870. with the introduction to North Arnerica of the European advances in clinical training and laboratory 
txperirnentai medicine and research before Harvard Medicai School feft the need to take up major teaching 
reforms. 
' William Canniff, Medical Profession ( 1  980). Canniff includes biographies of early physicians in Upper 
Canada and the proceedings of the Upper Canada Medical Board, 18 19-50. and College of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Upper Canada, 1839-4 1. 
" Canniff. icfedical Profmsion (1980), p. 29. 



medical practitioners. But this was a difficult way to eam a living in a land where 

distances between settlements could be great" and payment difficult to collect: 

' While I was in Canada,' Gourlay writes, 'men of education, 
talent, and expenence. came from home to settle there. but it 
would not do, and many of  them have lefl the Province. A 
country surgeon at home had hard work of it. What may he be 
supposed to have where the population does not amount to 
seven bodies to the square mile (?) and where fees must be 
received per the barrel, o r  the bushel: perhaps in lumber."" 

Aithough forma! medical education was limited until the 1830s and 1840s. the 

existing medical proFession showed early concern to restrict those who might legally 

practice. In Upper Canadat7, one such attempt at licensure was made in 1792.'"~ 

MacNab outlines in A Legui Hisfory of the Health Professions in Onrurio. subsequent 

atternpts 'to regulate the practice of physic in this Province' were made throughout the 

early nineteenth century. This was done as much to keep politically dangerous American 

practitioners out of Canada as it \vas to discourage quackery. Most bills were. however. 

short-lived and too difficult to administer. There was the question of the profession being 

divided between newly-trained physicians and those senior mernbers o f  the profession. 

trained under a different mode1 years before. who did not meet the formal training 

requirements as set out in the new guidelines. There were logistical challenges in 

" Jacal yn Du ffin. Lungstafl A Ninereenrh-Cenrury Medical L#ie (Toronto: University o f  Toronto Press. 
1993) shows how more tirne could often be spent in transit than in treatment. 
'" Canniff, Mcdical ProJession (1980), p. 30. The question mark after "mile" is Canniffs. 
'' What is now known as the province o f  Ontario has also historically been called Upper Canada or Canada 
West. Sim ilarly, Quebec has been referred to as Lower Canada or Canada East. 
'"Iizabeth MacNab. A Legal Hisroryof Health ProJesions in Ontario, (Toronto: The Queen's Printer. 
1970). p. 4. MacNab's text. part o f  the 1970 Study for the Committee on the Healing Arts. is a tirst-rate 



requiring that those who applied for a license to practice from a given day forward would 

have to submit to an examination. This left a group of physicians with established 

practices who considered it insulting to submit thernselves to a peer examination. 

Furtherrnore. as  MacNab points out. "the problems of a scattered population and an 

inadequate supply of qualified doctors stitl existed."" 

In reference to the shifi fiom apprenticeship to classroom learning which occurred 

in the first half of the nineteenth century. it is important to remember that classroom 

instruction was followed by clinical instruction in the ward of a teaching hospital. Here. 

a t o m  of group apprenticeship was camed out as senior medical students shadowed a 

clinical instructor on hospital rounds. As Gidney and Millar point out. students wanted to 

train in the larger hospitals where they might have access to patients on the wards as well 

as the dissecting room. New methods of diagnosis and surgical advances made greater 

exposure to a variety of cases almost indispensable. As a consequence, physicians and 

hospital trustees saw that there were economic rewards to be had in offering students 

courses in anatomy and other subjects. The result was that they organized classes and. 

soon after. entire schools of medicine.'' As a result. Gidney and Millar explain that a 

-'new pedagogy" was bom, one which combined smatl-group instruction with large class 

lectures. and hospital work with classroom leaming." 

Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. doctors worked toward 

establishing a professional identity. Contributing to this were not only govemment- 

- - -- -- 

source summarizing the major legislative acts ro regulate the practice of medicine and other health 
sciences. 
"' MacNab. L e p l  History ( 1  970). p .  5 .  
'" G idney and Millar, Profissional Gentlemen ( 1994). pp. 1 68-9. 
" Gidney and Millar. Profesional Gentlemen ( 1  994), pp. 168-9. 



supported licensing efforts and the establishment of medical schools but also the 

establishment of individual. provincial medical associations. The Medico-Chirurgical 

Society of Upper Canada is among the earliest. formed in York (now Toronto) in 1833. 

ten years before King's College in Toronto established its medical facull .  Not long 

afier. there was interest in a national medical association; two years after discussions 

began toward that end, in 1847, the f o r e m e r  of the Canadian Medical Association was 

lormed." Ail provincial medical associations became divisions of the Canadian Medical 

Association. the national organization itself coming into being in 1867. These 

associations represented a concerted effort on the part of the physicians of each province 

to establish themselves as professionals. 

As Gidney and Millar outline in their book, Professional Genffcmen: The 

Professions in Nineremth-Cenfury Ontario. physicians. lawyers and the clergy were 

striving to establish their identity as the century wore on. Integral cornponents of their 

strategy were education. some form of examination and licensing. and peer censure. The 

story of nineteenth-century medical practice is rife with wars between the traditional or 

allopathie physicians and those considered to be on the fringe of legitimacy. namely the 

osteopaths, chiropractors, homeopaths and eclectics. As the physicians gained more and 

more professional autonomy. the other groups were pushed further ont0 the fringes. ln 

Ontario. for exarnple, with the Act of 1869, the College of Physicians and Surgeons of 

Ontario was established and given the power to administer licensing examinations to 

" Other provincial associations o f  the period included the Medical Society of Nova Scotia ( 1  854) and 
Princc Edward Island Medical Association ( 1  855). Six provinces followed later: New Brunswick ( 1  880): 
British Columbia (1900); Saskatchewan (1905); Alberta (1906): Manitoba (1908); and Newfoundland 
( 1 924). From J. W. Grove, Organized Medicine in Ontarro (Toronto: Queen's Printer. 1969). Appendix 
IX, "Chronology of  Major Landmarks in the History of Organized Medicine in Canada". 



those wanting to practice medicine in the province as well as being responsible for 

medical education. incIuding cumculum and the required rnatriculation standards for 

entry into Ontario medical s c h o o l ~ . ~  It was important to maintain control of who entered 

the profession by setting admission standards to the schools and to regulate who stayed in 

the profession via licensing and professional disciplinary committees. 

In the first decades of formal. "school-based" medical education in Canada, 

funding education was not dificult. Instructors shared their expertise with a smdl  class 

of students. Lectures and lecture-demonstrations were the predominant methods used to 

convey knowledge, followed by an apprenticeship period with one of the instructors in 

the hospital. For exarnple, in their monograph on the first half century of medicine at 

McGiil University, Hanaway and Cruess note that in the second session of the Montreai 

Medical Institution (1 824-25) twenty-five students attended lectures on Materia Medica 

and Dietetics: Practice of Physic; Chymistry (sic) and Phamacy: Anatorny. Physiology 

and Surgery: Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children: and Botany. with 

--visiting hours at the Montreal General Hospital" in the Edinburgh tradition.:' 

Instruction was by lecture "almost exclusivety'' and students spent from four to seven 

hours each day listening to lectures. McGiil was renowned for its teaching of practical 

" MacNab. Lqul Hisfoty ( 1970). pp. 13- 14. MacNab's book outlines al1 of the major legislative changes. 
and atternpted changes, to medical praciice since t 792 in Ontario. Since the publication of Pro/cgïsionrr/ 
Gentlcrricn. Gidney and Miilar have been researching the medical school expericnces of the late-nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. 
'' Hanaway and Cruess, McGill Medicine (1996), p. 13. The Edinburgh tradition encouraged teaching at 
the bedside of patients. The history of this pedagogical method goes back to Giovanni Battista Da Monte 
(Montanus) of Padua (1498- 1552). Montanus believed that students could learn only by supplemcnting 
thcir theoreticai lessons with bedside observation of patients. His ideas on ward teaching were brought 
first to Leyden then. in the eighteenth century, to the Edinburgh University School of Medicine, where 
emphasis on anatomy and physiology was also added. The Edinburgh influence was so strong that 
Hanaway and Cmess write. "McGill rnedicine was, in essence. a clone of Edinburgh in the New World." 
(p. 19). 



anatomy. Cadavers were readily available for instruction and this attracted many students 

tiom eastern Canada and the United States. The only reservation. still a factor weli into 

the 1870s. was that dissections of the brain, chest, pelvis and abdomen were rarely carried 

out for the edification of the students because surgery on these areas was almost never 

done. for fear of certain death from infection? Although many students enrolled for one 

or two years. few actually finished the course and qualified for a license to practice.=" 

In tems of fuianchp. students paid. in 1832. three pounds (Halifax Currency) for 

a term's ticket for each course except anatomy and chemistry which cost three pounds. 

fifieen shiliings. The total course \vas five years: students were required to attend 

lectures for three years and then get bedside training in the hospital for two years." The 

total enrolment at McGill remained in the range of twenty-five students even into the 

early 1840s (see Table 4). The costs of primarily lecture-based instruction. therefore. 

were minirna12%d the revenues generated by student fees were enough to sustain first 

tlie private school and then the medical faculty at McGill University. 

But by 1841. the school developed financial problems. Although up to tive 

Iiundred pounds in aid was given by the Québec govemrnent. it did not prove to be 

enough and only moving to the rent-free. newly erected McGill buildings in 1845 

" Hanaway and Cniess, McGill Medicine (1 996). p. 53. 
'" Hanaway and Cniess. McGifI ,Medicine ( 1996). p. 19. - - 
- '  Hanüway and Cruess, McGill Medicine ( 1  996). p. 27. 

Although physiology was being taught at McGiII as far back as 1849. the man who held tlie Chair of  
Physiology from 1849 until 1872, William Fraser, came to his position with minimal laboratol 
experience. In  fact. as instructor of physioiogy, histology and pathology. subjects which collectively werc 
known as the lnstitutes of Medicine. he brought only a didactic tradition and textbook knowledge to the 
position. When, by end of Fraser's tenure. schools in Europe offered labontories and equipment such as 
kymographs (developed by German physiologist Cari Ludwig) for experimental physiology, and schools 
in Edinburçh and London used microscopes. Fraser continued to use lectures only in teaching his classes. 
Fraser's successor as Professor of  Institutes of Medicine was Joseph Morley Drake (1 872 to 1874) who. in 



alleviated the financial pressure? The school was, therefore. facing financial difficulties 

long before science-based reforms were introduced. 

Although the chronology of the McGill school is easy to document. it is not so 

simple for other institutions. There is no simple way to list al1 Canadian medical schools 

in the chronological order in which they were established. This is because the history of 

Canadian medical education is as much a history of private schools with specific 

rclationships to nearby universities and licensing bodies as it is a history of university- 

based rnedical teaching as we know it today. Many of the medical faculties. therefore. 

may be listed in order, but with more than one date of founding30. .This situation is made 

èven more challenging by the fact that the predecessors of some Canadian university 

inedical faculties. such as that at the University of Toronto. included more than one 

private SC hool, in part because of Toronto's denominational college system. At various 

times throughout the nineteenth-century, Trinity College (Anglican). Victoria College 

(Methodist). King's College (eventually non-denominational) each had its own medical 

school in addition to the proprietary schools run by individuals like John Rolph. 

turn. was succeeded by William Osler (1 874 to f 884). From Hanaway and Cmess. McCili Mcdicinc 
( 1996). pp. 53-54. and 1 15. 
'' Hanaway and Cniess. McGill iuedicine (1996). pp. 28-30. The new space included two lecture rooms 
and an anatomy dissection room that had neither adequate light. heat nor ventiiation. 
'" Many Canadian medicai faculties of the nineteenth-century were established. first as private schools, 
hence in the following chronological list the first date is the year of founding of the school and the second 
the  y ear it became pan of the University with which it is associated today: McGill ( 1 8 2 4  1 829): Toronto 
( 1833-- closed in 1853; 1843 The Montreal School of Medicine and Surgery or l'École de Médecine et de 
Chinirgie de Montréal opens as competition to McGill's Faculty of Medicine and eventuaily becomes the 
niedical faculty of Victoria College (Cobourg, Ontario): 1 856 Toronto School o f  Medicine founded: 1 87 1 
Trinity re-founded: 1 874 Victoria closes; 1 887 "Toronto" re-opens as Victoria and Toronto School of 
Medicine; 1904 Trinity is the last of the private schools to join the University of Toronto medical faculty); 
Laval ( 1 848); Queen's ( 1859); Halifax Medicai College/Dalhousie ( 1867: closed in 19 1 1 ): Bishop's 
University of Lennoxville, Quebec (1871, taken over by McGill in 1905); University of Western Ontario 
( 1 88 1 / 19 13); Manitoba Medical College (1 88311 9 18); University of Alberta ( 192 1 ); University of 
iMontreal (1923); University of Saskatchewan (1926); University of Ottawa (1  945): University of British 



Although this may seem a trivial point of fact, it does play into the s t o l  at the point o f  

raising funds to support the new, scientific medicine. With no longstanding, unified base 

of alumni frorn which to  draw financial support, the University of  Toronto became 

mxious about funding and poised to meet whatever conditions the Rockefeller 

Foundation might stipulate in its bid to be a world-class medical teaching and research 

facility. 

Scientific Medicine Useful for Combating Irregulars but Costly to Teach 

There are those, such as John Harley W m e P  and J.T.H. Connor". who argue that 

the amval of the medical sects not only represented economic cornpetition. but also 

helped traditional physicians to unite and forge a cornmon professional identity grounded 

in systematic training and professional licensing. While the cornpetition for patients was 

low, there were few cries for stringent school-based training or esarninations. But as 

Gidney and Millar point out. "while the regulars had always routinely condemned the 

dangers of quackery, it is only around mid-century that the chorus of cornplaints rises to a 

cres~endo.";~ Physicians not only had to cornpete with other traditional physicians. but 

with the botanics. eclectics and homeopaths." The solution was to reduce the number o f  

Columbia (1950); McMasfer University (1967): Mernorial University ofNewfoundland (1969): aiid 
University of Calgary ( IWO). 
" John Harley Warner. "Medical Sectarianism. Therapeutic Conflict. and the Shaping of Orthodox 
Professional ldentity in Antebel!um American Medicine", William F. Bynum and Roy Porter. eds.. 
.tfedical Fringc und Medical Orthodoxy, / 750- 1850, (London: Croom Helm, 1987). . . 
'- James T. H. Connor. Minoriîy Medicine in Onturio. / 785- 1903: A Study of Medicul Pluralisrn und f ts  
Decline (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Waterloo, 1989). Connor estirnates that. in just 
over a decade frorn 1840 to 185 1. the number of licensed practitioners in Upper Canada grew from 160 to 
520 making cornpetition much stiffer. This figure did not include members of the medical sect. 
11 G idney and Mi 1 lar. Professional Gentlemen ( 1994). p. 54. 
" Colin D. Howell. "Elite Doctors and the Developrnent of Scientific Medicine: The Halifax Medical 
Establishment and 19th Century Medical ProfessionaIism", in Charles G. Roland, ed. Heulth. Diseuse und 



practitioners licensed to practi~e.'~ But it would not be until the last dccades of the 

nineteenth century that the infrastructure to do this would be in place. School-based 

training was required with exarninations and licensing afier cornpletion. In a movement 

that would continue throughout the twentieth-century, the entrance requirements for 

medical students would be nised as well, keeping the number of successfùl applicants in 

check. Finally. by the 1880s. the way that medicine was taught chmged, influenced by 

the work being done in European laboratories. Students were now required to spend rime 

in the laboratory as well as at the bedside. in the dissecting roorn. and in lecture. This 

\vas the scientization of traditional medicine3" which. in turn. helped to differentiate it 

from the medical sects or "irregulars". 

One of the reasons for the eventual demise of the private medical schools in 

Toronto, for example, was the cost of equipment. Although it was relatively easy to 

procure part-time clinical instnictors -- many Toronto-area physicians enjoyed the 

prestige of teaching in a medical school -- the student fees could not adequately cover the 

cost of microscopes and laboratory equipment for chemistry and physiology experiments 

.\ledicine: Essuys in Canudian HUtory (Toronto: Clarke Invin, 1984). pp. 105- 122. notes how in Nova 
Scotia in the 1860s and 1870s, some practitioners experimented with unorthodox remedies in an effort to 
have medicine appear to do more. Conservative physicians, or the medical elite as Howell calls them. 
fought this with their support of medical colleges, hospital development. formation of societies to discuss 
gerrn theory. and even with their struggle to set up the Anatomy Act of 1869 (pp. 106-1 07). Although their 
efforts wcre not in vain. Howell notes that it would take decades before arguments among Nova Scotia's 
medical elite ended. Even in I880. he tells of how they could not agree on gerrn therapy and Listerism. 
One physician. Edward Farrell. Howell says came to accept the principle of antiseptic management and 
surgical cleanliness but continued to practice bloodletting. Only through the efforts of men such as Dr. A. 
W- H. Lindsay and Dr. John Stewart, the latter who had studied under Lister himself. that. spreading thc 
word nt medical society meetings. managed to convince colleagues of the merits of the germ theory. By 
the mid- 1880s, the germ theory dominated the profession (p. 1 19). 
'' Paul Starr. The Social Transformafion ofAmerican ,Medicine (New York: Basic Books, 1982) is one 
source which outlines the econornic challenges faced by traditional practitioners in the nineteenth century 
which contributed to the changes in training and practice. 
'" Sandra F. McRae, The 'Scientrj;~ Spirit ' in hfedicine ai the University of Toronto, 1880- 19 / 0 (Toronto: 
unpublished Ph.D. dissenation, 1987). 



as the turn of the century drew closer. Not having the equipment needed for the emerging 

laboratoxy meant that schools were losing their competitive grip on the student market. 

This coupled with the growing interest in the science of medicine, brought back to North 

Amenca by graduates studying abroad in Germany, led to the feeling that Canadian 

medical schools were falling behind the German lead. For those schools affiliated with 

universities. the situation was only marginally better. In addition to laboratory 

equipment, dissection specimens were still a challenge to procure in the necessary 

numbers and facilities which were adequate in the 1850s were overcrowded by the 

1890s." For an example of the rate of growth, see Table 4 on McGill's grow-th in student 

enrolment. 1890 to 1920, at the end of this ~hapter. '~ 

There were serious econornic challenges for those who wanted to scientize the 

medical c~r r icu lurn .~~  Unlike the older curriculum. laboratory medicine was costly. 

Schools needed laboratory space. costly equipment such as microscopes and experimental 

devices for physiology tests, as well as instnictors experienced in the new science of 

- 

" Hanaway and Crues~, McGill Medicine (1996). discuss the situation at McGiII University (pp. 92-93) 
while Penney examines the shortage of material at Halifax Medical College in "Marked for Slaughter" 
( 1989). pp. 33-47. 
'mis information is taken from McGill University calendars tor the dates noted. For a more 
comprehensive analysis of the McGiIl rnedical school experience in its early years. see Hanaway and 
Cruess. McGifl Medicine. ( 1996). 
;*1 Financing the scicntization of rnedicine played a role in Queen's lagging behind McGill and Toronto in 
medical education. In Hilda Neatby's Queen S University: To Strive. To Seek. To Find. undNor ru YÏeld, 
i d .  /. IS-ll-1917 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's Universi5 Press, 1978). Queen's Principal ( 1877- 1902) 
George Munro Grant is said to have viewed the medical course in Kingston as "peripheral to the essential 
purpose" of the university. As late as 1886, Grant was writing, "1 attach little importance to the Medical 
School. Our medical students are a wonderful. hard-working lot, but the mass of medical students will go 
and ought to go to Montreal and Toronto." (p. 2 1 1 ). In 1892. however, it was Grant who advanced $750 to 
Dr. A.P. Knight for new laboratory equipment. Knight, professor of animal biology and physiology at 
Queen's. had asked for that arnount afier touring Europe and Britain in the summer of 1892 to determine 
what materials were needed to bring Queen's labs up to date. (p. 213). Incidentally. Neatby notes that the 
amount Knight requested represented three-quarters of his professorial salary. 



rnedicine. In return, the traditionai medical profession could boa t  that only its members 

were rigourously trained in scientific investigation." 

One of the major factors at the heart of pnvate medical schools becoming 

affiliated with universities was this question of money. Throughout the nineteenth 

century. post-secondary education in the Arts was funded by the government?. but 

professional training was seen to be apart from a Iiberal university education. The 

medical schools operated on income generated almost exclusively kom student fees. 

Unfortunately. the cost of  laboratory equipment and facitities was growing with the 

advent of the research ideal and laboratory medicine. It had been considerabiy less 

espemive to lecture to an entire class than to equip laboratories explaining. in part. why 

the early. proprietary efforts fared quite well in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

The propnetary schools are credited with taking a successful initiative. in the 1880s. 

toward 'Oextending the range of clinical instruction, in adding laboratory work in 

physiology and pathology, and in seeing that al1 students received more practical 

instruction in basic and surgical anatomy".'' By Gidney and Millar's account, in the 

'" Bruno Latour, in The Pastczcrization of France (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 1988). argues 
that acceprance of laboratory methods by the medical profession was gradual. Clinicians were suspicious 
of new methods that took them away from the patient's bedside. The approach of the bacteriologists in 
attacking and preventing disease was "too biological" and "never took the individual sick person as a 
uni-" as the clinician did (p. 1 16). Physicians' resistance was also economic. They feared being shut out 
of the new medicine, one which used vaccinations to prevent disease, thereby robbing them of potential 
patients. As Latour says. "The conflict between health and weaith became for each physician a matter of 
how to earn a living while treating people .... with such problems the physician could have nothing more 
chan a polite but distant interest in the acrobatics of microbes in laboratories." (pp. 1 19- 120). One factor 
which finally motivated physicians to accept the scientization of the rnedicine was that it would narrow the 
competition. both by shuning out the charlatans and by requiring an extension to the medical school 
course: " ... the sciences would Iimit the number of colIeagucs ..." (p. 135). 
'' In Section 93 of The British North America Act, 1867. the responsibility for legislation respecting 
education is assigned to each individual province. There is no specific mention. in this section. made 
regarding professional training of any son. 
" G ididney and Millar. Profesional Gentlemen ( 1994). p. 1 59. 



1880s the Toronto School of Medicine and Trinity Medical College had cornbined annual 

revenues of about $40.000 from the fees paid by more than five hundred students. In 

tum. the courses offered at the Toronto School of Medicine grew to include botany. 

chemistry. normal histology, medical psychology, pathology. toxicology and zoology." 

When enterpnsing physician educators like John Rolph of the Toronto School of 

Medicine and Walter Bayne Geikie of Trinity Medical College were faced with the costs 

of modernizing their facilities in the 1880s. they had a formidable challenge. Toronto. 

unlike Montreai. was still a city with more than one medical school for prospective 

students. Support from the provincial govemment remained non-existent. The education 

of professionals was still seen to be beyond the realm of the province -- professional 

schools continued. therefore. to operate on fees collected fiorn the students. But 

laboratory costs and building expansions could not be borne by student fees alone. And 

without up-to-date laboratories and instructors in the biomedical sciences. students would 

go elsewhere. 

Ultimately. the story in Toronto played out with one clear w i ~ e r .  Although 

Trinity had operated. since 1853. solely as a prïvately-funded medical school. by the 

1880s Geikie could see that the same was not tme of the Toronto School of Medicine. 

When the latter became a professional faculty of the University of Toronto in 1887. 

appeals were made to the Provincial Government for aid to this new addition to the 

provincial university. It was not long before the new faculty did indeed benefit -- medical 

" Gidney and Miliar. Prof~sional Gentlemen ( 1994), p. 159 



students were welcome to use the newest building on campus. the new biology building 

crected in i 888 and expanded in 1 890. This facility included dissection rooms." 

Geikie's cries of favouritism fell on deaf ears at the legislature. Although Trinity 

Medical College managed to avoid federation with the University of Toronto until 1903. 

its fate was sealed. This last independent medical school in Toronto could not compete 

with the more modem, better funded and equipped. provincially-supported medical 

tàculty. Dependent upon student fees, Trinity would have priced itself out of the medical 

education market to keep its training methods and facilities up to date. When it was 

cibsorbed into the provincial university, an era in medical education ended. As McKillop 

notes. Geikie was not "an anachronistic old cunnudgeon intent on holding ont0 his 

personal academic fiefdom" but a "self-imposed champion of the older. humanistic 

notion of the medical 'arts"'." Geikie was lost in the new age of the research ideal. He 

saw the biological sciences as subjects that complernented medicine but not fundamental 

to teaching it. By 1887, the provincial government disagreed and showed its support of 

the research ideal by offering financial aid to build new facilities to encourage research 

and laboratory teaching. Hence, McKillop notes that "the proprietary schools met their 

h te  not because they had failed but because they were seen to represent a different kind 

of' medicine and medicine man.''" 

"' A.B. McKillop. Marters ofMind ( 1994). pp. 74-75. 
.'' A.B. McKiIlop, Marrers of Mind(i994). p- 77. 



Commercial Schools Collapse into University Medical Faculties 
but Funding Problems Continue 

The Toronto situation was somewhat unusual since Geikie and Trinity managed to 

survive without full affiliation with the University until 1903. This was almost twenty 

years after the research ideal began to gain momentum. Halifax Medical College. which 

had been incorporated in 1875 was reabsorbed into Dalhousie University in 1885." The 

Col lege reopened in 1 887 and. al thou& students took some premedicai science courses at 

Dalhousie. remained the site where rnedical education took place until 19 1 1. This was 

despite the fact that the College's facilities were far below standard and the research ideal 

found a poor home in crowded. pooriy-lit, dank quarters. In becoming the medical 

tàculty of Dalhousie University, medical education finally stood a chance of thriving in 

I-ialifax. especially since it would be the only Canadian rnedical school east of McGill 

until Memorial University's medical faculty opened in 1 969 in St. John's. Newtbundland. 

Although affiliation with an established university seerned to be the solution. 

funding the research ideal rernained a challenge. McGill medicine. for example. enjoyed 

the longest association as a professional faculty of  a university. Unlike Toronto. there 

was minimal competition from other schools. McGill had the advantage. too. of one of 

the most we!l-respected instructors on its staff in OslePat  a time when medical teaching 

kvas changing. As Hanaway and Cruess descnbe it, Osler recognized the need for a 

properly equipped laboratory where students could " l e m  by doing" afier he saw this in 

"' A.B. McKillop. Marrc.rs o/Mind(1994), p. 77. 
" Penney. "'Marked for Slaughter', Halifax Medical College" (1989). 
'' Among Osier's legion of  admiren was Frederick Taylor Gates (1 853-1 929), phiianthropic advisor to 
Rockefeller Sr.. It has become legend that when Gates read Osler's 1892 text. The Principles and Pracrice 



practice at Harvard in the mid-1870s. Symbolically, a lecture room was refitted to 

become the first physiology laboratory in Lower Canada: "In addition to the speciai 

table. benches. sinks, and the eleven microscopes. there were microtomes. warming 

stages. hemocytometers and hemochronometers, a spectroscope. a kymograph. batteries. 

induction apparatus, animal head and body holders ..."" Unfortunately. Hanaway and 

Cruess do not mention how this transformation was funded. It was undeniable. however, 

rhat in moving toward the research ideal. traditional medicine was distancing itselt' 

quickIy from the "irregulars" and marking a niche in medical training that would be 

difficult for the sectarians to fùnd and follow. By 1879. lecture hours decreased as time 

in the laboratory increased. This also created a new role for research-oriented junior 

SC ho lars as laboratory demonstrators. 

Hanaway and Cruess attribute Montreal's positive response to the enthusiasm of 

McGill's rnedical faculty. The public responded to the exciting changes being wrought 

by science with financial support.'" As these historians note. the public could now see 

"that medicine had a future in the university setting"" and the public began to support 

rnedical education in earnest. Lord Strathcona, a longtirne benefactor of McGill 

University. gave $50,000 to the medical faculty in 1882: this figure was matched by the 

îàculty in 1883 and the public and alumni of medical education at McGill gained a solid 

ioundation that set the tone for the needs of the school in 1919. Hanaway and Cruess go 

- - 

ofMcdicine. Gates was inspired to persuade Rockefeller Sr. to focus millions o n  irnproving rnedical 
cducation for the benefit o f  mankind. 
"' Hanaway and Cruess. McGill Mcdkine ( 1996). p. 93. 
"' This included the growing body o f  work being done in the labontory in the nineteenth century to combat 
tuberculosis. tetanus. and diphtheria- 



as far as to state, ''The high standards Abraham Flexner found on his visit to Montreal in 

1909 were the direct result of the scientific reorientation which had started in the 

1870s."" A large part of this success was McGill University's ability to finance the shiîi 

toward the gL~~ientific" or "research ideal"." 

The Effects of the Laboratory Revolution on Medical Education Reform and the 
Full-Time System 

If the "research ideal" as applied to the pre-clinical sciences was the first major 

pedagogical change in medical education, then the "full-time system" of clinical teaching 

was the second. As revolutionary as tuming lecture rooms into laboratories seemed in the 

1880s. so did accepting only full-time instnictors. 

The full-time system of clinical education was a natural outgrowth of the 

scientization of medicine. Full-time instmctors of the pre-medical subjects such as 

biology. chemistry and physics were already in place in the latter half of the nineteenth 

century. For exarnple, John William Dawson (1 820-99) taught zoology and botany to 

McGill University medical students as well as serving as the Principal of the university 

" Hanaway and Cruess, McGiIl Medicine (1996). p. 101. Changes continued to take place at McGill. In 
1886 a new wing was added to the medical building with the most up-to-date labontoïy space for medical 
students. 
'' Hanaway and Cruess. McGill Medicine ( 1996), p. 102. 
" Unlike the situation which Abraham Flexner would find at Queen's in 1909, McGill University's 
transition to scientization was aptly and ably funded. This would play out in 1920 when McGiII and 
Toronto would be chosen as "peaks to be made higher" and which would exclude Queen's from receiving 
aiiy part of the five million doIIru gifi, despite the pleas of Queen's faculty. 



from 1855 to 1 893.- Laboratory work in the second tier of medically-related sciences 

such as anatomy, physiology, histology, and pathology was introduced and employed to 

varying degrees in North Arnerican scho01s.~~ Flexner held up the laboratory. particularly 

the physiological laboratory, as k i n g  "of immense educational importance to the 

prospective physician. Physiology is, in a sense, the central discipline of the medical 

SC hoo 1 

The reform of the teaching of physiology has a long history upon whicli many 

scholars have commented. Among them are Pauline Mazumdar, Richard Kremer and 

John Harley Warner. Mazumdar argues that the physiology taught in early nineteenth- 

century London could be divided into two schools o f  thought: as part of clinical surgery. 

taught by hospital surgeons. based on "the holistic physiology of sympathy" and the 

other. simply as a way to jus t ie  and outline the matomy being demonstrated as taught by 

surgeon-anatomists. As Mazumdar succinctly States, "In the hospital. it  explained the 

- 

'" Hanaway and Cruess. McGil l  Medicine (1996). pp. 57-59. Dawson advocated using the labontory as a 
teaching tool as did Roben Palmer Howard (1823-1889), Professor of Medicine at McGill University. 
1860-89, and later Dean of the Medical School from 1882 to 1889. Howard gnduated from McGill 
inedicine in 1848 and then traveled to Europe to further his education. He was revered by Oslcr. whom lie 
taught. and. in turn. was instrumental in hiring Osier upon the latter's return from studying in London. 
Berlin and Vienna. This is just another example of how so many of the men who were to help set up the 
scientization of the curriculum had been influenced by their time in Europe. From the mid-I 870s to mid- 
1880s. during what Hanaway and Cruess cal1 a period of "progress and enlightenment". al1 four men who 
\vere hired to teach at McGill had spent considerable time studying in Europe. In addition to Osler. there 
\vas Giibert Prout Girdwood ( 1  832- 19 17), Professor of first Pnctical Chemistry ( 1872) and then Chemistp 
who had been educated in London; Francis BulIer ( 1844- 1905), first Lecturer ( 1877) and then Chair of 
Ophthalrnology and Otology ( 1  883) who followed three years in Germany with four years in London: and 
Francis John Shephard ( 185 1 - 1929). first Demonstntor of Anatomy ( 1  875 to 1883) then Chair of Anatomy 
( 1883) who studied in Europe and then returned to McGill with innovative teaching methods for his 
courses, including full, systematic dissection of cadavers, labontory examinations. and with a groivin~ 
cmphasis on the relations of anatomy to physiological and biochemical sciences (pp. 184- 185). 
" Flexner laments that. "An utterly mistaken notion prevails as to the extent to which animal 
csperirnentation is practised in this country (U.S.). Only a very small rninority of our medical schools use 
animals at all: as a matter of fact. ordinary medical teaching suffers seriously from the failure to employ 
them." (Flesner. Fiexner Reporr ( 19 1 O), p. 60). Flexner attributes the first laboratory to Purkinje. a 
physiologist. in Breslau, Gennany in 1824. (p. 62). 



condition of the patient; in the school, the anatomy of the cadaver"." In the decade 1825 

to 1835. the tradition of anatomical physiology began to fade away. in part. she argues 

because of the establishment of University of London. The new university competed 

with the established anatomy schools run by the surgeon-anatomists for students and the 

university won the battle. Soon after, standards were raised. new subjects introduced and 

local physiology instructors without formal university training were shut out of the new- 

curriculum. The medicd profession began to experience a rise in status even as private 

anatorny schools began to close their d ~ o r s - ~ m e r e  are parallels to the tribulations 

esperienced by the proprietary schools in Toronto and Halifax which were only 

ameliorated by university affiliation. 

Kremer. in discussing the building of the first physiology institutes in Prussia. 

1836 to 1846. offers another mode1 for the teaching of physiology. Long before Car1 

Ludwig's institute (1 869), physiology was seen as important enough to be deemed an 

independent subject, although a relationship with anatomy continued. In Prussia. al1 

foms of physiology were studied and integrated, including chemical. physical and 

anatomical/microscopical methods within a framework of teaching practical skills to 

medical students as well as what Krerner calls the anti-reductionist concepts."' Unlike the 

anatomy schools in Mazumdar's articles, Kremer says that the Prussian institutes faced 

"' Flcxner. Fianer Reporr ( 19 IO), p. 63. He went on to note that some 450 hours of  instruction are 
devoted to physiology "in the best schools". 
" Pauline M.  H. Mazumdar, "Anatomy. Physiology. and Surgery: Physiology Teaching in Early 
N inetesnth-Century London", Canadian Bulletin o/Medica/ Histoq, 4 ( l987), pp. 137- 1 38. 
'""Anatomicai Physiology and the Reform of Medical Education: London, 1825- 1835". Bulletin of the 
History of ,%ledicine, 57 ( 1 983), p. 246. 
"' Richard L. Krerner, "Building Institutes for Physiology in Prussia. 1836- 1846: Contexts. lnterests and 
Rhetoric". in Andrew Cunningham and Peny Williams, eds., The Laborarory Revolurion in Medicine 
(Cambridge: Cam bridge University Press, 1992). p. 1 07. 



M e  real cornpetition fiom university labontories in teaching physiology in this period. 

The Prussian institutes found their niche and offered entrepreneurial faculty the 

opportunity to pursue research which university laboratones did not." They succeeded. 

Kremer argues. because medical faculties supported the idea of independent institutes and 

already. by 1843. recognized a need for physiological research usine experirnent and 

observation. In fact. many Prussian anatomist~physiologists were supplementing their 

lectures with experiments and visual materials by the 1840s."' 

In his article "The Rise and Fa11 of Professional Mystery". Warner acknowledges 

the effect of "the intellectual excitement of the experience" of studying in Germany had 

on the visiting Amencan students. They formed allegiances to the German laboratory 

methods which they transported back to North America dong with the idea that the 

laboratory replaced "speculation with fact, impressions with exact method. superstition 

with positive knowledge"." W m e r  cites the "mystification" of medical knowledge as a 

necessary element in changing the American attitude toward knowledge and the medical 

protèssion in general. Medical knowledge became special which. in turn. set medical 

knowledge apart from that of the lay community. Gone was the Thomsonian ideal that 

medical principles should be simple enough to be understood by any man. in turn. this 

brought with it a rise in status for the profession with corresponding p e c u n i q  rewards 

'" Kremer. "Physiology in Prussia" (1992). p. 109. 
t i  I Kremer. "Physiology in Prussia" ( 1992). p. 107. 
"' John Harlcy Warner. 'The Rise and Falt o f  Professional Mystery: Epistemology. Authority and the 
Emergence o f  Laboratory Medicine in Nineteenth-Century Arnerica," in Andrew Cunningham and Perry 
Williams. eds., The Luborutory Revolution in Medicine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1992). 
p. 140. 



and a rise in authonty and clinical power. Amerka was ready. Warner argues. for the 

rcforms advocated by Abraham Flexner."' 

Arrned with training taken in Germany, the refom-minded educators arrived with 

knowledge of diseases that came from the laboratory. not from case histories." Howu-d 

BerIiner credits the Gerrnan physiology laboratory o f  Car1 Ludwig in Leipzig. Gemany 

with inspinng the full-time plan and Franklin P. Mall. an American anatomist with 

briiiging it to North America." Mail spent a year with Ludwig in the mid-1880s. Wlien 

he retumed. he took up a position as professor o f  anatomy. first at University o f  Chicago 

"' Wamer. "FaIl and Rise of Professional Mystery" (1 992). p. 14 1. In another article. "Physiology", in 
RonaId Nurnbers. ed.. The Educaiion ofAmerican Physicians: His~oricalEss(~s(Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1980). pp. 48-7 1, Warner says that as the discipline of physiology matured at the 
beginning of the hventieth century, professors responsible for teaching the subject to medicai students 
became less inclined to relate basic physiology to cl inical application. The professors' own research 
retlected the growing specialization within the discipline and "two cultures emerged within the field, and 
within medicine generally: the scientific and the clinical". Hence. physiology undenvent a transition or 
what Wamer describes as  a change in status fiom the nineteenth century to the early hventieth century: it 
grew from an important but not integral subject in the medical school curriculum to hold the point where 
basic physiology was the "epitome of medical science", and readily identified as the singular subject in al1 
of the basic medical sciences, relevant to the training of physicians. (pp. 70-7 1). 
"' The degree to which North American physicians were exposed to the German labontory rescarch 
methods was substantial. Robert Hudson notes that 15,000 American students travelled to Germany and 
Austria to study between 1870 and 19 14. Hudson, "Abraham Flexner in Historical Perspective". in 
Barbara Barzansky and Norman Gevitz, eds.. Beyond Flaner: Medical Ehcarion in ihe Tulcnric.ih 
C k n r r r ~  (New York: Greenwood Press. 1992). p. 3-4. The students benefited tlorn the early work o f  
Rudolf Virchow, who established the first pathological institute in Berlin in 1856 and later the study of 
bacteriology. Another source for this information is Gerald L. Geison, ed.. Phj.siolo=~~ in rhc Amerrcun 
C'onr~'ri. 1850-1 940 (Bethesda: Arnerican Physiological Society, 1987). 
"' With the introduction of laboratory science to medicine came the challenge of maintaining scicntific 
rigour. a tool in fint diagnostics and then clinical research. and a way to further professionalism in 
medicine. Regarding the rigours of the labontory bench. the tabontory introduccd the idea of replication 
and peer evaluation. Scientific tmth could be reached, but only afier results were replicated to the 
satisfaction of the professional comrnunity at large. As Bruno Latour says in Pasrezrrizarion of France 
( 1988). p .  12 1 and 126- 127, physicians were forced to accept the scientization of rnedicine or risk being 
Icfi behind. with no more professional respect than the charlatans and quacks whom they wished to 
eradicate. Although the benefits of bacteriology and laboratory medicine may have seemed anathema to 
physicians at fint -- treating microbes made no use of their marketable skitls as  clinicians, they believed -- 
be~inning in the i 890s. "This physician is ready to admire science only in order to cnish the charlatans ... 
At the cost of a little laboratory equipment, they gained the means of diagnosing and treating diphtheria. a 
terrible childhood disease." 



and then at Johns Hopkins." He spoke to many of his colleagues about the idea of a full- 

tirne clinical faculty, both in Chicago and Baltimore. One such colleague. Llewellys 

Barker. went so far as to give an address on the full-time idea in 1902. Barker's speech 

was reproduced in the contemporary medical joumais of the day where it was read by 

Frederick T. Gates. Gates, who was chief advisor to John D. Rockefeller. Sr. and a 

member of Rockefeller's General Education Board saw rnerit in the idea of full-tirne 

clinical faculty and soon was looking for a place to put it into practice."' Gates' first 

application of the ideal of the full-time researcher originated with a hospital for the 

Rockefeller Institute. The hospital. which opened in 1910. was the first American 

institution to apply the fùli-time clinical system. Johns Hopkins was the first medical 

school to adopt full-time in 19 13 ." Washington University was next. followed by Yale. 

Rochester. Vanderbilt. University of Chicago, Harvard. Cornell. Columbia and 

University of Io~a .~ ' ' '  

Eventually. most North Arnerican medical schools would turn to the îüll-time 

system in one form or another. The question of when ofien depended upon money. Full- 

'"' W i l  1 iam G .  Rothstein. Americun Mec(icuI Schools and the Prucricc ofMeJicine: .4 I- l is~oq. (New York: 
Oxford University Press. 1987). pp. 160- 16 1.  Rothstein notes that German medical research was done in 
iovernment-supponed institutes. Although informal training may have been carried out. the professors - 
and researchcrs in these institutes did not hold faculty appointments and had no forma1 teaching duties. 
"- Howard Berliner, A System of Sc;enti/ic Medicine (New York: Tavistock. 1985). pp. 14 I - 142. The 
Rockefeller Institute opened in 190 1 .  Berliner notes that it even had the plan written into i t s  charter: '-No 
person on the salaried staff of the lnstitute should receive pay for any outside practice, that the Institute 
stiould itself send no bills for service to any patients within or without its walls. or accept any 
remuneration: .... The penalty for violation of these provisions by the Institute was the forfeiture of the 
endowment given by Mr. Rockefeller." 
"" Hudson. "Historical Perspective", pp. 3-4. Hudson says the result of the 15.000 American students 
studying in Germany and Austria was threefold: first, it elevated the research ideal: secondly. it promoted 
specialization; as knowledgc grew exponential [y, students could onIy realistical ly attempt specitïc research 
problems of a panicular body system and not general problems; and thirdly. it focused attention on the 
Johns Hopkins school where the Full-time systcm of clinical teaching was being applied. making it the 
benchmark. 
"" Berliner. Svsrem ( 1985), p. 162. 



time clinicians. as was the case with the scientization of medicine. would be costly as 

well as necessary. To attract the best men, Full-Time Chairs in Medicine. Pediatrics and 

Surgery wouid be established.'O Al1 of this would occur. largely. on the basis of 

philanthropie support. 

The sarne drive of cornpetition existed as it did in the push for well-equipped 

laboratories. The only difference was, perhaps. in scope: in the 1880s. there was still 

some inter-city competition between rernaining proprietary schools. Of course. 

competition from American schools existed even then, but by 19 10 it was even more 

pronounced. Flexner's evaluation of al1 155 medical schools in North America only 

enhanced the reputation of Johns Hopkins as the ideal institution". Hopkins. and before 

that the University of Pemsylvania had already lured Osler from Canada. The question 

'" To outline the disparity in remunenting full-time men. one only needs to look at the case of Johns 
Hopkins. In an attempt to hire its first full-time professor of medicine in 19 13. Hopkins first made an offer 
to Lewellys Barker. This was the same man whose speech of 1902 advocating full-time clinicians caught 
the attention of Frederick T. Gates and set the wheels in motion. Barker declined. With a lucrative 
practice. he could not afford to give up his annual earnings of $30.000 to SJ0.000 to take a saiaried 
position of between $7,500 and S 10,000. The position was then offered to William S. Thayer. He also 
said no. Finally. the position was taken up by Theodore Janeway, then professor of medicinç at Columbia 
University. laneway, however, only held the position for three years. Even he found it too much of a cut 
in earnings and le fi, disillusioned, Berliner says, with the full-tirne systern. These difficulties would 
eventualiy lead the Rockefeller Foundation to yield on their policy of absolutely no outside consultations 
for their full-time men and adopt the more flexibie, geographical full-time systern in 1919. This allowed 
the clinicat instnictors to have a few hours each day during which the); could see patients. (Berliner. 
a w c m ,  p. 1 59- 160). 
"Flexner visited eight medical schools in Canada: Manitoba Medical College: Halifax Medical College: 
Medical Department of Queen's University; Western University Medical Department: University of 
Toronto Faculty of Medicine: McGill University Medical Faculty; Laval University Medical Department 
( Montreal and Quebec City). The greatest number of students were enrolled at Toronto (592) with McGilI 
a distant second (328) and Halifax Medical College last (63). See Table 2 at the end of this chapter. 
Interestinçly, aithough Toronto led the group in nurnber of professors (twenty-seven to McGill's nineteen 
and Halifax Medical Coliege's sixteen). McGill was far and away the leader in the number of "other 
instnictors" or part-time teachers with eighty to Toronto's forty-one and Halifax Medical College's 
seventeen. Flexner offers a summary of these details in chart form. for al1 of the Nonh American schools 
lie evaluated, in an Appendix to his 1910 report. By this data. Toronto had the second largrst enrolrnent of- 
d l  the Nonh American medical schools; only University of Louisville. Medical Department. Kentucky 
had more students with six hundred. The University of Louisville medical department afso employed forty 
professors and fifty "other instructors''. McGill ranked eighteenth in student enrolment in North America. 



was how to h n d  the highly-touted full-time system in Canada. Historically. the rnedical 

schools had employed a core of full-time instructors. particularly in the premedical 

sciences but those who offered their professional expertise on a part-time basis. 

particularly in clinical medicine, received only a small stipend as financial remuneration. 

Beyond money. they welcomed the prestige of a university teaching affiliation and 

110s pi ta1 admi tting privileges. These part-time or "other instructors" as Flexner re ferred 

to them. far outnumbered the full-time faculty profèssors. particularly in Montreai. 

Canadian medical school administrators were aware of both the cornpetition 

represented by American medical schools -- for students as well as for instructors -- and 

the competition for operating dollars to supplement student fees. Since the Rockefeller 

philanthropies did not hide their bias toward the full-time system. it was obvious that 

schools wishing to receive Rockefeller money would have to ernploy the full-time 

system. Canada watched the Amencan debates over the pedagogical pros and cons of the 

full-time systern unfold with i n t e r e ~ t . ~ ~  Although those in favour argued that clinical 

instruction would benefit from full-time faculty's devotion to teaching and university- 

based research. those against the system. including Osier. said that a physician with no 

private practice "would lose touch with the real practice of medicine and bc a poor 

example for medical students." '' 

On the financial side. in the United States Brown argues that student fees were the 

t h  source of Funding for pedagogical change: In 191 0. eighty-one percent of al1 medical 

sctiool fees were less than $150 a year; by 1925, eighty-th:: percent of schools were 

- 
-7 

' -  Set. Brown, Rockefeller Medicine Men (1979). pp. 158- 167. -. 
" Brown. Rockefeller Medicine Men (1979). p. 161. 



forced to charge more than $150 a year. But a limit was set by the market's desire to pay. 

The schools could not increase their fees beyond students' willingness to pay them." To 

supplement student fees, schools became dependent upon philanthropic endowrnents. By 

1927. endowrnents became the second-largest source of support. behind student fees. and 

represented the difference. as Brown notes. "between making it as a class A school or not 

making it at all".7' It was now necessary to be a solid. scientific school because students 

were seeking a 'scientific medical education'. to get the requisite medical training to pass 

the licensing examinations. Although more expensive to provide. it was the only method 

of teaching for the fùture. 

Canadian medical education was different in many ways from medical education 

south of the border, yet there were few barriers to Canadian graduates seeking either an 

opportunity to practice or postgraduate training in the United States. This becarne a 

problem of  almost epidemic proportions in the eyes of some of  the Canadian university 

presidents and rnedicai school deans. As the American medical colleges went on to 

strengthen their faculties and new colleges opened. Canadian graduates were being iured 

to permanent positions throughout the United States. This phenornenon was slowed by 

World War 1. but not stopped and the exodus of many bright young Canadian physicians 

was a factor in the push for full-time professorial appointments at Canadian medical 

schools. 

There were two goals in advocating full-time medical school teaching. One was 

to strengthen the basic sciences -- physiology, and later bacteriology and biochemistl -- 

'' Brown, Rockefieller Medicine Men (1979). p. 176. 
?' Brown. Rockejèller Medicine Men (1979). p. 176. 



upon which the first years of medical school were based. For graduates of a rnedical 

school who excelled in ïaboratory research. there was little incentive to abandon a 

medical practice with its prestige and unlimited income for a fixed income as a rnedical 

school professor with no t h e  to practice. 

The other goal was to initiate full-time clinicd teaching. Although what would 

become known as the fù11-time system had its supporters in the earIy years of the 

twentieth-century, it took twenty years to put it into practice. Of course. part of the deiay 

can be attributed to World War 1. Another aspect of the delay was money. both for top- 

notch facilities and equipment and in terms of professorial salaries. Like the basic 

medical sciences, it was acknowledged by many that until the merits were made obvious, 

it would be dificult to convince bright, Canadian clinicians to leave their practices -- and 

paying patients -- to teach in medical faculties and teaching hospitals on a fixed. 

instmctor's salary. The notion that the best clinical instructors could only be those who 

were Ml-time instnictors went against the long-tirne practice of neighbourhood 

physicians. teaching on a part-time basis, maintaining hospitd privileges and the prestige 

of what they perceived to be a university appointment. 

The situation was rnarkedly different from that of the nineteenth century wherein 

a select group of entrepreneurial physicians set out to establish private medical schools. 

unencumbered by denominational restrictions taid down by university colleges and 

supported by students fees, stmctured to make a profit in the realm of private medical 

instruction. 

Furthemore, one of the longstanding criticisms of Canadian medical education 

was the overemphasis on lectures and consequent dearth o f  clinicai hours. Although 



students spent considerable time in the dissection room taking Przictical Anatomy. 

laboratory instruction and clinical training required more attention. As early as 1890. a 

Special Cornmittee of the General Council of Medicai Education and Registration 

(Ontario) was gathered together. Their assigrment was to compare the Ontario medical 

schools' C U ~ C U ~  to that of leading British, European and other Canadian schools. The 

cornmittee reported that there was not enough emphasis on practical training. with too 

much effort spent on lectures. The recommendations led to new curriculum requirements 

in 189 1 and subsequently lecture hours were halved in each course -- from one hundred to 

tifty hours -- and a fifih, practical year was added to the four-year rnedical course.'" 

Ultimately, prescient medicai educators and administrators were aware by the 

end of the nineteenth century that to remain among the best in medical education. schools 

would not only have to increase their entrance requirements and standards of education. 

but also their laboratory facilities and equiprnent and quality and quantity of teaching 

staff. from those teaching the basic medical sciences to those in charge of clinical 

teaching. This would later expand to postgraduate opportunities and doctoral 

-- 
opportunities for Canadian physicians interested in teaching and research opportunities:. 

-" MacNab. Lcgd Hisro- ( 1 WO), pp. 3 1-31. As MacNab notes, these changes followed the adding of a 
fourth year to the original three-year course (changed in I880), the addition of a ten-week sumrner 
xademic term ( 1889): and unsuccessful attempts to decrease the number of applicants in 1890 by nising 
matriculation standards and rnaking the course longer. There was concern about overcrowding the 
protèssion in Ontario in the waning years of the nineteenth-century, but the matriculation standards were 
not changed in 189 1. The five-year course was officially adopted, first by McGill University in 1907/08. 
University of Toronto followed the next year and Dalhousie University adopted a !ive-year medical course 
in 191 1 / 1 2  -- 
' It was funding that set the pace for the reforms. As Ludmerer said in "Reform at Harvard" ( 198 1 ), p. 
370. "few schools had the capital resources to implernent their ideals adequately". For many. it likely 
seemed as though progress had reached a plateau given the equipment and knowledge-base of the day. 
Perhaps this explains the viewpoint expressed by American cardiovascular researcher Carl J. Wiggers in 
1960: "When in 1903. 1 began to look for a research problem in the field of circulation. 1 could not cul1 
tiom the literature any significant problem that either remained unsolved or seemed solvable by availablc 



This was an expensive recomrnendation and goal. The Rockefeller Foundation 

announcement o f  19 19 came at just the right time. 

tools; the cream seemed to have been skimmed off in the nineteenth century." Wiggers ( 1883- 1963). 
tnined as a physician at the University of Michigan and spent from 19 18 to 1953 teaching in the 
Depanment of Physiology at Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. From Allen B. Weisse. 
.I~fcdicul Odvsse-vs: The Drgcrent and Sonterimes Unexpecred Palhwqs ro TwenrÏerh-Cenru- MeJicul 
Discowries (New Brunswick: Rutgers Universi l  Press, 199 1 ). p. 220. 



TABLE 1: lncome from Fees and Teachine Ratios 
at Toronto. McGill and Halifax Medical Colleee. 1909'" 

Annual lncome No. of No. of No. of Student Professor/ Al l  Instructors 
from Fecs Studcnts Profs. Othcr Fccspcr Studcnt &Profcssorrl 

lnstructors Studcnt Ratio Student Ratio 

University of Toronto S64.500 592 27 4 I S 108.95 1 2 2  1 :9 
Fnculty of Medicine 

1lcCiill $43.750 328 19 80 S133.38 1:17 1 :3 
FacuIty 01' Mcdicinc 

This cornparison o f  the three schools to be discussed in this dissertation shows a number 
of interesting points: 

1 ) By far the srnailest medical school, and the least expensive to attend. was Halifax 
.Medical College. It was also the most poorly equipped in everything but its teaching 
staK 

2) Although it is significantly smaller. in enrolment and its operating budget based upon 
fees. HaIifax Medical College's overall instructor/student ratio is closer to that of McGill 
University. Comparing McGill to University of Toronto. one sees that larger classes raise 
the studentlteacher ratio to triple that of McGiII. 

3) If'. instead. we compare the Professor/Student ratio. Halifax MedicaI College had the 
best record at 1 :4 with it rising steeply for both of the other two schools. 

4) Much of this is a factor of  the enrolment. Toronto had close to 600 students. almost 
double that of McGill. Perhaps this reflects the strong sense o f  being the Provincial 
University. obliged to serve the people of the province. Another reason could be that the 
standards were higher at McGill University because it had a high number of American 
students who planned to return to the United States to write the licensing examinations. 

5) Flcsner notes that. with regard to additional operating income for these medical 
schools. the situation was radically différent in each case: while University of Toronto 
medical school received an undisclosed amount "from general university funds". McGill 
University's medical program, in addition to a share of  general university tùnds. was 
wcl l-endowed with $350,000: finally, al1 i-f ali fax Medical College had in additional 
income was a grant of  $1.200 from the Nova Scotia govemment- 

'"n formation taken from Flexner, FIexner Reporr ( 19 1 O), pp. 320-324. 



TABLE 2: Canadian Universitv Medical Schools Fees Com~ared to 
Tor, American Schools, 1909" 

Student Annual Average 
Enrolment Fees (1909) Fees 

1. Harvard. MA 
2. College of Physicians and 

Surgeons. NY (Columbia) 
3. Johns Hopkins. MD 
4. University of Pennsylvania 
5. University and Bellevue 

Hospital Medical College. NYU 
6. Jefferson Medical College, PA 
7. Northwestern University, IL 
8. Rush Medical Coilege, 

University of Chicago, IL 
9. Amencan School of Osteopathy, 

MO 
1O.College of Physicians and 

Surgeons. IL 
I 1 .Tulane University of Louisiana 
12.McGill University, PQ 
1 3.University of Louisville. KY 
14.University of Toronto, ON 
1S.Halifax Medical CoIlege, 

Dalhousie University, NS 

$ 89.600 est. 

$ 80.155 est. 
$ 67.500 
S 43,750 
$ 75,125 
S 64,500 

$160 est. 

$155 est. 
$154 
SI33 
$125 
$109 

It is intcresting to note that while the University of Toronto ranks second only to University of LouisviIle 
in enrolment. Toronto is teaching its 592 students on a budget from fees of $64.500. In terms of annual 
kes  taken in. University of Toronto ranks welfth, ahead of only Johns Hopkins and the other two 
Canadian schools. The reason that we are evaluating the cost of a medical school education based solsly 
on annual fees is that Ffexner does not offer a comprehensive summary of any openting gnnts or gifts: 
hence. we are using a baseline of fees. 

It is obvious, therefore, that a Johns Hopkins education costs hvice as much as one at University of 
Toronto. and almost fifiy percent more than that to be had at McGill University. 

Halifax Medical College looks to be such an anomaly in the Company of these American schools. 1 have 
added it here to show the juxtaposition and the highlight how unusual it was that it was ever saved from 
being closed. If not for its relative geographic isolation it would likely have been. 

'" Data derived from FIexner, Ffaner Report (1910). Appendix, pp. 329-335. 



FiGune 1 MUHM: Tuition Fees for the Medical Pronr~ms at 
Universitv of Toronto. McGill and Dalhousie, 

I Daia ickcn froni Calcndars of iiic Univcrsi~y of Toronto, MçGiII Univcrsiiy, und Dulhousic Univcrsiiy for thc ycurs: 1894195; 1904105; 1914/15; 1924125. 



FK 2: MSkH: Enrollment at the Univeisitks of Toronto, 
McGill and Dalhousie. 1890 to 1930' 

' Daia isken from Calendm of ihc University of Toronio. McGiII Univcrsiiy. and Dalhousis Univcrsiiy for the ycars: IRW/!Il; l R94/95; IR99/IY(W); IY<)4/OS 
(McGill cslendür unavüilahlc); 1905)/10; 1 ! J I U  5; and 19 19/20, 



TABLE 3 - The Presidents and Deans o f  Medicine at the Universities ofToronto. McGill and Dalhousie 

University of  Toronto Mffiill University Dalhousie University 

Presiden t Dean Principal h a n  President Dean 

Sir Daniel 
WiIson 
( 1880-92) 

James 
Loudon 
( 1 892- 1906) 

Sir Robert 
Falconer 
( 1907-32) 

W. T. 
Aikins 
( 1 887-93) 

Uzziel 
Ogden 
( 1893-96) 

R. A. 
Reeve 
(1 896- 1908) 

C. K. 
Clarke 
(1908-2 1) 

Alexander 
Primrose 
(1921-32) 

J. G .  
Fitzgerald 
( 1932-36) 

J. W. 
Dawson 
( 1855-93) 

William 
Peterson 
(1895-1919) 

Auckland 
Geddes 
(1919-1920) 
Sir Arthur 
Currie 
(1 920-33) 

George W. 
Campbeli 
( I 870s) 

Robert 
Palmer 
Howard 
( 1 882-89) 

Robert 
Craik 
( 1 889- 1902) 

Thomas 
Roddick 
(1901-08) 
Francis 
Shepherd 
( 1 909- 14) 
H. S. Birkett 
(1914-21)** 

Charles F. 
Martin 
(1 923-36) 

James 
Ross A. P. 
( 1 863-85) Reid 

( 1867- 
1875) 

Rufus S -  
Black 
(1 875-?)* 

John 
Forrest 
(1885-191 1) 

A. Stanley 
MacKenzie Col. John 
(191 1-3 1) Stewart 

(1919-32) 

H. G .  Grant 
(1932- 

6 Halifax Medical College's turbulent period; in 1 9 1 1, reabsorbed by Dalhousie University as i t s  medical 
facu ity 
* * A. D. Blackader. Acting Dean of Medicine (19 15-1 8) 



Chapter 2 - Rockefeller Foundation Aid to Canadian Medical Education: 
Choosine Which 6Peaks to Make Hi~her" 

"Philanthropy is a serious and diflcult business. The Rockefeller Foundation is 
not a generul philanthropie agency. It tries to attack problems which are 
fundamental and imporfant; if tries to be patient and persisrent. realizing [hot 
long-rerm results are usually more significurtt than imrnediate ones; il tries ro 
uvo id conrributions thar merely replace other support. Partly br cause the worid 
ilselfchanges andpartly because the Foundation has iearned somrthing throirgh 
long experience. the Foundation program has changed during the yeurs. fn the 
Jrsr decude the Foundation made many large contributions for birilding und 
enhwrnent; in the l a t  two decades coniribufions have usuufly been made for 
czrrrent szrpport. In the earfy years. Foundation prograins covered rather broud 
fields; latterly, the Foundafion has shown an increasing tendency to concentraie. 
As Mr. Rockefeller, Junior once said. you can ' f  split a boiclder unless you keep 
hummering on one line. ' "' 

Thomas B. Appleget. 
"Brief History of the Rockefeller Foundation" 

The story of Rockefeller Foundation involvement in North Arnerican medica 

education has been told. in varying degrees of depth and from different perspectives. 

past presidents and board members of the Foundation' and historians'. One of the 

favourite areas of support was medical research and medical education. at first restricted 

- 

' Rockefeller Foundation (RF), Program and Policy papers (P&P), Record Group (RG) 3. Series (S) 900 
f-iistory, Box 6, Folder 63. Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC). Appleget served as vice president of the 
Rockefeller Foundation from 1929 to 1949. 
' Raymond B. Fosdick, The Story of the Rocke/eller Foundarion (New York: Harper, 1 952). Adwnrure in 
Giving: The Story of the Generul €ducarion Board (New York: Harper and Row, 1 962). and John D. 
Rockefeller, A Portrait (New York: Harper, 1956). Board members Frederick Taylor Gates and Abraham 
Flexner have also written on the Foundation's involvement in aiding medical education, in their 
biographies: Gates. Chapters in My Lfe (New York: Free Press, 1977) and Flexner. / Remember: The 
.-1 titobiogruphy ofAbraham FIaner (New York: Simon, 1940). Flexner also wrote Medicul Edzicution: .al 

Comparurive Study (New York: Macmillan, 1925) and Funds and Foundutions: Their Policies, P m  and 
Presenr (New York: Harper, 1952)- There also continue to be new biographies of the Rockefellers. one 
of thc most recent of which is Ron Chernow's Titan: The Li/e ofJohn D. Rockefeller. Sr (New York: 
Random House. 1998). 
' Howard S. Berliner, A Sysrem of Scientrfic Medicine: Philanthropie Foundarions in rhe Fiexner Eru 
(New York: Tavistock, 1985); E. Richard Brown, Rockefeffer Medicine Men: Medicine and Capiralisrn 
in America (Los Angeles: University of California, 1979); and Kenneth M. Ludmerer, Learning to Heu1 
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1985). 



to the United States. These endeavours in America have been well-documented.' There 

h3s been. however, no study to date that specifically analyzes the  effect or intended 

purpose of the Foundation millions which finaily came to Canada afier World War 1. 

The Rockefeller Foundation received its charter under the laws of the State of 

New York on May 14. 19 13. It was the third organization set u p  by John D. Rockefeller. 

Sr. following the Rockefelier Institute for Medical Research (1 90 1)$ and General 

Education Board (1  903). The mandate of the Foundation was generai: "to promote the 

well-being of mankind throughout the world". and for the first five years of its existence. 

more thm $22 millionb was distnbuted to various organizations and causes throughout the 

world. particulariy as financial aid to those suffering as a consequence of World War 1. 

As Foundation President George Vincent wrote in a statement t o  the tmstees in 1924, "As 

was natural at the outset before Foundation policy had taken form. many miscellaneous 

gifts were made for objects admirable in themselves but falIing outside the fields in 

which work is now being carried on. During the critical years 19 14 to 191 8 the 

Foundation responded to the demands of the situation."' But this meant that Rockefeller 

Jr.'s .'boulder" would never be split because the Foundation was hanimering al1 over the 

' The millions given to American medical colleges, via the General Education Board. included: 
Vanderbilt. S 17.5 million; University of Chicago, 3 14.4 million; Johns Hopkins. S 1 1.  I million; Meham. 
53.7 million: Cornell. S8.2 million; Washington University at St. Louis. $7.3 million: Yale, S6.9 miIIion; 
Rochester. S5.8 million; Tulane. S3.4 million, as noted in John Enson Harr and Peter J. Johnson, The 
Rockefiller Centuty (New York: Scribner, 1988), pp. 80-8 1. For perspective, the entire amount pledged to 
al1 of Canada via the Rockefeller Foundation totaied less than the amount given to Rochester's medical 
school and a small rraction of the $83.3 million total ofjust the above-listed nine American colleges: -et 
the effect of the Foundation gift to Canada was significant even if the amount was relatively small. 

Rockefeller Sr.'s contributions to the Institute bearing his name totaled more than $61 million. Financial 
support was continued by successive generations including Rockefeller Jr. and his five sons. panicularly 
the youngest, David Rockefeller. as noted by Enson Harr and Johnson, The Rockefiller Cenrury, p. 70. 
" RF General Program. RG 3.1. Series 900, Box 22, Folder 165, p. 3. 
' RF General Program, RG 3.1. Series 900, Box 22. Folder 165, p. 3. 



rock. and not d o n g  any particular l i n e - q e  end of World War 1 and appointment of 

Vincent as president -- he succeeded Rockefeller Jr., who was the first President of the 

Foundation -- marked a tum toward setting that line. 

Begiming with the origin of the idea of giving aid to Canadian medical education 

and research, one can move on to examine how the choice of schools was made. and note 

the long-terrn influence of Rockefeller millions upon the specific school. The method of 

choosing schools and sensitivity to perceptions of  hidden agendas or ulterior motives also 

factored into the debate. 1 would argue that. although the large-scale Foundation 

investment in Canadian medical education lasted only five years" and five million dollars 

was a small amount in the Foundation's relative scheme of giving, it was a considerable 

amount relative to existing Canadian funding, public and private. and medical school 

e~penditures.'~ Furthermore, the influence and lessons learned from initiatives 

%RF. P&P, RG 3. S900 History, Box 6. Folder 62, RAC. Appleget served as vice president of the 
Rockefeller Foundation from 1929 to 1949. From this chapter's opening quotation on page 59. 
" The Rockefeller Foundation continued to invest in other medical projects in Canada. on a more regional 
and project-specific scale. Efforts after 1925 concentrated on public health initiatives. a full-time school of 
nursing associated with the University of Toronto, the Montreal Neurological Institute at McGill 
University, and individual fellowships to Canadian researchers. Afier thirty years with the Rockefeller 
Foundation, Alan Gregg, Director of the Medical Sciences Division of the Foundation. hailed the 
Neurological Institute at McGill as the ideal. "If 1 was asked to name a single grant that the Medical 
Sciences Division of the Foundation has made since 193 1, that 1 consider ideal in purpose. in performance. 
in local response and in national and international influence ... 1 would Say without a moment's hesitation 
t h e  gnnt to the Neurclogical Institute of McGill University." in Wilder Penfield. The D~flculr Arr of 
C'iving: The Epic ofAlan Gregg (Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown. 1967). p. 355. 
'" Although the amount was only a fraction of what the Rockefeller Foundation gave overall. it 
rcprcsented a major gift to Canadian medical schools. Each U.S. million was wonh the equivalent of 
$8.922.807 in October. 1996, as calculated using the following: Franz Pick. Pick S Ctrrrency Yearbook. 
(New York: Pick's World Currency Report, 195 1 - 1988/89); United Nutions. Monthlv Srarisricul Bulletin. 
(New York: Un it ed Nat ions. 1 947); International Monetaty Fund. Inrernarional Finuncial Stutisrics, 
(New York: IMF, f 94%); League of Nations. Monrhly Statistical Bulletin, (Geneva: League of Nations. 
1936-1944/45). For the record, the U.S./Canadian exchange rate in 1920 was such that one U. S. dollar 
equaled S 1.12 1 1 143 Cdn.. Furthennore, one million U. S. (or Cdn.) dollars in 1920 can be said to equal 
S7.958,874 dollars (U. S. or Cdn., respectively) in October 1996. Hence, applying both the exchange rate 
and rate of inflation (CPI), each Foundation million represents almost nine million (Cdn.) in 1996 (Cdn.) 
dollars, if the foreign exchange conversion is calculated for the time of gift (ie. 1920). Thanks to Prof. 



encouraged by the Foundation, such as the push for full-time clinical teaching, helped 

reshape how medicine was taught for decades to follow." It also set the pace for 

independent and government support for medicai education. factors which remained long 

after the original Foundation endowment had been spent. 

The role played by major private gifts in helping a number of Canadian medical 

schools cany out long-awaited reforms was a significant one. The early twentieth 

century saw the establishment and growth of philanthropic foundations that existed to 

hand out miIlions of dollars' support to various organizations. Two of the best known 

benefactors were two of the wealthiest men in America, namely Standard Oil's John D. 

Rockefeller Sr. and Andrew Carnegie. Other benefactors who followed their lead in 

either supporting education or establishing foundations to administer their philanthropic 

wealth were Canadians Joseph Flavelle of Canada Packers. John Craig Eaton of Eaton's 

department stores and the Massey family of Massey Harris farm equiprnent 

manutàcturers." 

Campbell R. Harvey. Fuqua School of  Business, Duke University. Durham. NC for his help in calculating 
this figure. 
" The full-cime system of  clinicai education was advocated strongly from the start, for example. in 
Toronto. It  meant, in practice. a son  of hybrid. This "geographic fuli-time" was still. undeniably. more 
full-time than the previous systern of  rnany part-tirne appointments. the holders of which rcceived annual 
hononria nnging from $50 to S 1000 for their teaching efforts but whose days were mostly spent in privatc 
practice. These honoraria were abolished in 1920 and clinical medicine was put under a single Chair of 
Clinical Medicine. Duncan Graham. He was paid an annual salary of SI0.000 to oversee the department of  
niedicine, and for this had to devote a full day. or  eight hours, to clinical teaching and administration of  the 
department. He was allowed the equivalent of two hours per day for private consultations, hence it was not 
entire1y "full-tirne". 
" In fact. it was George E. Vincent, a cousin of  Raymond and Vincent Massey, who used his experiences 
as President of the Rockefeller Foundation fiom i 9  17 to 1939, to advise Chester Massry of the benefits o f  



Growing Interest in Philanthropy and the Birth of the Foundation Idea 

The idea of giving to a church, charity or an individual less fortunate is by no 

means a new notion. During the nineteenth century. however. there were a select group 

of individuals whose wealth grew so quickly, and who believed so strongly in sharing 

that wealth. that led to the idea of systematic or "scientific giving". Two of the earliest 

foundations established in the United States were the Peabody Fund (1 869) and the John 

F. Slater Fund (1 882), the mandate for both of which was educating African Americans. 

Andrew Carnegie. at the sarne time. was committed to the idea of using his millions to 

benetit mankind but there was an ideological tension between setting restrictions which 

foundation administrators had to follow and leaving the guidelines for spending open- 

rnded. This was the difference, as Peter Dobkin Hall notes. between "retail giving" and 

"wholesale philanthropy"" -- wholesale philanthropy had professionals. such as 

Rockefeller Sr.'s advisor Frederick Gates, whose job it was to decide how best to 

administer millions of dollars. By relinquishing the burden of weighing each individual 

request. and yet retaining some Say and influence on a plan of giving, Rockefeller Sr. 

learned from Carnegie and his predecessors in philanthropy and expanded the scope of 

giving with each successive foundation: first there was the Rockefeller Institute for 

Medical Research ( 190 1 ) in New York City. and then the Genenl Education Board 

( 1903). 

- 

creatinp a Foundation to facilitate administration of philanthropic gifis, Mollie Gillen, Th2 Mmseys: 
f iunding Family (Ryerson Press: Toronto, 1965)- p. 153. 
l '  Peter Do bkin Hal 1. lmenring the Nonprofi Sector and Other Essws on Philanthropy, Vuhnmism and 
iV<~npr~/ir (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1992). p.46. Hall points out that Carnegie and Rockefeller 
besan their philanthropic giving by "parceling out their fortunes" - to specific types of institutions such as 
churches. libraries and universities. Carnegie is well known, for example, as the giver of organs to 
churches and libraries to countless North American cities inciuding Toronto. 



A foundation can be defined as a "nongovernmental. nonprofit organization. 

having a principal fund of its own, mmaged by its own trustees or directors, and 

established to maintain or aid social, educational, charitable, religious or other activities 

serving the cornrnon welfare."" The Rockefeller Foundation was not the first charitable 

foundation established in North Amerka. The Carnegie Corporation was set up in 

November. 19 1 1 .  two years before the Rockefeller Foundation. and the Russell Sage 

Foundation was established in 1907 with an endowment of $15,000,000. But being tirst 

was not the issue for Rockefeller Sr. -- being efficient in benefiting humankind was his 

goal. By 19 13. Rockefeller Sr. wanted to broaden the geographical scope of his giving 

outside the United States and found that Amencan laws would not allow it within the 

established Charters of existing organizations. 

Although there is a growing body of  scholarly study on the subject of 

philanthropy. most of it deals with American donors and recipients." There is little on 

Canadian groups or institutions receiving major gifts or establishing foundations. As 

Arnold Zurcher notes in his Management of American Foundations. philanthropic 

" This is as defined by F. Emerson Andrews. whom Arnold J. Zurcher calls "America-s leading authority" 
on foundations in Zurcher's The Management of Arnericun Foundurions: Adminislrarion. Policies and 
.OL-IU/ Rule (New York: New York University Press. 1972), p. 6. 
" In addition to Zurcher, others who have contributed to the scholarship of philanthropy include: Ellen 
Condliffe Lagemann The Politics of Knowledge (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press. 1989) and 
Privure Poiccr for rhe Public Good: A History ofrhe Carnegie Foundation for the Advoncement of 
Ttwching (Middletown: Wesleyan University Press. 1983); Merle Eugene Curti. American Philanthrop?. 
.si hroad: A Hisrory (New Brunswick: Rutgers, 1963) and with Roderick Nash. Pldanrhropy in rhe 
Slmping offfigher Education (New Brunswick. Rutgers, 1965); Francie Ostrower, Why the CVealrhy Give: 
Thc Ctilrurc. of Elite Philanthropy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995); and Fall 1997, M i n m u :  
.-1 Rcuiew of Science Learnrng and Policy, "Philanthropy and Institution Building in the Twentieth 
Century". This special issue reprinted papers delivered at a April, 1996 conference on the occasion of the 
twenticth anniversary of the Rockefeller Archive Center (RAC) opening for scholarly research. 



foundations are largely a twentieth century phenomenon in North Amenca? This is 

largely a reflection of the fact that it was only afier the Amencan Civil War that there 

were enough millionaires to justifi the notion of a businessrnan as wealthy as Rockefeller 

Sr. hiring a full-time administrator such as Gates to evaluate how best to spread 

Rockefeller's wealth. Zurcher defines the period fiom the begiming of the twentieth 

century to the mid-1930s as the "heroic penod of American fo~ndations"'~. a tirne when 

the philanthropists were at their most creative in setting policies for  giving. and he credits 

Rockefeller Sr. with, among other things. revolutionizing medical educati~n.'~ 

Origin of the Idea to Aid "Our Neighbours to the North" 

The sheer magnitude of Rockefeller money dedicated to philanthropy is 

staggering. In the first five years of the Foundation's existence. Rockefeller Sr. gave $182 

million.'" This was in addition to major endowments to the other existing Rockefeller 

organizations. Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research. founded in 190 1.  and the 

General Education Board. set up in 1903. By December 19 19. Rockefeller Sr. had given 

another fi@ million to the Foundation. Hence, although selected Canadian medical 

schools were allotted a substantial sum of five million dollars. this was just a fraction of 

'" Zurcher. The Munugemenr ofAmerican Foundationr. p. 7 .  Zurcher argues that the proliferation of 
charitable foundations in the twentieth century resulted from the combination of  four factors: the creation 
of great fortunes; a generous governrnent policy of  tax exemption for donations: the maturing of the 
American economy; and a continuing tradition o f  voluntansm. 
17 Zurcher. The Management ofAmerican Foundations, p. 24. 
I x Z urc her, The Munagement oJAmerican Foundations, p. 25. 

"' AI1 values are given in historical U.S. dollars (those o f  the time) unless othenvise stated. 



Rockefeller Sr.'s total S 182 million given to the Foundation in just the first five years of 

its e~istence. '~ 

By 1940. the Rockefeller Foundation had an endowment value of 

$14j,O68,j65.56. By the end of the fiscal year of December 3 1. 1940, the Foundation 

had paid out more than eight and a haif million dollars in grants and was listed as the top- 

ranked foundation. representing just over 2 1 percent of the total grants reported for that 

year. more than double that of the Generai Education Board and even the Carnegie 

Corporation of New York." 

The idea of extending support for the improvement of medical education nonh of 

the American border was sewed by the Foundation charter and encouraged by a few 

influential Rockefeller fiends. Rockefeller Sr. was also touched by Canadian losses in 

World War I which had just ended. On December 18. 1919. Rockefeller Sr. wrote to the 

Foundation: 

My attention has been calfed to the needs of some of the 
rnedical schools in Canada, but as the activities of the General 
Education Board are by its charter limited to the United States. 
1 understand that gifi may not be used for Canadian schools. 
The Canadian people are our near neighbors. They are closely 
bound to us by ties of race, language and international friendship; 

"' In his 1952 history of the Foundation, Raymond Fosdick gives the following figures. "figurcd at the 
market price of the day on which each was made". for Rockefeller Sr.'s gifts: Foundation. 
S 182.85 1.480.90: General Education Board. S 129,209,167.10; Laura Spelman Rockefeller Mernorial 
(cstablished in Rockefeller Sr.'s wife's memory in 19 18), $73,985,3 13-77; and Rockefeller Institute for 
Medical Research. $60.673.409.45. The majority of the assets and projects beingsupported by the 
Spelman Memorial were consolidated into the Foundation in 1928. Finally. the International Education 
Board. able to fund education initiatives outside the United States. was established in 1923 with an 
endowrnent of %SO,O50,947.50. Fosdick, Sfory offhe Rockefiller FozrndarÏon ( 1952). p. ix. 
'' .Jnwrican Fozrndutions und Their Fiel& (North American Foundation Information Service. 5th ed.. 
1 942). pp. 22-23. 3 1 . By 1964, as noted by Warren Weaver in U.S. Philanfhropic Foirndarions: Th& 
Hisroty, Sfructrcre. Management and Record (New York: Harper & Row, 1967), the Rockefeller 
Foundation had slipped to second place, behind the Ford Foundation, in terms of assets. At $86 1.9 million. 
it was well behind the Ford Foundation with more than $4 billion. but well ahead of the third-place Duke 
Endowment with $596 million. 



and they have without stint sacrificed themselves. their youth 
and their resourçes, to the end that democracy might be saved and 
extended. For these reasons, if your Board should see fit to use 
any part of this new gifi in promoting medical education in Canada 
such action would meet with my cordial approval." 

One of the most interesting questions is who may have been responsible for 

bringing the Canadian needs to the attention of Rockefeller Sr. On a grander scale. there 

are the myriad ties between the Rockefelier fmily and a number of influential Canadians 

as well as to the country itself. This is important. not just in a quest to find the genesis of 

the  idea of aiding Canadian medical education. but also because many of the Canadian 

connections continued to be influential in the decision-making process of which medical 

schools were to receive the fiuids. 

The first mention 1 have found suggesting general financial assistance for 

Canadian education is attributed to Dr. C.A. Eaton. In a s u m m q  of applications for 

Foundation aid from colieges outside the jurisdiction of the General Education Board 

cl~arter. it was noted that: 

special consideration was given in 19 1 7 to an application from 
a group of twelve educational institutions in western Canada. 
the foundations of which had been so weakened by the war 
that several of the colleges seemed likely to collapse. ... The 
matter was first brought to the attention of Mr. Rockefeller. Jr. 
by Dr. C.A. Eaton who had been the pastor of Mr. Rockefeller 
Sr. in Cleveland some years bef~re.'~ 

.. -- RF RG I I  i 2 O, Series Rockefeller Boards, Box 3 1, Folder 3 17. Rockefeller Sr. Gifts, p. 1. . - 
- '  RF RG Source Material, vol. 5 ,  pp. 1238-1242. Although the mention was not specifically restricted to 
aid for medical schools, it did put Canadian education and Canadian wartime sacrifice on Rockefeller Sr.'s 
mind. Ultimately, aid for this specific request was refused and one of the reasons cited was. "questions of 
Provincial policy with regard to education, which, in any event. would make the Foundation hesitate to 
intervene." wrote Foundation President George Vincent. "lt is the policy of the General Education Board 
and The Rockefeller Foundation carefully to avoid any action which might be interpreted as an attempt to 
dictate or unduly influence public educational policies." This very challenge wouid have to be faced again 



The Rockefeller family moved to Cleveland in 1853. when RockefeIler Sr. was fourteen 

years old. and the city gained fiom his philanthropie giving. even as early as 1856." The 

Erie St. Baptist Church, which was later renarned Euclid Ave. Baptist Church. received 

Rockefeller financial gifis as well. 

The Cleveland Eaton ties go deeper -- Rev. Dr. Charles Aubrey Eaton. pastor of 

Eucfid Ave. Baptist Church, was uncte to financier Cyrus S. Eaton of Pugwash fame- In 

îàct. Cyrus Eaton. who was bom in Pugwash, Nova Scotia met Rockefeller Sr. while 

visiting his pastor uncle in Cleveland and soon went to work for Rockefeller. [ t  was 

Rockefeller Sr. who helped finance Cyrus Eaton's business venture in 1907 and years 

later. Cyrus followed Rockefeller Sr.3 tead in supporting Dalhousie University in 

Halifax. Nova Scotia. 

The Rockefellers were also aware of another Canadian Eaton. umeiated to the 

Nova Scotia Eatons. as the Foundation prepared to send millions to Canadian media1 

schools. Timothy Eaton, the founder of the Canadian retailing empire. was like 

Rockefeller Sr.. a man who strongly believed in philanthropy. A staunch Methodist. 

Eaton advocated tithing long before he made his millions and the tradition was kept up as 

his wealth grew. Timothy Eaton's son. John Craig. also believed that medical education 

and research were worthy of financial support. Hence, in 19 19, the Foundation noted 

with great interest the ternis of an agreement whereby the University of Toronto medical 

in the carly 1920s. when the University o f  Toronto medical school tried to introduce the fuil-time systern 
of clinical teaching, in part using Foundation financiai support. 
" Gracc Goulder Izant, "John D. Rockefeller". The Encyclopedia ofclmeland Hisrow (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1987). p. 837. 



school was to receive half a million dollars from the T. Eaton Co. Limited. in payments 

of $25.000 per year for twenty years. This "Eaton Endowment" was. in part. to support a 

full-time chair in clinical medicine, the first such appointment in the British 

Comrnon~ealth.~ 

Two other well-known Canadians also encouraged Rockefeller Sr. to support 

Canadian medical education. The first was clinician Sir William Osler. Although. with 

his death in 19 19. Oster would never see the fmits of his iabours regarding the maturation 

of Canadian medical education, he lobbied early and hard for Rockefeller support. Osler 

himself received $15.000 over the period October 19 14 to May 26. 19 1 5 and set-ved as a 

member of the War Relief Commission of the Rockefeller Foundation. headquartered in 

Oxford. England.'" Osler made a plea to maintain McGill's preeminence as a first-class 

school in a letter written fiom Oxford to Dean of the Medical Faculty. General Herbert S. 

Birkett, in Montreal. In a letter dated August 29, 1919. Osler called for "sympathetic and 

active CO-operation of University and Hospitals" which in turn. he said. required more 

personnel and a restructuring of the reporting relationships between "two of the best 

èquipped hospitals on the Continent (Montreal General and Royal Victoria)" and the 

McGill Medical School." Money was needed to accomplish this. and Osler suggested 

"an appeal to the public" while adding that. "Possibly the Rockefeller Board might help. 

but this is a citizen's affair which should appeal to al1 who are anxious to see Montreal 

" A copy of  the legal document outlining the terms o f  the Eaton Endowment is included as Appendix A in 
Robert B. Kerr and Douglas Waugh's. Duncan Gruhum: Medicul Rc./orrner und Educuror (Toronto: 
tfannah lnstitute and Dundurn Press, 1989). lt is also in the holdings o f  the Archives o f  Ontario. "Special 
Cornmittee to Inquire into the Organization and Administration of the University o f  Toronto" ( 1922-23). 
Record Group 49- 107. Graham was the first to hold the full-time chair o f  clinical medicine endowed by 
Sir John Craig and Lady Eaton. 
'" Office of Messrs. Rockefeller, RG 111 2 0, Series 30.1. Box 25, Folder 256. 



keep in first rank as a medical centre.'?" Osler's position as the most celebrated clinician 

of his time was not his only calling card with the Foundation. He was also one of the 

four original staff members of Johns Hopkins medical school. the benchmark against 

which al1 other North Amencan schools were mea~ured.'~ Abraham Flexner helped to 

promote Hopkins as the mode1 medical schoo13" and its prominence was acknowledged by 

the Foundation. Osler wanted only the same status for his ulma mafer in Montreal. 

The other public figure who likely kept Canada in the minds of the Rockefellers 

and the Foundation was William Lyon Mackenzie King, who eventudly becarne Prime 

Minister of Canada. The King c o ~ e c t i o n ,  as noted by William Spaulding." grew from 

King's role as adviser and ally to Rockefeller Jr. during the labour-management crisis 

associated with the 1914 "Ludlow Massacre" in Ludlow. Colorado.j2 King met 

Rockefeller Jr. and Sr. on June 6. 1914 and within a week had an offer to join their 

Foundation to make a study of the challenges present in industrial relations. This was the 

beginning of a lifelong friendship between the man who would be Canada's longest 

'- RF. 1 . 1  Projects. Series 427 Canada Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder S A .  Osler letter to H. S. Birkett. 
'' RF. 1 .  I Projects. Series 427 Canada Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder 55A. Osler letter to H. S. Birkrtt. 
'" A 1 an Chesne y. The Johns Hopkins Hospital and The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine: .4 
Cl~ronicle. 3 vols. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1963) and A. McGehee Harvey. et al.. .A 
:Llocli./ u f /(.Y Kind: Cenrennial Hisroty ofMedicine. Johns Hopkins (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press. 
1989). 
'" Flesner. in his 19 I O  report on medical schools in North America describes Hopkins' labontory facilities 
as "in every respect unexcelled", the chnical facilities of the hospital and dispensary providing "pnctically 
ideal opportunities" and the medical staffand clinical faculty identically ideal. Medical Educarion in rlw 
C'nircd Srarcs and Canada: A Reporr ro the Carnegie Founduiion for rhe cldvuncemenr of Teaching. 
Bulleri17 ~Vumber Four (New York: Arno Press, 1972 [ 19 1 O]), p. 235. 
" William Spaulding, "Why Rockefeller Supported Medical Education in Canada: The William Lyon 
Mackenzie King Connection", Canadian Bulletin ofMedical Hisiory, 10 ( 1993). pp. 67-76. 
'' The massacre involved the buming of a miners' camp by the National Guard. Many of the miners were 
an strike and worked for the Rockefeller-controlled Colorado Fuel and lron Company. Sadly. two women 
and eleven children were killed while trying to hide in the day-long stand-off between the fedenl forces 
and the miners on Aprii 20. 1914. After the tragedy, the fighting between the National Guard and the 
miners escalated. Mass rallies were held, and Rockefeller Jr. was even, as noted by Hart and Johnson in 
The R o c k ~ l l e r  Cenrury (1988)- "the target of unsuccessful bomb attempts." (pp. 128- 129). 



serving Prime Minister and Rockefeller Jr. King coached Rockefeller Jr. through the 

U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations hearings dealing with the Colorado mines 

problem". and traveled with Rockefeller Jr. to meet with the miners and get their support 

for a new industriai relations plan. With King's help. Rockefeller Jr. turned a crisis into a 

public relations and business triumph. When it was al1 over. King rernained in New York 

City until 19 I9=* when he retwned to Ottawa as the new leader of the Canadian federal 

Liberai Party. King's retuni to Ottawa although disheartening to Rockeî-eller Jr.. meant 

that the Foundation had an ally and tmsted advisor in matters conceming the millions to 

go toward Canadian medical education beginning in 1920. The degree to which King's - 
advice was sought will be explored in the pages that follow. 

At the same time that King's opinion kvas solicited by Foundation executives. so 

\vas the opinion of a cousin of the new Foundation President. In 19 17. Rockefeller Jr. 

stepped down as the Foundation's first President and took over the position of the 

Foundation's Chairman of the Board. Replacing Rockefeller Jr. as president on May 1. 

19 17. was the President of the University of Minnesota, George Edgar Vincent. Vincent, 

a renowned administrator, orator and member of the General Education Board since 

19 14. was also a cousin to the preeminent Toronto Massey family. Vincent's aunt 

married Chester Massey. the second son of Hart Massey who had made a fortune in farm 

;' Harr and Johnson, Rockefeller Cenltrty (1 988). p. 136- 138. 
" Ham and Johnson outline the success that King enjoyed while working for Rockefeller Jr.. both 
professionally and personally. During the four years he spent with the Foundation, King published. 
i17dzrsrny and Humaniry (Boston. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 19 18), a book which funher enhanccd his 
reputrition. King also enjoyed a flourishing consulting career, counting General Electric. Betlilehem Steel 
and International Harvester among his clients and was even offered a lucrative position to head up al1 of 
the Carnegie philanthropie organizations by Andrew Carnegie himself. On a personal level. RockefeIler Jr. 
and his wife are credited with introducing King to an eligible single woman. "Miss X". but despite King's 



equipment manufacniring with Massey-Harris Company. Chester Massey was also the 

fatlier of Hollywood actor Raymond .Massey and the first Canadian-bom Governor 

General of Canada, Vincent MasseyJ5. It was to his distant cousin, Vincent Massey. that 

the President of the Rockefeller Foundation would tum for tmsted advice on how to best 

disperse Foundation funds.'" This became a sensitive issue afler press reports and interna1 

university squabbles regarding appointments threatened to cancel the Foundation gifis to 

Canadian scliook 

Finally. the Rockefellers were no strangers to Canada on a persona1 levei. Afier 

their wedding ceremony in Cleveland in 1864, Rockefeller Sr. and his bride, Laura 

Celestia Spelman, took a trip to Niagara Falls. Montreal. and Quebec before retu'ming to 

Cleveland via New England and New York City." Interestingly enough. the ties to King 

and to Canada remained strong enough for King to send Rockefeller Jr.. in 1935. 

advances. the romance did not lead to rnarriage. Harr and Johnson. Rockefilkr Centuty ( 1988). pp. 142- 
144. 
" It is interesting to note that King and Vincent Massey were connected politically as well. In 1926. 
Massey went to Washington. D.C. after being appointed the first Canadian Minister to the United States. 
And from 1930 to 1935, like King's period with the Rockefeller Foundation before World War 1. Massey 
"traveled". returning only afier King won the federal election again, when King was in a position to offer 
Massey the post of High Cornmissioner in London. 
"' This advice went both ways. In her biography of the Massey family. The Massqs: Founding Fumi!v 
(Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1965). Mollie Gillen tells how it was George E. Vincent who advised Vincent 
Masscy in 19 18 to set up the Han Massey Foundation to avoid "undiscriminating distribution of the 
estate's assets too rapidly" (pp. 153- 154). Vincent. using the Rockefeller Foundation as a rnodel. 
suggested the Masseys create a "continuing benefaction". His advice was heeded and a federal charter was 
used to set up the Massey Foundation. with Chester Massey serving as Chairrnan until  his death in 1926 at 
which time his elder son, Vincent Massey, took over. One difference between the Rockefeller Foundation 
and the Massey Foundation was in aims: where the rnuch wealthier Rockefeller Foundation concentrated 
rnuch of their resources on medical science and education, the Massey Foundation is best known in the 
period for building Hart House. the recreational and cultural centrepiece for students at the University of 
Toronto. . - 
' ' Al tan Nev ins, John D. Rockefefier, .4 One- Volume Abridgmenr by Wiifiam Grcenleuf uf 'Sfuc.& in 
P o w r  ' (New York: Scribner's, 1959)- p. 14. 



"photostat" of the register page from the St. Lawrence Hall Hotel in Montreal. as signed 

by Rockefeller Sr. while on his honeymoon trip.'" 

How The Foundation Chose Which Canadiaa 'Peaks to Make Higher"" 

The stage was set for philanthropie dollars to flow into Canada even before 19 19. 

Abraham Flexner's 19 10 report on the state of North Amencan medical education. ~vhich 

was îùnded by the Carnegie Corporation. included an analysis of al1 Canadian medical 

schools.'" As Gidney and Millar point out. the Canadian medical school situation was not 

as dismal as that of the United States: "It never paralleled the excesses of the American 

esperience, where free trade in medicine reigned more or less supreme and where the 

multiplication of small schools and short courses gave medical education itself a bad 

name."" It is not. therefore. surprising that the impact of the Abraham Flexner's report 

was fàr less striking in Canada than it may have seemed to be in the United States? 

'' Rockefeller Jr. tells his father of King's discovery in a letter dated January 4. 1935. This letter is pan of 
ri series which show the close relationship between father and son collected in Joseph W. Ernst's "Deur 
Futlwr"/"'Deur Son": Correspondence o m h n  D. Rockefeller und John D. Rockefeller, Jr. (New York: 
Fordham University Press, 1994), pp. 199-200. 
'" Raymond Fosdick attributes this phrase to Wickliffe Rose. who served as a trustee of the Rockefeller 
Foundation from its founding in 1913 to 1928. Rose was also Director of the International Heaith 
Division of the Foundation from 19 13 to 1923. As Fosdick points out in The Story ofthe Rockefeller 
Foundution. Rose used the phrase to express the idea that. "as the standards in first-class institutions were 
progressiveiy nised, the radiating effect would spread not only through an entire region but across an 
cntire country." (p. 100). 
"' Abraham Flexner, Medicul Educurion in the United States and Cunada: A Report tu rhe C'clrnegic. 
fiundurion for rhe Advancement of Teuching, B~dlefin Nirmber Four (New York: Arno Press. 1972). 
" R. D. Gidney and W. P. J. Millar, "The Reorientation of Medical Education in Late Nineteenth-Century 
Ontario: The Proprietary Medical Schools and the Founding of the Faculty of Medicine at the University 
o t' Toronto", in Journal of the Hisrory of Medicine and Allied Sciences. 49, I 994. p. 53. 
'' In fact. Flexner himself writes in his 19 1 O report on medical education. "ln Canada conditions have 
never become so badly demontized as in the United States. There the best features of English clinical 
teaching had never been wholly forgotten. Convalescence from a relatively mild overindulgence in 
commercial medical schools set in earlier and is more nearly completed." p. 13. Among the scholars who 
argue that reforms were underway long before Flexner's report was published in 19 10 are Robert Hudson, 
"Flexner in Historical Perspective", in Barbara Barzansky and Norman Gevitz eds.. Bqvond Flexner: 



The announcement regarding a financial gifi being made to aid Canadian medical 

education was made on December 25. 19 19. In  the o f i c i d  Foundation press release of 

that date. it was noted that the latest gifi to the Foundation alone was one of fi@ million 

dollars. bringing the total in just five years, to $182.000.000. The Foundation press 

release included the quotation fiom Rockefeller Sr. regarding his "attention [having] been 

cailed to the needs o f  some of the medical schools in Canada" and ended with his 

reiteration of the Canadian sacrifice in World War 1. In reply. Vincent noted. 

In order to carry out Mr. Rockefeller's suggestion concerning 
Canadian Medical Schools, the Trustees of the Foundation will 
be asked by the officers to set aside approximately %5.000,000 
for the improvement and development of  the leading medical 
schools of  the Dominion. From this sum appropriation will be 
made by the Foundation to medical schools on conditions that 
they raise additional funds from other sources. It is hoped that 
$5.G00.000 thus employed by the Foundation at this time will 
give a distinct impetus to the development of  medical education 
in Canada? 

Interestingly enough. whenever possible Vincent and Richard M. Pearce. who had 

been appointed Director of the newly formed Division of  Medical Education of the 

Foundation, sought the advice of influential Canadians. among them George Vincent's 

LC/edi~ul &ducation in the Trventieth Ccntttry (New York: Greenwood Press. 1992). p. 2; Steven Jonas. 
Medical M-vssrety- The Training of Docrors in the UnitedStatcs (New York: Norton. 1978). p. 20 1 : and 
Kenneth Ludmerer. "Reform of Medical Education at Washington University". Jorrrnol of the Hisroty of 
:tfedcinc. 35 (1 980)- p. 15 1. In his evaluation of the Flexner Report. Jonas argues that reforms were 
undenvay. or at least being advocated, since the mid-nineteenth century. All cries for reform shared in 
their recommendation for more labontory work. better prepantory education. and improved clinical work 
under supervision. But many of these ideas rernained at the proposal state for want of adequate financing. 
Furthemore. Jonas states that not only was the Report not as influential as many have described it to be. 
but also that the mode1 medical school which has corne to be known as "Flexnarian" actually bears few 
sim ilarities to what Flexner's Report recommended. (pp. 20 1-202). 
'' RF. RG 427, Series Canada, "Excerpt from Press Release", p. 2. 



cousin Vincent Massey , soon-to-be Canadian Prime Minister Mackenzie King" and 

medical educator A. B. Ma~allum*~. The Foundation executives were strikingly aware of 

the fact that, by their own admission, to receive Foundation aid. schools had to not only 

have a plan but be prepared to raise matching fùnds as well." At McGill. where there \vas 

a strong tradition of alurnni giving, this proved to be less of a problem. but in Toronto 

and Halifax. the history of the university medical school was not as solid." 

Vincent and Pearce often met or corresponded with various individuals whom 

they trusted to get a sense of the political and academic climate. These solicitations 

began almost immediately. Five days after the formal announcement of the Canadian 

gift. George Vincent wrote his cousin. Vincent Massey. for "counsel and CO-operation". 

"Before we can deal with any one medical school in Canada," the Foundation President 

44  King becarne the Canadian federal leader in 1% 1 and would go on to be Canada's longest-serving Prime 
Minister holding the office from 192 1 to 1930 and again from 1935 to 1948. 
4 5  A. B. Macallum was instrumental in promoting the ideals of experimental biology and applying them to 
medicine to make medical education more "scientific". See Sandra F. McRae. The 'Scienrific Spirir ' in 
.2 ledicine ut the University of Toronto. 1880-1 9 10 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. 1 987). 
"' As Krnneth Ludmerer points out in "Reform at Harvard Medical School, 1869- 1909". Bulierin of the 
Hisror)! ofMedicine. 55 (1 98 1). pp. 343-370, there were willing donors for medical school reform a full 
generation before is readily acknowledged. Harvard Medical School received S200.000 in 1874 and 
S3.000.000 in 190 1. long before the Rockefeller Foundation was even established in 19 13. This dispels the 
niyth that there was no philanthropic support before World War 1: another esample are the gifts given to 
McGill University by Donald Smith (Lord Stnthcona) and Sir William MacDonald. The one difference. 
Ludmerer argues, is that the agenda for refonn with these early fundraising efforts was set by the recipicnt. 
Donors gave passively. As the foundations grew, the situation changed. Donors took an active role by 
developing "the potential to manipulate medical schools by virtue of the criteria they used to apportion 
their gifts." (p. 369). it is precisely this point which would come back to haunt the Rockefeller Foundation 
and the Eatons after the full-tirne system was implemented at the University of Toronto medical faculty in 
1920. For more on this. see Chapter 3. 
" Toronto had, until 1906. a number of medical schools with affiliations to various colleges fedcrated with 
the ProvinciaI University. as Toronto became known. Hence, there was no single medical school with 
gencrations of alumni from which they could solicit matching funds. This coupled with provincial 
governrnent control of the university until 1906 made the task of rnatching thousands of dollars secm 
daunting to university offïcials. The Dalhousie University Medical School story context is outlined by 
Sheila M. Penney in her anicle. "'Marked for Slaughter' : The Halifax Medical College and the Wrong 
Kind of Reform. 1868- 19 1 0 .  Acaditinsis. 19 (Fall 1989). pp. 27-5 1 - Dalhousie actually uscd their 
scathing review by Flexner in his 19 10 report to appeal to Haligonians for funds and one decade later made 
a rernarkable tumaround. 



wrote on December 30. 19 19. "we shall of course have to work out a Dominion-wide 

policy." This did not, however. mean that al1 schools would receive the same amount of 

support. nor that al1 schools would be supported. "Instead of distributing what funds we 

have available to al1 the medical centers in Canada we shdl try to select a few strategic 

institutions." 

Vincent carefully explained that the general Foundation policy of matching 

financial support was to be in place for the Canadian gifts. He did not specify whether 

the matching sums were to be raised privately or from "governmental sources". Vincent 

was. however. aware of the dificulties in giving so much money to schools in another 

country and yet not appearing to dictate how medicine should be taught while giving the 

funds with certain conditions attached. "For an outside agency to corne in and assume 

standardizing fùnctions might well be resented." Vincent wrote. '*We need, therefore. so 

far as possible to throw the responsibility upon a group of Canadians. What 1 hope you 

wi I l  do is to suggest a method of pr~cedure."'~ 

In his reply. Massey agreed that "the responsibility of allocating fùnds. must. 

subject to the general policy which you lay down. be delegated to a group of 

Canadians.'"' Massey also saw this as an advantage. Nol only did it not look as though 

the Foundation was intedering in another country's education. but it also lessened the 

ultimate dependence on the Foundation that might result from taking such a sizable gifi."' 

In his own words, Massey explained to Vincent: ''This will relieve the Rockefeller 

" RF. RG 327A Canada Series. GEV to Vincent Massey, December 30. 1919. 
"" RF, RG 327A Canada Series, Vincent Massey to GEV, January 3, 1920. 
'O One example o f  this was the early dependence that resulted nonetheless, of the young McGill Dean of 
luedicine. C.F. Manin. Martin frequently asked the Rockefeller Foundation executives for advice and 



Foundation of inevitabie criticism !tom sectional interests. and will throw the onus of 

making difficult decisions on a local body."" Massey was not above giving his opinion 

on medical schools worthy of Foundation assistance. He named the medical faculties at 

McGiIl, Toronto, and Manitoba University -- "about which 1 don't know much" -- and 

"possibly" Queen's at Kingston, Ontario as the only "really important Medical Schools in 

Canada". Altbough not a medical man himself. his letters are filled with advice and. 

although he did funiish names for a Canadian comrnittee which never came to be, was 

careful to make his concerns for potential political pitfalls clear to the Foundation 

Pre~ident.~: 

On January 5. 1920. before Vincent and Pearce began their own inspection of 

Canadian schools. Vincent wrote to King in Ottawa. Vincent frankly told King that "it is 

a delicate rnatter for us to deal with the medical education situation as a Dominion 

policy". and that the only way to "be of real service'' was "to select certain medical 

schools that are strategically located and give reasonable assurance of füture usefùlness". 

Vincent went on in his letter to ask King two important questions. The first was whether 

King thought a forma1 advisory group should be named or whether meeting personally 

with "outstanding individuals" was the better course to take. The second issue was to ask 

King for the "names of  individuals who would be recognized throughout Canada as men 

~110 have the welfxe of  the whole Dominion at heart." Vincent conceded the list might 

even pleaded to meet them when dificult personnel situations presented themselves. He was gently but 
firmly guided to seek other counsel or to trust his own judgment. 
" RF. RG 327A Canada Series. Vincent Massey to GEV, January 3, 1920. 
'' For Vincent Massey's comminee suggestions, see Massey to GEV. January 15. 1920. Also see W. L. 
Mackenzie King's suggestions to GEV for prominent Canadians to visit while in Montreal. Quebec City 
and the Maritime provinces. King to GEV, January 2 1 ,  1920. 



be short and possibly no individuals "would be regarded as wholly detached from local 

and institutional influence"." 

King's reply was swift. He advised against establishing a formal advisory group 

and suggested, instead. a preliminary survey by the Foundation. of the Canadian medical 

schools. "If you yourself," King wrote to Vincent, 

or someone specially designated by the Foundation, could 
personally see and confer with the Presidents of the ieading 
universities, and the Deans of their respective Faculties of 
Medicine, and at  the same time meet informally and talk with 
a few outstanding persons whose names you might receive 
from different sources, that, 1 believe would be the most 
prudent way of begiming* 

This. tvas. in fact exactly what Vincent and Pearce chose to do. 

King continued to correspond with Vincent throughout the rnonth of January. 

1920. He alerted the Foundation President to the fact Canadian newspapers had reported 

that a select group of men had been chosen as an advisory board to assist in the 

disbursement of Foundation medical education funds. Five Toronto men were named in 

the article. and as King told Vincent in his letter. al1 were members of the Unionist Party. 

recently defeated in the Ontario provincial elections. King warned thar such a report 

~vould lead Canadians to believe the Foundation endowment was to be controlled by a 

"small Unionist group in Toronto ... and as such is certain to occasion some feelings of 

disappointment. if not prejudice as well."" King. as he had promised, continued in a 

'; RF. RG 327A Canada Series, GEV to WLM King. Jan. 5. 1920. 
" RF. RG 327A Canada Series, W L M  King to GEV, Jan. 8, 1920. 
" RF. RG 327A Canada Series, WLM King to GEV, Jan. 9, 1920. 



letter to Vincent the following day. to offer some narnes for individual consultation, 

among them Vincent Massey. King excluded himself from consideration. by virtue of 

being "actively engaged in politics and Faving] no special knowledge of matters 

pertaining to medical education and research".'" 

King's advice was timely and accurate. In fact. the newspaper accounts he 

alluded to were just the tip of the iceberg. The source of Vincent's woes \vas an 

interview with student delegates Roy McLeod and Marshaif D. McPherson, both 

representing Western University at a Student Volunteer Convention held in DesMoines, 

Iowa in January, 1920. The delegates reported that Vincent confirmed a Canadian 

Conlrnittee would he named and the story of the gift was reported in four Toronto 

newspapers as well as the New York Herald and New York Tribune. On January 16. 

1920. Vincent had to issue a formal statement denying the rumoured appointment of a 

forma1 Canadian commission to act on behalf of the Foundation Board. "Many inquiries 

are reaching the offices of the Rockefeller Foundation with respect to the policy to be 

adopted in connection with the aid to Canadian medical education." Vincent denied 

reports of the Foundation Trustees meeting and stated: "The Foundation is not likely to 

appoint in any formal or official way a special cornmittee for administering the giti to 

Canada" aithough Foundation representatives would delay tinal decisions until "after 

conference with a large number of prominent Canadians representing al1 the significant 

institutional and geographical intercsts in the Dominion."" 

"' RF. RG 327A Canada Series, WLM King to GEV. Jan. 10. 1920. 
" RF. RG 327A Canada Series, January 16, 1920. 



Finally. one of the individuals to whom Vincent was rekrred by King was not a 

politician or businessrnan, but Toronto medicai professor A.B. M a c a l l u m . ' ~ t  the tirne. 

iMacallum was Chairman of the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research in Canada and King suggested the Foundation delegation speak to Macallum 

when visiting O t t a ~ a . ~ '  This would becorne one of the most interesting documcnted 

correspondences and one which would keep Vincent infonned of al1 rnanner of  political 

and departmentai intrigues which. at various times. seerned to threaten progress in 

medical education at Toronto and at McGill. 

On one of  the return visits, Pearce met with Macallum in Ottawa. Among 

Macallum's suggestions were using the fear of losing the annual g a n t  -- the money was 

not. in policy. to be given to a school in one lump sum -- as pressure to maintain progress 

at some of the schools. Macallurn also suggested that the balance of funds be invested in 

Canadian government bonds at five and a half percent "to show that the balance is 

actually being hefd for Canada" and not to be given outright on endowment." 

By February 25, 1920. the executives of the Foundation had a plan to evaluate the 

requisite schools which was presented by Vincent to the Board of the Foundation. In it. 

Vincent outlined that clear communication of the intent of the gifi be maintained 

throughout and that care be taken to "confer with a large number of Canadians 

representing various geographical and institutional interests in the Dominion". Afier a 

'' For Macallum's contributions to the scientization of medicine. see Sandra F. McRae, The 'Scientrfic 
Spirit ' in hicdicine cri the Universiry of Toronto. 1880-1910 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1987). 
"' RF. RG 427A Canada Series, WLM King to GEV. January 2 1 .  1920. 
'"' RF. RG 427A Canada Series, RMP Notes on conference with A. B. Macallum. Ottawa August I 1 .  1920. 
Macailum also told Pearce at this meeting that although he, Macallum, was being considered for the Chair 
of Physiological Chemistry at McGill he would also welcome the opponunity to go  to China on a 



preliminary visit to the "chief medical centers", a Dominion-wide policy was to be 

formulated. Vincent reported to the Foundation Board that the task of  choosing 'pe&s to 

make higher'. 

will involve delicate situations in which political. racial. and 
possibly ecclesiastical considerations will be involved. It is 
extremely important to avoid, so f a  as possible. complications 
which will impair the good will which this gifi is designed to 
promote. At the same time educational principles rnust not 
be sacrificed."' 

Ultimately. Vincent concluded. how the money was to be used would be 

evaluated individually. and named progress in building and equipment. hospital and 

dinical facilities. rnethods and personnel as parts of a general development program. 

"Every effort will be made to avoid any appearance of domination or of desire to impose 

a pre-conceived and inflexible scheme." Vincent told the Foundation Board. The only 

firm stipulation was that recipients were to seek other sources for additional. if not 

Although Flexner's 19 1 O report did not serve as the detinitive evaluation of the 

Canadian situation a decade later. it acted as a reference point for a delegation frorn the 

Foundation when it was determined that money was to be made availabie to aid Canadian 

medical education. In true Foundation form, aid would not be spread equally to al1 

rnedical schools existing in Canada in 1919/20. The money was to be used to "make the 

-- - - 

Rockefeller Foundation appointment, even if for just a year. Macallum had just finished a decade as Chair 
of Biochrmistry at McGill in 1918. 
"' RF. RG 427A. Canada Series. RF Board Minutes. February 25, 1920. 
"' RF. RG 427A. Canada Series, RF Board Minutes, Febniary 25, 1920. 



peaks higher" and the identification of these "peaks" was the job of the delegation which 

\risited eleven universities, from Halifax to Vancouver, during five months in 1920. 

Just like Abraham Flexner did a decade before, Vincent and Pearce made a tour of 

Canadian medical schools. Ultimately, March, 1920 was spent visiting Winnipeg. 

Toronto. Montreal. Quebec City and Halifax. Their first stop was Winnipeg. Manitoba 

on March 6. 1920. After visiting the University of Manitoba medical school and general 

hospital. Vincent and Pearce also met with the Manitoba's Minister of Education and 

Eovernor of the university. When a particular school, such as the University of Alberta. 
C 

Western University of Ontario or Queen's University (Kingston) could not be personally 

inspected. the Deans of  the University would cal1 on the Foundation delegation when 

they arrived at a nearby city. This was the case, for example. when University of Alberta 

President H. M. Tory came to Winnipeg for a conference with Vincent and Pearce. 

Vincent and Pearce spent six months visiting and revisiting Canadian medical 

schools to determine which should receive Foundation aid. In their summary of the 

medical school visits, Pearce took care to note details such as "The morning [March 9. 

1920 in Toronto] was spent with the medical faculty o f  the University of Toronto 

discussing a plan which had been prepared. typewritten and bound, pointing out the 

improvements desired and representing a program of development to cover the next ten 

years.""; When the Toronto medical faculty heard that the Foundation was interested in 

spreading its wealth north o f  the border, a series of faculty meetings was held in which 

each department head was asked to document its current operating budget and to draw up 

"' RF. RG I2 1 .  Series Diaries. Richard M. Pearce ( 19 16-2 1 ). Bound Volume. Repon on Canadian Schools. 
p. 7. 



an annotated '-wish list" for personnel and equipment Without such a prepared 

document. the Toronto faculty feared it might suffer the same h t e  as Western Resewe 

University medical school, taking Foundation support for granted and "losing" money 

they had erroneously considered theirs for the taking by not drawing up a detailed. long- 

term plan. As Appleget wrote in the opening quotation of this chapter. long-term results 

were "more significant than immediate ones". The Toronto medical faculty drafied their 

document more than twenty tirnes before Vincent and Pearce's March. 1920 visit.'" 

Another point noted by the delegation was Sir John Eaton's support for full-time 

clinical teaching. With the Eaton Endowment o f  $500,000 (Cdn). the provincial 

government's promised support for a new anatomy building worth $300.000. $200.000 

said to be forthcoming from the newly-elected provincial govemment. and the faculty's 

ten-year plan outlined in their report. Toronto was deemed to be worthy of Foundation 

investment. As Pearce noted, "With the gradua1 development of the ten year program 

outlined by the faculty this school will be second to none in North Arnerica.""' 

It should be noted that Vincent and Pearce did not set out upon their Canadian 

tour without favourites. Although they would not dismiss any schooI without a visit. they 

did report that Foundation support for the medical schoois at Queen's University in 

Kingston and University of Western Ontario in London. for example. were "doubtful 

'J University of Toronto Archives, Draft Report o f  the Comrn ittee. March 1. 1 920. Sixteen medical school 
depanments were present and the Comminee, chaired by faculty Dean Alexander Primrose and including 
Professor Duncan Graham, met twenty tirnes. as recorded in the minutes, for an average o f  three hours at 
each meeting. 
"' RF. RG 12 1 .  Series Diaries. Richard M. Pearce (19 16-2 1 ), Bound Volume, Report on Canadian Schools. 
P. 8 



propositions .., The c h e f  argument for their continuance is that they serve definite centers 

of population."" 

Vincent Massey continued to be a valued source of opinion for the Foundation. 

For example. it is recorded that on March IO, 1920. while visiting Toronto on the 

Canadian medical school tour, Massey told his cousin and Pearce that Queen's University 

graduates had "a good deal of influence" throughout Canada and suggested Queen's be 

considered for aid again. Massey went on. however. to express a "pessimistic view of 

French-Canadian education", telling the Foundation representatives that the French 

school question would have to be addressed since "French-Canadian doctors ... must be 

trained and that they will not resort to English Protestant institutions". such as McGill."' 

When Vincent and Pearce visited with Mackenzie King in Ottawa the next day. King 

agreed that "something should be done for a French Catholic medical center." not on 

political grounds but "because the large population needs medical men."" This statement 

\vas illustrated in a table prepared to summarize data and the situation which showed that, 

in 19 18. Quebec was twice the size. in area, of  every province but Ontario. but that there 

were only 1.984 physicians to serve a population of more than two million."' 

The process of evaluating Canadian medical schools. therefore. continued 

throughout 1920 with subsequent visits to Halifax, Toronto. Montreal. Kingston. London. 

Quebec City. Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver and Ottawa fiom 

"" RF. RG 12 1. Series Diaries. Richard M. Pearce ( 19 16-2 1 ) .  Bound Volume. Report on lanadian Schoois. 
p. 9. 
"' RF. RG 427A Canada Series. p. 4. 
""RF. RG 427A Canada Series. p. "March I 1 - Ottawa". After the meeting with the man who would soon 
becorne Canadian Prime Minister. the deleçation and King made a fifteen minute. 'formal call' on the 
Governor General. The Duke of  Devonshire. The Governor General was not unacquainted with medicaf 
schools in Canada - he served as a Govemor of the Royal Victoria Hospital in Montreal. 



Apnl until August, 1920. This is testimony to the policy of the Foundation to be as 

comprehensive as possible in determining the needs of an entire country and how these 

needs. and projected future needs, could be optimally met by select medicril schools. 

The Influence of the Rockefeller Gift on Medical Education 

The money which was allotted to aid Canadian medical education carne from a 

transfer from Rockefeller Sr. to the Foundation of four sets of securities: 49.000 common 

shares, Standard Oil Company of New Jersey; 10.000 preferred shares. Standard OiI 

Company of New Jersey; 366.5 17 shares Anglo-American Oil Company. Limited: and 

35.000 common shares, Virginia-Carolina Chernical Company.'" 

In a final gesture of goodwill, Vincent told Rockefeller Jr. that since the Canadian 

dollar was at a discount of twelve to fifieen percent. the initial amount of five million 

dollars would purchase five million and a half in Canadian currency. Vincent went on in 

his letter of April 6, 1920 to suggest that if this surn were invested in Canadian Dominion 

bonds. as Macallurn suggested. "such a purchase of Canadian Govemment securities for 

this purpose [of endowing Canadian medical schools] would be regarded as a fnendly 

act.*." 

Ultimately in their sumrnary, Vincent and Pearce concluded that: 

"" RF. RG J27A Canada Series, Table 3, "Sumrnary of Reports on Medical Education in Canada". 
'" RF. RG 427A. Canada Series. "Canadian Medical Prograrn. Decernber 19. 19 19". letter from Rockefeller 
Sr. to the Rockefeller Foundation. 
'' GEV to Rockefeller Jr.. April6. 1920. Canada Series. RG 427A. RF. RAC. The repIy came from 
Rockefeller Jr.'s office on May 14. 1920 and concluded that Canadian medical schools receiving the aid 
would receive it as dividends from Standard Oil Company of New Jersey 7% Preferred Stock and that 
dividcnds would be paid to Canadian schools in New York funds. At this point. advantage could be taken 
of the greater buying power of the American dollar. 



The most satisfactory school is the University of Toronto 
with McGill a close second. These have very definite 
programs for improvement and should be helped to the 
greatest possible extent financially . Winnipeg cornes 
next in order and with the rapidly developing school at 
Alberta should be assisted in order to take care of the 
western provinces. Halifax. isolated as it is. but doing its 
best under adverse circumstances should be aided in order 
to take c m  of the eastern end of the Dominion? 

The summary went on to advise more detailed study before a decision could be made 

regarding French-language medical school support in Quebec and they resewed judgment 

on whether "a real need" existed for any other medicd schools in Ontario. narnely those 

in Kingston and London, Ontario. Interestingly enough. this echoes the judgment of 

Flesner in his report of 191 O.73 

It took less than six months for the first appropriation of hnds in the specified 

Canadian gifi to be made. It was Dalhousie University medical facility in Halifax. Nova 

Scotia which. on May 26. 1920. received the first gifi. It totaled half a million dollars. '' 

RF, RG 12 1. Series Diaries. Richard M. Pearce ( 19 16-2 1 ), Bound Volume. Report on Canadian Schools. 
pp. 6-7. The Council on Medical Education had rated the Canadian medical schools and Toronto and 
McGill were the only two given Class A ntings when Vincent and Pearce prepared their report. These nvo 
schools were also by far the largest, in terms of enrolment. In the school ycar immediately following 
World War 1, 1 9 1 8/ 1 9 1 9, Toronto had 6 19 men and 79 women enrol led in a five-year prognm. while 
McGill had 463 men and 8 women. The next largest. Montreal School of Medicine and Surse-. trailed 
behind at 24 1 students. al1 men. The sarne order for the top three held tme for nurnbsr of faculty. 
Interestingly enough. in his 19 10 evaluation of al1 155 medical schools in North America. Flexner's 
summary data reveals that only University of Louisville. Kentucky had a Iiigher student enrolment at 600. 
Toronto. in 1909. had 592 enrolled, McGill had 328 and Dalhousie had 63 students. -. 
' ' With regard to Queen's, Flexner wrote in his 19 10 report that the medical school's future "depends on its 
ability to develop hal fivay between Toronto and Montreal. dcspite comparative inaccessibility" (pp. 1 50- 
15 I ) and Western was among a group of existing medical schools with "no present function" (p. 150). -. 

When Dalhousie was approved to receive this money from the Rockefeller Foundation. the Foundation 
was already aware that the Carnegie Corporation had "practically promised" an equal amount to Dalhousie 
in the Fall of 1920. This was. as reported in the Rockefeller Foundation Board Minutes of May 26. 1920, 
in addition to local support. Hence, although a "B-rated school". Dalhousie became the first Canadian 
school to receive Rockefeller Foundation money as part of Rockefeller Sr.'s gift. 



On September 9. 1920 three more schools were authorized to receive their gifis: both 

McGill and Toronto were to receive one million dollars. and University of Manitoba half 

a million dollars. University of Alberta and Université de Montréal medical faculties 

each received $25,000 to be paid out of the income from the remaining two million 

dollars. The Foundation reserved the option of future aid to Canadian medical education 

with this surplus. Queen's and Western Universities were lefi out. They were deemed to 

be "in the same area with Toronto" and lacking "adequate clinical and other facilities"." 

Thus. what the Rockefeller Foundation grants did was to give the preeminent and 

struggling Canadian medical schools of the day the push they needed to put specifrc 

educational reforms into practice. The full-time system of clinical instruction. which 

would be modified but the essence of which would be kept as "geographical full-time". 

\vas allowed to be put to a test. Buildings were built, and if not with Rockefeller funds. 

then with private matching donations or with provincial government funding. Without 

the major Rockefeller fimds the medical schools would not have possessed the leverage 

to get governent  and additionai private money to support medical education and 

research. The leading medical schools in Canada would have been hard-pressed for 

space. world-class instructors and laboratory facilities and equiprnent. and have remained 

-' RF. RG 427A. Canada Series. RF Board Minutes. May 26, 1920. 



sorely dependent on students' fees as medical schools did in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth cent~ry . '~  

The Rockefeller Foundation process o f  choosing the --peaks" ended in the 1920s. 

The five million dollars given to Canada helped select medical schools to meet the needs 

of the new scientific medicine of the twentieth century and helped keep up the 

momenturn long afier the gant  money was spent. By 1925. the Rocketèller Foundation 

had moved on to h d  new projects to support." 

*" Proof of  this continuing practice is evident in data listed in Flexner's 19 I O  Report. In addition to his 
waluation of each medical school. he noted the amount and source of financial "resources available for 
maintenance". Of the eight Canadian schools he visited, only two had any source of government or 
endowment money to supplement the main resource of student fees. These monies were used for 
everything from buildings and equipment to professorial salaries and maintenance of the facule. -- 

Greer Williams. "The Rockefeller Foundation and How It Operates". TJre Atlanric Montli!v, 2 13. 4 (April 
1963). pp. 106- 1 18. Williams describes how the fundamental value of foundations is to seek out what 
needs to be done and yet what is being overlooked. unpopular or. perhaps. too controversial and to help 
create a dernand for its product. Foundations. Williams argues. should also start projects which local 
governrnents can later continue, perrnanently, on their own (p. 1 13). Applying Williams' argument to the 
case of aiding Canadian medical education, indeed. via requiring matching funds. the Rockefeller 
Foundation inderd gave medical educational reform a push whose momenturn was maintained by other 
private and public money. Relative to the tirst point. one can Say that the Foundation did. in medical 
cducation reform. find a cause that was being overlooked. Reforrn had bcen advocated for years. but with 
little financial aid. not much had been done. Controversy. in thc case of the adoption of the Full-time 
systern in North Arnerican schools (see Chapter 3) did play a role and did cause the Rockefeller 
Foundation to distance itseif from determining policy in later years. 



Cha~ter  3 - Universitv of Toronto: The Provincial Universitv 

The Rockefeller Foundation chose to support Canadian medical education by 

allotting a total of five million U. S. dollars. This was to be distributed among select 

Canadian schools. When the finai decision was made, two schools received one million 

U S .  dollars each': University of Toronto and McGill University. The Foundation's gift 

to Toronto followed on the heels of a substantial endowrnent from Sir John Craig Eaton 

of $500,000 (Cdn.). Both sums were expressly intended to aid the transition to and 

implementation of the fûll-time system of clinical education. In this chapter, the 

sequence of events leading up to the Foundation's decision to put considerabte support 

behind Toronto medicine, the shift to the Full-time system and consequences of the 

change, and the way in which Toronto used its endowments will be outlined and the 

longer-term significance of the gifis examined. UltimateIy, although the Foundation's 

gifi W;LS not huge in comparison to the gifts given to some American schools2. the impact 

of support from the Rockefeller Foundation was felt in both matching financial support 

and in the cachet of this weil-known philanthropie organization choosing Toronto as one 

of the medical education "peaks" to be made higher, precisely at a time when new 

methodologies in medicine and medical research were primed to be put into practice. 

' Each Foundation million represents aimost nine million (Cdn.) in 1996 (Cdn.) dollars, if the foreign 
exchange conversion is calculated for the time of gift (ie. 1920). See Chapter 2, Footnote 10 for the 
method of calculation. 
' Vanderbilt University received more than % 17.5 million to aid its medical school program from the 
Rockefellers in the years fiom 1914 to 1960. from Raymond B. Fosdick, Adventure in Giving (New York: 
Harper and Row. 1962), p. 328. 



The Status of The Provincial University in 1919 

The first two decades of the twentieth century saw substantial changes at the 

University of Toronto. Among the significant administrative changes were the affiliation 

of Trinity Medical College with the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Toronto in 

1904, making the university facdty the only remaining school for medical training in the 

cityl and the transition of control and management fiom the Provincial Government to an 

independent Board of Governors (1 906)'. This transition was accompanied by increased 

financial support fiom the newly-elected Conservative Provincial GovernmentS and a 

recommendation that the faculty of medicine be supported by public funds rather than 

having to rely solely on student tees and what Wallace refers to in his history of the 

' William Osler. then at Johns Hopkins University, gave the inaugural address to the new combined Faculty 
on October 1. 1903. Newly-constructed laboratories for pathology and physiology were formaliy opened 
that same day. The added space was absolutely necessas. since, with the arnalgarnation of the Toronto 
and Trinity faculties of medicine the number of Toronto medical students grew from 494 in 190203 to 72 1 
in 1 90304, as noted in The Universis, of Toronto and i f s  Collegcs. 1827-1906 (Toronto: The University 
Libnry. 1906), p. 178. 
' Among those selected to sit on the inaugural Board of Governors were Joseph Flavelle (a major 
benefactor of Toronto General Hospital); Chester Massey (a cousin of Rockefeller Foundation President 
George E. Vincent and father of Vincent Massey); Sir E. B. Osler (older brother of clinician Sir William 
Osler); and E. C. Whitney (brother of Ontario's Conservative premier in offke. lames Whitney). 

It rnay seem ironic that the Provincial government was offering greater financial support to the University 
of Toronto while at the same time preparing to relinquish control over the Provincial University. In fact. 
Dav id JO hn A yre in UnÏversif ies and the Legiskatztre: Polifical Aspects of the Ontario University Qriesrion. 
/MN-1906 (Toronto: University of Toronto, unpublished Ph. D. dissertation. 198 1 ). views it more ris a 
controlled weaning of the institution from legislative authority, as orchesnated by Premier Whitney. For it 
\vas Whitney who issued a Royal Commission in 1906 to discuss a reorganization of the university. puning 
the matter outside of the realm of Cabinet-appointed Board of Govemors for a sort of arms-length 
connection to the legislature. Ayre argues that "although the 1906 legislation greatly increased the 
University's incorne through the provision of an annual grant based on a percentage of succession duty 
income, Whitney envisaged that the institution would exist on this money and that there would be M e .  if 
any. îùrther demands upon the Government." (p.299). Benefiting from succession duties. it was believed 
tl~at the Univcrsiry's income could grow even as the Province prospered; (in fact. by 19 14 the Provincial 
Government made changes to the University Act such that income from succession duties was limited to 
S500.000 per year.) Ayre explains that, at the tirne. the Act of 1906 offered a stellar compromise upon 
which the University of Toronto could build: "It provided a state connection which justified state support. 
while at the same time it ensured the University's effective independence from political interference." (p. 
300). I t  is Ayre's opinion that by putting some distance between itself and the university, the Provincial 
Government freed itself from a major burden, passing the responsibility on to a combination of the Board 



University as '.the self-sacrifice of members of the medical profession"." The relations 

between the University and Toronto General Hospital were formally defined and the 

hospital moved to new buildings in 191 2. closer to the University campus.' In addition to 

this. new buildings for rnedicine (l902), and pathology (1903) were built to 

accommodate the growing number of students and need for improved facili ties. Final1 y. 

in 1906, Robert Falconer was appointed University President, a job that he held for the 

next twenty-four years- 

Wallace also notes that as early as 1908, an agreement was reached between the 

university and the teaching hospital, Toronto General Hospital. that each man heading up 

a clinical department in the Toronto Faculty of Medicine had "a service in the hospital" 

and subsequent appointments "were to be made by the Board of Tmstees of the Hospital 

only on nomination by a joint committee of the Board of Govemors of the University and 

the Board of Trustees of the Hospital".' This last point would be tested just over a decade 

later with the appointment of Duncan Graham as the first full-time clinical Chair of 

Medicine. 

Within the Faculty of Medicine, the first two decades of the century saw a number 

of administrative and cumculurn changes. Dr. R. A. Reeve resigned as Dean in 1908. 

Reeve had been dean of the Faculty since 1896 and was succeeded by Dr. C. K. Clarke 

( 1908-20). who also served as professor of psychiatry. When Clarke resigned in 1920. 

of Govemors and President of the university, the latter of  whom had his powers increased as a 
consequence of the Act of  1906. 
" W. Stewart Wallace. A Hisroy of the Universiry ofToronro. 1827-1927 (Toronto: University of  Toronto 
Press, 1927)- p. 17 1 .  
' "Bill: An Act respecting the Toronto General Hospital", RFA, RF, 1.  I Projects. 427 Canada. Box 10. 
Folder 79, U of T Medical Faculty. 
' Wallace, '4 Hisrory ( 1927), p. 178. 



Dr. Alexander Primrose, a long-time faculty member. took over as Dean."e length of 

the medical course changed from four to five years (1908/09) and then to six years 

( 19 19/20); part of the reason for this was the steady expansion of the cumculum to 

include new laboratory-based subjects such as bactenology. introduced in 1909/10 and 

biochernistry, introduced the following school year (19104 1). 

At the s a n e  time, the University of Toronto received a number of significant 

private donations. Among those earmarked for medicai teaching and research were the 

Connaught Anti-toxin Laboratories, including a fifty-eight acre farm with a value of more 

than $75,000 by Col. A. E. Gooderham (a governor of the University) in 19 17; a 

laboratory for the zymology research department. also by Gooderham. in 19 1811 920; and 

various fellowships for specific studies.'" 

Finally, the influence of World War 1 on the University and the Faculty cannot be 

underestimated. It affected enrolment. teaching. policy and endowment patterns. As 

Wallace notes. "when war broke out in August. 19 14. the members of the University 

were scattered far and wide."" Nowhere was this cornmitment to service more apparent 

than within the Faculty of Medicine. As quickly becarne the custom. a specific stationary 

hospital was set up and stafTed by Toronto staff, alumni and students who had interrupted 

their instruction. The Number 4 General Hospital was the University of Toronto facility 

and saw service from May 19 15 to July 19 19 in four sites: Shorncliffe. Salonika. 

" For a quick summary of the changes within both the university and the Faculty of Medicine specificaily. 
see Wallace's history of the university, pp. 207-2 12 or Robin S. Harris, A Hisros, ofHigher Educaiion in 
Canuda. 1663- 1960 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976), pp. 266-269. 
"' Appendix B. "Recent Benefactions to the University of Toronto", Wallace, pp. 299-302. Wallace cites a 
total of more than S6,000,000 in giAs in the twenty years from 1907 to 1927. 
' ' Wallace. A Hisrory (1927), p. 186. 



Kalamaria. and Basingstoke." The commander was Lt.-Col. J. A. Roberts and the staff 

consisted of 38 officers, 73 nurses and 206 men, many of whom were undergraduates. 

The hospital handled an average of 1,300 patients daily. l 3  This may seern only a trivial 

point of interest, but the hospital will figure in both the details of Duncan Graham's 

appointment as the first fùll-time chair of medicine in the British Commonwealth, and as 

an example of Canadian sacrifice that would inspire Rockefeller Sr.'s gift to aid Canadian 

medical education. The staff and students of the Faculty of Medicine were led by 

Captains E. S. Ryerson" and W. R. McPhedran and comprised two of the nine companies 

of the ~niversity.'~ In total, 1,2 17 University of Toronto staff, students and alumni took 

part in the A m y  Medical Corps of either the Canadian. Impenal or Ailied Forces. Add to 

this seventy-nine men in the Naval Medicai Service and the nurnber of those associated 

with the medical school, particularly those who were in the early years of training and 

- - - 

'' Shorncliffe is 35 kilometres east of London, England while Basingstoke is 75 kilometres southwest of 
London. Salonika. also known as Thessaloniki, is on the Greek mainland, approximately 320 kilometres 
northwest of Athens. Kalamaria, presumably Kalimerianoi in modern-day atlases, is about 100 kilometres 
nonheast of Athens on the Greek island of Euboea, 
Ii Appendix, "Canadian General and Stationary Hospitals", in G .  Oswald Smith. ed. Universiry ofToronto 
Roll ofSemice. I9f &I9/8 (with suppiemenr up to 1934) (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 
192 11 1934). Among the other hospitals with specific university affiliations were: No. 3 General (McGill): 
No. 6 Generai (Laval); No. 7 Stationary (Dalhousie); No. 9 Stationary (St. François Xavier); No. I O  
Stationary (Western); No. 7 GeneralMo. 5 Stationary (Queen's): and No. 8 Stationary (Saskatchewan 
College of Physicians and Surgeons). In al], there were sixteen general hospitals and ten stationary 
hospitals manned by the Canadian troops. Smith includes a brief history of No. 4 General Hospital in the 
preface to the text (pp. xxx-xxxiii). 
I-i E. Stanley Ryerson becarne Secretary of the Faculty in 19 1 8, after ten years as Assistant Secretary . 
15 Companies were organized by Christmas 19 14, and were divided by Faculty and College. The Medical 
Faculty was assigned to Companies F and G. W. R. McPhedran is not to be confused with Alexander 
McPhednn ( 1847- 1934). who received his medical degree at Toronto and returned to his alma murer to 
become Professor of Medicine fiom 1900 to 19 19. Alexander McPhedran also served as President of the 
Canadian Medical Association in 1 905 and 1906 (source, W. Stewart Wallace. The Mucmillon Dictionary 
of Cunudian Biography. (Toronto: Macmillan, 1963). p .  486). There were, in fact, a num ber of 
McPhedrans associated with the Toronto medical faculty. In l9ZO/2l, in the Depanment of Medicine 
alone. there was A. G. McPhedran, J. H. McPhedran, and W. F. McPhedran, al1 ofwhom were "Clinicians 
in Medicine" under Professor Duncan Graham, with Alexander McPhedran listed in the Calendar as 
'Emeritus Professor of Medicine'. See University of Toronto Calendur, 1920-192 1 (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press. IgîO), p. 400. 



abandoned their schooling to enlist in other branches of service. and more than 1.300 

participated in the war effort.lVn total. 608 of the 5,681 staff, graduates and 

undergraduates of the University of Toronto were killed in action or died on service and 

another 884 were wounded." 

As strikingly as enroiment dropped during the War, it rose to unprecedented 

levels when the conflict ended. The number of registered students almost doubled from 

19 17/18 levels of 2,799 to 5,237 in 19 19/20.'Vn Medicine alone, in 19 1 811 9. there were 

746 men enrotled as well as 82 women; this total of 828 students was the largest ofàny 

of the six Faculties or five federated colleges (University College was second with 340 

men and 400 wornen that year).I9 

The Full-Time System 

The full-time system of clinical education was a natural outgrowth of the 

scientization of medicine. From 1880 onwards, Iaboratory medicine had grown as the 

dominant element of modem medicd teaching. New subjects, such as bacteriology 

( 1 9091 1 0 j and biochemistry ( 19 101 1 1 ), with strong laboratory components had entered 

the University of Toronto curriculum and with these demands on students' time. the 

prograrn had grown to inciude a fifth year ( l9OWO9) and then a sixth ( 1 9 19/30) of study. 

The medical professors of 1880 to 1920 represented the emergence of a new type 

of instructor. Anned with training taken in Germany, they arrived with knowledge that 

I b  Smith. Roll ofservice (192 1/1934). pp. 530-53 1. 
" "President's Report is Published", in University of Toronto Monrhly, 20, (January, 1 930). p. 1 30. 
'' Wallace. A Histoq (1927). p. k87. 
"' "Pres ident 's Report is Published", in Universis. of Toronto Monrhly. 20 (January 1 9201, p. 1 29. 



cane from the laboratory, not fiom case histories.'O They applied their expertise in the 

Iaboratory to a greater degree than had previously been the case. Soon. they followed in 

the footsteps of the professors of the pre-clinical subjects, spending more and more time 

with science. This was a necessity given that the science knowledge was growing 

exponentially to the point where not only full-time instnictors in the pre-clinical subjects 

were needed but also full-time clinical instmctors were proposed. 

Howard Berliner gives credit for the origin of the full-time plan to the German 

physiology laboratories of Car1 Ludwig. One of the thousands of students who visited 

Ludwig's laboratory uras Franklin P. Mall. Mall, who spent 1885/1886 with Ludwig. 

went on to become a professor of anatomy, first at the University of Chicago and then at 

Johns Hopkin~.~' He began to push for fiill-tirne cfinical faculty. first in Chicago and then 

in Baltimore. A colleague. Llewellys Barker, gave a speech on the subject in 1902 and it 

ivas written up in the medical jounals of the day. Frederick Gates. of the General 

Education Board. heard about the speech and gave the idea of Ml-time ciinical faculty 

his support. Beriiner says that Gates' first application of the ideal of the full-time 

researcher came with the planning of a hospital for the Rockefeller Institute. which had 

been established in 190 1. The hospital opened in 19 1 O and was the first Amencan 

"' The scopc of the degree to which North American physicians were exposed to the Gerrnan Iaboratory 
research tradition cannot be underestimated. Robert Hudson writes that 15,000 American studem 
traveled to Germany and Austria between 1870 and 19 (4. Hudson, "Abraham Flexnrr in Historical 
Perspective". in Barbara Barzansky and Norman Gevitz, eds.. Beyond Flexner: h4edical Educarion in rhe 
Ti<-enckrh Cenrzrry (New York: Greenwood Press, I992), p. 3-4. 
': W i I l  iam G. Rothstein, Americun Medical Schools and [he fracrice of Medicine: A Histoty (New York: 
Osford University Press, 1987). pp. 160- 16 1. Rothstein notes that medical research was carried out. in 
Gcrmany. in government-supported institutes. The professon and researchers did not have faculty 
appointments and were not responsible for training students, although some informai training did go on- 
While the research institutes were located in smaller towns, the major medical schools were to be found in 
cities. 



institution to work under the fùll-time clinicd system. It even had the plan wit ten into 

its charter: 

No person on the salaried staff of the Institute should receive 
pay for any outside practice, that the Institute should itself 
send no biIls for service to any patients within or without its walls, 
or accept any remuneration; ... The penalty for violation of these 
provisions by the Institute was the forfeiture of the endowment 
given by Mr. Rockefeller." 

Johns Hopkins, ofien seen to be the benchmark. was the first school to adopt fuII-time in 

19 13 .s Washington University followed, as did Yale, Rochester. Vanderbilt, University 

of Chicago. Harvard. Cornell, Columbia, and University of Iowa.?' 

In Canada, the University of Toronto was among the first schools to embrace this. 

tirst in principle in The Toronto General Hospital Act. 19 1 1 and then in Duncan 

Graham's appointment. As Ludmerer notes, however, the transition from part-time to 

full-time was not an easy one. Although knowledge of background science and its 

application to medicine was becoming increasingly important. the salaries of full-time 

professors were in no way commensurate3. Hence. one had to hope that the pursuit of the 

research ideal'" was enough to make a physician choose the full-time position. 

. . 
-- Howard Berliner, A Sysrem of Sc;cncific Medicine (New York: Tavistock, 1985), pp. 13 1 - 142. 
" Hudson. "Historical Perspective", pp. 3-4. Hudson notes that the result of the thousands of  Arnerican 
srudcnts studying in Gerrnany and Austria was threefold: first, it elevated the research ideal: secondly. it 
promoted and pushed specialization because. as knowledge grew exponentially, students could only 
realisticaIly delve into specific research problems of  a particular body system; and thirdly. it helped to 
focus attention on Johns Hopkins where the Full-time system of clinical teaching was being tried. 
'' Berliner. Sysrem ( 1  985), p. 162. 
-<  - Ken ne th Ludmerer. Learning CO Heal: The Developmenr of.4 merican Medical Edircarion (New York: 
Basic Books, 1985). p. 2 1 1 .  
'" Michael Sliss cites the facilities availabte to Banting, Best. Collip and Macleod. at the University of 
Toronto one of a number of important "conditions" that enabled the discovery to take place at Toronto. 
Specifically. Bliss cites the facilities available for "major animal research" in 192 f as a key to the project 
and "testimony to the important work done in the preceding 15 years or  so in modernizing the University 



Another question was how much patient contact would suff~ce? William Osler. 

for example, thought that these new clinicd instructors risked being too far removed from 

medical practice to be effectiveez7 Of course, one must remember that Osler was a 

member of another generation of physicians; he once said that if he had to perform a 

physiology experiment, he would not be able to operate the equipment. He was scepticai 

of this shift toward science in teaching and would remain a member of the 'old guard'. 

Berliner tells of how Osler argued against the Full-time system. Osler wrote to Ira 

Remsen. President of Johns Hopkins. from Oxford University where he held the position 

of Regius Professor of Medicine. Arnong Osler's criticisms were that using the 

university hospital as a research institution would only "subvert the goals of training 

practitioners" and that by only allowing physicians access to hospital patients would deny 

them the necessary exposure to varied cases causing a decline in their clinical skills. 

Osler also acknowledged the professional jealousy of the "laboratory men"; he 

contended that white they accused the clinicians of being too prosperous. they did not 

understand the ciinical situation. For example. while laboratory scientists were paid a 

fixed salary and worked regular hours, clinicians were on cal1 and available to patients 

around the clock.'" 

Eventually, most North American medical schools would tum to the full-time 

system in one fonn or another. The question of when ofien depended upon money. Fui!- 

time. scientifically-trained dinicians would be costly as well as necessary. To attract the 

of Toronto". (pp. 337-338) in BI iss, "The Aetiology o f  the Discovery of Insul in". in Charles G .  Roland, 
cd.. Hcaith. Diseuse and Medicine: Essays in Canadian Histo- (Toronto: Clarke Irwin. 1 984), pp. 333- 
346. Hcnce. Bliss acknowledgcs the carlier efforts. predating the Flexner Report. made toward mcdical rcform in 
Toronto. .- 
-' Ludmerer, Leurning ro Heal ( 1985). p. 2 1 1. 



best men. full-time chairs in medicine, pediatrics and surgery would be established.'" A11 

of this would occur, largeiy, on the basis of philanthropic suppon. In fact. this was the 

design of Abraham Flexner.'O He saw the efforts of the Rockefeller Foundation and other 

philanthropies as subsidizing the creation of a national standard in clinical research to 

keep up with the work being done in G e r m a ~ ~ y . ~ '  A new age of clinical instruction had 

begun. 

Preliminary Correspondence, Announcement of the Gift, and 
Visits from Representatives of the Rockefeller Foundation 

The announcement regarding the five million (US.) dollar gift earmarked for aid 

to Canadian medical education was made on December 25. 1919. The University of 

Toronto was in the throes of adjusting after the War, and one of these adjustrnents was 

- - 

Berliner, Svsrem ( 1 98S), pp. 150- 157. 
'" See Chapter One. Footnote 70 (page 48). 
'" Raymond Fosdick. The Story ofthe Rocke$eller Foundarion P e w  York: Harper & Brothers. 1932). pp. 
96-97. describes how Flexner. soon after joining the full-tirne staff of the General Education Board in 
19 13. put forth the idea, with Frederick Gates and William Welch at John Hopkins. of full-time clinical 
departments in select schools which had "adequate facilities" for this "innovation". Initially. "full-time" 
meant that clinical departments in the final two years of a rnedical prograrn were to be under the 
administrative control of physicians who would give one hundred percent of  their time to teaching. 
research and patient care in the associated teaching hospital. I f  private consultations were carried out as 
part of their teaching or research, any fees collected were to go to the university. It was through the 
unfahering support of Flexner and a few key innovators at schools such as Johns Hopkins. Washington 
University, Yale, Chicago and Vanderbilt University that initial difficulties were sumounted to institute 
the full-time system. As William Rothstein notes in Atnerican Medical Schools und rhe Prucrice O/ 

,Medicine: A Hisror)> (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 168- i69. by 19 19. the Genenl 
Education Board was questioning the considerable cost of the full-time plan and began to relax its 
definition of "full-tirne" to include "geographic full-tirne" appoinunents. "Geographic full-time" was more 
tlexibie than "full-tirne"; also known as the "Harvard Plan", it made an aliowance for full-time clinical 
professors to keep a smali percentage of their time for independent consultations (Berliner. Svsrem. p. 163). 
By 1925. Rothstein notes that the Board gave Columbia University the choice of strict fÙII-time (with 
salary top-ups from the Board), geognphic full-tirne, or part-time clinicai appoinunents, and two years 
latcr the Board "relieved those schools who had signed binding agreements with it of their strict full-timr 
obligations". 
' Thorn as Neville Bonner, Becoming a Physician: Medical Educurion in Great Brirain. France. Germuny. 

and rhe C'nired States, i 750- / 945 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 305. 



re-establishing pedagogical order while integrating almost double the nurnber of students. 

Although it was an ideal time to introduce new ways of teaching. such as the full-time 

s ystem. many of these changes involved considerable financial investment. and provincial 

covemment support was not enough. In 191 9, therefore, University of Toronto decided 
C 

to follow in the footsteps of other North American univsrsities and appeal to alumni for 

support. As R. A. Cassidy noted in a paper published in 1919." the same principles used 

by --specialists" to raise thousands of dollars in a short tirne for the war effort codd  be 

used to raise money for education quickly. Cassidy pointed out that both Amencan 

colleges and Canadian colleges had also set up capital endowment carnpaigns. a number 

of which were quite ambitious: for example. Harvard University was asking for fifteen 

million dollars; Corne11 sought five million dollars; and Fordham University and 

Phillips Exeter Academy both projected two million dollar campaigns. In Canada. 

Cassidy tells how several years before. McGiII University asked the citizens of Montreal 

for one million dollars and collected more than one and a half million within one week 

and Haligonians responded to Dalhousie University's cal1 for half a million dollars for 

campus buildings in less than ten days. 

The University of Toronto's carnpaign of 19 19, named the Memorial Carnpaign. 

was a challenge. Alumni were scattered and littie effort had been made to keep track of 

students afier they had graduated. In fact, it was only because undergraduates. staff. and 

alumni had been together in specific miIitary units for service during World War 1 that 

any strong alumni ties established. These ties. coupled with the desire to honour those 

'' R. A .  Cassidy, "Raising Money for Education", in Universify of Toronto Monthi-y, 20 (October 1919). p. 
18. 



who died with scholarships and endowments, offered a unique opportunity to gather 

funds together for the rebuilding and expansion of the university. In his November. 19 19 

editorial in University of Toronto MonthZy, W .  N. McQueen (Class of 19 12) picks up on 

Cassidy's observation of  the success of Harvard, McGill and Dalhousie in noting that the 

progress of Toronto's campaign was steady but slow (by November 7, 19 1 9, the monies 

raised came to $1 99,799)Y "The University of Toronto," McQueen wote. "has never 

h o w n  well-organized, united. aiumni support. .. . The alumni have been widel y scattered: 

until recent years the University has not been a unit in itself." McQueen noted that the 

post-war situation offered the unique opportunity for alumni to "ljoin] hands in the sacred 

cause of perpetuating the memory of the University men and women who laid down their 

lives in the war."" 

As the slow but steady progress in the Memorial Carnpaign continued." the news 

of the Rockefeller Foundation gifi, following soon after the Eaton endowment. was 

timely and uplifiing for the overcrowded yet ambitious Faculty of  Medicine. The 

progress of these gifts was followed in newspapers and alurnni publications. When a 

brief mention \vas made of the Foundation's gift to Canadian medical education. the 

editors of University of Toronto Monthly could not even cite how much of the five 

million dollars was allocated to Toronto. The two-paragraph news brief did. however. go 

on to note that for the number of students enrolled. Toronto had "fewer instmctors than 

'' "The Campaign's Progress", in Universip o/Toronro Monthly, 20 (November 19 19). p. 50. 
3 .I W. N. McQueen, "Editorial", in University ofToronro Monh'v. 20 (November 19 19), p. 45. 
'' University President Robert Falconer spent weeks travelling throughout North America in an effort to  
sccure funds from alumni groups. For example, in November 1919 alone. he visited Brantford. Ontario. 
New York City. Hamilton, Welland, and Montreal. In addition, distinguished alumni such as Professor W 
P. Mustard of Johns Hopkins University and Prof. R, J. Bonner of Chicago University were invited to 
address Toronto alumni during major fundraising drives of the Memorial Campaign. 



any other medical college of the better grade on the Continent". and hypothesized that 

much of the Foundation grant would be put towards "the advancernent of research 

work'..jO 

For al1 of this speculation, those in charge did not want to take any chances and 

lose the money before they received it. Despite the unfathomable wealth of the 

Rockefeller Foundation, many projects and individuals seeking financial aid were tumed 

away. There was no guarantee that solicitation would yield success. 

Before Vincent and Pearce traveled to see the Toronto facilities. they were careful 

to prepare for themselves background notes on the status of medical education and public 

IieaI th at Toronto. Some of the material was available to them even before the 

announcement of the gift toward Canadian medical education was made; among these 

documents were the 1 9 1 0 Flexner Report. The Toronto General Hospital Act. 19 1 1. and 

the July 19 18 detailed financial statement for the Toronto Faculty of Medicine. 

Communication between Toronto and New York had existed before the gifi was 

announced and months before any personal visits took place. For example. there was a 

request by Vincent made of Dr. Alexander Mcfhedran on December I 1. 19 19 with regard 

to an error in the Toronto faculty's financial staternents sent November 27. 19 19 (the 

budget for what was listed as thirty "whole time" staff in the Department of Medicine 

\vas listed as $10.250 when in fact there were no "whole time" faculty in Medicine at 

all).J7 There were, in fact, no full-time clinical instmctors in any department. yet the staff 

'" The  Month's Events in University Circles", in University of Toronro Monrh[v. 20, 5 (February, 1920). p. 
183. 
'' RAC. RF. RG 1 . 1  Projects, 427 Canada Series, Box 10, Folder 79, "Statement of July. 19 18". p. 19. 
This figure Iikely came frorn the eleven heads of clinical departments plus any "assistants" each of  these 
depanment heads had. Because they did not tmly represent full-time staff. and the Faculty did not wish to 



numbered 129. with a total amount paid out to these staff of $36,045: by cornparison. 

there were f i e - s i x  staff in the depaments of  anatomy; pathology and bacteriology: 

chernical pathology: and pharmacy and phannacology, of which nine were --whole-time" 

positions. and the total arnount paid these faculty was $30,182.'VAlthough these sums do 

not seem fiightening in thernselves, 19 19 was to be a year of change in Toronto. There 

were plans to change the course fiom a tive-year program to a six-year program. 

Enrolment exploded with the return of many World War 1 veterans eager to return to or 

rrnbark upon their medical education, and although the laboratones were well-equipped. 

already in July. 1 9 1 8 the need was identified for yet another. Finally. there was a 

concerted drive to begin some form of graduate instruction in medicine. Therefore. the 

19 18 report ends with the plea: "It is manifest that there is great need for increased 

incorne to make it possible to carry on. not only the more efficient undergraduate 

instruction. but also to develop graduate work. a matter of the greatest importance."'" 

This was in keeping with both Falconer's desire for more graduate work within the 

university and the expansion of the research ideal that had taken hold in Toronto in the 

Iast decades of the nineteenth century. As Falconer's biographer James Greenlee notes. it 

would only be through the reform of the faculty of medicine and the establishment of a 

-'reputable school of  graduate studies" that Falconer believed the "intellectual drain to the 

be accused of misrepresenting itself and jeopardizing their application to the Rockefeller Foundation. the 
correction was made. 
i n  "Statement of July. 19 18". p. 19. This brought the total remuneration for stafÏ to 566.227.00. Secretarial 
espenses added an additional S3.500.00 and "miscellaneous expenses" (which included S 15.2 15.00 for "a 
building") brought the reponed total to $94,994.00. Tuition fees for the five-year course with 600 students 
enrolled yielded $82.155.00. 
'" "Statement of July. 19 18". p. 20. 



south" could be quelled and, at the same time, the "fabric of Canadian culture" might be 

~trengthened.~ 

The resulting report on the University of Toronto medical school. dated Febniary 

7. 1920. took in the faculty's history. personne1 and courses; in 19 1 8/ 19 there were 698 

students registered, each of  whom paid $150 for the year-s tuition in a five-year course. 

56 graduates, and 2 16 faculty members4'. This report also noted that the clinical teaching 

tàciiities counted upward of 1.500 beds, spread out arnong four downtown hospitals.': 

The teaching hospital situation was of particular interest to the Foundation. in part 

because of its pedagogical and professional relationship to the Full-tirne system. One of 

the documents requested by the Foundation was a copy of the 191 1 Act respecting the 

Toronto General Hospital." The Act was made up of three parts: by-law number 5454. 

passed April25. 19 10, to provide for the issue of debentures up to $250.000 for a grant to 

be made to Toronto General Hospital and to acquire lands to extend Christopher Street; a 

by-law with respect to the medicai staff of the hospital, passed January 25. 19 1 1 : and the 

Act. generally respecting the Hospitai, to which assent was given on March 24. 19 1 1. part 

of which included Schedule 1, upon which agreement was made December 1. 1 9 1 0. It  

was introduced by James P. Whitney, on February 8. 191 1 and achieved its third reading 

- 

'" James G .  Greenlee, "The Highroad of Intellectual Commerce: Sir Roben Falconer and the British 
Universities", Ontario ffisrory, LXXIV, 3 (September t 982). p. 192. Greeniee goes into greater depth on 
this in James G .  Greeniee, Sir Roberr Falconer: A Biography, (Toronto. 1988). pp. 264-273. 
" RF. RG 1 . I Projects, 427 Canada Series, Box 10, Folder 79, "U of T Medical Faculty" Notes. p. 3 1 . 
" "U of T Medical Faculty" Notes, p. 32. The clinical beds included Toronto General Hospital (with 
"more than 700 beds and a large out-patient department": Hospital for Sick Children (250 beds); Sc. 
Michael's Hospital (400 beds): and Toronto Western Hospital (120 beds). The notes also cite an x-ny  
facility at Toronto Gçneral Hospital that was "said to be one of the most complete on the continent". 
41 Starutes oJ Onrario, "The Toronto General Hospital Act, 19 1 1". Chapter 80. 19 1 1. pp. 53 1-538. 



just over a month later, on March 1 3, 191 1 ." Although little information exists on the 

Act. it  features prominently in the Toronto story. It seems as though it was passed. in 

part. to give sorne administrative structure to the new Hospital. particularly afier the 1906 

Act which gave the power of governance over the Provincial University to the University 

Board of Governors. Prior to 1906, the Provincial Legislature had held the reins of 

power. 

The financial cornmitment required by the University, as outlined in the Act. was 

considerable: $300,000 to be put toward purchasing a parcel of land "fronting on Avenue 

Street" and toward building the new hospital. and $100,000 to build adjacent buildings 

intended to serve as the Departments of Pathology. Bacteriology and Pathological 

Chemistry, at the corner of University and Christopher Streets? 

It was. however. the by-law with respect to the medical staff of the hospital. 

passed on January 25. 19 1 1. which outlined the most striking conditions: that there was 

to be no remuneration to members of the Visiting Staff; that there were to be three 

coordinate services in medicine, including dermatology and neurology. and four 

coordinate services in surgery; that there was to be a single service in each of 

gynaecology. obstetrics, ophthalmology, and otology, rhinology and laryngology: that 

the retirement age should be fie-five in surgery and sixty in medicine. unless othenvise 

negotiated with the Board of Trustees; and that the Heads in Medicine should not take 

'" Schedule I was signed by B. E. Walker and J. W. Flrtvelle. Chairmen. as well as by F. A. Moure. Bursar. 
and A. F. Miller. Secretaty of the Hospital in addition to A. M. Gall and W. T. White. 
4 s  "The Toronto General Hospital Act. 19 1 1". pp. 532-533. 



part in general practice and they should confine their etrorts to consultation outside of the 

hospital." 

With regard to personnel, the January 25 by-law was specific in its requirements 

of both heads of departrnents and visiting staff: heads in medicine, for example. were not 

perrnitted to "engage in general practice but shall confine their work outside of the 

Hospital to consultation" while the head of Gynecology "may outside engage in Surgery 

but not in general practice."" The only departmental head exempt from such restriction 

was the contemporary Head of Surgery. Although others were restricted in what they 

could practice. the head professor of Surgery in the Faculty of Medicine of the University 

of Toronto was specifically exempted. No reason for this exemption was given in the 

Act. 

Finally. it did divide the clinical work from the laboratory or science-based 

positions by deeming that Departments of Pathology and Bacteriology as wef1 as 

Pathological Chemistry be under the supervision, not of an independent Head of 

Department. but under Professors of the University of Toronto. This by-law was signed 

by J. W. Flavelle. as Chainnan, and A. F. Miller as Secretary. 

Interestingly enough. this by-law was passed before the Act. almost two rnonths 

to the day. What it did was to create Heads in a number of clinical specialties while also 

placing research or laboratory positions under members of the university faculty. Even 

more strikinç was the fact that it made a provision for a Full-time system. with some 

concessions for consultation. long before the Eaton Gifi mandated the system. The one 

"' "The Toronto General Hospital Act, 191 I", pp. 535-536. This meant that consultations by the 
dcpartrnent Heads in Medicine should be done off hospital property. 



major difference, when the Eaton Gifl was made, was that the later systern of 1920 

consolidated al1 of the eIeven services into two. Medicine and Surgery, and soon after. 

Pediatrics. were the full-time services under the Eaton initiative. This was probably 

because the 19 1 1 division of labour was premature: it was unlikely that there was enough 

work for three Heads of Medicine and four Heads of Surgery. Furthemore, 

organizationally, it woutd have been a nightmare to try to ensure that al1 of these heads of 

departments were of Iike mind and working toward the same goal. Methodologies and 

techniques would have differed, providing unbalanced training for students. Finally. 

there is no mention of money paid to the heads of departments in 19 1 1. Given that these 

positions would be held by some of the best clinicians who might expect to make $25.000 

to $30,000 a year", it would be quite the act of charity to give that up to make less than 

$10,000 plus whatever token fees could be had fiom consultation. By 1920. it had 

become obvious that higher remuneration was required to keep excellent men. and so 

Graham received $10,000 per year, and was given an aftemoon a week to tend to his o m  

cases. But maintaining eleven full-time clinicians was impossible.'" 

" "The Toronto General Hospital Act, 19 1 I ", p. 536. 
'' Ludmerer. Learning ro Heal(1985), p. 2 f 1. Compare this range to the !M0,000 which Osler is said to 
have earned in 1902 (Berliner, System [1985], p. 156). 
"' There are some interesting comrnents on the failure of the full-time system to take hold as well as the 
Rockefeller Foundation had anticipated in Ludmerer's Leurning ro Heu1 (1 985).  The full-cime system. and 
the misunderstanding regarding Abraham Flexner's influence on medical education. are also discussed in 
Howard S. Berliner, A Sysrem of Scientific Medicine (New York: Tavistock, 1985) and Barbara Barzansky 
and Norman Gevitz, eds., Beyond Fianer: Medical Educalion in the Twenrierh Cenrrtry V e w  York: 
Greenwood. 1992). 



The Influence of the Eaton Gift 

ALthough it represents an entirely separate gifi, the 'Eaton Endowment' is worth 

exarnining here for two reasons. First, the Eaton gift of 191 9 was substantial: totalling 

$500.000. it was almost50 equal to the amount given by the Foundation to Dalhousie's 

Faculty of Medicine and, like the Foundation's gift to Toronto it supported the full-time 

system of clinical teaching. Secondly, the almost immediate reaction to  the terms of  the 

Eaton gifi led to a professional backlash within the Toronto medical profession that 

threatened to mire the Foundation's efforts in bad press and return the entire University to 

the pre- 1906 era of strict Provincial governmentd contr01.~' Hence. first we will examine 

the terms of the Eaton gifi, how the first clinical chair of medicine was chosen and how 

change was ill-received by Toronto physicians; this was al1 observed with great interest 

by those at the Foundation, even as the first Rockefeller thousands poured into Toronto.'= 

In an etiort to be thorough, Vincent and Pearce sought information. not only on 

the teaching relationship between Toronto General Hospital and the University of 

Toronto Faculty of Medicine but also on the circumstances and conditions of one of  the 

<O Excluding the foreign exchange of the stronger American dollar in 1920. 
" The reason the Eaton gift could affect the Rockefeller Foundation gift was that the Foundation \vas 
paying out its gifi to Toronto in installments. By the time that the third allotment had been paid. the Eatons 
and the Rockefellers were being named by various physicians as interfering in the running of the medical 
school. setting policy, and illegally changing the organization o f  the medical school with their push for the 
Full-time system. The Rockefellers were particularly sensitive to this "bad press" as a consequence of the 
writings ofjoumalist Ida M. Tarbell and the idea that they were trying to buy into the ~ o o d  graces of  the 
North American people with tainted money. Remember that this is part of  the reason that the Foundation 
could not get a fedenl charter: there were those in Washington who were suspicious about how the 
philanthropic millions were to be used and saw the initiative as just another way for Rockefeller to esercise 
control over the American people with his substantial wealth. 
'' The genesis of the idea to bring together a major gift, a full-time professorship in medicine and a genenl  
rcorganization of the faculty of  medicine is not clear. Greenlee, in Sir Robert Falconer ( 1988). p. 266. 
narrows it down to Falconer or Eaton. Greenlee says Falconer was in negotiations with Eaton as earIy as 
the spring of 191 8. for a major new endowment. What resulted was a plan of  action which accompanied 
Eaton's gifi of $500,000. 



items mentioned in the July. 1918 statement of the Toronto Faculty of Medicine sent to 

the Foundation; the intention was raised. in the statement, to use the 'Eaton Endowment'. 

as stated by the donor, for a new Chief in Clinical Medicine and four assistants to serve 

full-time. The half million dollar gift was broken down into twenty annual payrnents of 

$25.000. the first to be paid out on J a n u q  9, 1919 and ending with a final payment in 

the same amount on January 9, 1938. An annual contribution of $20.000 was earrnarked 

for Medicine and an additional $5.000 was allotted for the Chief of Pediatrics who "givrs 

lialf of his time"." 

Although the conditions set d o m  by the Eaton gift were not directly linked to 

The Toronto General Hospital Act, 19 1 1, they no doubt built upon them. The change 

from eleven Heads of department to two was fundamental. Furthemore. the fact that the 

Pediatric appointment began more slowly. with onIy $5.000, implies that a number of the 

original Department heads could not be supported given the fimited funds and resources. 

fnstead. one head of Medicine was enough, but with four füll-tirne assistants so that a 

core group of laboratory-trained, clinical men would be able to take over the next 

generation of positions. 

The terms of the Eaton Endowment were exarnined with great interest by Vincent 

and the appointment of Duncan Graham as the first full-time chair of clinical medicine in 

the British Commonwealth was noted in New York City. A few of the tenns of the Eaton 

giti are worth noting here, before proceeding to examine the appointment itself and the 

stir the FuII-time system created in Toronto: the m u a 1  sum of $25.000 was to be spent 

" RF. 1 . 1  Projects, 427 Canada, Box 10, Folder 79, University of Toronto Medical Faculty. p. 20. 



in the Department of Generai Medicine; the Head of the sub-department of Pediatncs be 

required to "give at least half of his time to such sub-department": and.: 

The Head of  the Department of General Medicine shdl  recommend to the 
President for appointment and dismissal ail men in his Department whether 
under salary and giving their whole tirne to the work in which they are 
engaged or whether receiving an honorarium and giving part only of their 
time or whether giving their time without honorarium or salaryY 

It  was this Iast point o f  the agreement that established the Full-time system of ciinical 

education and put it into practice. In less than five years. this same system brought the 

university to the bnnk of  a revolution in governance." 

In their biography of Duncan Graham, Kerr and Waugh credit a quintet of five 

influential Canadians with establishing this new system of  teaching or what they cal1 the 

'Flesnerian mode1 of medicd education'. These pedagogical revolutionaries were: Sir 

John and Lady Eaton, Falconer. businessman Joseph Flavelle. and Dr. William Goldie. 

The Eatons enjoyed a long-standing philanthropie interest c o ~ e c t e d  to both Sick 

Children's Hospital and the medical school. and Sir John had served on the University of 

Toronto Board of Governorsz"; Goldie was the Eaton family physician." Falconer saw the 

-- - 

" AOO, RG 49- 107-0-3 (Exhibits), Exhibit No. 29. Also found in Robert B. Kerr and Douglas Waugh. 
Dtrncan Graham: Medicul Reformer and Educaror (Toronto: Hannah Institute and Dundurn Press. 1989). 
Appendix A. pp. 1 10- 1 12. 
<<  Signing the indenture for the Eaton Endowment, dated January 9. 19 19. on behalf of the donors were Sir 
John C .  Eaton; Flora McCrae Eaton; The T. Eaton Co. Ltd.; R. Y. Eaton. Ist Vice-President; and J. J. 
Vauglian. Secretary-Treasurer. Signing on behalf of the Governors of the University of Toronto were 
S. A. Luh. Vicc Chaiman and Ferdinand J. Maure. Bursar. The documcnt was signed. scaled and dclivcrcd in thc 
prcscncc O!' A. M. GalI. 
"' Eaton's term on the board ended in 1920, the year after his gifl to the medical faculty. 
< 7  In her autobiography, Memory's Wall: Therlurobiography ofFlora McCreu Earon (Toronto: Clarke. 
lnvin & Company Limited, 1956), Lady Eaton describes both Drs. Goldie and Graham as '"our good 
friends as well as our rnedical advisers", and notes that it was "with them, some tirne before" that she and 
her husband set up the Chair of Medicine at the University of Toronto, (p. 140). She goes on to describe 
how. when Sir John Eaton fell i l1 with the pneumonia in January 1922, Goldie and Graham suggested that 
a pair of specialists be brought in fiom Johns Hopkins Hospital. Unfortunately. the unnamed specialists 
could onIy confirm Goldie's initial diagnosis and Eaton died at the age of forty-five on March 30. 1922. 



rejuvenation of the medical schooi as part of a process of helping the university to 

achieve greater prestige on a national scale. And Flavelle had become the Chairman of 

the Board of Trustees of  Toronto General Hospital, the main clinical teaching facility. 

and oversaw the fundraising and building of the new 670-bed hospital in June. 19 13 

(making it the largest teaching hospital in Car~ada)~~. 

Credit for bringing together the idea and the man who could finance the 

reorganization is given to Goldie." in 191 8, he was teaching in the rnedicai department 

of Toronto General Hospital and approached Eaton with the idea of establishing an 

endowment to set up a fùll-time "geographic" chair in medicine. This professor would 

take up his position and be fiilly responsible for the definition and organization of  

medical teaching, with an attending staff, using the Toronto General Hospital as the 

teaching clinic. This was a radical departure fiom the part-time clinical instructors who 

n~aintained tbeir own practices while teaching part-time in the hospital. For this. they 

received honoraria cornmensurate with departmental standing and seniority. the annual 

sums ranging from $1,000 for the part-time head of a department to $50 for a junior 

'"Iavelle. like Eaton. served on the University of Toronto Board of Governors. retiring from that position 
in 1924. 
"' Kerr and Waugh, Duncan Graham (1989). pp. 30-3 1, describe Goldie as a "strong advocate" of the full- 
tirne clinical system proposed by Abraham Flexner. They attribute Falconer's taking up the cause to 
Goldie's persuasiveness although 1 believe that it would not have been difXcult to convince Falconer given 
his drive to elevate research and higher academic ideals at the University of Toronto. I would argue that 
Goldie's most important role was as an intermediary: first to link the "idea" to the lead administrator 
(Falconer) then to inuoduce both the idea and the President to those who had the money to fund its 
implementation (the Eatons) and then to point out a suitable candidate (Graham) and to facilitate his 
acceptance. Goldie was involved each step of the way and hence can be seen to be the masterrnind in 
introducing the full-time system to Toronto. 
'" Archives of Ontario (AOO), Eaton Papen, Public Relations - Donations - Medical and University ( 1920- 
80). F?X- 162-0-645, "A Postscript", Vursity Graduate, Dec. 1959, pp. 34,GO. 62.6465. 



Kerr and Waugh outline the circumstances that brought Graham back to his crlniu 

rmzter to take up the chair at Toronto."' It should be noted that the search for the best 

possible candidate, which began in May l9 l  8, was not taken lightly. Among those 

proposed for the position was Goldie himself; he declined." Falconer even travelled to 

England to talk with some of the potential candidates. One thing is for certain. however: 

while Falconer and Goldie were looking at many possible chair holders, the notion that 

whoever held the chair wouid have to effect considerable change in the clinicai teaching 

sturtrs quo was already a given. Falconer and Goldie agreed that clinical services in 

medicine should faIl under the direction of one head of department and that this man 

would hold the position whole- or full-time, where whole-time was defined as eight 

continuous hours. per day. 

Falconer met with the Eatons on Novem ber 1 5, 1 9 1 8"' and the next day wrote to 

Goldie at the Number 4 Canadian General Hospital, which was then stationed in 

Basingstoke, England. Graham was stationed there. too, working as chief of the medical 

division." By this time, Graham was the unanimous choice of the selection committee 

" '  Kerr and Waugh, Duncan Graham ( 1 %9), pp. 4 1-45. 
"' Kerr and Waugh, Duncan Graham (1989), pp. 4 1-42. It was Alan Brown, who would receive part of the 
Eaton Endowment as Professor of Pediatrics. Say Kerr and Waugh, who put forth Goldie's name. Among 
others whose names were mentioned were Englishmen Dr. Henry H. Dale. Director of the Wellcome 
Physiological Research Laboratory and later Director of the National lnstitute for Medical Research and 
Dr. T. R. Elliott, who instead decided to take up a faculty position at University College Hospital in 
London. England. Kerr and Waugh note that there were no serious American candidates in the mnning. 
quoting Goldie as saying, "The outlook for first class men from the U. S. is very poor. though a scarch will 
be kept up until the spring [of 19 191, at least". (p. 4 1). 
"' Among Sir John Cnig Eaton's other major benefactions, which totalled more than four million dollars at 
the tirne of his death in 1922, were: the Surgical Wing at Toronto General Hospital named for his father. 
Timothy Eaton Mernorial Wing ($365.000); Methodist National Campaign (S 100.000): and the Halifax 
Disaster during World War 1 ($66,000). In tems of giving his time, Eaton was an honorary Governor and 
Member of the Board of Trustees of Toronto General Hospital; Member of the Board of Governors. 
University of Toronto: and Honorary Governor and Member, Board of Trustees, Victoria College. 
'" Graham had graduated from the University of Toronto medical school in 1905. His postgraduate career 
included work in bacteriology and pathology in Canada and the United States. hvo years of post-graduate 



and Falconer pressed Goldie to persuade Graham to return to Toronto to accept the 

position: 

... will you talk to [Graham] about it; get his views and try 
to persuade hirn to accept .... Very probably we shall be abIe to 
secure a change in the matter of services and have them under 
the direction of one man."' 

Goldie agreed heartily with the choice of Graham. as he did with the use of the Eaton gifi 

as a catalyst for change. Goldie acknowledged that the shift to the full-time system 

would be a considerable one, but he unhesitatingly replied to Falconer. "It has been a 

great pleasure to me to know that you have determined to carry out the principle involved 

in such a radical move. and also that in doing so that you have selected Graham."" The 

Eaton Endowment became reality on January 9, 19 19 and Falconer suggested Graham 

retum to Toronto early in 19 19 to take up the Eaton chair. The Basingstoke hospital 

would. Falconer surmised, soon be disbanded, but Goldie could take over Graham's 

duties there until that was the case. 

Graham took up his position in Toronto on July 1, 19 19 and less than two weeks 

later the Advisory Committee on the Department of Medicineb7 met to define full or 

whole-time work (-'the day to consist of eight continuous hours"); to set aside five 

thousand dollars for the development of the sub-department of paediatrics: and to 

appoint Dr. Alan Brown as head of Paediatrics. devoting "half time to this work". 

study in Europe. lecturing in bacteriology upon retuming to Toronto, and joining the war effort 
specializing in interna1 medicine. 
"' Falconer to Goldie, Novernber 16, 19 18, UTA, A67-0007, Box A88-0010/001. 
'* Goldie to Falconer, December IO, 19 18, UTA, A67-0007, Box A88-00 i 0/00 1. 
"' The mernbers of the cornmittee were: Falconer, who served as  Chair o f  the Committee: C. K . Clarke; 
Goldie and Graham. Sir John Craig Eaton and Lady Eaton received reports o f  cornmittee meetings if they 
did not attend. 



Although the Eatons were not present at the meeting. the final paragraph of  the minutes 

was ciear to note that any resolutions arrived at during the meetings would not be adopted 

until they were approved by the Eatons or their representative. Mr. Wyly." 

More changes were to follow. In September. 19 19 Graham put forth a series o f  

recornrnendations for reorganization within the Department of Medicine at Toronto that 

included ending part-tirne clinical instruction. Ironicaily enough. Graham did not foresee 

tliat discontinuing the policy of part-time clinical instruction would create any problem. 

"With reference to the discontinuing of the present annual honorariums to part-time 

men," he wrote to Falconer, ''1 may Say that I have discussed this question with the men I 

have interviewed re: appointrnents in the Departrnent and explained the reason for 

advising tliis. 1 do not look forward to any particular trouble should this be acted on 

favourably by you."" But there was an uproar. As Kerr and Waugh note. by the end of  

September, 19 19. "with the stroke of a pen, Graham had revoked the appointments o f  

nearly forty percent o f  the Department's And the politics of the outcry by those 

part-time men who were "dismissed" would lead to a provincial inquiry that threatened to 

destroy the Eaton endowrnent, the medical faculty. and frighten away the publicity-shy 

Rockefeller Foundation." 

'" Minutes of  July 12. 19 19 Meeting, UTA, A67-0007, Box A88-O0 10/00 1. Note that Kerr and Waugh. 
Dirncan Gruham (1 989), p. 3 1, quote a letter sent by Falconer to Eaton, in which Falconer refers to a "Mr. 
Walter Wiiey". 1 am not sure but presume that Mr. Wyly and Mr. Wiley are one and the same person. 
"" Graham to Falconer, September 8, 19 19, UTA, A67-0007. Box A88-00 I0/00 1.  
'" Kerr and Waugh. Duncan Graham (1 989). p. 38. 
7 1 There was a history of  fighting between university administration and physicians in Toronto. In 1908. 
when new regulations were implemented which set Iimits on outside consultations for staff physicians at 
the Toronto General Hospital. established mandatory retirement age limits and attempted to reorganize 
departments. there was a hue and cry from the physicians. Many believed that the university should 
control staff appointments and the subject was debated in the pages o f  the Toronto press. From Bliss, 
CUnadian Millionaire ( 1978). p p. 204-205. 



Graham established hirnself as head or physician-in-chief of a previously tripartite 

dinical department. He also used part of the Eaton Endowment to fund full-time salaries 

of $2.400 for six young physicians who would devote al1 their hours to research and 

clinical training in bactenology, biochemistry, interna1 medicine. pathology. and 

physiology. Graham kept these physicians as full-time researchers and teachers for three 

or four years and then began to wean them off the fùll-time cornmitment by giving them 

two hours per day to build up their own practices. Eventually. when they were seIf- 

supponing. they were cut loose and new, young researchers took their places as full-time 

clinical f e l l o ~ s . ~  This system encouraged promising researchers not to move on to a 

l ucrat ive pract ice simpl y because of economic duress. Hence. there were full-time 

dinicians at the top and bottom of the organization. Looking back from 1959: 

The combined stress on clinical and chemical knowledge 
paid off. When Insulin was discovered. Dr. Graham had a 
tearn of men specially trained in clinical practice and the 
chemistry of diabetes to heip with the first treatment of 
human patients. Another team was ready when liver was 
found to be effective in the care of pernicious anemia. In 
heart and chest ailments. metabolic disorders and skin 
diseases, the research groups also played an important part." 

-- 
' -  A similar son of  influence is described by Allen B. Weisse, Medical 0~vssq.s:  The D~flirenr urld 
Surr~erirncs Urîexpecred Paihways ro Twenrielh-Cenfury Medical Discoveries (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press. 199 1 ). pp. 220-22 1 - Weisse says that the greatest contribution of American clinician Dr. 
Carl J. Wiggens was his training of new cardiovascular researchers. Among this new generation of  
spccialists were thirty-seven of his students who went on to become departmental chairs o r  directors of 
researcii institutes. This reproducing of oneself is one of the most striking affects o f  the Full-time system. 
In The Ncrv Dimensions ofMedicine (London: Hodder and Stoughton. 1969). p. 230-23 1. Alan Nonon 
points out the effect. He says that dinical teachers create, in their own image, more of themselves: namely 
skilled specialists. In outlining his criticisrns of British medical education, Norton goes on to point out that 
by 1968. there was only a single professor o f  general medicine in al! of Britain. 
'' AOO. Eaton Papers. Public Relations - Donations - Medical and University ( 1920-80). EX- 162-0-645, 
"A Postscript", Vursify Graduace, Dec. 1959. p. 64, 



The Repercussions of the Eaton and Rockefeller Gifts: 
The Special Cornmittee of 1923 

In Toronto, the Rockefeller money was a strong incentive in and of itself. 

University officiais used the leverage o f  the condition of matching Funds to campaign for 

novernment and pnvate funds. But it would be the adoption of the full-time clinical z 

system coupled with a strong, conservative core of part-time instructors. that would push 

the changes made possible by the Eaton and Rockefeller endowments to the brink of 

When Duncan Graham assumed the Chair of Clinical Medicine. funded by the 

Eaton endowment, he quickly began to reorganize the medical school. As A. B. 

Macallum reported to Vincent. when Vincent visited Montreal in August. 1922. 

The dismissal of a number of  part-time clinical men and the 
installing of Graham as fiill-time head of  medicine made 
trouble. Some of  the men displaced had been in service 
overseas and one or two were very popular. A public agitation 
for the restoration of these men was begun and in one or two 
cases the University authorities seemed likely to yield. ... 
The medical row led to a general attack on university admin- 
istration. ... It is possible that [President Robert] Falconer 
may weather the storm; but in many ways he h a  been weak 
and it is not unlikely that he may lose his post. In the long 
run the University and the Medical School are likely to main- 
tain their status and prestige, but there may be an unfortunate 

'"A brief account of the inquiry and its effect is given in Wallace's A Hisron, ofthe University of Toronro. 
1827-/Y27. pp. 197-199. Wallace rnakes no mention of Graham, the Eatons or the Rockefeller Foundation 
in his account; he simply summarizes the objections some individuals had to the establishment of full-tirne 
professorships in medicine. A. B. McKillop also sumrnarizes the inquiry and its effects in Matfers of 
:W;nd: The Unirtersiry in Onrario. 1791-i951, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1994), pp. 352-354. 
McKiliop sets the context for the criticism of Graham's actions within the emotionaf aftermath of World 
War 1. Because the physicians dismissed by Graham were war veterans. a charse of discrimination against 
returning soldiers was levelled at the Faculty and University, and the soldiers' cause taken up by Ontario 
Premier E. C. Dniry in the ensuing inquiry, McKillop notes. 



penod of  agitation and discord." 

The "agitation and discord" to which Macallum referred was played out in both 

the trade press and general press. The merits and pitfalls of the Full-time system and the 

situation at the University of Toronto were the subjects of  discussion in Canadian 

Pracritioner and Revie w ' ~  and in Surtrrdqy .Wight. two of  the best contemporary sources 

for comment. 

Long before any forma1 investigation into the changes effected at Toronto. 

Cclnudiun Pracririoner was reporting on a situation at McGill University in which Dr. J. 

M. Elder. a surgeon and World War 1 veteran, resigned his position on the medical 

faculty to protest the hiring of "a Gerrnan" as Professor of Pathology. Even more 

powerful than the anti-German sentiment of the appointment being "a direct insult to 

every McGill graduate. to every returned soldier. to every patriotic citizen. and to the 

community in general", is the resentrnent of the "Gerrnan methods": 

For years it has been feared by many people in Montreal 
as well as elsewhere that McGill, like Toronto. was growing too 
fond of  Gerrnans and German methods .... One of McGill's most 
highly gified sons is Francis Shepherdn, who, some years ago 

" RF. RG 427A. Canada Series, GEV Notes. Macaliurn on Toronto situation. 
'" Cirnadian Praclifioner und Review changed its name to Canadian Practifioner in January 1 922. 
Describing itself as "a rnonthly journal of rnedicine and surgery, established 1876". each issue contained a 
m k  of editorials. medical news fiom across Canada as well as from the United States and Europe. and 
select articles on medical research. new treatments and the politics of rnedical teaching and pnctice. It  
was published in Toronto. 
'' Francis John Shepherd (185 1-  1929) çraduated from McGiII in 1873 and went on to Europe for 
postgraduate clinical training and advanced anatornical techniques before joining the faculty of McGill as 
Dernonstrator of Anatomy in 1875. He was appointed to the Chair of Anatorny in 1883. He encounged 
dissection and introduced a laboratory examination. He was also a surgeon at Montreal Genenl Hospital 
and was one of Canada's first derrnatologists. This quotation is at odds with his enlightened views. 
described in Hannaway and Cruess' McGill Medicine. Volume I :  The Firsr HalfCenruty. /$29-/a85 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1996). pp. 183-186. Hannaway and Cmess tell of how 
Shepherd taught anatomy, incorporating knowledge of the new physiological and biochemical sciences in 
the late 1890s and how his work in dermatology built upon that of Kaposi, a Viennese physician with 



expressed his views in the following words: 'In many of our 
modem hospitals with their laboratories. students are not taught 
to observe so carefùlly the evident syrnptoms of disease. and 
they are becoming mere mechanics .... The higher and more 
intellectud means of drawing conclusions by inductive 
reasoning are almost neglected.'" 

Immediately foIlowing this editorial of April 1920 was one addressing the Gennan 

methods problem at the University of Toronto. Again, the editor's bias is clsar as he 

chooses to excerpt a paragraph from a speech made to the Canadian Medicai Association 

The German method of medical education is to tie the medical 
student to a microscope, as opposed to the English method of 
cultivating knowledge through the unaided eye. In Germany 
the aim is to make scientists first, and then doctors, whereas 
the prirnary purpose for which students learn science is to 
become physicians not scientists. For years Amencan medical 
teaching has been dominated by the Gerrnan plan of instruction. 
It is claimed we have been guiIty of a fetish worship of  labora- 
tories in medical instruction and in medical practice-" 

The issue of "Gerrnan methods" would continue to be discussed sporadically 

during 1920 and 192 1 in the pages of The Cunadian Pracririoner and Review. At times. 

- 

whom Shepherd studied. A well-respected colleague of William Osler and Thomas Roddick. Shepherd 
bccame Dean of the Faculty of Medicine in 1908 and held the position until 1914. This quotation has been 
incorponted, perhaps even out of context, to support the editor's opinion. 
'""Editorial: Whispers from McGill". The Cunudian Prucririoner and Review. XLV. 3 (April 1 920). pp. 
115-1 16. 
-" "Ed itorial: Echoes from Toronto University", The Canadian Pracfi[ioner and Review. XLV. 4 (April 
1920). pp. 116-1 18. These words were part of an address given by Dean Hugh McCdiium of Western 
University who criticized the Carnegie Foundation's overemphasis on "the laboratory side of medical 
instruction". No doubt, this refen to Abraham Flexner's evaluation and preference for schools in which 
the "Gerrnan methods" were featured. The editorial names fifieen faculty members. including Fred 
Marlowe, H. B. Anderson and H. A. Bruce, who were opposed to "the Gennan methods of teaching 
medicine". They likely could see what was to corne and the end of their part-time clinical appointments. 
In its parting words, this editorial asks what could Dr. John T. Fotheringham who "sacrificed much from a 
financial standpoint" to serve in the Great War and who had the ambition to work for his alma rnarcir 
espect in the f o m  of recognition from University of Toronto? 



it would be merely a point of elucidation" and at other times a discussion of the method 

of governance of the Provincial University" or even a comment on the evils of 

worshipping laboratories in medical teaching and p r a ~ t i c e . ~ ~  The unambiguous support 

for the retuming soldiers who no longer had a place in the Toronto medical faculty 

continued throughout the surnrner of 192 1 in The Canadian Practitioner and Review with 

phrases such as "the gross injustice" done to men who had "sacrificed much" in serving 

in the Great War and "the maltreatment of these University servants?j There continued 

to be a persona1 tone to the debate" which only later was displaced by open criticism of 

the Full-time system. For exarnple, an editorial titled "The Teaching of Medical 

" '"Full Time Clinical Teachers", The Canadian Pracritioner and Review. XLV. 7 (July 1920). p. 238. 
merely outlines five possible interpretations of the term, ranging from "no private practice and no outside 
employment" to "unlimited private practice within the hospital". The source of the explmation is a 'Dr. 
Darrach' of New York. 
'' "The University of Toronto", The Canadian Pracririoner and Review, XLV, 8 (August 1920). pp. 282- 
286. rnakes a case for the dissolution of the Board of Governors and greater graduate representation. No 
doubt the journal is making this point, in anticipation of the Drury commission investigation into the 
changes following the Eaton-funded full-time clinical Chair of Medicine. 
" ln what is ostensibly an obituary notice for Dr. Hugh McCallum, The Canadian Practitioner and Revi~~w, 
XLVI. 3 (March 1% 1 ), pp. 94-95, the editor, again. takes aim at German methods of teaching. He cites. as 
he did in "Echoes from Toronto University", the excerpt from McCallum's 19 12 address to the Canadian 
Medical Association saying that North Americans "have become guilty of a fetish worship of laboratories". 
The editorial then goes on to take up the cause of John T. Fotheringham, who like McCallum. disdained 
too much emphasis on laboratory work. The editor notes how McCaIlum's work at Westem University 
was appreciated but Fotheringham had been forsaken by Toronto. "This latter*', concluded the editor. 
"may now be considered almost an old story, and, perhaps. the authorities of the University of Toronto 
think it should be relegated to oblivion. But that will not happen for a long time. A mean act of injustice is 
not soon forgotten." And so it was not forgotten, but was only the beginning of a series of events that 
threatened to topple the Faculty of Medicine and the University of Toronto itself. It is interestin, O to note 
that the same lack of initiative with regard to the lack of laboratory faciiities and science teaching at 
Western which was being lauded in this editorial was responsible for that medical school's poor evaluation 
by Flexner in 19 10. 
'' The Cunudian Practitioner and Review. XLVI, 8 (August 1 92 1 ), p. 3 1 8. 

The Cirnudian Practitioner and Rcview. XLVI, 8 (August 192f), pp. 3 13-3 17. lncluded in the editorial 
titled. "Report of Legislative Comrnittee on the University7' are excerpts of articles written by three 
University of Toronto alumni. Angus MacMurchy, President of the Alumni Federation: Lt.-Col. T. Gibson 
(who represented those medical faculty members who were dismissed from their part-time teaching 
appointments); and D. B. Gillies. a member of the University Senate. The editorial points out that Gillies 
believes the "whole ruction" in the medical faculty came about "because some members of the staff in 
rnedicine are out and others are in." The editor goes on to açree that the "personal element" was indeed at 



Students" criticized the growing amount of time in the curriculum devoted to botany. 

chemistry, comparative anatomy and physics. The editor felt that the growing emphasis 

on  these subjects was only a result of  "teachers who have never been engaged in active 

practice" and who were clamoring for more hours in the already crowded and yet 

growing schedule." Furthemore, the author of  this article goes on to argue that scientific 

subjects are not the foundation of a good medical education and that the University of 

Toronto was "making a fatal mistake" in dismissing experienced, part-tirne clinical 

instructors in favour of a full-time professor with a group of assistants: 

Any system that pays the head of a department, Say $10.000. 
and his assistants, who may be as competent, or even more 
competent teachers. nothing, is sure to fail. The final result of 
such a method is that the only assistants will be young and 
inexperienced men who wish to leam. and are willing to give 
up a few years without pay. with this end in view. It may be 
truly said of  such under-teachers that there is neither pay. 
praise. or  promotion in store for them. A most experienced 
teacher quite recently said: 'Thank God. 1 have nothing to do 
with the present minous system'." 

By January 1922 the debate over the Full-time system was in full flower. lt was 

no longer a persona1 or local issue. With the Rockefeller Foundation announcement of its 

gift to Canada. and examples of the implementation of full-time clinical teaching already 

implemented in the United States, it was obvious that the scope of this new pedagogy was 

growing. In their first issue of 1922, The Canadian Practitioner and Review printed an 

the ccnue of the situation and that only when this personal element is "suficiently understood" can the 
situation be resolved. 
X I  The finudiun Practitioner und Review, XLVI, 9 (September 192 1 ). p. 277. The editor also frankly 
statrd his dislike of the six-year program at the University of Toronto. particularly because the added years 
were taken up with "purely scientific" courses. 



cditorial. -'Full-time Professorships", which summarized the early attempts to instituts 

full-time teaching at Johns Hopkins, as funded by the Rockefeller Foundation. The editor 

describes full-time positions as a " f a d  and hopes that soon medical schools will "return 

to a sane and rational system of medical teaching"." A barely veiled hint of interference 

from the Rockefeller Foundation is found in the excerpted words of  Dr. Deaver. President 

of the American Surgical Association: 

It is Our profound belief that the system for full-time salaried 
chairs for the dinical branches which has been forced upon a 
number of Our foremost institutions by powerful influence is 
not only contrary to the spirit of American institutions, and 
contrary to the proper working of the human mind. but is sure 
to result in degeneration of that art which is the true flower of 
science, and in the detenoration of the instruction of the student 
how to deal effectively with the problems which he rnust confiont 
in his chosen life ~ o r k . ~ ~  

Finally, for any who had sornehow missed any of these debates to this point. by April 

1922. the key points were sumrnarized in an editorial which offered both points of view. 

Among the advantages noted "By One in Favour of It". were: the instnictor who had no 

demands of a practice to meet, could spend more time keeping abreast of research as 

"" The Cunadian Pracririoner and Review; XLVI, 9 (September 192 1 ), p. 278. The editor went so far as to 
describe the Full-time system as not sane, and lamented the classes who would graduate into practice 
without the guidance of instruction from experienced teachers and experienced clinicians. 
" The C'unudïan Prucririoner, XLVII. 1 (January l922), p. I 5 .  
'"The Cirnadiun Pracririoner, XLVII. 1 (January 1 922)' p. 1 6. This excerpt was taken from the 
presidential address given by Deaver at an annual meeting of the American Surgical Association in 
October 192 1. Deaver was a distinguished surgeon and profcssor of surgery in Philadelphia. An cven 
more scathiiig indictment of Rockefeller Foundation involvement in rnedical education was published as a 
news item in the March 1922 issue The Cunadian Prucririoner and Revïew, XLVII. 3. p. 103. Originally 
published in the January 2 1. 1922 issue of Medicd Record, it read as follows: "To the members of the 
medical profession: The public and professions are being sold out to (1) foundation control of 'full-time' 
medical education, (2) lay board domination and the 'closed-up' hospital. (3) socialized state medicine. 
subsidized community health centres, and hospitats under university of political control, (4) legislaturc 
dictation of therapy and fees, (5) demoralization of medical standards by the expansion of cults. (6) 



reported in journals; would never miss a class because of an urgent cal1 to a patient: 

would be part of an organized and CO-ordinated system which made for fewer gaps in the 

prograrn and Iittle duplication of covered material; and. would have. at his fingertips. a 

wealth of clinical material to make use of in the hospital. Among the "Fundamental 

Weaknesses of the Full-time systern" listed "By One Opposed to It" were: too much 

research is undenaken aïong abstract lines and would serve no usehl purpose to the 

ailinp patient; too much emphasis is put on mastering the technology of medicine and 

too linle on bedside rnanner and patient contact; and, modem medicine was drifiing too 

close to the work of quacks, "untrained pretenders", and Spirituali~rn.~ 

The coverage of the full-time debate in Toronto was picked up in the public press 

by the local newspapers and the national weekly newsmagazine, Satu* hright. In its 

May 6, 1922. the story ran on the fiont page. The Rockefeller Foundation gifi to the 

University of Toronto was singled out as one of the "munificent gifts to be loaded up 

with conditions which make them iiabilities [and] embarrassing conditions. No such 

handicap was placed on the donation to McGill University." The article Iays the blame 

for the situation within the rnedical faculty, not at the feet of the Foundation or its 

representatives, but with the absenteeism on the Board of Governors at the University and 

with "a small and irresponsible clique which has its car"? 

On October 25, 1922, a special cornmittee appointed by the provincial 

govemment of Ontario began its investigation into the administration of the University of 

exploitation of the specialties by lay technicians." The autonomy of the medical profession was under 
siege. on a number of fronts. 
"" The Cunudiun Pracfifioner. XLVII. 4 (April 1922)- pp. 174- 178. 

Suturdqv Nighf. M a y  6, 1922, p. 1. 



Toronto. They were to discuss the effect of the Eaton and Rockefeller gifts on the 

teaching of medicine at the Provincial University. The nine member cornmittee was 

chaired by E. C. Dmry and included: Edgar Watson, Herbert Hartley Dewart, Charles 

Fletcher Swayze, Frank Howard Greenlaw, Joseph McNamara. Thomas Marshall. George 

Howard Ferguson, and Charles McCrea. These nine men. al1 Members of Provincial 

Parliament. represented the Liberals, Conservatives and the Independents who made up 

Drury's coalition provincial government; in fact. the leader. Premier D w y .  was an 

independent hirn~elf.~' The comminee also included Ferguson who would go on to win 

the next election and become Premier of Ontario from 1923 to 1930. 

The relationship between the University and Toronto General Hospital was one of 

three aspects of university affairs discussed during the inquiry." Fourteen meetings were 

lield'" and forty-three witnesses were called upon to testifi. Falconer attended al1 of the 

meetings and the relationship between the university and its main teaching hospital was 

'" They also represented various ridings: Toronto, Grenville, St. Catharines, Sudbury. Riverdale. Lincoln. 
Niagara Falls. Victoria North, and Halton, and the average age was fifS as compared to the physicians who 
were ousted as a result of Graham's changes, many of whom were older and voluntarily retired or were 
dismissed. The sole exception was Joseph McNamara. Only thirty-five. he was a war vetenn who had 
Iost an arrn at the Battle of the Somme and may, therefore, have been more sympathetic to the physicians 
who retumed from the war only to find their hospital appointments had been taken away. 
"' The other two were general administration of the University as laid out in the University Act and "the 
question of the divorcement of the Faculty of Education from Queen's University. Kingston and the 
establishment of the College of Education at Toronto". Report ofspeciaf Commiztee Appoinfed by  the 
Legisfuftrre tu inyuire inro the Organizarion and Administration of the University of Toronro. (Toronto: 
Clarkson W .  James, 1923), p. 6. 
"' These meetings were held in Toronto on the following days: November 16 and 17. 1922; December IZ  
and 13, 1922; January t O. 1 I and 12, 1923; January 17 and 18. 1923; January 30, 1923; February 15. 
1923; February 22. 1923; and the final meeting on April27, 1923. Among those who testified were: Sir 
William Meredith; Sir Joseph Flavelle; Mr. C. S. Blackwell, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of 
Torocto General Hospital: Dean Alexander Primrose; Dr. George Naismith; Dr. Clarence Starr: Dr. 
Irving H. Cameron; Dr. Bruce; Dr. Mcllwraith; Dr. Anderson; Dr. Ross: Dr. Marlow: and Col. Gibson. 
who asked at the preliminary organization meeting on October 25. 1922 to act as counsel on behalf of a 
number of physicians. Ross and H. B. Anderson had their appointments as Demonsvator in Clinical 
Medicine and Associate Professor in Medicine, respectively, revoked by Graham as part of the 



one of the most hotly-debated issues. The corni t tee  reviewed The Toronto General 

I-Iospital Act. 19 1 1 which, for example, set forth that al1 appointrnents to the hospital 

staff. including the nurnber and kind of services, were to be governed by a Joint Hospital 

Relationships Cornmittee made up of four Governors and four Trustees. This was in 

direct opposition to Graham making appointments or dismissing individuals single- 

handedly. 

The Committee encouraged information from a variety of sources to set Graharn's 

reorganization into a wider geographical, pedagogical context. They requested and 

collected various reports on American and British education. incfuding a Royal 

Commission report on Cambridge and Oxford" and thirteen bulletinsy5. One of these was 

a report by Dr. N. P. Colwell", entitled Medical Education. 1918-1920."' published by the 

United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education. One of the items Colwell 

addresses was the shifi from part-time clinical instructors to fùll-time teachers. He 

reorganization. Bruce was "involuntarily retired from the Depanmenr of Surgery even though he had not 
yet reached the stipulated age for retirement. 

Royal Commission on Oxford and Cambridge Universities: Report, (London: His Majesty's Stationery 
Office. 1 922) and R o y l  Commission on Oxford and Cambridge Universities: cippendices ro The Report of 
rlte Commissioners. (London: His Majesty's Stationery Omce. 1923). The report is 256 pages and the 
appendices oversized 372 pages. In terms of medical education, medical education at Oxford was broken 
down into the B.M. (Bachelor of Medicine) and B. Ch. (Bachelor of Surgery) degrees. In 1920-2 1. the 
nurnber of candidates for both first and second examinations in these combined degree streams were: 156 
(First Esaminations) plus 1 10 (Second Examinations) for a total of 266. Medical education at Cambridge 
began in 1883 and the number of candidates for the three years of the M.B. degree totalled 456 (1. M.B.) - 
357 ( I I .  M.B.) + 254 (111. M.B.) in 1921 (Appendix 6, pp. 241-243). 
"' AOO. RG 49- 107-0- 10. These reports addressed various aspects of post-secondary education from 
correspondence study and university summer schools to university and colleçe salaries and analysis of 
education in specific faculties including engineering, forestry and medicine. 
"" This is the same Dr. Colwell who, as Secretary of the Council on Medical Education of the American 
Medical Association, accompanied Abraham Flexner on his visits to evaluate al1 155 North Arnerican 
mcdical schools in l9O9I 19 10. 
'" N.  P. Colwell, Medical Education, 19/8-1920. Bulletin, 1921, No. 15. Department of the interior. 
Bureau of Education (Washington: Governrnent Printing Ofice, 192 1 ). This 15-page booklet examines a 
number of issues including needs in medicine revealed by World War 1, Iimiting enrolment, and both 
graduatc courses for specialists and continuing education for physicians. The author of this report was. at 



acknowledges that since the 1890s. "teaching positions in the clinical branches were 

eagerly sought for and frequently held a high financial value.'"' Colwell cites the gradua1 

increase since 1905 of "all-time" or full-time clinical instructors in Amencan medical 

schools. in part, due to grants from the Rockefeller General Education Board and 

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. These grants were given on 

condition that those who held Chairs of Medicine, Surgery and Pediatrics would be 

salaried instructors who were not pennitted to recrive fees for private practice. Their sole 

pursuit was medical teaching. "Four medical schools [in the United States] are now 

dehitely on that basis and two others are now making provision for such teachers." 

Colwell reported." Although this shifi to the full-time system was on its way. progress 

was slow because there were few individuals who had both the requisite medical training 

and were interested in teaching fùll-time in either the pre-clinical years or as full-tirne 

dinical instructors. I f  there was an assurance of better salaries. more qualified 

individuals might be attracted to full-time teaching: 

With the development of improved methods of clinical teaching there 
is a gmwing need of full-time teachers in the clinical departments also. 
Some of these would in time develop the ski11 and reputation which 
would make them eligible later to occupy the full-time professorships 
in medicine, surgery, and pediauics which are becoming more and 
more available. '" 

The university Committee also called for material dealing with university 

education in Ontario. and specifically with the University of Toronto. The Eaton and 

- - - - - - -- - -  

the time he wrote it. Secretary of the Council on Medical Education and Hospital~ o f  the American 
Medical Association and a physician. Included in AOO, RG 49- 107-0- 10. 
"' Colwell. Medical Educaiion (1921). p. 7. 
'" Colwell. .+fedical Educaiion (1921). p. 8. 
""' Col well, Medical Educution ( 1 92 1 ), p. 8. 



Rockefeller endowrnents were noted in, for example, the 1921 Report of the Royd 

Commission on University Finances. This report took the position that Graham's 

appointment was a positive one - "aiready the good results [of the full-time appointment 

in Medicine] are becoming rnanife~t"'~'. Like Colwell's surnmary of the American state 

of affairs in medical teaching, the Royal Commission on Finances lamented the lack of 

teaching staff: "There should be enough instructors to allow time for original 

investigation. Unless the University Ieads in original thought. medicai science will 

retrograde, and special research institutes can never exonerate a university from this 

duty."'02 in addition to increasing the teaching staff, the Royal Commission suggested 

that laboratories be improved at the Toronto school and noted that although the laboratory 

îàci 1 ities in the Hygiene Department were "moderately" equipped. the laboratory facilities 

in the Departments of Anatomy and Pharmacology were poor and in Clinical 

Departments they were non-existent. This situation had to be rectified if "the student is 

to get the habit of independent observation and understand the fùnctions of organs and 

 tissue^".'"^ a habit which. the authors of  the report hoped would carry on long afier the 

student had left medical school. 

The provincial comrnittee got into the question of Graham's appointment slowly. 

Drury and his fellow committee rnembers began their public hearings on November 16. 

- 

:" ' AOO. RG 49- 1 07-0- 1 3. Report of Royal Commission on University Finances. vol. II. Appendices 
(Toronto: Clarkson W .  James. 1921), p. 9. The report examined financial matters at University o f  
Toronto. Queen's University, and Western University (London). The committee was chaired by H. J.  
Cody. The other members were J. S. Willison, J. Alexander Wallace, T. A. Russell. A. P Deroche. and 
C. K.  Somcrvillc. Their report was tiled Februriry 10. 1921. As a rnattcr of note. thrce physicians who w r c  vocal in 
their opposition to the reorganization Ied by Duncan Graham also appeared before this Royal Commission 
of 192 1 : Drs. Herbert Bruce, H. B. Anderson and F .  Marlow. 
"'= Roval Commission on Univers* Finances ( 192 1 ), p. 1 O. 
103 Royal Commission on University Finances ( 192 1 ), p. 10. 



1922 and used that first day's interviews to establish some sense. generally. of how the 

Toronto university was govemed. They aiso touched upon the financial responsibiiities 

of the Provincial government, municipal funding, and private citizens toward not only the 

university but also Toronto General Hospital and a new Psychiatrie Hospital advocated 

for T o r ~ n t o . ' ~  

Falconer. who attended al1 meetings, was called upon to explain his role in 

decision-making and specifically the level of power which he, as President, held over 

Committee, Faculty Deans and any other university associates. Although Graham was 

not mentioned in this preliminary discussion, it was apparent that the committee was 

establishing a line of anack to be used in later questioning.'" Much of the decision- 

making regarding new appointrnents was made by cornmittee, or at least the advice of a 

select group within the faculty was sought by the President before anyone was chosen. 

The choice could be vetoed by the President of the University, Falconer admitted, but due 

to the scrutiny of the process, the President had to have an excellent reason to choose a 

candidate supported by a minority over one supported by a rnajority. One of the points 

that Falconer made repeatedly was that if he, as President, went against al1 advisement. 

whether that advisement came from a forma1 committee or informal advice. the President 

risked losing his own position by making an ill-conceived appointment.'" The question 

was put to Falconer by Charles McCrea in the hearing: what if an Advisory Committee 

supported one candidate. the Board of Governors concurred and only the President \vas 

IW AOO. Minutes of the Parliamentaty Cornmiltee. Blue Book 1,  (Toronto: Nelson R. Butcher & Co.. 
1922), pp. 29-30. 
"" Falconer was called before the committee on the morning o f  the first day o f  public testimony. His 
testimony is recorded in AOO, Blue Book 1. pp. 47-63. 



beliind another candidate? Falconer replied that even the united Board o f  Governors 

could not appoint, despite being in agreement with the Advisory Committee. a candidate 

-'over the head" of the President. As Falconer noted in the Drury hearing. 

If there were an important appointrnent, and the Board of Governors agreed. 
as they understood, with the Advisory Committee. and the one man 
interested was the President, 1 do not see what else he could do. The point is. 
I have to stand the responsibility, or 1 have to re~ipn.'~' 

in the days and weeks that foliowed, Fdconer stood dmost alone defending Graham's 

appointment and reorganization of the medical faculty. Although Falconer's resignation 

was not calied for, many believed that his reign as President would be cut short by this 

controversy. 

After Falconer spoke. Colonel Gibson began his address. He asked to speak to the 

Committee on behalf of a group of alumni. He began with general concerns and quickly 

moved to the President's powers in appointing and dismissing staff. Gibson outlined his 

observations of the English and Amencan systems and was quick to suggest that the 

current Toronto system put too much of the onus on the President. Gibson was careful to 

show diffidence and couch his statements in a tone of sympathy for a President obviously 

burdened by an Herculean task: 

the Royal Commission made a fundamental rnistake. not only have they 
made a mistake in laying down the method of appointrnent, which cannot 
help but lead to friction and trouble, but they have imposed on the 
President of the University a duty which, if he will allow me to say so. 
is beyond the power of the President of the Toronto University. or  o f  
any other human being.'OS 

- - - -- - 

'" Historically. Falconer needed only to look to his predecessor James Loudon and the storrn of 
controversy which led to Loudon's effective resignation some nvo decades earlier. 
"" AOO. Blue Book 1.  pp. 53-54. 



Veiled or general references to the reorganization of medical faculty soon gave 

way to specific insults hurled at the Full-tirne system, those who supported it. and 

university administrators who let benefactors dictate how medicine was to be taught at 

Toronto. Ironically enough, afier one day of public hearing, Dnuy had to ask if there 

were any other individuals who wanted to corne before the Committee. For a moment. it 

appeared as though the Committee wodd be finished its business quickly. But the cal1 

for more information was soon answered. There would be a steady strearn of willing 

witnesses. a number of whorn were physicians displaced by the implernentation of the 

Full-time system. 

During the second full day of Committee hearings, among those who appeared 

before the parliarnentary representatives were F. A. Mouré. University Bursar, who 

addressed salaries and the retiring allowance contributions made by the Carnegie Fund. 

and benefactions to Toronto and McGill.'" It was Mouré who testified that although the 

highest salary rcceived by a Full Professor was usually $6,000. the Professors of 

Medicine (Duncan Graham) and Surgery each received $10,000. Falconer inte rjected to 

add. "lt should be remarked that those $10,000 salaries are paid one from the Eaton Fund 

'"" AOO. Blue Book. p. 98. 
"" AOO, Blue Book 2, pp. 178- 192. Mouré pointed out that the university budget was spent on academic 
and administrative staff (fifly-eight to sixty percent); maintenance and operating costs (hventy percent); 
de part mental costs, such as laboratory supplies, apparatus, library books (fi fieen percent); and interest on 
capitai charges and miscellaneous overhead costs (five percent). During the academic year 1920/2 1. there 
were hventy-six full professors in the Faculty of Arts. The Faculty of Medicine was second with fi fieen 
Full Professors. foliowed by thineen in University College, ten in Applied Science and one in Forcstry. In 
terrns of private benefactions, the Provincial University received close to S 100,000 in 192 1 (there was an 
rxisting $100,000 in "old endowments", chiefly used for the purpose of using the interest for scholarships.) 



and one from the Rockefeller Fund.""' Falconer added more on the issue of private 

support for the Provincial University, engaging a number of the members of the 

Cornmittee in a debate defending the University of  Toronto against schools such as 

McGill, Princeton and Yale, al1 private schools which seemed to receive larger donations 

more easily."' Hence, even f i e r  the second day, the testimony was still focused on 

getting opinions from key players on the general question of university governrnent and 

financial suppon. Some mention was made of the Eaton and Rockefeller gifis. but the 

anger directed at the fùll-tirne system and reorganization of the Faculty of Medicine was 

not yet vented in public. 

It would be during the public hearings held December 12 and 13. 1922 that the 

merits and havoc created by full-time appointments would be debated. Dr. Anderson. 

President of  the Medical Alumni Association Board, argued for involvement of  the Board 

of Governors and Senate in any departmental appointment."' Colonel Gibson followed 

with the position that terms of gifis "offered to the University for the endowrnent of a 

Chair or the foundation of a scholarship" should be examined by a Senate cornmittee."' 

Gi bson nored that endowments were as much academic issues as they were financial 

ones: "a gifi might very well be offered fiom a benefactor of the University on 

conditions which would make it impossible of  performance. or if not impossible. 

' "' AOO. Blue Book 2. p. 18 1. 
' I l  AOO. Blue Book 2. pp. 187- 190. Falconer went so far as to Say, "1 think the more you can get the 
people to contribute to the University the better. On the other hand 1 do not believe a University that 
depends upon a few rich donors is quite as healthy .... A wealthy man might have undue influence if he  paid 
f o r  the chair. So 1 took the view, and 1 still hold to it, that a University is in a sounder position if it rests on 
tlic good will of the whole Province rather than depending on a few individuals." (pp. 19 1-92). 
"' AOO. Blue Book 3, pp. 275-278. 
I l i  AOO, Blue Book 3, p. 283. 



inadvisable in the teaching part of the University.""' When pressed to give specific 

details. Gibson, who was clearly refening to the Eaton endowment, replied that he would 

outline what he was talking about and elaborate on this point later in the inquiry. Instead. 

Dr. A. C. Hendrick, an elected mernber of  the University Senate, was the first to deal with 

specifics when he registered his disapproval of the way in which Graham was appointed 

to the Chair o f  Medicine at University of  Toronto. Hendrick acknowledged that 

appointment to the University's Faculty of Medicine effectivety included an appointment 

to Toronto General Hospital. Conversely, dismissal from the University meant dismissal 

from the Hospital. Hendrick criticized the higher salaries received by full-time clinical 

instructors Graham and Brown, and hypothesized that if the Provincial Governrnent paid 

salaries of $10.000 or $15,000 per person, there would be even more f'ull-time instructors. 

Hendrick acknowledged that "it is a very great advantage to certain medical men to 

receive those appointments [to hospitals]" since faculty appointments yield Hospital 

privi leges, making the appointee a "cornpetitor". "s 

Furthemore. Hendrick criticized the medical curriculum's growing focus on 

iaboratory work: 

We have got ourselves surrounded with the scientific spirit so rnuch that 
we will have the opinion, afier a while, that we are really very brilliant. ... 
Gentleman of the Faculty of Medicine, we feel that you are pressing a little too 
much the scientific side of the studies, so that when Our students go out they are 
not practical men.""" 

' "  AOO. Blue Book 3, p. 284. 
"' AOO. Blue Book 3, p. 3 1 1. 
"" AOO. Blue Book 3, p. 3 15- 16. Hendrick not only argued against too much labontory work. but was 
against the six-year curriculum and railed against specialization (pp. 33 1-32). 



Sir Thomas White, a former mernber of both the Board of Governors and the 

Senate of the University of Toronto, also asked to address the Cornmittee (on Decernber 

II. 1922). White was part of a committee responsible for making organizational changes 

to Toronto Generd Hospital a decade earlier. One point he made during his testimony 

was that of declining pnvate financial gifis which, with their conditions, might "fetter the 

hands" of University governors and administrators: 

1 say if a man wants to give $100.000 to the University of Toronto. 
or a million dollars, 1 don't care what it is. 1 would not allow that man 
to fetter the hands of the Board of Governors of the University by 
attaching conditions to that gifi which might raise dissatisfaction or 
be contrary to the interests of the University. It is unsound. and 1 say 
it is beneath the dignity of the University of Toronto to accept a gifi, 1 
don't care how much it is, provided it is fettered by conditions which 
might cause dissatisfaction in the Faculty, or arnong the public. or which 
may be. in any way, detrimental to the educational interest concemed."' 

White went on to Say that he was not refemng to any specific gifis. but that he had heard 

"that there have been one or more gifts of that kind". When questioned further. White 

relented somewhat: he admitted that sorne qualifications might accompany a gifi and that 

"unconditional gifts" were unrealistic. 

White also told of the situation a decade earlier whereby recent graduates 

complained that the part-time clinical positions were jealously guarded by senior and 

cven post-retirement "old guard". Younger men had little chance of breaking into the 

clique and these valuable positions were not available to thern. White helped in the 

subsequent reorganization and, as such, felt qualified to comment on the situation of 

1921. White defended the position of the President to gather information frorn as many 

' "  AOO. Blue Book 3, p. 34 1.  
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individuals as he saw tit and then to name appointees not being hindered by a dictatorial 

Board."" 

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Alexander Primrose. gave the Committee the 

summation of a meeting held November 27, 1922. Among the points discussed was 

whether the onus of appointment and dismissal recommendations rested with the 

President and should the President be aided by a Council-appointed Committee with 

regard to appointments of department heads within the fa cul^ of Medicine. Prïmrose 

reported that both parts of the resolution were unanimously carried.'" 

The Drury Committee also welcomed information and testimony from members 

of the medical profession in a series of public hearing~.~?" nnmber of those dismissed 

by Graham submitted multiple-page letters which were compiled into the Exhibits file 

and considered by the Cornmittee in its deliberations. 

Dr. F. W. Marlow was one of the many physicians opposed to the reorganization 

of clinical teaching."' Like many of those who had strong opinions for or against full- 

"" AOO. Blue Book 3, p. 346-47. 
"" AOO. Blue Book 3, p. 355. Primrose outlined. as well, the 
1920 (p. 359). 
"" Over the course of nine meetings beginning November 16, 

procedure for appointment in place since 

1922 and ending January 1 8. 1923. the 
Drury Comrnittee heard public testirnony. They also used these hearings to question select individuals 
such as Falconer and Primrose on points raised by those who opposed Graham's reorganization of 
Toronto's medical faculty. The product of these hearings is 1.138 pages of testimony. recorded in five 
volumes of text. The meetings foilowing the final public hearing on January 18, 1923 were reserved for 
Comminee discussion. examination of the materials submitted and the dnfiing of the report and Bill for 
the legislature. 
"' In his surnmary of the inquiry and the circumstances leading up to it. in hfarrcrs of Min4 ( 1994) 
McKillop (p. 352) explains how. soon after Banting and Best cornpleted their experimsnts on dogs in 192 1. 
University of Toronto President Falconer began receiving "decidedly unpieasant leners", the first of which 
carne from Marlow. Marlow was well-connected professionaiiy, having served as president of the Ontario 
Medical Association, and ended his initial missive to Falconer. McKillop recounts. with the scathing. 'One 
is forced to believe that there is something radically wrong with the institution somewhere'. Marlow's 
cornplaint was followed by others who, like Marlow, were disrnissed from their posts as pan-time clinical 
instmctors. 



time clinical education, Marlow submitted his letter to the Special Cornmittee and it was 

labelled Exhibit 19 in the Cornmittee's files. He summarized his objections as follows: 

Objections to the full time professor (so-called) in the clinical 
departrnents at Toronto University are mainly these:- 

1. It tends to a degree to comrnercialize the teaching of medicine. 

2. It reptaces the preceptor plan of acquiring knowledge by 
the pedagogic art. 

3. It must reduce the staff and eliminate senior teachers of 
valuable clinical experience who are capable of imparting instruction 
emanating fiom knowledge gained by experience. 

4. It deprives the students of the great benefit of contact with 
such men and promotes the "spoon-feeding" system so much in 
evidence now. 

5. It tends to over standardization of teaching and methods as well. 
thereby tending to obliterate individuality in both the teacher and the 
student. 

6. It elirninates fair cornpetition amongst teachers of medicine 
in its various branches. 

7. It dispels the idea of service which has been handed down from 
generation to gerieration in medicine and lowers the ideals set up by our 
predecesson. inasmuch as the greatest pleasure that one gets from 
teaching in any branch of rnedicine is the feeling that cornes to one when 
passing on to students the knowledge that one has acquired by actual 
experience. with the hope that through them. and still further developed 
by them. it may be the means of relief of suffenng humanity. -- a service 
which cannot be paid for in the coin of the nation. 

8. It invo lves vastly inçreased and unnecessary expenditure to maintain 
even a decreased staff with higher remuneration. and especially to pay full 
time professors and assistants. 

9. It tends to so much centralization of authority that a true democratic 
spirit and organization can hardly exist. 



10. An ideai autocrat is about as cornrnon as the "dodo" and even if the 
head of a clinicai department were ideal it is obviously wrong to confer 
upon him autocratie power in respect of his associates and assistants who 
are al1 possessed of the same license to practice as himself and some of 
whom are of equd or more outstanding ability. Although his 
responsibility may appear great he cannot unburden his most junior 
assistant of any responsibility when he permits him to operate or even to 
prescribe a medicine in his hospital service. Outside of organization and 
administration his responsibility has been wonderfblly magnified.'" 

G. W. Ross, who had voluntarily retired from the Faculty at the time of Graham-s 

re-organization, also expressed his dissatisfaction with a number of aspects of the change 

in teaching. Ross, who had almost ten years of teaching experience, wrote a twelve-page 

letter outlining his objections to the "obscure influence" governing medical education 

both before and after the Eaton and Rockefeller gifts were made. Ross took exception to 

the reorganization of the Departrnents of Obstetrics and Gynaecology . Medicine and 

Surgery. each of which, he charged, was an "iilegal act". contrary to the existing 

Ross also gave an anecdotal account of the meeting wherein the reorganization 

\vas announced. Although there had been talk of reorganization before. it took until early 

1 9 19 before action was taken: 

At a meeting held then of a number of teachers in Medicine 
a gentleman in authority informed us that the plans for re- 
organization had been completed and that re-organization 
would proceed forthwith. 1 pointed out that such senior men 
as General Fotheringham, Col. Chambers. Col. Rudolf (as well 
as many others less senior who had occupied important posts 

'" AOO. RG 49- 107-0-3. Exhibit Number No. 19. This represents the full ten-point surnrnary by Dr. 
F .  W. Marlow. 
'Y A 0 0 .  RG49-107-0-3, Exhibit 25, Lener from Dr. G. W. Ross to Special Committee, no date given. p. 3. 
The statute cited is Ontario Statute 1 Geo. V, Chapter 80 (Section 6 of By-Law. Schedule I to Statute) 
providing for separate services within Medicine, Surgery, and Gynaecology and Obstetrics departrnents of 
the Provincial University. 



before proceeding overseas) were absent on military duty and 
suggested the impropxiety of proceeding to re-organization 
until their retum, especially since it might mean re-organizing 
some of thern out of their academic existence. My objection 
was characterized as "pure sentiment'' and the opinion expressed 
that sentiment must not be permitted to block plans aiready 
completed. "' 

Finally. Ross outlined his suspicion of interference by persons in the Faculty of 

Medicine via the large gifts made by the Eatons and the Rockefeller Foundation. Ross 

wo te  that the Eaton Endowment was unlike Sir John Craig Eaton's typical benetàctions- 

"Sir John was in the habit of detemining the worthiness of a cause. then he gave freely 

and liberally as we al1 know. but he also was in the habit of leaving to others in whom he 

had confidence. the fiiling in of what one might cd1 'operating de ta il^'."'^^ Ross 

concluded that Eaton had, as had been his custom, given without condition and that it was 

Eaton's "advisors for the time being" who had applied the conditions to the gifi. No 

obvious "advisors" are listed at the end of the four-page indenture. dated J a n u q  9. 

''" Ross to Special Cornmittee. pp. 4-5. This letter. which has been edited presumably by Ross. goes on (p. 
5 )  to note the "injustice" of disrnissing "at least four eminent physicians": in the original copy. instead o f  
simply anonymously saying "at least four eminent physicians" it lists J.  T. Fotheringharn. Graham 
Chambers. Col. Anderson and Major Thistle. There is a sepante memo, dated April 25. 1923 and 
submitted to the Cornmittee as Exhibit 34 (AOO, RG49- 107-0-3), which lists. in addition to Fotheringham 
and Chambers, J. A. Roberts, Andrew Moorhead, John McCollurn, and Herbert A. Bruce as others who 
Iiad been on military duty and whose services to the Faculty were terminated. "It shoufd be noted." the 
memo continues, "that al1 of the above were well-tried and effkient teachers and no suggestion had evcr 
been made that they were not competent to cany on. They were summarily dismissed without notice and 
al1 escept perhaps Dr. Bruce have suffered materialiy and in prestige." The author of the memo is not 
known. 
"' ROSS to Special Cornmittee. p. 6. Ross cited Eaton's gifi of the Surgical wing at the Toronto General 
Hospital as representative of Eaton's way of giving: no conditions were attached to that gift. As Ross 
wrote. "hs just gave his cheque to cover that estirnated cost of the building. That was ail." 
''" AOO. RG49- 107-0-3. The signatories of the indenture known as the Eaton Endowment were Sir John 
C. Eaton. Flora McCrae Eaton, The T. Eaton Co. Ltd.. R. Y. Eaton. 1st Vice-Pres.. J. J. Vaughan. Secy- 
Treas., S. A. Lash. Vice Chaiman. and F. J. Mouré, Bursar (see Footnote 33). There is no mention of 
Falconer. Graham or any other member of the Toronto Medical Faculty. 



There was also a corresponding stonn over the recent appointment of a new head 

of Surgery, Dr. Clarence Starr. As with the reorganization in Medicine, Starr replaced 

four coordinate chiefs with a single service, and more long-standing instnictors were 

The Drury Committee continued to hear testimony until the end of Day Nine. 

January 1 8, 1923. Afier hearing from a number of individuals. including Dr. Bruce on 

the merits of g'old-style training" and Drs. Prirnrose and W. E. Gallie on the advantages of 

the Full-time system, the Committee adjourned until January 30. 1 923. The subsequent 

meetings were spent solely in Committee deliberation. No more evidence or testimony 

Public opinion sat squarely with the dismissed physicians. at least in the media. 

Following the end of the public hearings, Saturday Mght published an evaluation of the 

proceedings which lauded the work of those who were dismissed as part-time instmctors 

in favour of Graham, -'who was essentially a laboratory man. Since the cning need of 

Canada is for more general practitioners and not for laboratory men and specialists. the 

danger of this experiment are apparent to the layman." The article went on to criticize the 

Full-time system: 

During the course of the enquiry the absurd argument was put 
foward that the day of the practical diagnostician was done. and 
the day of the laboratory man had arrived -- as though the hard- 
working physician in the rural sections of Ontario could afford to 
wait for laboratory tests with a dying man or woman on his hands."" 
-- - -- 

' Y  Ross to Special Committee, p. 7. Ross described this departmental reorganization as the "surnmciry 
dismissal of at Ieast four efficient Surgeons ... while at the same time ... surgeons, although of excellent 
reptation. were retained who were beyond the statutory age limit." Ross assigned blame. in pan, to the 
Rockefeller Foundation for this: it was the Foundation gift, he said, that allowed for this change. 
''""What the University lnquiry Showed", Sarurday Ni& February 3. 1923. p.2. The author also argued 
that a salriry of S10.000 "for what is really a part-time service" was far too high in comparison with the 



Finally. the article condemned the system for promoting inevitable mediocrity: 

The system will necessarily prevent the University getting the best 
men in the surgical field. for no man of  outstanding abiiity will 
subordinate himself, and give up initiative and independence to 
supply a cog in such a Czar-like machine. The effect on the 
University as a whole, of these experiments. injustices and anomalies 
in its greatest, more expensive departments. is necessarily deplorable. 
So long as the University was employing men of  eminence in 
pnvate practice for part-time work, the latter could afford for the 
sake of professional pride in the institution and a sense of public 
service to accept moderate remuneration.'" 

Having reviewed al1 1,138 pages of the testimony and letters submitted in 

evidence. a twenty-page report, including a list of eighteen recommendations and a drafi 

Bill to amend The Toronto General Hospital Act, 19 1 1, was issued by the Cornmittee in 

May. 1933. In addition to addressing the University's relation to Toronto General 

Hospital. the question of scientific research, and composition of the Medicai Faculty. the 

report concluded with a two-and-a-half-page outline o f  the Toronto General Hospital 

reorganizations. The committee concluded that the reorganizations in the Departments of 

Medicine and Surgery, "whereby a 'full-time' Professor was placed in charge of each of 

tllese semices was detrimental to the best interests of the public and the medical 

profession, and violated the law contained in the schedules to the Toronto General 

H~spi ta l " . '~"Note  was made of the role played by the Eaton Endowment in encouraging. 

even mandating, the reorganization in Medicine and of  the financial support of  the 

Rockefeller Foundation gifi which contributed to the corresponding reorganization in 

-- - - 

highest salary paid to a professor in any other department and the highest stipend paid (S 1.000) to clinical 
professionais teaching part-time under the old system. 
"'' "What the University lnquiry S h o w e d ,  Saturdq Nighr. February 3, 1923. p.2- 



Surgery. The Committee went on, with regard to the Foundation gift. to criticize the 

"conditions regarding salaries and the limitation of students. which. although having little 

bearing on the reorganization in Surgery, are, in the opinion of the Committee. highly 

undesirable.""' There was no mistaking the tone of derision and resentment toward both 

of these major donors for their perceived interference in the ruming of the medical 

tàculty even as they offered tinancial support. On the issue of private gifis. the 

Cornmittee origindly included a recornmendation, "That private endowments with 

conditions attached be not accepted in the future""'. but this recommendation was 

omitted from the final drafi. In total, there were five recommendations in the final report 

which specificaf ly addressed the teaching of medicine at the Provincial University: 

7. That generous provision be made for the furtherance of the 
efforts of those engaged in Scientifk Research. 

8. That the composition of the Council of the Faculty of Medicine 
be revised. so as to enable lecturers and instructors in the clinical 
departments to vote afier sewing as assessors for three years. and 
restncting the franchise in the prirnary (non-clinical) departments 
to h l 1  professors only. 

1 6 .  Re Toronto Generai Hospirai. 
(a) That the re-organizations in Medicine. Surgery and 
Gynaecology (1 91 9 and 1920) be referred back to the 
proper authorities for reconsideration. 
(b) That the method of removal of certain doctors from 
the staff was unfortunate. 
(c) That a new agreement regarding Hospital appointrnents 
be entered into by the University and the Hospital. 

17. That hospitals receiving Govemment aid guarantee against the 

Ii'' AOO, RG49- 107-0- 1 ,  "Report of Special Committee Appointed by the Legislature to Lnquire into the 
Orçanization and Administration o f  the University o f  Toronto", 1923. pp. 15-16. 
' "  "Repon of Special Cornmittee" ( 1923). p. 17. 
' "  This recommendation was originally included as the seventeenth recommendation. see Package 111. SZ6. 
AOO, RG.39- 107-0-1 1 .  AIso omitted from the final list o f  eighteen recornmendations was the following: 
"l'liat the introduction o f  the "Full-time" professorship system was not advisable." 



practice of "fee-splittïng" by doctors practicing therein. 

18. That an effort be made to devise a means whereby doctors not 
on the University staff may have access to the public wards of the 
Hospital. 

It is interesting to note the recommendation that scientific research be supported. 

No doubt this is because of  the prestige which the discovery of insulin brought to the 

University of Toronto and Canada in general just a year earlier in I 922. In fact, the 

Provincial Gove rnen t  took this fledgling cornmitment to scientific research a step 

further when they passed the Banting and Best Medical Research Act in May 1923 to 

&ive $10.000 per year to support scientific research.I3' 

The falI-out from the Committee investigation into the changes made by Graham 

affected the Foundation and the way it dealt with future gifts and requests for 

intercession. When, for example, the newly appointed full-time Dean of Medicine at 

McGill. C. F. Martin. sent a telegram May 30. 1923. asking Pearce to corne to Montreal. 

Martin's telegrammed reply was sent the next day: "It is impossible." he wrote to Martin. 

'-and 1 consider it inadvisable for me to visit Montreal at pre~ent.""~ Pearce elaborated on 

his decision in his diary: he acknowledged that despite the problem of  appointments in 

the teaching hospitals, "R. F. could not interfere in local problems" and "That recent 

';' "Report o f  Special Committee" (1923). p. 19, "Summary of Recomrnendations". 
11.1 Starzrtes ofontario. Chapter 56. "An Act to provide for an Annual Grant to the University o f  Toronto 
for the promotion of Medical Research", 1923, p. 19 1 .  
"' Pearce to Martin, May 3 1 ,  1923. RAC. RF, 1 . 1  Projects. 427 Canada, McGiII. Box 6. Folder 55 
Correspondence. 



discussions at Toronto make it inadvisable that R. F. should take a direct interest in the 

present McGill problem."'" 

A. B. Macaiiurn kept the Rockefeller Foundation executives appnsed of the 

situation. Macallum had a unique vantage point from which he observed the reaction to 

the Foundation and. in the case of Toronto, the Eaton gifk. An alumnus of both Toronto 

and Johns Hopkins, Macallum returned to Toronto in 1887 to teach Physiology and then 

Biochemistry before going to McGill as Professor of Biochernistry in 1920. 

AcknowIedged as an advocate and pioneer of scientific medicine in Canada. Macallum 

ako served as Chairrnan of the National Research CounciI of Canada during its eariy 

years. 'j7 

"You will recall." he wrote to Pearce in January. 1923. "that the Rockefeller gifi 

of one million doliars was made the basis of charges against the University. and 

especially the Medical Faculty, the charges invotving dictation of the policy of the 

University -- a State Institution -- by the Rockefeller Foundation." " m i s  was exactly 

what the Foundation and Vincent had fought so hard to avoid. Macallum continued. in 

"" Excerpt from Pearce's Diar-, June 4. 1923 afier meeting with Martin in New York City. RAC. RF. 1 .  1 
Projects. 427 Canada. McGiII, Box 6, Folder 55 Correspondence. The "local problem" in MontreaI is 
discussed in Chapter 4 and deals with the appointments of Drs. Gray and Archibald. After stating his 
cautionary position on advising, or being seen to advise McGill in light of the allegations of interference in 
Toronto over the Full-rime system. Pearce nonetheless goes on to state that if "McGill wishes to consider 
full-time arrangement in connection with Medicine and Surgery or some arrangement approaching full- 
tirne. the R. F. would consider carefully and thoughtfully any proposition that might be made to if." 
Despite. therefore, the inconvenience of being named in the Ontario Provincial "investigation". the 
Foundation was still committed, in the long term. to the Full-time system for Canadian schools to which it 
was offering aid. 
Ii7 MacalIum ( 1  859-1934). took his BA at University of Toronto in 1880. H e  went on to take his doctorate 
at Johns Hopkins in 1888 before returning to take tiis medical degree at Toronto ( 1889). adding a Master of 
Arts degree, also at Toronto, in 1899. Hence, he was a lecturer in Physiology even while he was studying 
for his med ical degree, according to his entry in The Macmillan DÏctionuty ofCanudian Biography, 3rd 
cd.. b y  W. Stewart Wallace (Toronto: The Bryant Press Limited, 1967). p.427. From 1920 to 1929. 
Macallum held the Chair in Biochemistry at McGill University so he had intimate knowledge of both of 
Canada's premier medical schools. 



his Ietter. to say that he had managed to get such references to the Rockefeller Foundation 

stricken from the record, but the battle continued. The attempt to restrict al1 clinical 

teaching to full-tirne instructors had led to the Dnvy Provincial Inquiry. 

Recommendations were made that would have set the governing of the University. 

including the Medical School, back to the situation before 1906 -- narnely the Provincial 

University would be under the direct control of  the Provincial Govemrnent. Only the 

Provincial election of 1923 and a change of govemment. from Drury's tàrmer coalition to 

Ferguson's Conservatives, kept the medical school and University of Toronto 

independent of government control."' The Bill. proposed following this inquiry. would 

never be resurrected by Ferguson and the entire matter was never officially revisited.'" 

Perhaps it was because of the longstanding lack of support from the Provincial 

Goverment that major philanthropies were allowed to sweep in and set policy. As long 

as the Liberals were in power, support for the Provincial University was minimal. It was 

only with the election of Whitney's Conservative government in 1905 that grants for the 

university grew. But even these grants could not match the rate of growth of the 

university. Hence any other source of hnding was more than wrelcorne. One can only 

- - -- 

""RF. RG 427A. Canada Series. Macalturn to Pearce, January 4, 1923. 
13'1 l n  a brief. front page article in the May 12, 1923 edition of Samrdqv Night, the author questions the 
two-month delay in presenting the report and bill. It is acknowledged that this ied to the report and bill 
being "shelved on the ground that it was too late to discuss it." Fault was found with Premier Dmry who. 
despite early support for reforrn. "subsequently developed 'cold feet"'. but the author holds out hope that 
"the incoming administration. whatevrr its political compiexion. will make it one of its first duties nest 
session to impiement a similar or perhaps a more far-reaching bill." ("Shelving of 'Varsity Bill'. Sururd.. 
.Vi,qltl, May 12. 1923. p. 1) .  Of course, nothing more was ever done with either the report or the bill after 
G. Howard Ferguson came to power witti a Conservative majority as the new Premier of Ontario. despite 
Frrguson having signed the original bill. It is interesting to note that Ferguson himself took on the 
responsibility for the education portfolio. See McKillop, Mutfers of Mind ( I994), pp. 3 17-32 1.  for more 
on university education during the 1920s and 1930s. 



think that any attached conditions seemed a srna11 price to pay for the capital with which 

to grow. particularly if the conditions had been vetted by those like-minded individuals 

leading the way. 

There is also the issue of  medicine becoming a state-supported and state-senring 

profession. One of the interesting aspects of both the Eaton and Rockefeller benefactions 

is that they represented gifts to what was effectively a state school in the case of Toronto. 

The Generai Education Board, in its early gifb to Arnerican medicai schools. vowed not 

to support state institutions because these already had a form of fimding. Much of the 

rhetoric of the period. with regard to the University of Toronto, spoke of manufacturing 

physicians to serve the people and if the peoples' money was to be spent on the 

Provincial University, then the graduates of  the university should serve the people."' 

This idea was discussed in a 1920 editorial in the Canadian Medicul Associufion 

./oitrn~iI.'" The author, commenting on an article written by Professor Fraser Harris of 

Dalhousie University. says that there is a movement to make physicians "servants of  the 

state in a public department similar in status and practice to the civil service." Harris 

logically pointed out that since preventive medicine was already a state department. it 

would not be too far a stretch to malce curative medicine one as well. 

'"O On May 3, 1923 Dmry ordered, in the Legislature, that the report be printed and distributed. Thcn five 
Jays later. on May 8, the Legislature was dissolved in anticipation of an election. The report was left in 
limbo and it was not resurrected when Ferçuson became Premier. 
'" This was a point of argument which surfaced often relative to the fact that the University of Toronto had 
a disproportionate number of students from Toronto and environs and, in fact. was seen to be of economic 
benefit to Toronto. What, the people asked, did the rest of Ontario get for their support of Toronto's 
postsecondary school? A similar query was also put to the Nova Scotia govemrnent with regard to 
Dalhousie University and ted to a refusal to support the school with money from provincial coffers. 
'" '*The Medical and Allied Professions as a State Service", Canadian Medical Associution Journal. X. 1 
(Jariuary 1 920), pp. 7 1-73. 



The author pictures a time when al1 medical instruction will 
be given by state aided universities and when on graduating. 
each student would automatically enter the state medical service 
(S.M.S.) and choose whether he would serve the state in the 
practice of medicine, or of surgery. or of obstetrics. or as a 
pathoiogist. or bacteriologist or hygienist or sorne other 
"specialist" or expe rt.... and it is contended that al1 medical men 
should give up the wearisome, unorganized cornpetition of 
private practice and became the valued (and pensioned) officers 
of the noblest state service that can be conceived of."; 

Harris also noted that a role would also be found for medical researchers in this 

plan. He acknowledged that researchers do not care to practice medicine but they are 

poorly rernunerated for their individual expertise. This breed of physician "has an 

aptitude for research [but] finds himself unable to support himself unless he accepts a 

teaching post which may demand too much of his time and may be very poorly paid".lU 

Harris would have researchers on par with practising physicians as officers in the State 

Medical Service. In return for their support of this model. the people. especially the poor. 

~vould receive physicians of the highest ski11 and al1 rnethods of treatrnent and diagnosis 

~vouId be available to the entire population. Harris' model, which was never adopted. 

highl ights both the class-based, social hierarchy in getting healthcare and the inequity in 

pay between the researchers and clinicians within the healthcare system. 

Furtherrnore, it seemed as though the autocratic way in which the Eatons and 

Rockefèllers dictated to the Provincial University angered the cornmittee. Druryts 

government was a coalition government, which came to be known as the Farrner/Labour 

or United Fanners govemment; they were the guardians of an independent. state 

"' "State Service" (l920), p. 72. 
IJ'' "State Service" (1920), p. 72. 



institution, charged with educating people for tomorrow's Ontario. The philanthropists 

were wealthy and seen to be buying influence, as the Rockefellers had been seen to be 

doing in the United States. The two sides were bound to clash on this issue. particularly 

when such emotionally-charged aspects as returning war veterans and changing the staizcs 

quo were involved. It did not help that inconsistencies. such as keeping on some 

instructors who were past the mandated retirement age while dismissing some who had 

not yet reached that age, were present as well. 

Another Fight for the Full-Time System: 
The Case of the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine 

Finally, Toronto's bmsh with losing ground on the Full-time initiative was not the 

only such case in North America. As Ellen Corwin Cangi notes. the University of 

Cincinnati College of Medicine saw a similar backlash when George Heuer. a protegé of 

William Stewart Halsted at Johns Hopkins, arrived at Cincinnati in 1921 to take up a 

Foundation-sponsored full-tirne post in ~urgery."~ Heuer's post was not the first full-time 

clinical appointment at Cincinnati. In 1917, Roger S. Morris took the first fiill-time chair 

of medicine and he was followed. in 1920, by Kenneth Blackfan (like Heuer from Johns 

Hopkins) as the full-time professor of pediatncs. Unlike Heuer. Corwin Cangi explains. 

neither Morris nor Blackfan faced the wrath of their peers in the Cincinnati medical 

14' Ellen Convin Cangi. "Abraham Flexner's Philanthropy: The Full-Time Systern in the Department of 
Surgery at the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine, 19 10- l9N". Bulletin of the Hisroty O>/ 

.44edicine. 56, 2 (Summer l982), pp. 160- 174. This is another example of resistance to the full-time 
systern. as funded by the Rockefeller philanthropies. A similar case can be found in Michael J.  Lepore, 
Dcah of the Clinician: Requiem or Reveille? (Springfield: Charles C .  Thomas. 1982). who discusses 
Columbia University's two year struggle with strict full-time. Columbia-Presbyterian so angered 



establishment. and both physicians maintained private practices in addition to their "full- 

time" clinical teaching d~ties . ' '~  

Like Graham had in Medicine and Surgery at Toronto. Heuer reorganized his 

department soon afier amving. "tt is worth noting, that only four Cincinnati surgeons 

survived his scmtiny including J. Louis Ransohoff, Frank Fee, Dudley Palmer and J. A. 

Caldwell. The rest Heuer dismissed ... ""' Corwin Cangi says. At the same time. Corwin 

Cangi acknowledges that Heuer upgraded the cwriculum. also a goal at Toronto. 

For their efforts, Heuer and Graham, as well as the philanthropists supporting 

their efforts, the Carnegie Foundation and Generai Education Board. and Eaton and 

Rockefeller Foundations respectively, were severely criticized. For example. upon his 

arrival. Heuer was attacked by members of the Cincimati College of Surgeons. At a 

dinner given in Heuer's honour. the toastinaster and Professor of Gynaecology. Charles 

Bonifield- warned against "gifis of gold" from philanthropists which threatened to take 

away schools' freedom and independen~e."~ Earlier. in editorials in the Journal of 

Medicine. 14"onifield had railed against colleagues who fought for Carnegie and 

Rockefeller gifts, seeking to woo the twin fetishes of full-timc medicine and research."" 

Like many in Toronto, Bonifield felt that the medical school existed to train practitioners 

Abraham Flexner when it gave up on the full-time system in favour of geographical full-tirne that it almost 
lost its two million gifi from the Rockefellers. 
'"O "Abraham Flexner's Phiianthropy" (1 982). p. 168. 
'" "Abraham Flexner's Philanthropy" ( l98S), p. 17 1 .  
"""Abraham Flexner's Philanthropy" ( 1982), p. 169. 
"" Bonifield was also the editor of the Journal. Cincinnati Academy of Medicine. 
' "' "A bnham Flexner's Philanthropy" ( l982), p. 169. 



and not scienti fic researchers. ' Schoolmen pro fessors' had no place in colleges that 

existed to educate private practitioners, he said."' 

Instead of a special government cornmittee, the college of medicine was taken to 

court in 1924 by Samuel P. Kramer, a former professor of clinical surgery at the faculty. 

Kramer alleged that one ward of the General Hospita1 had been illegally set aside for 

Heuer's private use. "This situation had developed, Kramer charged, because Christian 

R. Holmes [Dean of the medicd school who died in 19 1 93 had traded the school's 

independence for money from the Carnegie Foundation and the General Education 

Board." Corwin Cangi ex plain^.'^' The Supreme Court of Ohio agreed with the full-time 

system's critics and Heuer and his supporters were forced to find another outlet for their 

idea of a fùll-time 'research ward'. They found it. Using connections and the financial 

support of select prominent Cincimati families, the Christian R. Holrnes Hospital of the 

University of Cincinnati opened in May, 1929. The new facility featured forty-two 

private beds and a surgical suite. Despite the venom fiom his critics and the early 

setbacks. Heuer and the full-tirne system were vindicated and flourished in Cincinnati."' 

"' "Abraham Flexner's Philanthropy" (1 982)' p. 169. 
"' "Abraham Flexner's Philanthropy" (1982), p. 172. 
'" "Abraham Flexner's Philanthropy" (1982), p. 173. Convin Cangi completes the early history of full- 
tinie medicine at Cincinnati with the comment that Heuer's successors, first Mont Reid then Burr Noland 
Carter. continued the "Halsted-Heuer surgical tradition" atier Heuer left Cincinnati in 1932. Heuer moved 
on CO become the first Chairman of Surgery at New York Hospital-Corne11 University Medical Center. 
Both Reid and Carter had accompanied Heuer to Cincinnati in 192 1. al1 three coming from Johns Hopkins. 



Influence of the Rockefeller Gift to Toronto Medical Faculty 

The influence of the Rockefeller Foundation gifi was not only one of change in 

teaching, but also one which illuminated the state of  the profession at the time and gave 

the Toronto Faculty an opportunity for self-analysis and reflection. 

One of the most tangible influences the Foundation gift had in Toronto was 

actually a condition of gifi. Before the money was given, a cornmitment to matching 

funds from either government or the public, or any combination of the two. was required. 

Since one million dollars was a substantial arnount in 1920. it was obvious that matching 

the funds was a necessity (rather than risk losing the money). Up until the gift. Toronto 

medicine had virtually no alumni support (because of the fractured history of its 

component schools), and the gifi served to force Toronto alumni to "pull together". It 

also instilled in h e m  both a spint and a tradition of giving. 

In terms of publicity and increased prestige for the purpose of  fbndraising for 

medical research, although the Foundation gifi was substantial. it was the discovery of 

insulin that did the most in the early 1920s to establish the ment of scientific medicine 

and medical research. It is ironic that Banting, one of the principal figures in the 

discovery of insulin, was a physician trained in the old-style to practice, with little 

iaboratory or scienti fic research background. Afier Graham's appoin m e n t  was secure. 

scientific medicine was assured a place at Toronto. 

There is little doubt that the Foundation gift also increased the prestige of the 

Toronto Faculty of Medicine, but the direct influence on other private donors is less 

marked than was the case at McGiII. Toronto medical teaching had a more checkered 

history. as outlined earlier and in Chapter One, and was not able to rival McGill in alumni 



and private donor support to the sarne degree (fiom 19 19 to 192 1, McGill enjoyed more 

than twelve million dollars in endowments while Toronto had none recorded)"'. But 

Toronto did have the support of the Provincial Government. despite the 1923 

Commission, and, for example the University of Toronto received $527,400 in Provincial 

Government and Municipal Grants in 19 19/20 compared to McGill's $10 1 ,068.155 

Finally, the gifi, and its matching fùnds, helped certain "long-standing" ideas 

become realities: greater scientization of medicinefi6. establishing the "research ideai" in 

Canada; setting up a pedagogicd mechanism for continuing education for medical school 

graduates: and starting to offer graduate degrees in medicine which, in tum. began to 

slow the "brain drain" to the United States by training instructors and paying them a 

cornpetitive salary to be full-time instructors in Canada. 

The scientization of medicine had a long history in Toronto. Sandra McRae 

credits Ramsay Wright and A. B. Macallum"' for the strong tradition dating back to 

1880. They nurtured the scientization of rnedicine to the point where. whenever money 

became available. the status of science within the medical school could be elevated yet 

again. By 1920, laboratory work in the premedical sciences had more than forty years of 

exposure at Toronto and students were soundly grounded in laboratory training. The 

German tradition. with which educators had become familiar in the f 870s. had been 

successfully imported and now was an integral part of a North American medical 

' "  The Cunudu Yeur Book. 1920. (Ottawa: F. A. Acland. 192 1 ) .  "Universities of  Canada: Financial 
Statistics, 19 19/20", pp. 156- 157- Al1 information on University o f  Toronto does not inciude figures for 
the fedented colleges, Victoria University and University o f  Trinity College, neither o f  which. by this 
time, had an affiliated medical school. 
:" Year Book. 1920(1921), pp. 156-157. 
"' This had been a goal for decades, as McRae notes in her unpublished dissertation. With the push 
provided by the Foundation support, theory could be put into practice quickly. 



education. in part because as Kenneth Ludmerer and Robert Hudson have pointed out, so 

many of those who would go on to reform the teaching of medicine had studied in 

Gerrnany during the height of the laboratory revolution."' In exchange for their 

investment in science, and particularly laboratories, physicians gained a new authority. 

The laboratory, as John Harley Warner says, was a force for elitism: it produced a 

privileged body of knowledge available to o d y  a few. In this way, medicine remained a 

mystery. Science. via the knowledge gained fiom the laboratory, gained more 

authority.lS9 The result of this was the growth of specialties and the fractioning of the 

profession as researchers spent more time in the laboratory and clinicians had to 

determine how much time they could spare in the laboratory. 

A second phase of scientization was that of clinical teaching. Again, inroads had 

been made by sorne educators with foresight. But the cost was immense. It would take 

philanthropie g i h  to support such a radical shift as full-tirne clinical scholars and there 

was no way to rnake this a gradua1 change. In the face of great resistance. the fùll-time 

system would triurnph but not without problems.'" Once the cornmiunent and resources 

'" McRae. 'Scientrfc Spirit ' (1987), pp. 3 15-324. 
" ~ u d m e r e r ,  "Reform at Harvard" ( i 98 1 ), pp. 346-347 and Hudson. "Flexner in Historical Perspective" 
( 1992), pp. 3-4. Ludmerer evens go so far as to denote two camps arnong physicians. While the younger 
generation of reforrners, post 1870, had a direct link to laboratory methods through the Gerrnan tradition. 
the older physicians of rnid-nineteenth-century were tied to the clinical tradition of their French instnictors. 
There was a professional tension that existed between the two groups. The clinicians mistrusted the 
laboratory and would not acknowledge the role of the basic sciences in medicine. Ludmerer cites an 
risample of a professor of pathological anatomy who was "so uninfonned ... of the advances in rnedical 
science tliat in 1870 he confessed his inability to use the microscope." (p. 347). 
"" John Harley Warner. "The Fall and Rise of Professional Mystery: Epistemology, Authority and the 
Emergence of Laboratory Medicine in Nineteenth-Century America". Andrew Cunningham and Perry 
Williams. eds., The Luborarory Revolution in Medicine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1992). 
p. 141. 
'" The problems would lead the Rockefeller Foundation. in 19 19, to scale back their expectations of grant 
recipients with relation to the full-time system. Geographic full-time teaching became the norm and the 
earlier "threats" of losing grant money if the system was not implemented to the satisfaction of Foundation 
representatives were dropped in favour of a hands-off, non-interfering policy. 



were in place. the shift to fùll-time was made. Whole departments. filled with part-time 

clinical instructors. were dismissed in favour of fewer full-time teachers. It was deerncd 

to be beneficial if the physician could learn fiom the laboratory as well as the patient. to 

recognize relationships between symptoms and disease. To do this, required a dedication 

that rivailed that of the scientist. As Ftexner wrote, "The laboratory men are heroes -- 

men of  ideals who have s~ood  up to their jobs for the sheer love of science!"'"' It also 

required the financial support to take men away fiom their lucrative practices and entice 

tliem to teach full-time on a competitive salary. 

Finally, one of the products of  this scientization and full-time clinical teaching 

was the research careers that came out of them. Now that full-time teaching had been 

introduced, and the benefits of full-time research had been realized with the discovery of 

insulin. there was no tuming back. Alison Li credits the pioneenng work of Wright and 

Macallum with setting the stage for an entire medical research industry. This came to 

pass in three distinct stages. The first was the efforts of Wright and Macallum in 

establishing honows stream prograrns in biochemistry and physiology. The second phase 

was represented by the generation of James Collip, albeit a biochemist. who expected 

research to be part of their careers as healthcare protèssionals. The third stage was tlie 

creation of a social identity for these researchers with their societies and  journal^-'^= 

On May 8. 1923 the Ontario government put the research ideal on a firm footing 

and led it into the second phase. That spring day, The Banting and Best Medical 

"" Bonner. Becoming a Physician (1995). p. 305. 
'"' Li, "Collip and Research" (1993). p. 283. Li has taken the analytic model described by Yves Gingras in 
Plysics and ~ h e  Rise of Scienrijk Research in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 
! 99 1 ). pp. 3-8 and applied it to the case o f  Collip. ln the original model proposed by Gingras. the phases 



Research Act. 1923 was passed in the Provincial Legislature. Introduced by Dniry on 

April27. 1923, it appropriated a sum of % 10,000 per year for medical research: 

... it is believed that prosecuting the research will result 
in perfecting a rernedy for the cure of that disease. and it is 
desirable and expedient in the public interest to provide by 
legisiative grant for the continuation and prosecution of 
kindred researches. I b 3  

Despite the repercussions of the radical changes imposed by Graham irnmediately 

following the Eaton gift looking back. the appointment of a full-time chair in Clinical 

Medicine is credited with a nurnber of signiticant pedagogical and organizationai 

changes. These include: a reorganization of Toronto General Hospital that resulted in 

more efficient teaching; the establishment of a systematic pst-graduate training system: 

an emphasis on laboratory research coupled with clinical practice; and. for the tint tirne 

in Canada. fair remuneration in the fonn of salaries paid to full-time. university. junior 

researchers in interna1 medicine.'" Afier outlining the state of medical teaching at McGill 

are: the emergence of research practice; the institutionalization of research in which the next generation of 
researchers are "reproduced": and the creation of a social identity through scientific societies and joü;nals. 
"" Sfaficres o/Onturio. Chapter 56, "An Act to provide for an Annual Grant to the University of Toronto 
for the promotion of Medical Research", 1923. p. 19 1 .  
"" AOO. Eriton Papers, Public Relations - Donations - Medical and University ( 1  920-80). F229- 162-0-645. 
"A Postscript", Varsiry Graduate. Dec. 1959, pp. 34.60. lan Montagnes. author of this articie, notes that 
in Europe. and particularly in Gerrnany, full-time professors and research laboratories were common at the 
tirne of the Eaton Endowment and notes that Johns Hopkins appointed the first full-time professor of 
medicine in 19 13. 



and Dalhousie Universities. and the terms of their gifts fiom the Rockefeller Foundation 

in Chapters 4 and 5,  respectively, a cornparison of the long-tem effects of the gifts will 

be outlined in Chapter 6. 



Chanter 4 - McGill Universitv: The Nation's Universitv 

The situation at the McGill University medicai school in Montreal was not the 

same as that at Toronto. Although McGill, like Toronto, was to receive one million 

dollars (U.S.) of the total five million allotted to Canadian medical education by the 

Rockefeller Foundation, the way in which the gifi was matched, spent and viewed by the 

school was different fiom Toronto. In part, this is because McGill was not seen as "the 

provincial school" of Quebec -- in fact, McGill billed itself as the "nation's university? 

This is not al1 that surprising given that of the seven Canadian medical schools operating 

in 19 19. McGill had the most solid reputation uiternationally: unlike Dalhousie (formerly 

Halifax Medicai College) and even Toronto, there had been no prolonged periods without 

instruction at McGill. The two schools serving Canada West of Toronto. namely the 

medical faculties of the University of Western Ontario and University of Manitoba. only 

gained university status in 19 1 3 and 19 18, respectively. Finally. the medical 

school at Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario had a tumultuous past, particularly in 

terrns of finding and acceptance of femaie students, and the Laval University Medical 

Department offered its instruction in French. 

Stanley Brice Frost, McGill University/or the Advancement ofLearning. vol. il. 1895-197/ (Montreal: 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1984)' p. 15. Even William Macdonald, one of McGill's greatest 
benefactors during the nineteenth and early hventieth century. believed the university to be a national 
institution. This view of McGil l is supported by the fact that it was affiliated, as a sort of senior or 
tinishing institution. to a number of smaller Canadian schools. For example, afier two years of study in the 
engineeringlapplied science faculties of Acadia and Mount Allison University, Royal Military College. and 
the Universities of Alberta and St. Francis Xavier College, students would move on to McGill for their 
third year of instruction. This was also the case with University of Alberta's medicai program: students 
who had cornpleted three years of medicine in Edmonton then travelled to McGill for their fourth year of 
instruction. Internationally, McGiII had sirnilar arrangements regarding Arts and applied science courses 
with Oxford, Cambridge Universities and the University of Dublin. From McGiIi Calendar. 1918// 9, 
(Montreal: McGill, l9l8), pp. 34-35. 



I t  is important to note, as was the case in Toronto, that the Foundation's gift of 

one million dollars was significant on many levels. Begiming with one element that 

remains difficult to quanti@, there was the influence of the Rockefeller narne: even those 

who were unaware of the history of the Foundation or of its interest in aiding medical 

research and education were aware of Rockefeller's wealth. Any philanthropie 

investrnent that Rockefeller, or a Foundation bearing his name, wished to make in Canada 

was welcomed by (almost) ail. It was certainly worthwhile ro mention the Rockefëller 

narne when seeking additional governent or private fhding: if the Rockefellers could 

give money to Canadian schools. so could Canadians themselves! 

This leads directly to the second point: as a condition of the gifi, the Foundation 

required that their dollars be matched by Canadian government or private gifis. Hence. 

whatever amount the Foundation gave was. by definition. doubled and even quadrupled. 

Thirdly, when measured against the operating costs of a modem medical school. 

the Foundation gifi and its influence was not only timely but necessary for survival. I f  

the McGill medical school had to rely primarily on student fees for its annual 

expenditures, as was the histoncal nom, McGill could not retain its solid reputation. In 

19 19. the fees collected for sessional instruction totalled $66.456.78. Salaries for 

instruction alone totalled $52.8 1 5 -95 that same year with light. heat and power costs 

being the next largest cost ($20,477.76)'. The million dollar gifi from the Foundation,' 

~~~~~~ - 

RAC, RF. 1 .  I Projects, 427 Canada, Box 6. Folder 55A. "Revenue and Expcnditure of the Faculty of 
Medicine for the Year Ending 30th June, 19 1 9 .  Although there was additional revenue from a series of 
cndowrnents and bequests, these only totalled SS8.256.5 1 in 1919. The total expenditures reported were 
S I 12,130.89 plus $4,626.40 in hospital and society fees. 
' Each Foundation million represents almost nine million (Cdn.) in 1996 (Cdn.) dollars. if the foreign 
exchange conversion is calcufated for thc time of gifl (ie. 1920). For the method of calculation. see 
Chapter 2, Footnote 10. 



was equivalent to alrnost sixteen years worth of student fees. The gift represented the 

opportunity to leap into the future of medical education with proper facilities. equipment 

and instructors. 

in this chapter the state of McGill's medical teaching before and at the tirne of the 

Foundation's announcement wiil be examined as wiH the preliminary correspondence. 

reaction to the announcement of the Rockefeller gift and evaluation visits by Vincent and 

Pearce. The case of McGill will be compared to that oFToronto with regard to the 

afiermath of  the gifi. 

McGill Medical School: "Longest Record of Uninterrupted Bedside Teaching in 
North America" 

As noted in Chapter 2, McGill has the longest history of medical teaching in 

Canada. The independent school, set up by the four Scottish physicians in 1823, became 

the FacuIty of  Medicine at McGill University in 1824. It would be almost two decades 

later. in 1843. that the Faculty of Medicine was founded at King's College. Toronto. 

One other important difference in comparing the history of medical education in Montreal 

and Toronto is that McGilt's faculty o f  medicine was the Ione option for English- 

language training in Montreal.' By the time of the Rockefeller Foundation @fi. McGill 

had been producing medical school graduates for close to a century. By contrast. medical 

teaching in Toronto had only become unified in October, 1903 when Trinity Medical 

" T h i s  was a point duly noted in the "Supplernentary Report to the Rockefeller Foundation from the 
Medical Faculty of  McGill University". In this seventeen-page document. submitted May 1 1. 1920. the 
language and cultural differences between the Francophones and Anglophones in Quebec were outlined for 
the Foundation executives: "over 4/5 of  the population in our province being French, this Faculty can 



College amalgamated with the University of Toronto rnedical faculty. Looking at the 

sarne penod of almost a century, fiom 1823 to 191 9, Montreal had constancy in English- 

language medical education at McGill, at least fiom an institutional point of view. while 

Toronto faced the opening and closing and, in sorne cases. reopening of various private 

and college-affiiiated medical schools. This had its repercussions years later when 

alumni of the Toronto and McGill schools were asked to match the Foundation gifi. 

Those in Montreal had a far easier time, given a unified history of English-language 

medical education at McGïll and a far more mature alumni base. Despite the fact the 

Anglophones represented only one-fi& of the population of the province. support for 

medicine in particular and McGill as a whole was considerable and consistent. The 

Toronto school had only been in existence, in the form it took in 1919. for fifieen years. 

Perhaps the slower Pace of Toronto support can be understood as a lack of allegiance to 

the University of Toronto medical faculty, given that many of the older alumni in a 

position to give more generously were graduates of Trinity Medical College or the private 

Toronto School of Medicine. 

McGill also had a long history of considerable gifis from prominent Montreal 

citizens - the Anglophone elite -- and the medical fàculty benefited as rnuch as other 

university departrnents. Three of the most significant donors were Donald A. Smith. 

William Macdonald and J.H.R. Molson.' 

depend on Iess than one-fifih o f  the community for sympathy and financial support." (RAC. RF. RG 1 .  I 
Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6, Folder S A ) .  

Frost. McGiff Ahtancement ofLearning (198-1). p. 1 1 .  Molson, o f  Molson Breweries. gave money to 
expand the medical buildings in 1895. The facilities, after the expansion, included a lecture hall that could 
seat up to 450 students, a large chemistry laboratory and, as Frost notes, "provision for physiology, 
pharmacology, h istology, and a dissecting roorn." Al1 of this was necessary for a faculty. that by 1 898. 
included more than 400 students in a four-year course. 



Smith, chancellor of the university, was a prominent Montreal businessman. In 

addition to serving as governor of the Hudson's Bay Company and president of the Bank 

of Montreal, he was also a principal shareholder in the Canadian Pacific Railway and 

involved in local politics as a member of Parliament for Montreal West. Finally. Smith 

was also made a baron of the United Kingdom in 1897, given the title of Lord Strathcona 

and Mount Royal. 

Among the projects endowed by Lord Strathcona were: the "Donalda" prograrn 

for women's education (this would, by 1924, equd $l,202,SOO); the building of Royal 

Victoria Hospital; a medical faculty endowment fùnd ($50,000); chairs in each of 

pathology and hygiene ($100.000); and additional gifis for additional resources in 1 898 

($1 OO.OOO)b. One point brought out by Stanley Brice Frost in his history of McGill. is 

that serendipitously for medical education in Montreal. Smith's only child. Margaret. 

married the son of the dean of the Faculty of Medicine in 1888, thereby increasing 

Smith's interest in medical education.' 

It was Lord Strathcona who persuaded William Peterson to accept the post of 

principal of McGill, a position Peterson would hold from 18% until 19 19. During the 

twenty-four years o f  Peterson's principalship, not only did science and professional 

education such as medicine prosper, but endowments grew from close to one million 

dollars to more than twelve million dollars." 

" Frost. McGiff Advancemenr of Learning (/984), p. 1 1 .  This gifi of $100,000 was used for building 
extensions, deemed to be most urgent at the tirne. 
' Frost A4cGiff Ahrancemenr of Learning (/ 981). p .  8 .  Margaret Smith married the son of Robert Palmer 
Howard. dean of the Faculty of Medicine at McGill from 1882 to  1889. 

MacLennan. Hugh, ed.. McGill.. The Story of a Universily. (London: Allen and Unwin. 1960), p. 82. 



Arnong Macdonald's benefactions toward science were $700.000 toward the 

erection of the Chemistry and Mining Building (1898) and endowment of two 

professorships in chernistry and a chair of mining and metallurgy.' In fact, Frost notes 

that. "During the last decade of the nineteenth century and the first of the twentieth. 

WiIIiam Macdonald almost single-handedly financed and maintained the science 

departments of McGill University on a scale which gave them first-ciass potential 

throughout the ~ o r l d . " ' ~  Estimates put Macdonald's benefactions to McGilI. excluding 

rnonies bequeathed in his will, at close to eleven million dollars." 

But what of Macdonald's support of medicine? When he died in 19 17. the man 

who was not only a long-time benefactor but who had served. since 1914. been McGill's 

chancellor, bequeathed $500,000 to the faculty of medicine. Adding up al1 of his gifis. 

Macdonald gave more than fourteen million dollars to McGill University. Toronto had 

nothing like this! '' 

One of the major differences between the University of Toronto and McGill 

University is the amount of provincial government support. While Toronto had sporadic 

support from the Ontario government until the turn of the century. McGill received little 

to no financial aid. For exampie. by 191 1. Frost notes that while Toronto received 

S750.000 in annual grants from the legislature. McGil19s statutory grants totaied $3.000. 

" Frost. McCill Advancement of Learning (/984/, p. 13. Macdonald also supported the Faculty of AppIied 
Science. and departments of agriculture, architecture. geology and botany with gifts in excess of S8OO.OCO 
in total. 
"' Frost. rMcGi// Aclvancemrnt of kurning (1984). p. 14. Macdonald died in 19 17: he succeeded 
Strathcona as McGill's chancellor in 19 14. 
' ' MacLennan. McGiff: The Srory ( 1 %O), p. 86. 
" This equalled. without adjusting for inflation or currency exchange. the arnount given by Rockefeller's 
General Education Board to the University of Chicago's medical school and Provident Hospital in the 
period 19 14 to 1960. Only Vanderbilt University's medical program was more richly endowed by the 



There was a tegacy of relying upon the generosity of private donors. and McGill's needs 

were met well by Strathcona, Macdonald and the Molson family even as there was a long 

Iiistory of the Quebec government offenng little aid to post-secondary education. By 

19 1 1. however. the provincial government was willing to support ventures such as the 

Ecoie des Études Commerciales, Écoles Polytechniques and even Laval University to a 

far greater degree than McGill." Perhaps the long-standing habit of being rescued by the 

considerable generosity of Stnthcona Macdonald and the Molsons had the effect of 

relieving the burden McGill might put on the legislature in either practice or conscience. 

The advantage borne of these circumstances is that Montreal citizens became accustomed 

to supporting McGill and. when called upon. particularly in 19 1 1 and 1910. responded 

generously and in record time. This is al1 the more striking, given that it was alrnost 

esclusiveIy the anglophone minority of Montreal which gave its support. As McGill 

biochemistry professor A. B. Macallum wrote. years later, to Pearce. "McGill has to 

depend wholly upon a constituency in which the French-Canadian element plays no 

part. '-" 

Examining the state of medicd education at McGill in the early decades of  the 

twentieth century, it is interesting to note that there were circumstances that both enlarged 

and diminished the enrofment of the faculty. Like Toronto. McGill University absorbed a 

smaller school. In 1905 McGill University took over the rival medical faculty of 

Board. receiving S 17.5 million over the same period. From Raymond B. Fosdick's Advenrure in Giving 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1962). p. 328. 
" Frost McGill Advancement of Learning ( 1  984). p. 86. 
" A. B. Macallum to R. M. Pearce. August 26, 1922, RAC, RF, 1 . 1  Projects, 427 Canada, McGill. Box. 6. 
Folder 5 5 .  Macallum went on to teII Pearce that financial support h m  the Government of the Province o f  
Quebec was not likely, particularly since the Province had just given S 100.000 to the French-language 
University of Montreai for a Radium lnstirute for the treatment o f  cancer. 



Bishop's University of Lemoxville, Québec. Although Bishop's was in another town. 

the medical faculty was in Montreal." The following year. Peterson also took the 

initiative to establish McGill University College of British Columbia and served as its 

first principal. Although this satellite college was to last only until it merged with the 

new University of British Columbia in 191 5, the legacy remained and many students 

from the West travelled to McGill, first to complete the third and fourth years of their 

general programs and ofien to enter McGill's medicai scho01.'~ Clinicai instruction for 

McGill medicat students was to be had at Montreal General (opened in 1822). Royal 

Victoria Hospital (opened in 1893). Montreal Children's Hospital (opened in 1904). and 

later at the Montreal Neurological Hospital and Institute (opened in 1934)." 

With regard to financial management, Frost points out that as recently as 1895 the 

'corporate body' of medical professors continued to manage its own affairs. V t  was not 

until 1905 that McGill's Faculty of  Medicine resolved to relinquish its financial 

autonomy in favour of becoming entirely a constituent part of the university. This meant 

that the Faculty would be governed by and contribute to the university. It was also in 

" Frost. McGill Advancement of Learning (1984). p. 44. This faculty had begun as a rival school to McG il1 
in 187 1 .  It was organized by a McGill graduate, Francis Wayland Campbell, who served first as registnr 
and then as Dean until his death in 1903. 
"' MacLennan, McGifi: The S t o v  (1960). p. 93. nie University of British Columbia would not have its 
own medical faculty until 1950. The closest geographical option for B.C. srudents wishing to study 
mcdicine would have been Manitoba Medical College, established in 1883. No doubt. however. the 
allegiance to McGill was already fonned for those who had studied at its "satellite" campus in British 
Colum biri in addition to the fact that McGilI's facilities and reputation for medical education were second 
to none in Canada and equal to University of Toronto in the first two decades of the twentieth century. As 
Edgar Collard notes in his summary of the Peterson years as principal in MacLennan's monograph. the 
new Medical Building not only offered space for the growing number of medical students. but more and 
more students were choosing McGiII for their medical training "for the new laboratories and equipment 
that the broadening conception of medicine demanded." (p. 82). 
" Frost. McGifl ad van ce men^ ofLearning (1984). p. 167. Students were also allowed to see patients at the 
Montreal Maternity Hospital as noted in the McGill University Calendar of 19 1 Il 12. 

Frost. McGilf Aa>ancemenr of Learning (1984), p. 49. 



1905 that the medicd faculty suggested extending its course from four to five years. 

Frost notes that the cost of this change was estimated to be around $10.000 in operational 

sspenditures, a sum which was met by a gift of $50.000 fiom Strathcona.'" 

Word of the Rockefeller Gift 

When McGill heard of the Rockefeller Foundation's decision to aid Canadian 

medicai education, the timing could not have been better. For so rnany years. ,McGill 

medicine and, in fact the university as a whole, had been accustomed to turning to its 

long-standing patrons, Strathcona and Macdonald, for financial aid. But by 191 9. both of 

these men were dead and although they lefi legacies, McGill had to find other forms of 

support. 

One such source was the Carnegie Foundation. William Peterson. who served as 

McGill's principal from 1895 until 191 9, oversaw great growth in the university as a 

whole and particularly within the Faculty of Medicine during his tenure. As Frost notes. 

"Within three years of Peterson's arrivai, the number of students in the four years of the 

undergraduate course had gone beyond the four hundred mark and not only the available 

space but also the financial resources of the faculty were consequently under severe 

strain."'" This strain was generated by an ambitious building prograrn. a fire and the fact 

that the university took over responsibility for the medical faculty in 1905. the same year 

the medical prograrn was expanded from a four to a five-year course.=' It  was during 

Peterson's reign that the medical facilities grew substantiaily and the wherewithai was 

!" Frost. McGill Advancement of Learning 11 984). p. 50. 
'" Frost, hfcGil1 Ahrancement of Learning (1 981). p. I 1 . 



found to fünd the expansion. Peterson was pushed to the lirnit when. in 1907. fire 

destroyed al! but one of the annexes of the new medical building and, a week later. the 

Macdonald Engineering Building. Although it was Macdonald who funded the 

rebuilding of the engineering building bearing his name, the new medical facilities would 

not be completed until 191 1. At a cost of one million dollars, the reconstruction of the 

medical building was paid for with insurance monies and a gifi frorn Lord Strath~ona.~ 

Peterson oversaw nvo major financial campaigns in 1906 and 19 1 1. These would 

become valuable precedents for fùndraising when, in 1920. the Rockefeller Foundation 

demanded that matching huids be found if McGill's medical faculty was to receive its 

one million dollar gift. Peterson's connection with the Carnegie Foundation for the 

Advancement of Teac hing goes back to this Foundation' s begiming . Peterson was 

chosen as one of the twenty-five onginal trustees when the Foundation was set up in 

1905. endowed with $15 million. Dwing McGill's financial campaign of 1906. the 

McGilI Board of Governors took advantage of Peterson's connections. and "dined and 

wined Andrew Carnegie'" in an attempt to entice financial suppon for McGill. Although 

this effort was unsuccessful. it did generate a spirited campaign aimed at the citizens of 

Montreal. 

- - -- - - - - - 

" Frost, McGill Advancement oflearning (1984). pp. 82-83. 
3- 

-- Frost. iCIcGill Advancemeni ofLearning (l984). pp. 82-83. The new engineering facilities were ready for 
students in 1909 and the building was paid for by Macdonald. The medical building, which cost one 
million dollars, was financed by a combination of insurance funds and a donation of S500,OOO by 
Stnthcona. Not surprisingly, it was narned the Smthcona Medical Building. 
7 -  

- '  Frost McGill Abvancemeni of Leurning (1 984). p. 85. Frost goes on to tell how shipping merchant 
Roben. Reford challenged Montreal citizens to raise one million dollars to aid the McGill Genenl 
Endowment. If the challenge was met, Reford promised to contribute $50,000 himself. Reford was. again 
in the campaign of 19 i 1, a generous donor. giving S 100,000 of a total one and a half million dollars raised 
in just t h e  days. 



The desperation which Peterson faced in 191 1 was one of trying to maintain some 

of the most crucial resources, namely many of the world-class academics. Frost gives the 

example of pathology professor J.G. Adami. In 19 12, the University of Chicago was 

courting Adami and the incentive was a salary of $9,000, almost three times more than he 

was being paid at McGill. Adami let Peterson know that he would be content to remain 

at McGill if his salary was increased from $3.500 to $5,000'J. Adami was not the only 

professor to approach Peterson with a request for a raise and, in fact, some of the money 

raised in the campaign of 1906 was used for this purpose." 

Peterson's long-standing efforts were not in vain. Although unsuccessful in 

procuring Carnegie Foundation fùnds in 1906, the Carnegie Corporation announced on 

February 25, 1 9 1 8 that McGill was to receive a gant of one million dollars. Like the 

Rockefeller Foundation gift to McGill's medical school that carne in 1920. the Carnegie 

rrrant was said to be in recognition of McGill's contribution to the war effort. Frost. * 

however. notes that originally the Carnegie Corporation directors had given the gifi in 

recognition of Peterson's years as trustee and chairman of the Carnegie Foundation for 

the Advancement of Teaching.?"eterson asked that when the announcement was made. 

- - - 

'" Frost. hfcGill=ihrancemenr ofLeurning (l984), p. 85.  Adami, who was appointed in 1892. stayed on at 
McGill until his retirement in 1919. His successor as head of  the Department of Pathology was Horst 
Oertel who came to McGiIl in 1914 and retired in 1938. 
? < - Frost. McGill.4atuncement of learning (1984). p. 85. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of  
Teaching began the initiative of  providing "free" pensions for professors past the age of 70. This initiative 
continued for McGiII professors until 1929 when the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association was set 
up (p. 125). 
'" Peterson dutifully served the Carnegie Foundation from 1905 to 19 18. 



the gi ft be associated with McGill's wartime efforts and sacrifices. rather than with his 

contributions to higher educati~n.~'  

The university's wartime efforts were substantia13 and would be noted by 

Rockefeller Sr. when he suggested that the Foundation bearing his name consider aiding 

medical education in Canada, in part to recognize Canadian wartime participation.'" As in 

Toronto. McGill students, alumni and faculty staffed their own hospital. in this case 

Number 3 General Hospitai.'" No. 3. as the unit was known, was composed entirely of 

.McGill men: officers were either faculty or graduates of the medical program and the 

remaining men were students. The capacity grew from 520 to 2.100 hospital beds and. to 

the b e f i ~ i n g  of 19 18. No. 3 treated 100,000 patients with a mortality rate of haif a 

percent arnong non-surgical cases and 2.5 percent among the 7.000 surgical cases." The 

- 

" Frost ,\kGill Advancernenf of Learning (1984). p. 107. Subsequent support frorn the Carnegie 
corporation included a grant to support professional training of librarians in 1927 (p. 302) and a grant to 
establ ish the McGill University Ruml Adult Education Service in 1 938 (p. 295). 
'qrost. AtcGil/ Advuncement of Learning (/984). estimates that sixty percent of al1 eligible graduates of 
iMcGill and sixty-five percent of al1 eligible undergraduates served during the war. In total. they numbered 
more than 3.000 men (p. 99). 
'" McGill's participation in World War 1 was wholehearted, in part because of its readiness: McGill was 
the first Canadian university to establish an offScers' training corps in 19 12. Funhermore. the Graduates' 
Society organized a provisional battalion which drilled on the campus and eventually combined with the 
training corps. By 1914, not only was there a ready group of more than 600 men prepared to go overseas. 
but the unit continued to train many more men from 1914 to 19 18. McGill men served in various 
cornpanies including the 7th and 10th Siege Batteries, commanded by McGill men. and twenty-six oficers 
and 186 McGill men joined the Tank Battalion which was made up almost entirely of Canadian university 
men. A list of those who took pan and a preface on McGill's wartirne record can be found in McGill 
Honour Roll, (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1936). 
'" G. Oswald Smith. ed.. University of Toronro Roll ofService, /914-l918, (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press. 192 1/34}, p. 599. Like Toronto's Numbcr4 General Hospital. No. 3 Genenl was first 
stationed in Shomcliffe, thirty-five kilometres east of London, England in May 19 1 5. In June of 1 9 1 5. 
however, McGill's hospital moved to Carniers, twenty kilometres south of Boulogne-sur-Mer. France and 
afier a year shifted to Boulogne whcre it stayed in service until May 1919. The fina! two months of 
overseas service for the McGill No. 3 Hospital, May and June. 1919, were spent in Witley. England. thirty 
kilometres southwest of London. 
' '  hk-Gill Honozrr Roll (1926), p. 13. Additional accounts of McGill's wartime record can be found in two 
works by R. C. Fetherstonhaugh. McGiff University al War (Montreal: McGiII University. 1947) 
examines McGill's role in both World Wars while his No. 3 Canudian General Hospual. 1914-/9/Y 
(Montreal: McGill University, 1928) offers a history of this field unit. 



commander of the hospital was Colonel H. S. Birkett. who took a leave of absence from 

his role as Professor of otolaryngology and Dean of McGiII Medical School fiorn 19 14 

to 192 1 j2. Birkett's second-in-command was J. M. Elder. assistant professor of surgery. 

The medical faculty distinguished itself not only in its level of participation in the 

\var effort (849 men. of which 630 were graduates. enlisted). but also in the decorations 

awarded to those who served: medical students and alumni received 198 of 79 1 medals. 

decorations and mentions in despatches accorded McGill students and alurnni. Only the 

Faculty of Applied Science had a greater number of enlisted men (1.188) and decorated 

men (3 5 2 ) .  Finally, in reference to sacrifices made, the medical faculty suffered losses of 

eighteen graduates. nine undergraduate and four "past students". a relatively low number 

cornpared to the total of 363 McGiII men who died or were killed on service.j5 

The Faculty After the Great War 

As in Toronto. McGill medicine enjoyed a growth in enrotment in the years 

irnmediately following the war. By 19 19/20, there were more than 500 students in the 

" A. D. Blackader. professor of phmacology, therapeutics, and pediatrics. served as Acting Dean of the 
medical school during Birkett's wartime absence. Birkett returned in 19 18 to resume his teaching and 
administrative duties. He was succeeded as Dean by C. F. Martin, McGill's first full-time Dean of 
Medicine. in 1923. 
" McGiff Honour Ru// (1926), p. 228. In total, 3,059 graduates, undergraduates. and past students of 
McGill enlisted in World War 1. Perhaps the most famous of  these was John McCrac. author of ''In 
Flanders FieIds". A graduate of University of Toronto medical school and a professor at McGill's medical 
school when he enlisted. McCrae was assigned f k t  to an artillery unit and then to No. 3 Genenl Hospital. 
He died. of pneumonia while on service in Januarv, 19 18. Another member of the McGill rnedical faculty. 
Auckland Geddes, also left his teaching position to join the war. Geddes. a professor of anatomy at McGill 
since 19 13, was the first commander of the Oflicers' Training Corps. but lefi to join active service. By the 
war's end. Geddes was a hero and had been knighted. McGill chose him to replace Peterson as principal in 
19 19 a position which he held for just a year. He resigned. almost before he had begun. to take a posting 
as British ambassador to Washington. His successor was another war hero, Sir Arthur Currie, who became 
principal of McGill in May, 1920. Currie was the principal who would see almost %3.000,000 from the 
Rockefeller Foundation invested in McGilI medical teaching and research. beginning with the one million 



prograrn. H. S. Birkett had returned to assume the duties of Dean of  the Faculty in 

19 1 811 9 and under his guidance the five-year prograrn became a six-year prograrn by 

19 19/20." Those who had been on military service were. however. exempted from the 

extra year of  snidy. 

But with the growth in enroiment came pressure on both resources and facilities. 

AIthouçh the new medical building was less than a decade old in 1920, already new space 

\vas being sought. A detailed report of revenue and expenditures of the Faculty of 

Medicine for the year ending 30th June. 1 9 1 9 was prepared and included. seemingly 

presciently. reports from the heads of  each department. A copy of this document was sent 

to the Rockefeller Foundation and mirrors Toronto's "wish list" and breakdown of needs 

if McGill was to retain its status as a leading medical school. Revenue from fees alone 

was $66.456.78. Ail other sources of revenue. including bequests and income from 

existing endowments, totaled $64,485.5 1 for a total revenue of $130.94229- 

Expenditures totaled $1 16.76329, of which almost half went toward '-salaries for 

dolIar endowment of 1920. Cunie died of a stroke in 1933 and. although aware of the investment made in 
neurology. did not live to see the Montreal Neurological Institute built. 
;' In fact. there is a nvo-page "Scheme for a Medical Curriculum (Preliminary)" that is part of the McGill 
siib-series of Rockefeller Foundation, RG 1. I Projects. 427 Canada. Box 6, Folder 55A. chat advocates a 
scven-year prognm. Following high-school matriculation, rnedical students WOU Id cake a flrst premedical 
),car. comprised of "cultural and partly scientific" subjects; a second premedical year made up of scientific 
subjects; and then enter the medical phase of their training. of which Years 1 and I I  included primary 
medical courses in anatomy, physiology, physiological chemistry, bacteriology and general pathology: 
Years I I I  and IV were didactic and clinical including clinical medicine, clinical surgery, gynccology and 
obstetrics, special pathology. medical jurisprudence and hygiene, phamacology and therapeutics. mental 
diseases. clinical therapeutics, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, and pediatrics: and Year V was spent in the 
tiospital as a Resident. The author of the document and date are not given. 
'' '*McGill Report to Rockefeller Foundation". RF. RG 1. l Projects. S 427 Canada. Box 6. Foider 55A. 
The "Salaries for fnstruction" do not include the Dr. J. Douglas Research Fellowship or Studentship in 
Pathology nor the "Wages of Laboratory Assistants. Boys, etc.". The revenue total includes $58.256.5 1 in 
endowment funds as well as items as small as S 123.05 for sale of haemacytometers (sic), S996.00 in fees 



The needs and desires o f  the medical deprirtments were iternized. from individual 

pieces of equipment to more buildings dedicated to the medical sciences- The 

interruption of the war, the increase in pst-war enrolment coupled with extending the 

medical program to six years combined to make the timing of the evaluation and of the 

Rockefeller Foundation gifi serendipitous. Add in the factors of wartime sentiment for 

McGili's fallen sons which manifested itself in generous giving and an acknowledgment 

that much would have to be invested to maintain McGill's world-class reputation in 

medical teaching. and it is not surprising that when the cal1 was put forth to match the 

Foundation's one million dollar gift, that sum was not only matched but surpassed in less 

than a week. 

As was the case in Toronto and Halifax, one of the conditions of the Rockefeller 

gift was that it be matched in value by any combination of public and private funds. At 

tïrst glance. i t  might have appeared that this task would be easy in Toronto and a 

considerable challenge in Montreal. Furthemore. one might have guessed that the 

ultimate yield in Toronto would far surpass that of Montreal given the Ontario Provincial 

Governrnent's cornmitment to post-secondary education, especially medicine which 

served the entire province. Montreal's long-standing alumni tradition was. however. the 

deciding factor. The city noted that McGill's post-war enrolment was increasing, from 

2.150 before the war to around 3.000 and growing after the war. and disciplines sucli as 

medici ne were poised to embrace new areas of research and increased teaching. The 

and a provincial government gant from the Department of Pharmacy, and $4,202.75 in hospital and 
society fees. 



successful methodologies used in the 191 1 financial campaign were employed again.;" 

This tirne, they were buoyed by a new principal and popular war commander himself. Sir 

Arthur Currie. and the promise of Rockefeller Foundation money upon successfidl y 

raising one million dollars. 

The campaign was an overwhelrning success, never to be matched in relative 

dollar values since. In one week in November. 1920. the campaign raised airnost six and 

one half million dollars. The beneficiaries in medicine were the departments of 

Pathology. Physiology, and Psychiatry, each of which was specifically cited by the 

Rockefeller Foundation as an area to be improved using the funds provided by the 

Foundation. In addition to the one million dollars from the Rockefeller Foundation. this 

time the Quebec Provincial govemment made a considerable investment in McGill. 

matcliing the Rockefeller gift itself. Hence. the other millions raised during the 1920 

campaign were in addition to the required rnatching gifts and well above Currie's or 

Birkett's hopes. 

Rockefeller Senior was not the only philanthropist to recognize the war sacritices 

of Canadians. The Carnegie Corporation, as Frost point outs. made their announcement 

of an endowment honouring McGill's "outstanding contribution to the Allied war effort"" 

more than eighteen months before the Rockefeller announcement. This Carnegie gifi of 

one million dollars was. no doubt, related more to Peterson's long-standing work with the 

Carnegie Corporation as noted earlier in this chapter. But what Peterson gained in 

'" Frost McGill Ahtancement oflearning (1984). p. 1 19- 120. The campaign employed almost military 
tactics. As they had in 19 1 1 .  E. W. Beatty, W. M. Birks and John Ross organized teams and captains for 
the fundraising blitz of a single week in November, 1920. Currie, the new principal, acted as a sort o f  
commander-in-chief, not s o  unlike his role during the war, and spread the word during a series of high- 
profile speaking engagements and visits to the Graduates' Society chapters throughout North Arnerica- 



modestly shifiing the spotlight from himself to the university war effort. he lost in the ill- 

feeling generated: other universities had interrupted their teaching and given up their 

young men and women. They resented McGill being singled out for the Carnegie gifi. 

Frost notes that the Carnegie Corporation felt no obligation to provide similar aid to any 

other Canadian school, in large part because the most vocal protestations came from 

schools such as the University of Toronto which received considerable governent  

support at the time. McGiI1. in early 19 18. still relied most heavily on private donor 

support and by 19 18 its two greatest benefactors. Strathcona and Macdonald. were 

already dead38. 

Finally. Sir William Osler, perhaps McGill's most famous aiumnus and former 

professor. put forth a plea to Dean of the Medical Faculty. H. S. Birkett. to expand 

clinical teaching and research at McGill or risk falling behind the leading medical schools 

in North America. In a letter dated August 28, 1919 from his home in Oxford. England. 

Osler advocated "active CO-operation of University and Hospitals"j9 toward establishing 

new methodology and organization of Clinical Boards at each of the two teaching 

hospitals. "The Principal, the President of each hospital, with two collegiate and two 

iiospital representatives to form each Board. which would be separate and independent 

and would control the appointments of the Heads of the Clinics." Osler wrote to Birketr". 

Osler envisioned clinics with eight to one hundred beds for each Medical and Surgical 

. - 
' '  Frost. McGi/f Advancement of Learning (1984). p. 107. 

Stnthcona died in 19 14 and Macdonald died in 19 17. 
'' Osler to B irkett. August 29, 19 19, RAC, RF. 1 .  1 Projects, 427 Canada. McGill. Box 6. Folder 55A. 
"" Osler to Birkett, August 29, 191 9, RAC. 



c h i c  as well as corresponding out-patient departments. "ample clinical laboratory 

tàcilities". and separate budgets for each clinic." 

Osler did not, however, advocate the fùll-time system as a solution. He continued 

to support both full and part-time assistants. "with salaries ranging from $3.000 to 

$1 .000".'2 He did suggest that the professors in charge of each clinic would be "whole- 

time" men. "or if thought wiser, Iargely so" whose salaries of $10.000 would be paid by 

bot11 the University and the Hospital." But even this initiative remained ordy a plan on 

paper until the Rockefeller Foundation announcement of  support for Canadian medical 

education was made tater that year. Although Oslet concluded that: 

Possibly the Rockefeller Board might help. but this is a citizen's 
aflair which should appeal to al1 who are anxious to see Montreal 
keep in first rank as a medical centre." 

t h e  is a handwritten note following Osler's signature that reads. "In Sept. President of 

R.V. Hospital answered Osler that finances did not permit of any action at present."" In 

fàct. the heads of the Clinical Departrnents at McGill nevertheless met on November 24. 

19 19 to discuss Osler's suggestions "clause by clause".'" They agreed with the 

suggestion that each c h i c  be headed up by "largely full-tirne men. to be paid an adequate 

salary" as well as the assistants being "whole and part-time" but "appointed by the 

" Oslcr to Birkett, August 29. 19 19, RAC. 
"' Osler to Birkett, August 29,  19 19, RAC. 
" Osler to Birkett, August 29, 1919, M C .  Osler also saw these appointments being made by the Clinical 
Board or by an ad hoc Cornmittee named by the Clinical Board for the purpose o f  appointing Professors 
responsible for the clinics. 
" Osler to Birkett. August 29, 19 19. RAC. 
" Oslcr to Birkett. August 29, 19 19, RAC. 
'" Memo following letter of O d e r  to Birkett, RAC, RF, 1. I Projects. 427 Canada. McGill. Box 6. Folder 
55A. 



clinical Board in consultation with the head of the department concerned"." The 

November meeting concluded with the "opinion that this scheme of reorganization c m  

not be carried out until the Faculty receives a very large addition to its present 

end~wrnent.''~" 

This is just one exarnple of %ew" ideas in medical pedagogy which existed before 

they were executed in the early 1920s and which were stalled due to lack of finances at 

the time. Hence. the Rockefeller Foundation gifi and condition of  matching funds were a 

boon and allowed long-discussed changes to be fiinded and implemented. 

The Rockefeller Foundation Visits and Evaluation 

R. M. Pearce made a series of visits, sometimes accompanied by Foundation 

President George E. Vincent. to the Canadian medical schools from March 6 to July 14. 

1920. Pearce visited McGill four times: M a c h  ii. May 1 1. June 4. 5 and June 8 o f  

1920. These four visits forrned the ba i s  of his opinion that McGill was worth the 

investment of one million dollars. 

Pearce's first visit to Montreal followed inspections of  the University of Manitoba 

medical faculty-" and the University of Toronto Faculty o f  Medicine.'" Vincent 

Merno. Osler to Birkett. RAC. This was instead of Osler's suggestion chat assistants be named by the 
Professor and appointed by the Clinical Boards. 
'"Merno. Osler to Birkett, RAC. 
'" The Manitoba Medical College. eçtablished in i 883. had just becorne the Faculty of Medicine of 
University of Manitoba two years before. in 19 18. They would receive $750,000 from the Rockefeller 
Foundation as pan of the five million dollar gift to Canadian medical education. Pearce nnked it third 
behind Toronto and McGill. At the time of Pearce's visit he noted that the Manitoba schoal "serves 
prrictically the entire territory West of Ontario". (RAC. Collection 12.1. Officers' Diaries: R.M. Pearce. 
1 9 16-2 1 ,  Box 5 1. Bound volume. "Record of Canadian Trip"). 

$1) Pearce also took the opponunity, while in Winnipeg, of meeting with Henry Marshali Tory. foundinç 
President of University of  Alberta (1908). A McGiII alumnus from the Arts Class of 1890. in 1906 Tory 
also became the first principal o f  McGill's "sateIlite campus", McGiil College in Vancouver. Although 



accompanied Pearce on a tour of McGill's clinical teaching facilities. Montreal General 

Hospital and Royal Victoria Hospital, and they dined with Sir Vincent Meredith. 

Chaiman of the Board of Govemors. That same afiernoon. Pearce and Vincent inspected 

the medical buiIdings at McGill. The evening was spent in the Company of the Governors 

of both teaching hospitais and rnedical school faculty and the Foundation visitors 

addressed the group at the Royal Club. After one day's inspection Pearce concluded that: 

McGill Medical School rmks with, or perhaps second t a  
Toronto and is housed in a really magnificent building. If there 
is any criticism it is that too much space has been given to 
Iibrary and rnuseurns with some crowding of essential laboratory 
departments. The school is about to obtain control of 
appointments in the Montreal General and Royal Victoria 
Hospitals and is contemplating a fiill-time scheme in clinical 
instruction. It has been doing excellent work on a budget of 
only $1 14,000 and should with Toronto be more liberally aided 
than any other of the Canadian schools." 

It is worth noting that while in Quebec. Pearce also visited with faculty representatives of 

the French Canadian Montreal School of Medicine (the school itself had burned dowm in 

the Winter of 19 19. so Pearce and Vincent toured Notre Dame Hospital and Hotel Dieu). 

and in Quebec City visited both the University of Laval medical school and Notre Dame 

Hospital in Quebec City. Even as he acknowledged that three-quarters of the two million 

people in the province were Francophones not likely to attend McGill. and that French- 

language medical training was a pressing need, neither existing French-language school 

this university did offer the first three, pre-clinical years of education in Edmonton. students had to take 
their clinical training at either Toronto or McGill. Tory explained the plan for a full-course in Edmonton 
by 1922 and Pearce was aware of the need for more rnedical instruction West o f  Winnipeg as Western 
Canada expanded. 
" RAC. Collection 12.1. Offkers' Diaries: R. M. Pearce. 19 16-2 1. Box 5 1 .  Bound voiume. "Record o f  
Canadian Trip", p. 5.  



was deemed worthy of Foundation investment in 1920. As noted in his diary summary of 

Canadian medical education: 

The most important problem is that of the French Canadian 
schools at Montreal and Quebec serving a population of two 
million isolated fiom practically al1 English influence with 
poorly trained physicians and inadequate public health service. 
Much detailed sîudy will be necessary before a decision in regard 
to these two French Canadian schools representing the province 
of Quebec can be reachedSs2 

Although. upon first giance, it may seem logical to draw parallels between the 

way that the minority black medical colleges were dealt with, both by Abraham Flexner 

and the Foundation, and the minority French schools in Canada, this would be an 

oversimplification. First, Flexner's denunciation of the African American schools 

devastated them. As Todd Savitt demonstratess3, the nurnber of black medical colleges 

dropped from ten in 1900 to two, both of which received Rockefeller support, in 1923 ." 

Savitt acknowledges that changes were undeway even before the Flexner Report was 

published. but goes on to say that the Report worsened the situation by consolidating 

information on black medical schools. outlining their failures and strengths. advocating 

closure of many, and, in reflecting the outlook of the American Medical Association. 

revealing negative white attitudes. 

" "Record of Canadian Trip", p. 5.  RAC. 
" Todd L. Savitt, "Abraham Flexner and the Black Medical Schools", Barbara Barzansky and Norman 
G ev i tz. Beyond Ffexner: Medical Educarion in the Twenrieih Centuty (New York: G reenwood Press. 
1992). pp. 65-8 1 .  
'" The two lefl standing were Meharry Medical College, established in 1876 in Nashville. Tennessee and 
Howard University, established in 1869 in Washington, D. C.. Between t 9 14 and 1960. the Genenl 
Education Board gave $8,673.706.12 (U. S.) to Meharry and Howard received gifts totalling S587.759.32 
(U.  S.). In fact, Mehany ranked fourth out of twenty-five schools in the total amount given by the Board 
over that forty-six year span. Frorn Raymond Fosdick. Adventure in Giving: The Stoty of rhe Gcnerai 
Eclzrcation Board (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), Gppendix 11, p. 328. 



Furthexmore, some believe that the cost of the financiai support given to select 

black institutions was great indeed. In examining the state of philanthropic aid to black 

hospi tals between the World Wars, Vanessa Northington Gamble says that philanthropies 

convolled the ten hospitals that, in 1939, offered black physicians accredited intemships. 

These philanthropies thereby detemined the role and the fûnction of the black hospitals 

and even upheld a racial hierarchy within the hospital ad~ninistration.~~ 

In cornparison, both of the French-language schools in Quebec that were 

evaluated by Flexner in 1909/10, survived, despite his recommendation that one of them 

be closed. His evaluation of the two schools, one in Montreal and the other in Quebec 

City, was hardl y as scathing as that of a number of the black medical schools. Both were 

affiliated with local hospitals for teaching purposes. 

1 think that what saved the two Francophone schools fiom falling victim to the 

same fate as eight of the ten black American colleges was the fact that they had enough 

positive aspects working in their favour to consider being saved and upgraded with 

Rockefeller support in a "second wave" of giving, and they filled a niche in that they 

drew a disproportionate number of their students fiom rural areas in and around Montreal 

and Quebec.$" These French-speaking students came to learn the art of medicine in order 

that they might return to the "country" to practice. Research and laboratory sciences 

played less of a roIe and, therefore, reforms in these areas could evolve more slowly." 

5 5  Vanessa Northington Gamble, "Slack Autonomy versus White Control: Black Hospitals and the 
Dilemmas of  White Philanttiropy, 1920-1 %IO", Minerva. XXXV, 3 (Autumn, 1997), pp. 247-267. 
"' George Weisz, "The Geographical Origins and Destinations of Medical Graduates in Quebec. i 834- 
1 93 9". Hisroire Sociale/Sociuf Hisrory, XIX, 3 7 (May 1 986). pp. 93 - 1 1 9 .  
" Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner in "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use of Medical Education 
Refom to Establish Modem Professional Elitisrn in Medicine", American Quarrerly. 25 (1973). p. 10s'. 
note that the Flexner Report also stressed the desirabitity of upgrading smaller colleges. niere  was a 



There is a long history behind the attempts to bring full-time research into the schools the 

Foundation had aided. Although many of the leading schools said that the full-tirne 

initiative was indeed helping to increase research, there are indications that it was not 

happening as quicidy as many believed." These experiences may have added to the 

patience which the Foundation had with some of the smaller colleges. realizing that such 

radical reforms take time. 

Hence, the Foundation gave its support to Canadian medical schools in two 

waves. The first to receive rnoney were McGilI, Toronto and Dalhousie. After firther 

deliberation, the Université de Montréal did receive their gifi of $500.000. a far cry from 

the more than eight million dollars given to Meharry Medical College. The situation. 

therefore. faced by the minority blacks in Amenca and the minority French in Canada. 

was not the same. Although a minority in Canada the French represented a majority in 

the Province of Quebec and both French-language schools. Laval at Quebec City and 

LavaMater Université de Montréal at Montreal, were kept and flourished. one with 

Rockefeller Foundation aid. 

rieognphical agenda in this: in areas where there were few medical colleges. Flexner argued for financial - 
support using a Iower standard of evaluation. This, in the case of the French-language schools. was true. 
too. on both a cultural and language level and a geographical level in the case of the Quebec City school. 
In fact, it was the Quebec City school, of the hvo, that Flexner recommended saving. no doubt because 
there was already a school, albeit an English-language one in McGiIl University. at Montrcal. 
'' William Ci. Rothstein. American Medical Schools and the Pracrice of Medicine: A Hisrory (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1987), says this was the case. even at Johns Hopkins University. Rothstein notes 
that Johns Hopkins justified ils imp1ementation of the Full-time system, saying it was responsible for 
training researchers. But a 19 16 study says that of the 456 students who gnduated from 1897 to f 906. 
cighty percent were pmctitioners and only nine percent were researchers. The remaining eleven percent 
had changed their profession or died. (pp. 165- 166). Ultimately, Rothstein concludes that the faculty 
adhering to the full-time system taught hospital-based medicine that was of fittle use in the cornmunity (p. 
332). No doubt, this would have been the sarne viewpoint taken up by many of the faculty and students at 
the French-language schools, given the fact that for so many of them, the goai was to become a 
practitioner. serving the needs of the myriad small towns of Quebec. 



Before Pearce and Vincent's first visit to McGi11. there was an attempt to unify al1 

clements of clinical instruction on a single plan to improve clinical instruction, just as 

there had been in T~ronto.~'  Building on Osler's initiative, Acting Principal of McGill. 

Frank D. Adams, wrote a letter dated March 3, 1920 to Sir H. Vincent Meredith, 

President and Chairman of the Board of Govemors, Royal Victoria Hospital. Adams 

outlined the main points of Osler's proposal as it would affect the relationship between 

the teaching hospitals and the Facuity of Medicine. Adams pointed out that Osler's ideas. 

with some minor modifications, were unanimously adopted by the Medical Faculty and 

now needed the support of the teaching hospitals. Adams also noted that it was only 

financial constraints that prevented McGill fiom putting these amendments into practice. 

to that point. But as of December 1919 the situation had changed: 

Now, however, in view of the proposed grant of $5,000,000. 
fiom Mr. Rockefeller to the M e r a n c e  of Msdical education 
in Canada, provision may be made for financine this part of 
the scheme, which may thus become capable of realization." 

Preparing for Pearce and Vincent, the heads of the departments within the McGill 

faculty, like their counterparts in Toronto, also prepared detailed reports sumrnarizing 

"' There w a  a major difference in the relationship between bioiogy and medicine at the University of 
Toronto and McGill University. As Sandra McRae notes in The "Scienrifc Spirir" in Medicine ur rlw 
Universify of Toronro. 1880-1910, (Ph.D. Dissertation. University of Toronto, 1987). where Toronto took a 
"biological approach" to medicine, with close ties between zooiogy and medicine and a strong 
physiological base. McGill emphasized its clinical programmes (p. 3 19). In fact, physiology at McGill was 
badly neglected for a period of almost twenty-five years (see Footnote 64). 
'"' Frank D. Adams to Sir H. Vincent Meredith, RAC. RF, RG 1.1 Projects, 427 Canada McGill, Box 6. 
Folder 55A. The "pan of the scheme" referred to here is the appointment of full-Cime professors and 
assistants in the ciinical departments of medicine. surgery and gynecology at both of the teaching hospitals- 
Specifically. Osler suggested and the Faculty agreed that the heads of each clinical depanment be paid 
S 10.000 per year "in order that a man of experience and real ability might be secured." In the same Ietter 
Adams tells Meredith that Osler had wrinen to Rockefeller Jr. in August, 1919 "pointing out the urgent 
need for additional provision for clinical teaching and medical research at McGiII University. and asking 
Mr. Rockefeller to provide an endowment for the same." 



their equipment and space needs as well as their outlook for the future of teaching and 

research in their disciplines. One may believe that even if the Foundation had not 

requested such documents, it was the perfect time to evaluate the direction which medical 

education was taking: the intemption of the war years was now over and both Montreal 

and Toronto schools chose to extend their prograrns to include a sixth year. begiminp 

with the incoming class o f  19 19/20. 

The document that surnmarizes the departmentai "wish lists" is actualty a set of 

three documents: "Revenue and Expenditures o f  the Faculty of Medicine for the Year 

Ending 30th June. 19 19""'. a continuation of the same, begiming with a report from the 

Department of  Biology"*. and a "Supplementary Report to the Rockefeller Foundation 

from The Medicd Faculty of McGill University""'. submitted May 1 1. 1920. 

The McGill University departments and specific authors of the submitted reports 

were: anatomy (responsible for teaching gross anatomy as well as histology and 

embryology) by S. E. Whitnall; physiology by John Tait; pathology by Horst Oertel: 

biology by F. E. Lloyd; chemistry by R. F. Ruttan; pharmacology and therapeutics by A. 

D. Blackader and J. W. Scane; hygiene by T. A. Starkey: clinical medicine by F. G .  

Finle>. and C. F. Martin; surgery and clinical surgery by George E. Armstrong and J.  

Alexander Hutchison; obstetrics and gynecology by W. W. Chipman. 

Although even a summary of the report would be too lengthy to include here. it is 

worthwhile to list some of the common features o f  each department's evaluation of their 

needs incl uding : lengthening the course; research: less cramped facilities; quali fied and 

"' RAC, RF, RG 1. I Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGiII, Box 6, Folder H A .  
"'. RAC. RF. RG 1 . 1  Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder 55A. 



suitably remunerated, full-time instructors; better CO-ordination with related medical 

science courses; and equipment suitable for teaching and advanced research. 

Among the departments seeking an extension of their course was anatomy. 

-- for his departrnent. Whitnall sought a two-year course "during which the body will be 

dissected twice by each student'", first covering the body in a broad way and then 

covering the same material in greater detail during the second year. Clinical Medicine. 

requested more bedside. group teaching and "the extension of the present clinical 

laboratory work both in the University courses and in the hospitals"". Tait planned to 

introduce "a new type of practical course" in Physiology that was to include experiments 

on simple tissues as well as 'tiog work' followed, in second year. by mammalian 

esperirnents." Finally, Chipman advocated a trimester system for Obstetrics and 

Gynecology, "for only in this way can a student devote himself to day and night 

attendance". al1 the more important since, Chipman reponed, half of the maternity cases 

happen at n ighP 

"' RAC, RF. RG 1.1 Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6. Folder 55A. 
'" RAC. RF. RG 1.1 Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6. Folder 55A. 
"' RAC. RF. RG 1.1 Projects. Series 427 Canada. Sub-Series McGill, Box 6. Folder 55A. 
'"' RAC. RF. RG 1 .  I Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6. Folder 55A. 
In his three-page report, Tait outlines one of the most dire situations within the McGill medical faculty: he 
cites 3 long history (from 1886 to 191 1) of neglect by "a conspicuously inactive incumbent" whom he does 
not name: the subsequent Chair of the department lefi after just hvo years due to illness and his successor 
died after teaching only six weeks in 19 14. Of course, the war then intenupted teaching and it was not 
until September. 1919 that Tait took over as Chair. He inherited a departrnent with "no tradition of 
physiological research" and one sorely out of date with little equipment ("two solitary microscopes serve 
for dcmonstration of departmental microscopic preparations. The same two microscopes have to do duty 
for research". Tait wrote). It appeared that the only assets were "a good workshop and good operating 
rooms ... many individual pieces of research apparatus ... some valuable sets of teaching apparatus ... class 
accommodation and facilities [were] good. [and] There is a hmdy and convenient animal house." 
"' RAC. RF. RG 1.1 Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6. Folder 55A. This was a 
common cornplaint among instructors and would feature in the develowment of the specialty of obstetrics. 
In his evaluation of medical education. Abraham Flexner reserved his harshest criticism for obstetrics. One 
reason for the unifonnly poor training of students was the tàct that few ever had the opportunity to view or 
preside over live deliveries. This. in turn, was a consequence of the fact that cases "always come at night 



Rzlated to the issue of course extension was that of establishing full-time 

professorships or adding teaching staff to various departrnents. Among the departmene 

advocating adequately-paid full-tirne staff were Pathology and Clinical Medicine. In his 

cal1 for the re-organization of the Pathology departrnent, departrnent head Oertel wrote: 

during the last ten years the changes in al1 biological sciences 
including pathology have been so profound and have brought 
about such fundamental alterations in our knowledge, that the 
older systems and rnethods of research and teaching are 
antiquated and need thorough re-organization in the light of 
modem biological conceptions. As an illustration it may only 
be revealed that the advances in the knowledge of physical 
chemistry have had such profound influence on biology and 
therefore also on pathology, that even within the last few years 
revolutionary changes in our knowledge of pathological 
phenornena have occurred. Different ideas and modi fied rnethods 
of study and teaching must therefore prevail in the future. " 

Oertel staunchly defended fùll-time instruction, "men without practice. without divided 

interests. and responsible only to the Pathological Department." For this level of 

cornmitment, Oertal acknowledged that the men would have to be paid well. --under the 

present condition of the academic market"." 

Oertel's position is not unusual. As a pathologist. he did not see patients. His 

speciaIty rneant considerable tirne spent in the laboratory already. with no fees paid by 

patients for his services. In this way, his specialty was like that of the institute-based 

when you can't get students". (from Abraham Flexner. Medical Educarion in the Unired Srures and 
Cunuu'u (Boston: D. B. Updike, Merrymount Press, 19 IO), pp. 1 17-1 18. 
"' RAC. RF. RG 1 .  I Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6, Folder 5SA. 
"" RAC, RF. RG 1 . 1  Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6, Folder 55A. 
Oertel listed salary ranges for specific positions as follows: The Professor, SS.OOO to $7.000; the Assistant 
Professors, $3,000 to $4,000; the Insuuctors, S2,000 to $2,500; Research Fellows, % 1.500 to $2.000; and 
Technicians. $600 to $1.000. Oertel tallied the salaries. using the lower figure in the ranges. as $25.000. 
Salaries were by far the greatest part of the total expense of modemizing McGill's Pathology depanment 
(listed by Oertal as between %32,000 and $35,000). 



bacteriologists and biochemists and al1 of the fùll-tirne, salaried pre-clinical instmctors.'* 

Oertel \vas arnong those whose plea for a "scientific spirit" or "research ideal" was 

answered by the idea of full-tirne instnictors. When the announcement was made at 

Johns Hopkins University in 191 3, that the Full-time systern wras to be implemented. 

battle lines were drawn -- in favour of the systern were the pre-clinical faculty. As 

Howard Berliner notes, the laboratory scientists resented the high consulting fees which 

dinical physicians could take in and saw the Ml-time plan as a way to level the playing 

field." Against the plan were the well-paid consultants who served as part-tirne clinical 

faculty and alumni who resented, as they had in Toronto, the dissolution of the existing 

part-time appointments in favour of full-time positions. They viewed the full-tirne plan 

as one which would reduce their public reputation, decrease their income substantially. 

and result in a loss of professional potential for worldly suc ces^.'^ 

Finley and Martin of McGill's Department of Clinical Medicine were unusual in 

t hat t hey advocated full-tirne appointrnents, speci ficall y a Professor of Medicine and also 

a Chief of Clinic in each of the two teaching hospitals. "whose main duty would be to 

encourage and participate in the research problems arising out of the clinical ser~ices".'~ 1 

'" Based on the Gerrnan, govemment-based research institutes. the Rockefellers funded the Rockefeller 
lnstitute in 190 1.  
'' Howard Berliner. A Xvsrem ofScienrijîc Medicine (New York: Tavistock. 1985). p. 146. Clinicians 
could earn up to $40,000 annually while pre-clinical salaries ranged from S5.000 to  % 10.000 with no 
opportunity to top up this amount with outside consultations. These tensions are also discussed in 
Rothstein. A.-merican Medical Schools ( 1987). pp. 160- 1 78. 
'' Berliner, Sysrem (1985)- p. 147. It was because Johns Hopkins University needed the money that the 
Rockefeller Foundation had the leverage to push through the Full-time system, Berliner says. This was a 
sensitive issue. however, with the Foundation which did not want to be see as forcing an unwanted policy 
on the school. 
" RAC. RF. RG 1.1 Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder 55A. 
At the time they wrote the report, the Chief of the Department had "duties" in only one of the two teaching 
hospitals. As a maner of note. Martin, who was Professor of Clinical Medicine along with Finley, would 
becorne Dean of  the Faculty at McGill in 1923. 



believe the reason for their support of full-time clinical instmctors is based on two facts. 

First. there had been a strong tradition of clinical training at McGill since the tirne of 

Osler's tenure there. It would seem natural that, in the evolution of clinical teaching. a 

school like McGiIl wou1d be among the first to experiment with the full-time idea. 

Furtliermore, the fact that the total amount paid to al1 instructors for the year ending June 

30, 19 19 was $52,8 15.95, meant that full-time pay, made possible by the Rockefeller 

Foundation gifi. would more than double the amount being paid out to instnictors." 

Hence. 1 think there was an economic as well as a pedagogical reason for Finley and 

Martin's support of full-time clinical teachers. 

Among the most vocal in the argument for tiinds to pay full-time instmctors were 

the professors in the Departments of Surgery and Clinical Surgery (combined), George E. 

Armstrong and J. Alexander Hutchison. They supported the full-the system and 

believed that more experience in both the laboratory and in the hospital wards was 

necessary : 

We need the cooperation of a number of men with ideas and 
scientific inclinations as full-time men in the clinical departments 
of medicine and surgery. This lack. occaçioned by lack of fiinds. 
has materially retarded our advance in knowledge in building up 
a new constructive surgery, as well as in other departments of 
preventive and curative medicine." 

Although other departments. such as Biology, Phmacology and Therapeutics. 

and Hygiene also cited the need for fdl-time instr~ctors'~, there was one department 

'' M C .  RF, RG 1 . 1  Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGilI, Box 6, Folder 55A. "Revenue and 
Expendirures o f  the Fûculty o f  Medicine for the Year Ending 30th June, 19 1 9 .  
" RAC. RF, RG 1 . 1  Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6. Folder 55A. 
When they wrote their one-page report, Armstrong and Hutchison noted that students in their third, fourth 
and fi fth years spent time in either Royal Victoria or Montreal General Hospital for half the session then 
moved to the other hospitat for the other half-session. 



which vehernentl y opposed the idea: the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology . 

Chipman, who wrote the report for the department, detailed a specific plan of 

arnendments as well as summarizing how fowth and fifi year students received their 

lessons in a combination of what he called "didactic teaching" or lectures and clinical 

instruction from a staff of eight (one Professor, two Associate f rofessors. and five "Junior 

Staff '). Clinical instruction in obstetrics was taken at the Montreal Maternity Hospital. 

inchding associated ante-nad and post-natal clinics to which the students had access." 

Gynecology clinical teaching was done in either the Royal Victoria hospital. with thirty 

teaching beds, or Montreal General Hospital with twenty-four teaching beds. The only 

existing resource for research in gynecology was a single fellowship in the amount of five 

t-iundred dollars. Chiprnan hoped to get another endowment. solely for gynecoIogical 

research. with an annual value of at least fifieen hundred dollars, with an additional. 

annual one thousand £ive hundred dollar scholarship for obstetrics research. 

Although many of his suggestions echo those of other medical departrnents at 

McGill. Chipman vehemently discouraged adopting the fùll-time clinical system of 

teaching in gynecology. It was his opinion that the monies paid to the eight teachers were 

"' RAC, RF. RG 1.1 Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder 55A. 
There were also suggestions for entirely new Professorships. Examples of this include Finley and Manin's 
rccommendation of a Professor of Clinical Therapeutics. "associated in some way with the Chair of 
Medicine". to drvelop the fields of Therapeutics, Pharmacology and Experimental Medicine: they also 
suçgested a Professor of Biological Chemistry who would, in addition to lecturing and research. "oversee 
the work of the hospital laboratories and act as a consultant to hem"; and Ruttan urged "the immediate 
establishment" of an entirely new department, called Biological or Physiological Chemistry, which would 
be headed up by an M.D.1Ph.D.. The responsibilities of this k t  fùll-tirne instructor. Ruttan wrote, would 
include developing a "research school in Physiological Chemistry" as well as to develop the metabolism 
work in the teaching hospitals. 
77 RAC. RF. RG 1.1 Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6. Folder 55A. 
Chipman notes that during the school year 1918/t9, fifth-year students helped deliver 538 babies via the 
-outdoor clinics' of the Montreal Maternity Hospital. 



fair and he feared adopting the hll-time system would rob ùie community of valuable 

consultants: 

It will be observed that the full-tirne system is here not advocated .... 
In this judgment the head of a department should not only be a 
teacher but a consultant for the community in which he lives. 
From such contact with actual practice his teaching need not suffer, 
rather should it gain in strength and expenence.'" 

What Chiprnan does recommend in his report. are well-equipped. hospital-based 

iaboratories for both obstetrics and gynecology interns (operating expenses for each. 

including a technician. he estimates at fifieen hundred dollars per year), and a revised 

systern which would encourage bright and talented obstetricians to fürther their clinical 

training." Toward this end. Chipman suggests three things: first, that a trimester system 

be adopted and that living quarters for obstetncs students be provided either in the 

hospital or nearby so that time would not be lost in attending cases. Secondly. Chipman 

advocates elevating the position of Medical Supenntendent of the Maternity Hospital. 

Not only his teaching duties would be increased but also his tenn of service and his 

salary. from the 19 19 level of $1.000 per year. Thirdly, Chipman suggests making a 

stronger cornmitment to the future of the obstetrics specialty by retaining promising and 

interested intems for one to three years rather than the existing six-month term. The 

interns couid then, he notes, take an active role in both advanced routine work as well as a 

" RAC. RF. RG 1 .  ! Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6. Folder 55A. 
Chipman noted that the eight teachers were paid a total of $4,200, "divided pro rata arnong the individual 
teachers" and the "total outlay" was $5,000. 
'" Lawrence D. Longo, "Obstetrics and Gynecology", in Ronald L. Nurnbers, ed., The Educafion oJ 
.-lrnc.rrcan Piysicium: Hisrorical fisays (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1980). outlines how in 
the 1 890s. few colleges offered any pnctical laboratory course in obstetrics. John Whitridge Williams. 
Professor of Obstetrics at Johns Hopkins University from 1899. advocated lectures. laboratory work and 



program of research in a well-equipped clinical laboratory." Finally. this would be the 

training ground for successive Medical Superintendents. Al1 elements of this plan. 

Chipman concludes, *must be soon undertaken in order to secure the best interests of our 

Faculty as a teaching school, and to provide for the country at large the modem scientific 

trained obstetrician and gynec~logist."~' Once again. this rhetork underscores the 

difference between the University of Toronto, viewed as the Provincial University for 

Ontario- and McGiii University, which was viewed as the nation's schooLS2 

The issue of facilities, particularly laboratories, was also cited by many heads of 

departments in the McGill report. The large-scale requests included a new Pathology unit 

close to one of the teaching hospitals" and a new Biology building which would house 

- - 

practical demonstrations with exercises using mannequins to achieve some level of proficiency and 
familiarity t i r s  so that clinical practice does not annoy patients (pp. 21 8-2 19). 
'" The first full-time department of obstetrics in North America was established at Johns Hopkins 
Universi5 by John Whitridge Williams in 1 9 19 (Longo. "Obsteuics and Gynecology" ( 1980)). Longo 
credits the establishment Williams' full-time department with not only the "scientization" of obstetrics by 
introducing scientific precepts into the teaching of  the specialty but also spreading the influence of 
acadernic obstetrics through the disbursement of those who trained with Williams as they. in tum. went on 
to influence the teaching of obstetrics in other schools (p. 222). Historicatly, Longo notes that most 
medical schoois retained separate departments of obstetrics and gynecology until the middle of the 
twentieth century. This meant that most schools continued the tradition of teaching obstetrics from "a 
quasi-mechanical" standpoint and "gynecology as  applied pathology" (p.223). It is precisely this question 
of teaching objectives which has slowed the progress of the discipline, Longo says. Should general 
practitioners be taught, while undergraduates, how to handle al1 obstetrical problems? I f  not. then which 
should be lefi to the specialist? Should the material be taught from a rechnical point of view or should it 
focus on an understanding of the endocrinologic and physiologic facets of the reproductive process? And 
at what point in the undergraduate curriculum should students learn the physiologic fundamentals as they 
apply clinically? (p. 224). Longo concludes that only in the latter half of the twentieth century have the 
disciplines of gynecology and obstetrics reached the ideal for which Williams had been striving since he 
took over the obstetrics depanment at Johns Hopkins in 1899: "a field taught by broadly trained persons 
who combine a thorough understanding of scientific principles with clinical practice. Teaching in 
obstetrics and gynecology has thus evolved fiom a presentation of pelvic anatomy and pathology to an 
understanding of reproductive medicine in its broadest sense." (p. 225). 
" M C ,  RF. RG 1 . 1  Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill, Box 6, Folder 55A. 
*' Again. this point of view was aided by the relationship between McGill University and the fledçling 
University of British Columbia. The University o f  British Columbia medical faculty was not established 
until 1950. 
K 3  RAC. RF, RG 1.1 Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder 55A. 



the departrnents of botany, physioiogy and zoology, and perhaps, as chemistry Professor 

R. F. Ruttan suggested in his report, "ample provision in such a building for Biological 

Chemistry as an independent department with its own laboratories if the Faculty intends 

to hold its own with other large medical schools of the Continent."" In addition to these 

major requests. there were a number of smaller suggestions with regard to facility 

expansion. Whitnall, head of Anatomy, noted the need for a large teaching laboratory 

designed for microscopy work in histology and embryology as well as a dissection room 

and research rooms for applied anatomy and operative surgery. 

Other departments requesting more space, most of it in the form of laboratories. 

included: Hygiene ("an increase of 25% of space in the Museum'' so that the whole class 

might attend each demonstration); Clinical Medicine ("There is an urgent need of a 

psychiatrie clinic"); Surgery and Clinicai Surgery ("We need greatly increased laboraton 

space and equipment for teaching and research"); and Obstetrics and Gynecology ("a 

wel 1-equipped clinical laboratory must be made available" in the Matemity Hospital for 

obstetrics interns as well as laboratory facilities for gynecology interns in either Montreal 

General or Royal Victoria hospitals, "under the controi and supervision of the Department 

of Pathology and Bacteriology"). 

Finally. some departments submitted specific requests for equipment. either 

upgrades or new acquisitions. Starkey requested an estimated $3,000 to $5,000 worth of 

teaching exhibits. many if not al1 of which would have to be custom built for hygiene 

- -  

The idea of being close to a teaching hospital was. as Prof. OerteI noted, to make it easier to obtain "bodies 
and other hospital material for teaching and research". Oertel also stated that "in normal tirnes" such a unit 
could be built and outfined for about S 150,000. Presumably by "normal times" he meant not in wanime. 
'" RAC. RF. RG i . l Projects. Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGill. Box 6. Folder 5SA. 



classes." Tait reported not only on the Physiology Department's shortcomings but also 

on the equipment required to bring the department into the twentieth century. This was 

perhaps. the bleakest picture and hence the longest itemized list of equipment needsSab 

With background materiai in hand, Foundation representatives continued their 

evaluation of potential gift recipients with personal visits. Afier Pearce's four visits to 

McGill in 1920," the culmination of the review process was reached on November 17. 

1920; on that day Edwin R. Embree, the Foundation's secretary. sent a telegram to 

McGill principal A. W. Currie which read: 

We authorize announcement in any way you desire of pledge 
by Rockefeller Foundation of one million dollars to endowment 
McGill medical school with understanding that fùnds for 
buildings approximating nine hundred thousand dollars are 
raised fiom other sources.8g 

In his reply by telegram sent the following day, Cume acknowledged the Foundation's 

condition and also let Embree know that the financial carnpaign had not only matched the 

million dollar gifi but far surpassed it: by November 19, the fund had just over 

54.600.000. (Cdn.), not including the Foundation milli~n.~" 

" RRA. RF, RG 1.1 Projects, Series 427 Canada. Sub-Series McGilI. Box 6, Folder 55A. 
Starkey also noted that the cost of supplies and materials had doubled since W. W.1 ended. This was also 
reflected in the salaries of teaching and laboratory staff. 
"" RAC. RF, RG 1.1  Projects. Series 427 Canada. Sub-Series McGill. Box 6, Folder 55A. 
Arnong Tait's list of necessities were: blood gas purnp; respiration purnp; centrifuges; and electricity 
demonstration material such as induction coils. 

These visits were made March 1 1. May I 1 and June 4. 5 and 8, 1920. In addition to the initial 
depanmental reports submitted for Foundation evaluation, a Suppiementary Report was submitted on May 
1 1 .  1920. the day of Pearce's second visit to Montreaf. This report surnrnarized the needs of the Faculty of 
Medicine at McGill and outlined the financial cornminent needed to meet those needs. 
X X  RAC. RF, RG 1. I Projects, Series 427 Canada, Box 5 ,  Folder 55 .  
'" A. W .  Currie to Edwin R. Ernbree, RFA. RF, RG 1.1 Projects, 427 Canada, Box 5, Folder 55.  
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How the Foundation Gift was Spent at McGill 

Despite the Foundation's stipulation that their g a n t  not be used simply for the 

erection of medical buildings, within five years of the first thousands being given McGill. 

like the University of Toronto. had new space for medical teaching and research. By 

1922. there was the new Biology Building, which housed the departments of Botany. 

Pharmacology, Physiology, Zoology and the new discipline of Biochemistry. By 

McGill's Pattiological Institute. across from Royal Victoria Hospital, had been 

completed. In Toronto, there was a new Anatomy building (1925) and a new Hygil 

Building ( 1  926). 

1924. 

ene 

But the money raised was not oniy used to build. I t  was also allotted. as stipulated 

in the McGill departmental "needs" report of 1920, toward raising salaries of instructors. 

and laborator-y research and teaching equipment and materials. It is interesting to note 

that the school was held in such high regard throughout North America, despite the 

substantial omissions in the facilities in many of McGiII's rnedicai departments just after 

World War 1. 

AIthough the Rockefeller Foundation ofien took the opportunity to remind gifi 

recipients that in no way did it wish to interfere in the day-to-day decision-making, it did 

set certain conditions of gifi, only one of which was raising matching tùnds. In addition 

to the leverage of the Rockefeller Foundation name, the set conditions often had the effect 

of spurring on quick action. The plan for spending was submitted to the Foundation 

before the money was given to a school, and the recipient was told that the money would 

be paid in installments rather than as one lump sum. In the case of  McGill, as Frost 

notes. although the fundraising campaign of 1920 was a resounding success, putting 



improvement plans into action took time in many disciplines. But the Rockefeller 

Foundation conditions helped the medical faculty realize large-scale growth more 

quickly: "The medical projects were fairly speedily realized because of the terms of the 

Rockefeller Foundation grant," Frost noted in 1984.*] Within four years of the first 

installment of Foundation h d s ,  the new biology and pathology buildings were ready to 

accommodate teaching and research."' 

In part because of the confidence wliich Pearce had in the quality of medical 

education and facilities for teaching at McGill. the university received the fidl sum of one 

mi Ilion US. dollars. for "general endowment of the Facuity of Medicine" on December 1. 

'MJ Frost. ItlcGill Advancement of Learning ( 1984)' p.  1 22. 
'" This marks the first push toward scientization at McGill which was cven stronger than that at Toronto. 
As Sandra McRae illustrates in "ScienriJc Spirir " ( 1  987), where Toronto already had a solid foundation in 
science. via biology and physiology, McGill had concentrated on strengthening clinical medicine. The 
merits of maintaining this "clinical spirit" were still being debated in the professional journals in 1923. In 
an editorial in the Cunadian Medical .4ssociurion Journal, XIII,  1 O (October 1923), p. 759, the editor 
defends the clinician's skills in light of the 'research work' and 'scientific' endeavours being carried out in 
the laboratory. "Medicine is still in need of men of great powers of observation in the wards or 
outpatients' department. who like Sydenham can picture for us the symptoms and course of a disrase, in 
short its natural history. Such men even if they only recognize and make plain a new syrnptom-complex 
add rnuch to science and are entitled to the same rewards as the laboratory worker." It is obvious that by 
1923. with the discovery of insulin having occurred. the public heralded science and the laboratory as 
heroes. Clinicians felt slighted. The editorial goes on to quote from a lener by Sir Berkeley Moynihan to 
The Times on July 25. 1923: "Clinical research and the toilsorne discoveries of new technical methods are 
as fully entitled to the tenn 'scientific' as any of the good work done in Our labontories. The complexities 
of clinical research are so intricate, and because of the human material upon which they are conductcd are 
so bewildering as perhaps to surpass al1 fonns of laboratory research in difîiculty." Moynihan goes on to 
say that clinical investigators in Britain are consistently ignored when it comes to getting professional 
recognition from the Royal Society. The President, he says, "is a medical man whose life has been spent in 
the lriboratory". Moynihan concludes his argument for equal recognition for ciinicians by saying that. 
"The joint and separate labours of the laboratory worker. and of the clinician are both. perhaps equally. 
necessary for the future progress of medicine in al1 its branches. Both are deserving of recognition at the 
hands of those empowered to confer it; in 'scientific' value. one does not surpass the other." Moynihan 
Iiad reason to be concerned: in the November 1923 issue of the Canadian Medical Association Journul. 
XIII. 1 1 (November 1923). included an announcement to establish the Banting Medical Research 
Foundation, "to facilitate good work 'at home'". The goal was to support 'purely' medical research in 
addition to research in the areas of physiology, pharmacology and biochemistry, "Surely," the editor notes. 
"this is the much desired dernocratitation of Research, such as is found in the Pasteur, Lister and 
Rockefeller Institutes of other countries." (p. 833). 



1930." But the gifi of one million dollars was not the end of the Foundation's 

philanthropy from which the Montreal school would benefit. McGill's representatives 

were not shy in letting their desires be known to executives of the Foundation. For 

example. in August, 1922, in a meeting with Vincent. Currie and Macallum inquired afier 

one of the two million dollars still allocated for Canadian medicai education but. as yet. 

"unassigned"." In total, McGill received almost three million dollars for medical 

education and research begiming with the initiai general endowment of one miliion 

dollars to a follow-up g a n t  of $2.500 for research in pharmacology made July 1. 1937." 

More details on gifis made beyond that first Foundation million will follow in Chapter 6. 

McGill's Fight for Control of Appointments in Clinical Teaching 

The initial euphoria following the announcement of the Foundation gifi and the 

relative ease with which the gifi was matched and surpassed durinp the fùndraising drive 

of 1920 was overshadowed by controversy that would be resolved only in 1925. 

Although the vision of the medical faculty's heads of departments seemed well thought 

out. tension built up over the politics o f  hierarchy at the teaching hospitais as well as the 

question of appointing a full-time chair of medicine. 

"' RF. 1 .  I Projects, Series 427 Canada, Box 6. Folder 55. RF minutes for Novernber 30, 192 1 .  In addition 
CO the principal sum, McGill also received the interest, at a rate of five percent per annum. 
"' GEV Interview with Sir Arthur Currie, A. B. Macallum, Dr. Armstrong, 8/23/1922'*. RF. 1.1 Projects. 
327 Canada. McGill, Box 6, Folder 55. 
"' "McGill's Debt CO John D. Rockefeller". The McGill News. Monrreuf. 18-4 (Autumn 1937). p. 48. The 
actual total was S2.879.588. This does not include a gram in the amount of $57.500 made to McGill by the 
Foundation in March. 1925, specifically for "the study of child life" nor gants totalling $160.000 for social 
science research, spread over nine years fiom 1930 to 1939. The largest single grant made to McGiII from 
the Foundation was not the one million dollars for medicine but the 1932 gifi of S 1.232.652 made on April 
13. 1932 "for the development of teaching and research in neurology" in what became the Montreal 
Neurological tnstitute headed up by Dr. Wilder Penfield. 



Charles F. Martin. the first fiill-time Dean of Medicine at McGill, was faced with 

the challenge of mediating between the teaching hospitals and the faculty and seeing both 

through an era of change, not unlike the difficult time faced by Duncan Graham and 

University of Toronto President Robert Falconer over instituting the full-time system in 

Toronto. 

Martin faced at least two problems regarding appointrnents in 1923. First. there 

\vas the power struggle between E. W. Archibald and Sir Henry Gray in Surgery and the 

question of who was ultimately responsibie for clinicd appointments: the university or 

the hospital administration. Briefly, the background to the controversy Martin faced is 

this: in March of 1923, George E. Armstrong resigned his position as Professor of 

Surgery and Head of  the Department of Surgery at McGill and Chief Surgeon at the 

Royal Victoria Hospital. Even before Armstrong's resignation was formally accepted. 

Governors of the hospital invited Gray. Professor of Surgery at Aberdeen. to visit 

Montreal as Armstrong's replacement in the position of Chief Surgeon. This \vas done 

without any notification being given to anyone at the Faculty of Medicine and in 

opposition to Oster's suggestion that appointments be made by a medical board. made up 

of representatives of both teaching hospitals and the University."' 

Martin kept the Foundation well-informed of the embarrassing dilemma and 

obvious lack of cooperation between the university and one of its teaching hospitals. As 

Martin described it in a letter to Pearce: 

It has thrown a monkey wrench into the machinery because were he 
[Gray] to corne, he would naturally expect the Professorship of 

'" Osler to Birkett. August 29. 19 19 and revisions to Oder's plan in Adams to Meredith, March 3. 1920. 
both in RAC, RF, 1 . 1  Projccts, 427 Canada, McGiII, Box 6. Folder 55A. 



Surgery in the University, and as the University Authorities have 
not had a hand in it, they are somewhat distwbed about the 
whole matter." 

Perhaps the worst part of this was that it angered and disappointed Pearce. Martin 

depended on continued Foundation support for McGill medical education and the 

departmental squabbles threatened to lead to a loss of respect for medical education in 

Montreal. In his reply to Martin's letter of March 20, 1923. Pearce wrote: 

The situation with regard to surgery at your School is especially 
distressing, and I fear of considerable moment for the future. for if the 
university and the Victoria Hospital cannot cooperate, it is a little 
difficult to know what is to be done about the development of 
clinicat work in Montreai." 

Martin's worst fears were realized when G n y  did accept the Governors' offer and 

Archibald stayed on at McGill as well. Archibald. as Professor of Surgery. was 

responsible for teaching in the Clinic; Gray. Chief of the Surgical Department and Chief 

of- the Hospital. was teaching "without academic title" in an effort to demonstrate to the 

Hospital's Board of Govemors that there was indeed merit in establishing closer ties 

between the university and the hospital. The problem faced by Martin was that Gray was 

not only a bullish administrator who believed he had "a right to sanction whatever 

teaching arrangements Archibald [was] making", but Gray was also a horrible teacher."" 

Martin's solution for the erroneous appointment of Gray was to make Archibald a full- 

time Professor of Surgery and name Gray a Professor of Clinical Surgery. An additional 

-- - - 

'"' Manin to Pearce, March 20, 1923. RAC. RF, 1 .  I Projects, 427 Canada, McGill, Box 6, Folder 55 .  
"' Pearce to Martin. April4, 1923, RAC, RF, 1 .  I Projects, 427 Canada, McGill, Box 6. Folder 55. 
"' Martin so J.  C. Meakins, October I 1, 1923, RAC, RF. 1 . 1  Projects, 427 Canada. McGill. Box 6, Folder 
55. Correspondence. Martin went so  far as to describe the state of surgical tcaching as "stinking in the 
nostrils of every Medical School in America, and in not a few in England ...". 



appointment would be made for a full-time Professor of Medicine. Like Graham in 

Toronto. Martin believed in fùll-time clinicai chairs for the optimal instruction of modem 

medicine post-World War 1. As he wrote to Meakins, whom he hoped might take up the 

full-time Professorship in Medicine, " ... 1 believe in and shall urge the Faculty and the 

Governors to adopt the policy of full-time clinicai chairs on a modified basis. whereby the 

Professors will be privileged to practise privately in hospital but not outside of the 

liospital."" 

More so than the deans of rnedicine at either Toronto or Dalhousie. Martin 

maintained close contact with Pearce. Martin kept the Foundation representative abreast 

of al1 developments. hirings and proposed pedagogical changes. Part of  this 

comprehensive disclosure can be attributed to Martin's relative youth in the position and 

part can be explained as an attempt at keeping McGiII in the forefront of  the Foundation's 

consciousness. Martin ofien sought advice fiom Pearce and did not fail to restate his 

bel ie f in the Roc kefeller-supported full-time system many times over. lm 

Ultimately, it would take until May, 1924 before the Foundation-supported 

McGill medical clinic was established. In addition to the one million U. S. dollars 

allotted in 1920 to aid medical education at McGill. the Foundation prornised five 

hundred thousand dollars for the development of the Department of Medicine at McGiIl. 

This gift. analogous to the Eaton Endowrnent at Toronto. was the final major step toward 

'"' Manin to Meakins. October 1 1. 1923, RAC. At first. however. Martin advocated using the full-time 
system only in Royal Victoria Hospital. 
'"' Martin's leners are carefully worded on this subject of full-tirne clinical education. In a letter to Pearce 
datcd November 17, 1923, Martin infoms Pearce that, "We would like at the earliest opportunity. Le.. for 
next Session. to have a full-time Professor of Medicine in the Royal Victoria Hospital. with al1 the 
opportunities for developing a modem scientific Medical Department in connection with the University 
and Hospital." RAC, RF, 1 .  1 Projects. 427 Canada. McGiII. Box 6. Folder 55. Leners. 



modemizing medical education in Montreal. Supplementing the Foundation gifi was an 

m u a 1  cornmiunent o f  up to % 15,000 by the Royal Victoria Hospital for the opention of  

the clinic as well as required space, equipment and maintenance o f  the equipment. 

As McGill's principal and vice-chancellor Sir Arthur Currie wote  to Pearce. "1 

believe a new era has begun in our Medical School and we shall do our best to keep it in 

the very front rank o f  medical educational  institution^."'^' 

"" RAC. RF. 1. I Projects, 427 Canada, McGill, Box 6. FoIder 55A. Correspondence. 



Chanter 5 - Dalhousie Universitv: "A Relativelv Small Schooln 
to Serve the Maritime Renion 

If, in the early decades of the twentieth century, the University of Toronto was 

regarded by the Rockefeller Foundation (and by many influentid Canadian govemment 

officials) as the "Provincial University" for Ontario, and McGill University was similarly 

seen to be the "national" institution, then Dalhousie University was regarded as 

regional post-secondary school of the ~ a r i t h e s . '  These individuai identities, in addition 

to providing a point of differentiation for the Rockefeller Foundation when it came time 

to consider which medical faculties it would support, also ensured differences in 

govenunent and private support and, in fact, helped the weakest school -- Dalhousie -- 

gain part of the 1920 Foundation gift. Although the main reason for aiding Dalhousie 
C 

University was because it was the only school serving the geographical area east of 

Montreal and al1 of the Maritimes, Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner give another 

reason. In their article, "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use of Medicai Education 

' Although there were other universities in the Maritimes in the late nineteenth-century and early twentieth- 
century, (to 1925) Dalhousie stood out on two counts: it was non-denominational, and was the only school 
to offer training in professions other than religion (on and off with the medical school fiom 1868 to 1875 
and again from 1889 onward; dentistry, from 1908 onwards; law, from 1883 onwards: and engineering. 
briefiy from 1905 to 1909). Arts and science education was a staple, and by far the largest faculty in terms 
of student enrollment, at Dalhousie University from t 863 to 1925. From P. B. Waite. The Liïes of 
Dalhorisie Universiiy: Vol. One. 18/8- 1925, Lord Dalhousie S College (Montreal. McGiII-Queen's 
University Press, 1994), Appendix 3, pp. 290-291. Arnong the other universities in the Maritimes were: 
King's College (opened in 1789 in Windsor, Nova Scotia and in 1787 in Fredericton, New Brunswick -- 
the latter would be secularized and rechanered in 1854 as the University of New Brunswick); Acadia 
College (opened in 1839 by the Baptists in Wolfville, Nova Scotia); St. Mary's College (granted degrees in 
1 84 1, closed in 1 88 1 when the provincial government withdrew al1 financial support to post-secondary 
institutions, but re-opened in 1902); Mount Allison Wesleyan College (opened as a secondary school for 
young Methodist men in 1843 in Sackville. New Brunswick); St. Francis Xavier College (opened in 1853 
in Arichat then moved to Antigonish, Nova Scotia); St. Dunstan's College (founded at Charlottetown. P. E. 
1. in 1 855, granted degrees from 194 1); St. Joseph's College (in Memnmcook, New Brunswick. opened in 
1868 and granted degrees from 1888; absorbed into Université de Moncton in 1963); College Sainte- 
Anne (in Church Point, Nova Scotia, founded in 1890, and granted degrees from 1903). From Robin S. 



Reîiorm to EstabIish Modem Professional Elitism in Medicine". they tell of a professional 

backlash to the 19 10 Flexner Report. In reaction to the scathing reviews which many of  

the smaller medical colleges received f-iorn Abraham Flexner. angry physicians rebelled 

against the principle of 'making the peaks higher'. They turned this maxim around. 

saying. "Better lend strength to the weak than double the strength of the already strong." 

Therefore. in the ten years between the Flexner Report and Rockefeller's gifi to Canadian 

medical education. Dalhousie University's medical school was deemed good enough to 

maintain and to aid.' Although small in comparison to the univenities in Toronto and 

Montreal, Dalhousie took the dominant role among post-secondary institutions in the 

Maritimes. As Harris notes in 1976. 

The single bright feature in the history of higher education in 
the Maritime provinces in the late nineteenth century was the 
development of Dalhousie University, an institution that existed 
only on paper in 1861 but which by 1890 occupied a stronger 
position than any Canadian university except McGill. Queen's. 
and ~oronto- '  

Before examining the terrns of the $500,000 given to Dalhousie's medical school 

by the Foundation. the state and history of medical teaching at  the university in Halifax. 

Nova Scotia will be outlined and contrasted to that at Toronto and McGill.' Background 

Harris. R Hisrory of Higher Educarion in Canada. 1663-1 960 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 
1976), pp. 10-1 1. 
' Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner, "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use of Medical Education 
Reform to Establish Modem Professional Elitism in Medicine". American Quurterfy. 25. 1 (March 1973). 
p. 105. 
' Harris. Higher Educarion (1  W6), p. 103. 
' Comparatively, Dalhousie University medical school was far less prepared for the twentieth-century 
research ideal and scientization of medicine. Not that much had changed since Abraham Flexner reported 
attendance of 33 at the Halifax Medical College, ninety percent of whom were from Nova Scotia (Flexner. 
Fkrnrr Rcporr (i910), p. 321) as compared with Toronto's enrollment of 592 (p. 323). and 328 at McGill 
On iversity (p.324). The school, by 1920 a department of Dalhousie University was supported because of 
an enlightened view toward smaller schools in need. This same flexibility can be found in Rockefeller 



information will follow on the visits Pearce and Vincent made to Halifax in 1920. the 

evaluation and conclusions made regarding the Daihousie medical faculty, and how the 

Foundation gift and requisite matching b d s  were spent. 

Dalhousie University and Medical Faculty: An On-Again, Off-Again Alliance 

Medical teaching at Dalhousie University has a long and turnultuous history. 

From 1867, when a partiai course in medicine was introduced at Dalhousie, to 19 1 1 when 

the proprietary Halifax Medical College (HMC) closed and medical instruction was 

rei ntroduced at Dalhousie as the university 's Faculty of Medicine. medical teaching in 

Halifax underwent constant change and numerous financial crises. 

Among the valuable secondary sources outlining the history of medical teaching 

at Dalhousie are volume one of Waite's history of the university5 and Sheila M. Penney's 

article "'Marked For Slaughter': The Halifax Medical College and the Wrong Kind of 

Reform. 1868- 19 1 O"? In his article, Howell argues that dunng the last decade of the 

Foundation policy well into the 1940s. In Marcos Cueto, "Science Under Adversity: Latin Arnerican 
Medical Research and Arnerican Private Philanthropy, 1920- 1960". 1Miner-v~. XXXV, 3 (Autumn 1997), 
pp. 233-245, Cueto notes that be the late 1940s. omcers of the Foundation believed 'making peaks higher' 
overlooked local conditions in "backward counuies". Compared to Toronto and McGill. Dalhousie was a 
'backward' medicai school; if, however. it received some aid, the Foundation could mise the standards and 
level of scientific instruction at Dalhousie to the point where the school could be assured of meeting the 
necds of training practitioners. It may not, for years. be the repository of leadinç-edge research. but it 
would be a solid addition to rnedical training in Canada. 

Volume one covers the years 18 18-1925. 
" Sheila M. Penney, "'Marked for Slaughter': The Hafifa Medical College and the Wrong Kind of 
Reform", Acadiensis, XIX. 1, (Fall 1989). pp. 27-5 1. Like Acadiensis. whose full title is Acadiensis: 
./oirrnol of the Hisros, ofthe AtIanric Region, other Maritime journals have included articles on the history 
of medical education and professionalization for the Atlantic provinces. Among these are: Colin Howell. 
"Reform and the Monopolistic Impulse: The Professionalization of Medicine in the Maritimes". 
rlcudirnsis. XI. 1 (Autumn, 1981). pp. 3-22: and C. B. Stewart, "100 Years of Medical Education at 
Dalhousie". Nova Scotiu Medical Bulletin, 47. (August 1968). pp. 14% 152. Stewart simpiy concludes. 
while chronicling a brief history of medical teaching at Dalhousie. that 1968 marks the centennial of an 
evcnt. the establishment of the first Dalhousie Faculty of Medicine, but not the first of one hundred 
continuous years of rnedicine at Dalhousie. 



nineteenth century and in the years leading up to World War 1 physicians made a rnove to 

professionalize medicine. In the name of scientific expertise. Howell says that physicians 

took it upon themselves to claim a position of authority in public heafth. The way to 

achieve this was to raise the standards of medical training, create a more efficient public 

health system, and to eliminate "unscientific" medical treatment by eliminating 

cornpetition in an overcrowded medical market-place. In turn, Howell argues. physicians 

would gain uncontested contml over medical services with the ability to define 

"professional medical expertise" within their own monopoly, a phenomenon which would 

continue throughout the twentieth century.' 

Medical teaching in Halifax, for the first forty-four years, was an on-again, off- 

again proposition, with the school ofien changing its relationship with the university from 

some association to none and back and forth again until the proprietary Halifax Medical 

College was reabsorbed, for the last time, into Dalhousie University in 191 I . Prier to 

1 870/7 1. the first year that the full. four-year medical course was offered in Halifax. the 

closest Canadian medical school was McGill University in ~ont rea l .6  Attending one of 

the many American schools was an option, and prior to the first decade of the twentieth 

century. studying in the United States could be a less time-consuming and far less 

expensive proposition. Penney points out, as the number of American schools grew. 

Howell. "Refonn and the Monopolistic Impulse" (198 1). p. 2 1 .  
' The closest medical schools to the south, by 19 19, were in Dartmouth, Portland and Vermont. John G. 
Reid. "Health, Education, Economy: Philanthropie Foundations in the Atlantic Region in the 1920s and 
1930s". Acadiensis, XIV, I (Autumn 1984). p. 65. 



many of them accepted students with almost no previous education, "graduating them in a 

few short rn~nths".~ 

As was the case in Quebec and Ontario, through the mid- to late nineteenth- 

century. many American-trained physicians chose to come to Canada to set up their 

practices. Their training ranged from strictly apprenticeship, to largely lecture-based 

medical school training; this medical education, however. was taken at schools ranging 

fiom proprietary operations churning out graduates in less than a year. to university- 

affi 1 iated programs. The num ber of American-trained practitioners in the Hal i fax-area 

grew fiorn fifty-three percent between 1827 and 1857 to seventy-six percent. when 

counting those who graduated afier 1858." By establishing a local medical school. with 

a full. four-year course. albeit not a graded one.' ' the Halifax school was countering the 

influx of American practitioners north of the border. 

Unlike the partisan, sectarian and factioned schools in Toronto or the hospital- 

medical school tensions found at McGill, establishing the medical school in Halifax was a 

concerted effort that brought together the Provincial and Municipal Governments. the 

City and Provincial Hospital, prominent members of the medical profession and 

administrators and professors at Dalhousie university." Five men. trained at Edinburgh. 

~~- -- pp - - - 

" Kenneth Ludmerer. "Reforrn at Harvard Medical School, 1 869- 1909". BulIerin of rhe Hisrory of Medicine. 
5 5  ( 198 1 ), pp. 343-370. 
"' Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 33. 
" This meant that courses were repeated year after year. There was no building upon the previous year's 
lectures with a more advanced curriculum in senior years. 
'' Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" (1989), pp. 33-34. Penney cites the re-establishment of the City and 
Provincial Hospital ( 1  867). the drawing up of an Anatomy Act ( 1  870) which allowed for the legalization of 
dissection. and the goveming of the medical schooi by many of the same Halifax practitioners who 
"dominated the provincial medical society ... and, aAer 1872, the same names are found as executives. 
mcrnbers and examiners on the Provincial Medical Board as factors which facilitated the smooth 
foundation of the Halifax medical school. 



Glasgow, College of Physicians and Surgeons (New York), and McGiI1 University 

formed the first Faculty of Medicine at ~a lhous i e '~  and took the cumculum fiom partial 

courses in 1867 to the full, four-year course in 1870/7I. 

The initiai idea to teach only the "primary subjects" was a modest plan. In fact. it 

also involved cooperation among nearby medical schools. Students attending Dalhousie 

would follow-up their partial course work with clinical years to be taken at McGill 

University, Harvard University or the College of Physicians and Surgeons (New York). 

Each of these schools had agreed to take Dalhousie students for the remainder of their 

medical training. It was, however, after only three years that in 1870 Dalhousie 

developed its own full, four-year c o ~ r s e . ' ~  

A. P. Reid served as the first Dean of the school. Al1 instnictors. with the 

exception of full-time Dalhousie science professor George Lawson, were part-time 

instnictors who were paid directly from student fees. P e ~ e y  notes that "the average 

annuaf yield for a single class would be in the neighbourhood of $100 to $150. of which 

the professor received 75 percent"; students paid between six and twelve dollars per 

course and by 1873 there were twenty-nine students in the class. Although this enrollment 

seems small. especially compared to those at Toronto and McGilI. it was double that of 

the original number at Dalhousie. 

" These five men were: W. J. Alrnon (Glasgow) who was head of faculty or President; Edward Farrell 
(College of  Physicians and Surgeons [CPS], New York); Alexander G. Hattie (Edinbursh); Alexander P. 
Reid (McGiII and Edinburgh) who took the role o f  Dean; and Alfred H. Woodill (CPS, New York), 
Penney. "Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 35. William B. Slayter (Trinity, Rush. London. and Dublin) 
and John Sorners (Bellevue) were also party to the  initial founding meeting in 1867, dropped out. and later 
returned to teach at the schooi "within a few years". 
" Stewart. "One Hundred Years" (1968). p. 150. This arrangement was also used in England where 
rnedical soldents at the University of Oxford and Cambridge went on to London for their clinical training. 



The financial situation, coupled with the cramped quarters was. however. too 

much to bear for the facuity members. ln 1874, they voted to withdraw fiom university 

affiliation and strike out on their own as an independent, proprietary medical school. It 

took until November, 1875 for the break from Dalhousie to be finalized. With the new 

President. Rufus S. Black, replacing W. J. ~ l r n o n "  who had resigned eariy in 1875 as the 

money was running out, the newiy incorporated Halifax Medical College was established. 

One advantage to withdrawing from the university was that the newly independent school 

was able to secure an annual govemment grant of eight hundred dollars. Although initial 

student enrollment remained stable at thirty students bringing in $1-1 18 in fees. 

enrollment dropped in subsequent years, putting more financial pressure on the new 

school. This could not have come at a worse time: the costly scientization of medicine. 

which began in the 1870s. swept across North ~merica. '"  German-trained physicians 

with laboratory experience began to influence leading schooIs such as McGill University. 

By 1889. the Montreal school included laboratories for the teaching of chemistry. 

" William Johnson Almon, who was bom in Halifax in 181 6. was also a politician. From 1872 to 1874 he 
represented Halifax in the House of Commons and from 1879 to his death in 190 1 served as a Senator. 
See entry in W. Stewart Wallace. The Macmillan Dicrionary of Canadian Biography, 3rd ed. (Toronto: 
Macmillan, 1963). p. I I .  
"' The same expense of increased laboratory-based, scientific medicine reform helped to fell Toronto's 
Trinicy Medical College. Like Halifax Medicai College, Trinity Medical College instruciors were paid 
cntirely from students' fees. As competition for students began to heat up in Toronto. with studcnts 
seeking the most modem rnethods of leaming, Trinity Medical College faced the dilemma of raising their 
fees to buy the necessary equipment and expand their facilities but. at the same tirne. pricing a medical 
education out of the Toronto market. As George W. Spragge notes in "The Trinity Medical College". 
Onrurio History. LVIII, 2 (June 1966), pp. 63-98, "... it was clear that proprietary medical schools could 
not provide the answer to the need for a satisfactory medical education in an increasingly scientific world. 
Competition might be stimulating, but a number of medical schoois coutd not, without wasteful 
expenditure, install the complicated and costly instruments and provide the facilities that were becoming 
available and were obviously necessary for students to have access CO." (pp. 86-87). Inevitably. Trinity 
Medical College arnalgamated with the University of Toronto Medical Faculty in 190Y04, half a century 
after its original founding, thereby becoming the final piece in the puzzle that was medical education at the 
University of Toronto. 



histology, pathology, pharmacy, and physiology as well as two culture rooms for 

ba~teriology.'~ 

While still a proprietary school, teaching in Halifax was, as Pemey descnbes. 

"almost entirely by lecture"." Although aware of the trend toward laboratory medicine 

led by Gerrnan-trained physicians who returned to North American universities and 

practices. the Halifax instmctors maintained a tradition of lectures and the University of 

Edinburgh-style '-grand rounds" for students' clinicai training in medicine and surgery.'" 

By the 1880s. now as an independent school under Black, Haiifâu Medical College could 

no longer escape the dernands for educational reform. The advances made by German 

researchers in understanding disease were making laboratory-based medicine and greater 

individual instruction a necessity for competitive medical schools. The science of 

bacteriology became an important part of the medical school curriculum. To include al1 

this. courses had to be lengthened. 

The Haiifax Medical College faculty was a step behind as it had to face more 

basic problems. Faculty and students were no longer challenged by the old-style. 

repetitive. ungraded curriculum, and the faculty debated offering a graded curriculum. 

Enrol lment dropped, meaning that facul ty salaries were jeopardized. Faculty could no t 

agree on whether the College should rejoin the university as a Faculty of Medicine or 

scale back and offer only preparatory courses as it had in frorn 1867 to 1870- The 

decision was made for them in 1885 when the Board of Public Charities, which ran the 

City and Provincial Hospital, chose the less-quaiified candidate as the new House 

" Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" ( 1989). p. 42. 
I k  Penney. "Marked for Slaughter" ( l989), p. 36. 



surgeon.'' The College Faculty resigned in protest as did the rest of the medical board of 

the hospital. It took two years to resolve the issue. In 1887. the provincial goverment. 

led by Premier William Stevens Fielding, took over the hospital, renarning it Victoria 

General. For the two years the College had no afiliated teaching hospitd and so the 

College closed in August 1885. For those students who were caught in the middle. with 

their school closing down and not yet finished their courses. arrangements were made 

whereby McGill's medical faculty took them in. at no extra fee. and recognized the work 

they had completed at the College." 

One important point made by Stewart in his article is the fact that chance brought 

Dalhousie Medical School an ally in teaching in the form of the Victoria General Hospital 

in 1887. FoIlowing 'The Great Row' of  1885, the Provincial Government took over the 

hospital. Because it was now provincially-funded. it took in patients from across the 

province. "From the standpoint of teaching and of epidemiological research. this system 

of provincial referral is very valuable." Stewart says. 'Iliis hospital offered better clinical 

rxperience for the rnedical students wîth no financial barrien to patients." 

When it re-opened in 1887, the Halifax Medical College was once again a 

Dalhousie-afiliated preparatory school. Part of starting anew was low enrollment -- for 

"' Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 36. 
'O This was an event which came to be called "The Great Row". In his expianation of the circumstances. 
Naite notcd that the College had been on the verge o f  being cIosed in 1884/85. Twenty-five regular 
medical students would have been put out. After the hospital appointment debacle. with no teaching 
tàcility available for clinical instruction, the school did dose  in August 1885 in any case. Waite. L i v a  of 
Dalho~isie ( 1 994). p. 165. 
'' Waite, Lives ofDalhousie (1994), pp. 165-166. 
" Stewart, "One Hundred Years" ( l968), p. 1 5 1 .  



the 1 887/88 year there were just four medical students." The full-course was offered 

again in 1889, but only in 1893 was a four-year. groded medical course. with each year 

being seven months long, offered at the school. On the positive side, clinical facilities at 

Victoria General Hospital were expanded: new wings were added in 1 888 and 1 889 and 

a School of Nursing was established in 189 1 -" Laboratory facilities. however. continued 

to be absent and it was only after 1897 that, through a change in charter and raising 

student fees and a higher government gant. Halifax Medical College modernized its 

îàcilities and curriculum. New equipment, including microscopes. was purchased for the 

teaching of histology, pathology, physiology and surgery as well as establishing a new 

ophthalmology clinic and pathology musewn. In addition. a new physiology. pathology- 

bacteriology and histoIogy laboratory was being built which, it was planned. would be 

headed by a full-time instructor.'* But the move toward full-time faculty was not 

undertaken until the provincial pathologist-bacteriologist was hired in 190 1 ; even this 

was not tmly a Full-time appointment since he did not devote al1 his time to teaching or 

research at the school. Dalhousie. therefore, was yet another example of a North 

American medical school which was long aware of pedagogical reforms which could 

improve the rnedical training it offered, but which was stymied by a lack of funds to 

effect these changes. The net result was that select improvements were made: akhough 

laboratory training in physiology never came to pass during the College's proprietary 

" Waite. Lives ofDalhousie (1994). p. 166. Waite goes on to explain that the effects of the 'Great Row' 
and financial problems of the mid-1880s were long term. "There was only one graduate in 1890 and two in 
189 1.  so much had the crisis weakened it. Even in 1895 there were only three, though by then total 
numbers were clearly on the rise." (p. 167). It took until 1905 for the graduating class to number fifieen at 
the College. 
:' Waite. Lives ofDalhousie (1 994). p. 165. Waite notes that the Nursing School was a rousing success. to 
the degree that there was a two-year waiting list to gain admission only five years afier the School opened. 



period. other subjects enjoyed a laboratory component and by 1902. pathology- 

bacteriology enjoyed "a full 150 hours of in~tniction' ' .~~ The College was also quick to 

lengthen the medical course to five years (McGill had done so in 1907108 and Toronto 

followed in 1908/09; Dalhousie made a five-year p r o g m  their goal in 191 1. the same 

year that the Halifax Medicd College closed its doors, to be reabsorbed into Dalhousie 

University for the final time). 

Although some of the ambitious and wsll-intentioned reforms were carried out in 

the îïrst decade of the twentieth century, this last decade of  the Halifax Medical College 

was marred by declining enrollment, resulting financial problems. and faculty breakdown. 

As Penney describes it, "Morale plummeted. Instnictors complained that their teaching 

incomes had reached the vanishing point. and began to miss lectures. ... Too many of  the 

internists were victims of alcohol. and the surgeons of a disrupting emotional 

imrnaturity ...."" A graduate of the College in its final decade. and later a faculty member 

himself. H. B. "Benge" Atlee recalled that he and his classrnates tost seventy-five percent 

of their lectures in medicine because the professor was drunk more ofien than he was 

~ o b e r . ' ~  Ultimately, the faculty was running out of money and enthusiasm: despite 

valiant efforts, often funded out of their own pockets still. they could not keep Pace with 

3 5  - Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" (1 989). pp. 44-45. 
"' Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" ( 1989). pp. 44-45. 
" Penney, "Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 46. The final comment, regarding faculty who were ofien 
drunk or immature is part of a quotation taken from Dr. H. B. Atlee, a p d u a t e  of the program who went 
on to enjoy a respected career as a gynecologist and Dalhousie faculty member himself. Atler was careful 
to note that. in addition to the unpredictable elements of his medical education such as physiology, which 
lie described as "that of Edinburgh, 1892" and "practically a dead toss", he and those in his class did gct "a 
very fine course in anatomy from Dr. A. W. H. Lindsay; I doubt if many medical schools on this continent 
were giving bener." 
'Y Waite. Lives of Dalhousie (1994), p. 168. Atlee also noted that the gynecology course was çiven by "a 
dear old Victorian who felt it a mortal sin to expose the female perineum to the light of day". Atlee's two 
deliveries under the professor's tutelage were. therefore, carried out under a blanket. 



the costly scientization of medical teaching, and classes were shrinking. not g r ~ w i n ~ ' ~ .  

Furthemore, untii gifis fiom the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations were 

forthcoming, part-time instruction, although it brought an element of prestige, could still 

not replace the lucrative income a physician received fiom his private practice. Medical 

education reform, however, dernanded more and more of the instructor's time. Full-time 

instruction seemed obvious but paid too poorly for more established practitioners to 

consider it. The tension between paying for costly new equipment. space and instructors' 

salaries. and yet maintaining low student fees. threatened to tear the Coilege in two. 

Aware of the fact that many students chose to train locally because it was less expensive. 

it had decreased student fees substantially in 1894 rather than risk having higher fees than 

McGill LJniversity.)' 

Abraham Fiexner's scathing indictrnent of Canada's last proprietary medical 

school was the final straw. Conscientious faculty in Halifax took the initiative to visit 

Johns Hopkins and McGill and view the latest scientific apparatus and teaching methods 

for themselves. This was done as a proactive measure and not as a reactive scramble for 

survival afier being summarily dismissed by Flexner. Despite the changes made at the 

College. and possessing better facilities3' than many of the weakest American "diploma 

-" The medicai class enrollment dropped sieadiiy through the first decade of the century from an aI1-time 
h i ~ h  of 106 in 1900/0 1 to a low of 42 in 1906/07 before climbing again. It would take until afier the end of 
WorId War 1, however, before enrollment at what was now the Dalhousie University Faculty of Medicine 
rose to the level of 1900/0 1 - there were 142 students enrolled in 19 i 9/20 (Waite, Appendix 3, p. 29 I ). 
3 0  Penney. "Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 48. 
' '  Pcnney. "Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 47. Flexner conveniently managed to "miss" thirty-one new 
microscopes. five microtomes, hvo incubators and an autoclave, during his inspection of the College. AI1 
of this was for a total class of sixty students in 1909/10. She suggests that Flexner had an ulterior motive in 
painting such a scathing picture of this proprietary school: using Johns Hopkins as the laboratory and 
research-medicine ideal. schools not following such a mode1 were seen as not meeting a minimum standard 
for modem medical education. This would play out soon after when the American Medical Association's 
Council for Mrdical Education would, Iike Flexner, give their lowest nting to proprietary schools which 



mills" with which Flexner associated the College, on May 1 1. 19 10 the Halifax Medical 

College faculty "resolved to ask Dalhousie to take over the college completely."" 

Flexner's report laid part of  the blame for the College's poor rating at the feet of 

Dalhousie University. The report suggested "it had been giving medical degrees to 

students trained under wholly inadequate facilities"." In reaction to the poor evaluation. 

the Dalhousie University Senate set up a comrnittee to investigate the ailegations in 

blarch 19 10. and it compared its observations with a corresponding comrnittee from the 

ColIege itself. With little acrimony, as Waite describes it, both cornmittees agreed that 

the University should take over the College for the final tirne, making it the Medical 

Faculty of Dalhousie University. The resolution was passed by the Dalhousie Faculty of 

Medicine on May 9, without a dissenting voice. The next day. it was decided that, in the 

best interest of medical teaching, Halifax Medical College should become part of 

Dalhousie 

Within one year of Flexner's report king  published. Dalhousie University had 

purchased the Halifax Medical College. the assets of which included a building and 

teaching equipment and had made provision for Medicai Faculty representation in the 

concentrated on tnining practitioners, and their highest rating to university-associated, research-oriented 
schools. Penney argues. "His (Flexner's) ideas were a direct reflection of the goals of a group of research- 
oriented academic careerists. whose incornes and opportunities would rise sharply after his report." (p. 47). 
Many of the medical faculty realized that they could no longer delay the scientization of medicine in 
Halifax and seeking university affiliation was the only way to assure a better future and economic stability 
for the medical department. 
" Penney, " Marked for Slaughter" (1989). p. 46. 
'' Waite. Lives ofDalhousie (1 994). p. 203. 
" Waite. Lives of Dalhousie ( 1994), p. 203. 



Dalhousie senate." By 1912, the only proprietary Canadian medical school east of 

Winnipeg had ceased to rxist." 

A History of Carnegie and Rockefeller Aid to Nova Scotians 

The fact that medical teaching survived in Halifax without interruption afier 

Flexner's harsh critical appraisal of 19103' is testimony to a number of factors. not the 

Ieat  of which is simply geography. As Atlee put it, "we didn't have a chance. What 

saved us was geography. We were the only medical school in the east of Canada. There 

simply had to be a school in this region.'"' 

Another factor was government support. Unlike Toronto and McGill. Dalhousie 

enjoyed varying levels of financial support of its provincial govemment. Although the 

funding to the medical school was modest. it was given willingly, even during the period 

of proprietary operation in the nineteenth centwy. 

Finally, perhaps because of the early origins as a preparatory school both in 1867 

and again in 1 88 5. there was an established relationship between the medical school and 

the university long before the final merger in 1910/11. Dalhousie had provided space for 

the medical school and served as the College's degree-granting body. Although relations 

" Waite. Lives ofDdhousie (1994), pp. 203-204. 
"' The reference to Winnipeg was specifically to acknowledge the Manitoba Medical College. Established 
by a group of area physicians in 1883, it took until 19 18 before the school became the Medical Faculty of 
the University of Manitoba. When the next wave of Canadian medical schools opened in the 1920s. 
beginning with that at the University of Alberta in 192 1. they would al1 be affiliatcd with universities from 
tlie start. The cost of mnning a successful, modem. medical school with requisite laboratory and research 
tacilities couid no longer be borne by a few entrepreneurial physician/teachers. The end of an e n  had 
corne. 
;' F!exner did not visit Halifax on his own. He was accompanied by Dr. N. P. Colwell of the American 
Medicd Association. They gave only thiny hours' notice and visited the College. Victoria Hospital and 
Dalhousie University, as well as meeting with the president and secretary of the Faculty of Medicine (see 
Waite. Lives ofDalhousie (1 994). pp. 202-204). 



had not been idyllic throughout the more than forty years of association. they had been 

positive more ofien than not. It was seen as a condition of some prestige to include 

professional faculties among a university's departments. 

Although founded in 18 18 by the Earl of Dalhousie, the Lieutenant-Govemor of 

Nova Scotia at the time, Dalhousie University had ofien been the beneficiary of major 

gifts by Amencans, who had either been born in Nova Scotia or had sorne ties to the 

iMaritimes. For example, George Munro, descnbed as one of the University's greatest 

benehctors. endowed five chairs of study, gave money for a series of bursaries. and. in 

total. gave close to $400,000. This is substantial given that, "Nova Scotia has few really 

wealthy men, and no rnilli~naires."~~ 

The Rockefeller Foundation gifi of $500.000 to Dalhousie University's medical 

department was not the first show of a major international philanthropic organization's 

interest in the region. Dalhousie's alumni base was considerably less amuent and less 

numerous than that of McGill University. It had fewer sources for the funds needed for 

the costly expansions the growing university needed in the first two decades of the 

century. This was exacerbated by the expensive rebuilding the city of Halifax required 

fol lowing the explosion of 19 17. Although Dalhousie did enjoy greater financial support 

from its Provincial Legislature than was the case at McGill. rebuilding the City of Halifax 

afier the tragedy of the morning of December 6 was a greater priority. at the time. than 

improving the university. Twenty-two hundred Haligonians died as a result of the 

'' li. B. Atlee. "Dalhousie Medical School, 1907-1957,'' Dalhousie Medical Journal. 9 1. 1 ( 1  9%). p. 22. 
'" "Financial History", Dalhousie University Archives (DUA), President's Oftice, Rockefeller Foundation. 
19 12- 19 19. MS-3, A883. By the turn of the century. alumni of the university were beginning to corne of 



explosion and "several thousand were scarred or maimed for life", Waite writes. "... the 

Senate decided that in view of the damage to university buildings, al1 classes would have 

to be stopped until after the Christmas holidays.'* University President A. S. MacKenzie 

was not. however. too tirnid to solicit aid. Only five days afier the explosion. MacKenzie 

telegraphed the Carnegie Corporation. seeking money to repair the damaged Science 

Building. As Waite explains, the Corporation replied that they would "consider it a 

privilege" to pay for the repairs to al1 of the buildings at Dalhousie. Even d e r  the cost of 

repairs exceeded twice MacKenzie's estimate of $ 10,000. the Carnegie Corporation still 

~ a i d . ~ '  

Dalhousie's expansion pre-dated the Halifax explosion. The university began 

growing and expanding. necessitating the move to a larger site in 1887 and then again. the 

move to a site larger still. on fort.-one acres. on the outskirts of the city. This became 

known as the Stualey Campus and it was physically half a kilometre from the older 

buildings. Soon afier the University took over medical instruction. MacKenzie wrote a 

letter to John D. Rockefeller asking for a modest $100.000 to aid in the building of a new 

Arts Building. The site of  the campus was shifiing and the old Arts Building was chosen 

to be the home of the medical school. MacKenzie acknowledged that "the munificent 

fund which you have founded for the help of deserving Colleges. is for the Colleges of 

the United States only. but 1 venture to hope that you will consider the individual cases of 

- - - 

age and were increasingly able to aid their alma mater. "An appeaI in 1902 to the Alurnni and friends of 
the College brought in $50.000 to equip the Engineering Department, and S20.000 for a library." 
"' Waite, Livcs of Dulhousie ( 1994), pp. 236-237. Classes resumed in January. 19 18. 
" Waite, Lives ofDalhousie ( 1  994), p. 238. 



equally deserving Canadian  institution^.'^' MacKenzie's idea was that a gifi from the 

Foundation of $ I00,000 would not oniy help meet Dalhousie's "present pressing needs". 

but "the stirnulating effect on our own people of such generosity on your part. would be 

such as to bnng from them the 1 s t  dollar that they could afford to ~ontr ibute?~ In total. 

MacKenzie told Rockefeller that the university might depend on the alumni and the 

residents of his '-reiatively poor constituency" for $400,000 and the Foundation gift 

would top up the figure to the half a million dollars needed. In some ways. Dalhousie 

University on the whole faced the sarne sort of cornpetition that any one of the 

nineteenth-century-era, Toronto-based medical schools did: just as Trinity Medical 

Coilege and the Toronto School of Medicine were competing for students and support in 

Toronto. so did Dalhousie University compete with other colleges for aid from the 

provincial government. There was considerable rivalry among the many institutions 

induding King's College. Mount Allison College. and particularly Acadia College. for 

any support forthcorning fiom the Nova Scotia go~ernment.~" At times. it was easier to 

seek financial aid from the city in which the school was located or even from 

international philanthropic groups such as the Rockefeller Foundation or the Carnegie 

Corporation. Appreciation of Dalhousie was steady but slow and only in 19 1 1 were gifis 

fiom prominent Halifax citizens beginning to grow: 

" MacKcnzie to Rockefeller. January 4, 1912, DUA, President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation. 19 12- 
19 19. MS-3. A883. 
" MacKenzie to Rockefeller, !muary 4. 1912. DUA. 
'" Waite. Lives oo/Dalhousie ( 1994). pp. 166-167. These rivalries affected the growth of medical education 
in the Maritimes. Halifax Medical College, and until 19 1 1 sometimes Dalhousie, was the only source of 
rnedical teaching east of McGill. Any grants the medical school received were contested by other 
Universities which feared that Dalhousie was getting some fraction of the gram for itself. If no other 
Maritime colleges were to be aided by the Nova Scotia provincial government. then representatives of the 



The hold of the University on the community is steadily growing. 
As one instance, she has more students than al1 of the other 
colleges in the Province put together; as another. the present 
canvass for funds, though only a month old, has already brought 
in $7j7000 from the business men of the City of Halifax. which 
evidently at last appreciates Dalhousie, as Montreal has lately 
shown it appreciates ~ c ~ i l l . " ~  

The period imrnediately following the final reabsorption of the Halifax Medical 

College was one of great change at Dalhousie. In addition to accepting responsibility for 

medical teaching. the University was shifting to a new site m e r  out of town. with all the 

accompanying need of new buildings. The goal was to raise the money to purchase the 

land for the new site, erect new buildings, and alleviate the congestion of the scientific 

laboratories and library, in particular. This worked out, financially, as follows: 

Purchase of and improvements on new site $65.000 
New Science Building 75.000 

Equipment for Science Building 25,000 
Endowment for Science Building 20,000 
Macdonald Mernorial Library 40.000 
Endowment for Library 20.000 

Endowment of Chairs - Arts and Science 100.000 
Endoment of Chairs - Medicine 70.000 

SUBTOTAL $4 1 5,000 
- . - - - -. . 

Less Alumni Fund of 1902 for Library 25.000 

SUM TO BE RAISED NOW $390,0004" 

smaller colleges argued in 1887, the medical college should not be privy to $800 per year. as had been the 
case before medical teaching was suspended after the Great Row. 
" "Present Financial Condition", DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation. 19 12- 19 19. MS-3, 
A883. 



In the year before Dalhousie University took over the Halifax Medical College. fees 

represented only a small percent of the university's income. The majority of  income 

came from the General Endowment of $41 0,000 and $5,000 in "Other Gifis". while 

eighty percent of the expenses for the year 19 10/19 1 1 went to pay for the salaries of its 

teaching staff?' 

In the year following the reabsorption of  the medical teaching facility. Dalhousie 

could report that the Medical Faculty had instantly become the second largest university 

hculty in terms of student enrollment. number of lecturers/professors. and value of fees 

generated: 

Professors Lecturers En rollment Feedg 

Arts & Science 12 1 O 340 $12.862 

Medicine 6 24 73 5.036 

Law 2 7 60 2,474 

Dentistry -- -- 17 -- 

'" "Present Undenaking". DUA. President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation, 19 12- 19 19. MS-3, A883. 
This total did not include $100,000 which had to be raised to cover the cost of the new Arts Building. The 
Medical Faculty would then be the main tenant in the old Arts Building. 
'' "Present Undertaking", DUA, p. 5. Eleven professors in Arts and Science were paid a total of $25.000 
while two Professors of Law received a total of $4,000. Five Arts and Science "lecturers" shared three 
hundred dollars in salary; the seven lecturers in Law were better paid. sharing S 1.000. The size of the 
Faculties differed widely: 328 students were enrolled in Arts and Science while only fifty-two were 
studying Law at Dalhousie. Hence, it was calculated that the average cost of educating a student was SI 12 
while the "average fee for a full course [was] only S50.00 per annum" (p. 6). "Our nearest educational 
centres are Montreal and Boston. about 800 to 1000 miles distant by rail. respectively. A student's 
espenses at the former are about $800.00 , at the latter about S 1000.00 - prohibitive to al1 but Our wealthy 
boys. We must meet the demand. and educate our own." Giving perspective to the size of this population 
that the Maritimes called its "own". the population of the Maritime Provinces totaled about one million in 
19 i 1 .  the report summarizes (p. 8). 
'""Present Undertaking", DUA. The categories of "Prof." and "Lect." are hand-written above the typed 
chart. The categories of "Enrollment" and "Fees" are inferred from similar charts and data earlier in this 
report. Dalhousie served only as an exarnining Faculty for Dentistry. Instruction was carried out at the 
Maritime Dental College, an affiliated institution. 



Dalhousie University and World War 1 

Much has been made, in previous chapters, of the role that Canada's war 

participation made in "encouraging" Rockefeller Sr.3 five million dollar gift, specifically 

directed to aid Canadian medical education. DaIhousie men. like those at Toronto and 

McGill. also quickly answered the cal1 to war and, again, the medical faculty played a 

large role. The sacrifices made by Dalhousie University were not only those of 

perso~el '"  but also manifested themselves in openting costs (fewer students meant less 

money in fees coming in) and in space (Dalhousie was asked to give up the Forrest 

Building, which housed medicine, law, dentistry and pharrnacy, for use as a convalescent 

Iiospital for the more than twenty-four thousand Canadian casualties of the 191 6 Battle of 

the Somme; this would necessitate renovating the old Halifax Medical College building 

ior University use). In the end. the Hospitals Commission constructed Camp Hill. which 

was ready to receive patients by the autumn of 191 7.50 Finally. Halifav was a primary 

embarkation point for many ships carrying personnel and supplies. 

Like Toronto and McGiIl, Dalhousie staff, students and alurnni organized their 

own hospital unit for the war. No. 7 Stationary Hospital was the Dalhousie contingent. I t  

consisted of 162 staff. including twelve doctors. twenty-seven nursing sisters and one 

dentist." In all. half of the Dalhousie medical faculty lefi their teaching duties to join the 

\var effort, including Colonel Dr. John Stewart who, upon his retum in June 19 19. 

- - - -. - - 

"' By 19 15. 165 Dalhousie gnduates  and staff and 83 undergraduates had enlisted. Waite. Lives of 
Dullmusie ( 1 994). p. 224. 
"' Waite. Lives ofDalhousie (1 994), pp. 233-234. 
" Waite. Lives ofDalhousie (1  994), p. 226-227. 



becarne the Dean of Medi~ine.'~ As was the case for the Toronto and McGill hospital 

units. the Dalhousie men spent their first six months overseas at Shorncliffe (January to 

June. 19 16). No. 7 then went on to Le Havre for the rernainder of 19 16. From 

December. 1 9 : 6 until the winter of 19 19, No. 7 moved about: first to Harfleur then on to 

Arques. Étaples, Rouen, and Carniers, before returning, first to Le Havre (February and 

March, 19 19) and then Shorncliffe (March and April, 19 19), and finally home to 

Canada.5' 

Pearce and Vincent Make their Evaluation of Dalhousie Medical Teaching 

As was the case at the University of Toronto and McGill University. 

representatives of the Faculty of Medicine at Dalhousie University were informed of the 

!ive million dollar gifi, earxnarked by Rockefeller for the betterment of Canadian medical 

education, on December 24. 19 19. Once again, Rockefeller's acknowiedgment of the 

Canadian war sacrifice and the close bond "of race, language and international 

friendship" with "the Canadian people ... Our near neighbours" was cited in the 

announcement." In his reply, Dalhousie President MacKenzie capitalized on the idea of 

the wartime sacrif?ces. which not only meant loss of faculty and students. but a loss of 

momentum in the growth of the newly reabsorbed medical school: 

" Stewart served as Dean of Medicine frorn 19 19 until 1932. Waite, Lives of Dalhousie ( 1994). p. 238. 
'' Crnivmsip of Toronto Roll of Service. 1 914-1 918, p. 600. Al1 of these postings, with the exception of 
Shomcliffe which is 35 kilornetres east of London, England, were in northem France. Le Havre is a port 
city. 175 kilometres nonhwest of Paris and Harfleur is five kilometres east of Le Havre. Arques is inland. 
about 195 kilometres north of Paris as is Rouen, which is 1 10 kilometres northwest of the French capital. 
Étaples. 185 kilometres north of Paris, is on the northem coast o f  France. on the Dover Strait. Finally. 
Carniers is a town 20 kilometres south of Boulogne-sur-Mer on the northwest coast of France. 
'"EV to D. Fraser Harris. December 24, 1919. DUA, President7s Office. Rockefeller Foundaiion, 19 19- 
192 1. MS 1-3. A874. 



No institutions in Canada have probably suffered as much 
as those Universities which are not state supported. for not 
only did they lose the very flower of their student body for 
a period of five years. but financiaily they have been put in a 
very serious condition. Dalhousie, for instance, in order to 
carry on during the war and do its fùllest possible share behind 
the lines, had to incur serious deficits. Now. with diminishing 
retums frorn endowments and practically doubled expenses. 
and with a demand fiom the public for broadening a11 
departrnents of education, the situation of the University is 
not an enviabie one. Assistance of the kind promised in this 
noble gift of Mr. Rockefeller, therefore, will corne at a very 
opportune time. We hope when the facts about the Medical 
School of the University are laid before the Foundation that 
it may be deemed worthy of a very generous share of Mr. 
Rockefeller's gift." 

Yet another form of sacrifice made by the medical faculty, related to the war, was the lack 

of departmental stability in bath staff and space. Many of the faculty had volunteered to 

serve overseas. leaving the faculty understaffed. Furthemore. despite the fact that the 

physical space for a modem medical school was already suboptimal in 1914. during the 

war. medical rooms had been commandeered for other uses. cramping quarters even 

further. By the end of the war, enrollment was growing, costs were soaring and 

Dalhousie's need for more room and improved facilities was critical if it was to reach its 

goal of being a small yet state-of-the-art medical school at last. This desire was seen by 

the faculty as being one of need as much as of prestige. In an effort to outline the 

important role played by the medical school, in an arnended eight-page report originally 

drawn up April 5, 19 18 and sent ta Henry S. Pritchett of the Carnegie Corporation. key 

- 

'' A S M  to GEV, Decernber 27, 19 19, DUA. President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 192 1 .  M S  I - 
3. A874. 



factors in the history of the school as  well as a list of the needs for a promising future 

were outlined. By 19 I W O ,  enrollment had grown to 134 from 7 1 in 19 16/17. salaries 

totaled just over $20,000, and the cost o f  laboratory material for the teaching of anatorny. 

physiology and pathology had more than doubled from the previous year to $5.000 in 

191 9/20. yet endowments only totaled $67.000 in capital.56 Furthemore. although sorne 

of the basic science courses were taught in the Dalhousie Science Building. and 

pathology had its own building (part of Victoria General Hospital). by 1 9 19. 23,000 

square feet of space in the existing medical building was no longer enough. Like the 

medical faculties at Toronto and McGill, the post-war period offered the opportunity to 

expand and put some of the newer medical subjects on a finner footing with their own 

departments. space and staff. 

Although the Halifax Medical College received a much less favourable evaluation 

in Flexner's 19 10 report compared to the facilities in Toronto and Montreal. particularly 

by time of the Rockefeller gifi announcement there were points which were uniquely 

positive with regard to supporting medical education in Halifax. Arnong these were: 

- It is the base of the North Atlantic fleet of the British Navy. 
- It is the Military headquarters of the Maritime Province 
district. ... 
- On account of its being a busy seaport. Halifax gets al1 the 
peculiar cases which sailors bring to a port; being the head- 
quarters of the Eastern Military Department and the great Naval 
Station of Canada, it has another set of special types of medical 
cases. Again, being the centre for so many hospitals and medicai 
departments, it has a very great proportion of medical men in 
comparison with its size, fiom whom the University can draw 
for its instructing st&* and, further, its medical profession is. 

'" "Dalhousie University: Equipment for Medical Teaching", January 14. 1920. p. 8. DUA. President's 
Office. Rockefeller Foundation. 1919-192 1. M S  1-3, A874. 



accordingly, of an abler quality than the size of the city would 
suggest." 

It is of consequence to note that the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundation's 

interest in Dalhousie University medical school was not the first notice taken of the 

Maritimes. The Rockefeller Foundation first appealed for a personal donation from .J. D. 

Rockefeller in 19 14. following the Newfoundland sealing disaste? and then later served 

in an advisory capacity during the Halifax Explosion relief effort. The Foundation also 

supported the work of the Massac husetts-Hali fax i-iealth Commission. B y the time 

Carnegie decided to join the Rockefeller Foundation in giving $500.000 to Dalhousie 

Medical School, the Carnegie Corporation had a history of giving gants to Dalhousie in 

the amount of $45.000.~~ 

One of the striking elements of MacKenzie's reaction to the announcement of the 

Rockefeller gifi was how quickly he saw fit to address potentiiil concerns of Foundation 

executives and to proactively substantiate the daim that medical teaching in Halifas \vas 

" "Equipment for Medical Teaching", ianuary 14, i920. DUA. pp. 5-6. There were at ieast nvelve 
hospitals in the region with a maternity hospital and sanitarium for tubercular patients being built at the 
time this report was subrnitted to the Rockefeller Foundation. Arnong the existing hospitals. beyond 
Dalhousie's main teaching hospital, Victoria General Hospital, which was adjacent to the medical building. 
were: the 'new' Military Hospital at Camp Hi11 with 600 beds for wounded and convalescent soldiers: the 
'old' Military Hospital with 150 beds, used primarily for infectious and venereal cases: the Naval Hospital 
for Canadian and Imperia1 Navies (50 beds): the Children's Hospital (70 beds, adjacent IO the medical 
building): the Infants' Home (50 beds); the Nova Scotia Hospital for the Insane (500 beds. in Danmouth, 
Nova Scotia): and the Trachoma Hospital and Quarantine Hospital ("belonging to the Dominion 
Government, Halifax being one of the chief ports of entrance for immigrants"). pp. 6-7. 

There were two major disasters in the sealing industry in 1914. In the spring. seventy eight to eighty 
crew of the sealing ship Newfoundland froze to death on the ice when they werr unable to cornmunicate 
with other ships because the wireiess set had been removed frorn their ship, (from Frederick W. Rowe. A 
Hiscory ofNe\vfound/und und Labrador (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Lim ited, 1 980). p. 368.) R. H. 
Tait. Abvfoundland: A Summaty ofrhe Hisrory and Developmenr of Briruin S Oldesr Co/otyfrorn /497 io 
I Y39 (United States: Harrington Press, 1939) tells of an even greater loss of life that year when the sealing 
vesse1 Sourhern Cross was lost in a gale. She was canying a crew of 170 men and 17,000 seals and no one 
survived (p. 9 1). 
"' Reid. "Health, Education, Economy" (1984). p. 68. 



crucial to not only the city of 85,000 but to the entire Maritimes. Almost presciently. 

MacKenzie touched on a number of Foundation-supported issues in the letter which 

accompanied the eight-page report sent to Vincent in January, 1920. In just over three 

pages. -MacKenzie managed to: champion medical schools with strong university ties yet 

compliment the heroic efforts of the founders of Halifax's propnetary medical college: 

support the ideas of efficiency and high standards in medical education: acknowledge the 

poor evaluation given by Abraham Flexner while applauding the spirit of both the 

founders of the Halifax Medical College and Dalhousie University which. although it 

could not afford to do so, rescued Canadian medical education on the East Coast when 

"the time came which such [proprietary] schools could not train for modem Medicine": 

mention the wartime sacrifice of those who joined the Dalhousie hospital unit; staunchly 

advocate the self-sufficiency which was a condition of receiving a Foundation g a n t  -- 

"We are not ... sitting back asking others to corne in and help us without having shown 

complete indications, 1 hope, of helping ourselves." (in the form of the financial 

campaigns of 19 12 and 1920, planned well in advance to any Foundation gift): and. 

tinally. happen to note that. "to put the Medical School on a proper b a i s  for thorough 

~vork would take about a million and a half. and it is only by the assistance of some such 

body as the Rockefeller Foundation that this can be done.'*"' 

Although Vincent mentioned a visit to Halifax. dates were not confirmed until 

Pearce returned from Europe in early February. This did not. however. stop MacKenzie 

tiom planning an itinerary for the Foundation representatives and from trying to procure 

"' ASM to GEV. January 14. 1920, DUA. President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 192 1.  M S  1-3. 
A874. 



funds from the federal govemment. In a letter to Acting Prime Minister, Sir George E. 

Foster. Mac Kenzie appealed for matching fùnds fiom the Dominion governrnent. adding 

his voice to that of Dr. Alexander McPhedran of the Faculty of Medicine at the 

University of Toronto. MacKenzie cited the role of the medical schools in the Great War. 

'-supplementing the Army Medical Corps" with hospital staff overseas. "a debt to the 

universities which 1 think the Dominion Government might weii recognize in this 

practical way.'"' MacKenzie also appealed to Foster's sense of nationalism. Like 

President Falconer in Toronto, MacKenzie was aware that until medical research grew in 

Canadian schools, students would be forced to go to Europe or to the United States for 

further training, al1 too ofien staying abroad. 

I am sure it will not be necessary for me to urge upon you 
the necessity for having at least one or two medicai schoois 
in Canada where the highest and broadest types of rnedicai 
research can be carried on. so that Our medical students do 
not have to go away. as they do today, to the United States 
or across the water to receive that education which they 
should be enabled to receive at home. it is true that McGill 
and Toronto medical schools are very excellently equipped 
today to do the ordinary teaching for medicd students, but 
most of the other medical schools, and 1 can speak for our 
own in particular, are quite a way fiom that stage yet. and 
the endowment needed these days to teach modem medicine 
is so great that it is difficult for the various universities from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, who are in strategical medical 
centres, to get the money needed to carry on proper medical 
ed~cation.~' 

" '  ASM to Sir George E. Foster, January 20, 1920. DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 
192 1.  MS 1-3, A874. 
"' ASM to Foster. January 20, 1920. DUA. 



McPhedran used a similar line of reasoning in his letter to Foster, particulariy with regard 

to the '-brain drain" to the United States: 

... none of our Institutions are suficiently well equipped to 
provide the best advanced work for the able men entering 
medicine who desire to pursue their work fiirther. They. 
therefore. leave Canada for foreign countries, most of them 
going to the United States. Few of these men retum, as they 
secure lucrative appointrnents, and most of  the Institutions 
in the United States have one or more of our men on their 
staff, Canada thus losing most of t i e  very best of our medical 
graduates, a loss that no young country c m  sustain without 
serious damage." 

Foster replied noncomrnittally. He reminded MacKenzie that education î è i l  under the 

jurisdiction of the provincial governments. Still. Foster said, the matter would be du1y 

c ~ n s i d e r e d . ~  By May 27, 1920, Foster had made a decision. There would be no financial 

aid forthcoming from the Federal G~vernrnent .~~  

Ultimately, MacKenzie's efforts t m e d  toward planning the visit of Pearce and 

Vincent. By mid-February it was confirmed that the Foundation representatives would 

arrive Monday. March 15 and leave March 17. As was the usual case. it was stated that 

"the officials of the Foundation have no preconceived plans which they wish to urge upon 

you. Their airn is to understand your need and to work with you in an effort to help you 

realize your natural ambition to increase the efficiency and usefulness of your 

"' McPhedran to John Stewart, January 13, 1920, DU A. President's Office. Rockefeller Foundatton. 19 19- 
192 1. MSI-3. A874. 

'TL George E. Foster to ASM. January 27, 1920. DUA, President's OffSce, Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 
192 1 .  M S  1-3, A874. 
"' Alexander McPhedran to ASM. May 27, 1920, DUA, President's O f R e ,  Rockefeller Foundation. 19 1 9- 
192 1. M S  1-3. A874. 



institution.'* Yet the advantage of establishing a full-time system of  teaching aiways 

Iay just beneath the swface. 

Up to this point no tixed dollar values had been set by the Foundation. The O t'fer 

still stood at five million dollars to aid Canadian medical education. Each school had its 

needs and sought a substantial portion of the total. Less than one week before Pearce and 

Vincent's visit, there was an article in The Toronto Star telling of a plan for reorganizing 

the University of Toronto medicai school. in addition to appointing full-time heads of 

departments with salaries of $10,000, it cailed for a Iimit of 125 students. down from 4 16 

students. This plan required an increase of $200,000 or a capital outlay (at five percent) 

of $4.000.000 to raise the present cost to $343.000 from $143.000.~' But this report had 

been leaked to the press. It had been prepared by the Faculty of Medicine at the 

University of Toronto for the use of the Board of Governors and the Rockefeller 

Foundation. On March 12. 1920. Falconer wrote a contrite letter of apoiogy to 

MacKenzie. explaining the situation and explaining that the University of Toronto had 

not made any request of the Rockefeller Foundation. 

It is a matter for deep regret that an impression may have 
been made that this University has been so unmindfùl of 
the needs of the rest of the Dominion as to seem to wish 
to secure an undue share of the gift which, unsolicited by 
the Dominion or by this University. has been generously 
offered by the Trustees of the Rockefeller Fo~ndation.~" 

'"' Charles Caton to ASM, Febniary 18. 1920. DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 
1921. MSI-3,  A874. 

f i ?  .. . . . Plan is Required by Medical Facuity". March 10, t 920, The Toronto Star. 
"' Falconer to the Editor, March 12 1920, DUA. President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 192 1. 
M S  1-3. A874. 



With that event settled. Dalhousie prepared for the visitors. Pearce and Vincent 

spent their time being snown the medical school, meeting with the Premier. attending 

dinners held in their honour. and Vincent gave an address on public health. Every move 

was followed by the local papers? Everyone was on their best behaviour. trying to 

impress Pearce and Vincent. 

Following the first visit, Vincent wrote a brief note to MacKenzie to thank him for 

his hospitality. Interestingly enough, he intimated that it would be al1 right to use the 

Rockefeller Foundation gift as leverage "to secure essential conditions of suc ces^^'.^^ 

MacKenzie, no doubt aware of this, would not miss the piece of  advice. 

The next step in the evaluation of Dalhousie was a second visit by Pearce. fiom 

April 6 to 9. 1920. In preparation for this, Pearce requested a number of documents from 

MacKenzie. including: a statement detailing a plan o f  development for the medical 

school. and which covered several years; plans for developing instruction in public 

liealth as it related to the medical school and any Provincial or Municipal organizations: 

problems related to the hospital, specifically with regard to staff appointments and the 

introduction of fûll-time teaching residents; any ideas on limiting student enrollment and 

changinç the length of the course; and an itemized statement of al1 costs faced by the 

school for medical education. Pearce had an uiterior motive for his request. He did not 

want it to appear as though any subsequent changes were mandated by the Rockefeller 

Foundation: 

"" A nurnber of articles appeared in Halifax papers, explaining the visit and reviewing Vincent's address. 
including The Huiflhx Chronicle (March 16 and 1 7) and The Halijüx Nerald (March 1 2) -- the latter was a 
lengthy feriture titled, "What Rockefellers' Millions Are Doing for Hurnanity World-over". 



If there are any changes to be made which might be criticized 
eventually on the basis that such changes were influenced by 
the attitude of the Rockefeller Foundation, might not these 
changes be considered and announced before we proceed 
very far? i have in mind the question of changes in appointrnents 
to the hospitai, possible resignations fiom your Faculty. and the 
possibility of a new dean. 1 do not mean that any of these are 
necessary, but if they are contemplated it might be well to have 
thern precede any definite activity on the part o f  the Foundation." 

One interesting thing to note is the tone of the correspondence between Pearce and 

Vincent and Mackenzie. Even early on there is a noticeable warmth and a sense of 

genuine friendship which stands out in contrast to the cordial but formal tone in the letters 

passed between the Foundation representatives and those at McGiII and University of 

Toronto. FoIlowing their first visit to Halifax, Pearce writes, "1 feel now that 1 have a 

thorough grasp of the Dalhousie situation but look forward with pleasure to the necessity 

for a return visit"" and Vincent writes, "Looking forward with pleasure to a second visit 

7 9 7 3  to Nova Scotia ... It would seem that the reason for the congenial tone in their 

correspondence was that Pearce and Vincent got along well with not only MacKenzie but 

the medical faculty as a whole as well as "the citizens of Halifax with whom we came in 

  on tact".'^ Furthemore. it appears that Pearce enjoyed fishing. In answer to 

MacKenzie's invitation regarding another visit -- "if you will only corne back and do a 

- -- --  -- - - - 

-" G E V  to ASM, March 20. 1920, DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 192 1. M S  1-3. 
,4874. 
'' RMP to ASM, March 24, 1920, DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 192 1. M S  1-3. 
A874. 
'' RMP to ASM, April9, 1920, DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 192 1, MS 1-3. 
A87J. 
'' G E V  to Dr. F. V. Woodbury, August 7, 1920, DUA. President's Offke. Rockefeller Foundation. 19 I9- 
192 1 .  M S  1-3. A874. 



little fishing, and let Medical matters not worry you. we will be glad to show you what 

the country c m  do in the way of sport"" -- Pearce replied. "1 often think of my visits with 

you and of how enjoyable they were and if the opportunity ever arises for retuming for a 

l i  ttle fishing 1 assure you 1 will not debate the matter very Pearce and Vincent 

found Dalhousie to be located in a setting with few urban distractions and where nature 

was a welcome distraction from their duties as Foundation representatives. 

Effect of  the Foundation Gift 

Just as Vincent had suggested to MacKenzie. the Foundation gifi was remarkably 

valuable as leverage. On June 16. 1920, MacKenzie wrote to Premier George H. Murray 

to outline the "conditions" of the gift. The first condition was that the University build 

and maintain an out-patient facility for al1 hospitals in the vicinity, with an accompanying 

dispensary. social services department, and a follow-up centre. The second condition w3s 

that the pathology building, part of the Victoria General Hospital. be enlarged; the cost of 

this would be $150.000. The third condition was that the Hali tk  Dispensary and the 

-- 
University join forces to carry on the out-patient and Health Centre clinic.' Although the 

donors gave $200.000 to fulfill the first condition. the pathology building was seen to be 

the government's responsibility. Indeed, the leverage worked and the government 

pledged the money for the building's extension and more. In a memorandurn dated April 

- - 

" GEV to ASM. March 20, 1920, DUA. President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 192 1. M S  1-3. 
A874. 
- 5  ASM to RMP. April 14. 1920, DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 192 1. M S  1-3. 
A874. 
'" RMP to ASM. Apri l2  1 ,  1920, DUA, President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 192 1. M S  1-3, 
A874. 



20. 192 1. it was noted that the Provincial Government was responsible for maintenance of 

a Pathology Department; maintenance of a new department of Hygiene; and additions to 

both the Pathology Building and the Victoria Generai H~spital. '~ In fuller terms. the plan 

of development set out by MacKenzie was to be as follows: 

(a) Maintenance by the University of its present budget for 
the Medical School 

(b) New resources as follows: 

To be raised bv the Universitv: 

Development of the laboratory and clinical 
departrnents involving increases of salaries 
of $25.000 a year - requinng endowment $500.000 

lncrease in cost of maintenance $1 5 3 0 0  a year - 
requiring endowment 3 10.000 

New equipment 26.500 
Remodeling Medical Building $25,000 to 50.000 50.000 
An addition to Medical Building 150.000 
Dispensary and Health Center 200.000 

Sumort bv Provincial Government: 

Maintenance of pathological department rit 
$8.000 a year. capitalized value $160.000 

Maintenance of new department of hygiene -------- 
Addition to pathological building 150,000 
Addition to Victoria General Hospital 525.000 

Contribution bv Halifax Dis~ensarv: 

Present plant valued at $100,000 

-- 
' ASM to GHM. Junr 16. 1920, DUA. President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 192 1. MS 1-3. 

A874. 
Mernorandum for Dr. A. G. Nicholls, April20. 192 1,  DUA, President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation. 

1919-1921. MSI-3, A874. 



Contri bution bv Massachusetts Health Commission: 

Present pledge $5,000 to $10.000 a year for 
at least three years 

The Rockefeller gifi, detennined to be in the arnount of $500,000 (US.),  was awarded to 

Dalhousie University on September 1, 1920. Of course. al1 of the above represented the 

cornmitment made by the University. Provincial Govemment. and existing organizations. 

In a remarkable tumaround, the Rockefeller Foundation endowrnent was eannarked for 

buildings. 

(a) Remodeling the present medical building $ 30.000 
(b) Addition to the present medical building 150.000 
(c) Building and equipping dispensary and 

public health center 200.000 
(ci) Equipment (primarily for iaboratories) 20.000 
(e) Endowment 1 00.00080 

In part. this was due to the fact that the corresponding Carnegie Corporation gifi of 

$500.000 was to be used entirely for the endowrnent of Chairs in the Department of 

.Medicine. Whereas, at McGill and Toronto. the Rockefeller Foundation was fïrrn in its 

resolve to insist that building costs be handled by the Provincial Govemment. it was 

considerably more lenient with Dalhousie. Perhaps it saw Dalhousie as the most worthy 

rccipient of a gant  -- despite the scathing review of medical teaching ten years earlier by 

Flexner, Dalhousie seemed to be on the right track. This was a schooI with a fonvard- 

looking President, that acknowledged its strengths and weaknesses: its staE were a team. 

-" "Dalhousie University Medical School" Minutes, Division o f  Medical Education cf The Rockefeller 
Foundation, Apri129. 1925. DUA, President's Office. Rockefeller Foundation. 19 19- 192 1 ,  M S  1-3. A874. 



serving an entire region. with an appetite for modem medical teaching, if only given the 

opportunity. What is interesting is that Dalhousie had much fùrther to go to catch up to 

the modem ideal of a Johns Hopkins or even of  Toronto and McGiI1. 1 believe this 

played into the Ienient approach taken by the Foundation with regard to the spending of 

their gift. Dalhousie medical education had to be brought up to speed in its fundamental 

pre-clinical science departments having struggled for so many years until 19 1 1 as a 

proprietary college. The interruption of the war years and the crisis of the Haiifa. 

Explosion only further delayed the deveiopment of medical education in Halifax The 

financial burden of  rebuilding the city of Halifax after the explosion or upgrading the 

fàcilities at Dalhousie University had to be borne by a relatively small population: 

Table 4: POPULATION FIGURES BASED O N  THE CENSUS OF 1921'' 

Rank Arnong 
Canadian C ities/ 

Towns with Population 
Greater than 1 .O00 

Hal i fax 58,372 
Toronto 52 1,893 
Montreal 6 18.506 

1 1  Nova Scotia 523.837 
2 Ontario 2.933.662 
1 Que bec 2.360.5 10 

Yet the Foundation acknowledged the need of maintaining a medical school for the 

Maritime region and set about aiding it. There was little mention of introducing the Full- 

time system at Dalhousie. I believe, because clinical medicine could not be overhauled 

'" "Dalhousie" Minutes, April 29. 1925, DUA. 
" Data taken from the Sixrh Census o/Cunada. 1921, vol. 1 (Ottawa: F. A. Acland. 1924). p. 234 and F. 
t-t. Lracy, cd., Wistorical Staristics of Canada. 2nd ed. (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 1983), p. A 1 - 14. 



before the pre-clinical subjects were put on a firmer footing at Daihousie University. As 

challenging as the situation was, however, even the Foundation representatives could see 

that aiding the school was far bener than letting the schools close or founder in ignominy. 

The Foundation respected and acknowledged the efforts of the core medical faculty to 

improve the school and the monies given would help a school whose facilities and 

methods were still largely those of the nineteenth century. 1 do not think that Pearce or 

Vincent ever imagined the Foundation's pifi would make Dalhousie a leading centre for 

medical research. but they could see helping the medical deparunent to become a solid 

centre for teaching modem medicine. producing general practitioners who would ably 

serve the Maritimes. 

Another difference. relative to Toronto and McGill. was the fact that Dalhousie 

\vas given the full $500,000 al1 at once. This meant that the gifi to Dalhousie was 

actually larger, because of the rate of exchange on September 1. 1920. Toronto received 

its endowrnent in parcels. In fact. ofien the Foundation made it a habit to keep the 

recipient coilege on its guard, of saying that a particular set of conditions had to be met. 

or the school risked not receiving the remainder of the gifi. Although this was stnted. it 

was not ever viewed to be probable from the Foundation's standpoint. 

In terms of full-time instruction, Dalhousie had a hybrid of full and part-time 

teachers. While the clinical instructors were al1 part-time, local practitioners. the 

professors of anatomy, pathology, and physiology were full-time instructors. This was 

known to Pearce and did not seem to be a bone of contention in evaluating the suitability 

of a grant for Dalhousie. It was a matter of strengthening the Dalhousie medical 

program. first in the basic sciences, and then addressing its clinical teaching. 



Dalhousie's goal was to offer a solid medical education which could be built upon 

elsewhere by those who sought more in terms of clinical training. 

Dalhousie Medical Education After 1920 

The best overview of how the rnoney was to be spent is found in a Report on 

Dulhorrsie University Medical School for the Rockefeller Founàation. Dated April 6. 

i 920. it  represents a comprehensive overview of that which was seen to be up-to-date 

pedagogically as well as giving a sense of where Dalhousie Medical School saw itself 

titting into medical education in Canada. It did not see the Foundation gifi as an 

opportunity to grow and expand; on the contrary, the report discussed decreasing 

enrollment to raise standards and investing in post-graduate opportunities for select 

graduates. Dalhousie University had a good idea of where modem medical education was 

going: 

The Dalhousie Medical School will remain a relatively 
small school. the clinical facilities of Halifax setting a 
natural limit to its size for efficient teaching. But it should 
teach Medicine as well as a large school. This means that 
it must be able to attract to its chairs men of the highest 
ability. And this means that it must pay salaries as large 
as the best schools and must offer its permanent staff 
adequate facilities for research in assistants. apparatus and 
libraries. There are obvious things. of course. which it 
cannot offer thern; the very biggest men must gravitate 
toward the great medical centres. Dalhousie should be 
at the least a breeding and resting ground for some of 
these men.'' 

'' "Report on Dalhousie University Medical School for the Rockefeller Foundation", April 6, 1920, p. 9. 
DCA. President's Office, Rockefeller Foundation, 19 19- 192 1 ,  MS 1-3. A874. 



There is no mention made here of the Full-time system, I believe. because Dalhousie had 

other fundamental needs at the tirne and introducing the Full-time system was an 

initiative for better established schools. with strong, existing foundations in the pre- 

clinical years of their prognms. 

In addition to the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundation gifis. the university also 

sought one million dollars in a fundraising carnpaign in 1920. But the monies raised 

would go toward the Arts and Science. and Law Faculties. This is because medical 

teaching benefited fiom the reintroduction to Dalhousie in 19 1 1. In order to 

accommodate medical teaching, Dalhousie had to fiind: accommodation ($100.000): 

three full-time professors and a part-time staff (% 10,000); apparatus and equipment for 

the departments of Physiology and Pathology ($6,000); and a maternity hospital 

($1 50.000).83 

In terrns of individual departments, considerable work needed to be undertaken in 

Physiology. Biochemistry, Histology, Embryology, Pathology, Bacteriology and 

Pharmacology. "Only a mere beginning has been madeva in the tirst four subjects. and 

Pathology and Bacteriology needed more staff, a Iarger building, and more equipment. 

Furthemore, the subject area of Pharmacology had to be created. 

In addition. this seemed to be the perfect time to shifi Hygiene and Public Heaith 

into the twentieth century. To date, these subjects had been taught by  lectures. On the 

agenda was a full-time professor with laboratory assistance and the requisite facilities. 

'' "Report on Dalhousie". April 6, 1920, DUA, p. 6. The Salvation A m y  wris given the S i  50.000 to build 
the Gnce Maternity Hospital. It would be their responsibility to run. but the responsibility o f  the 
University to appoint medical staff. The University also had the privilege of  using free beds for clinical 



Public health was, however. one of  the dominant themes in this era of rebuilding. 

particularly in relation to the Rockefeller gifi. Because of Dalhousie's position as the 

dominant university in an econornically depressed and underdeveloped areass it was 

determined that to aid public heaith and hygiene was to aid the Maritimes. Therefore. in 

aiding public health instruction. the Rockefeller Foundation was aiding d l  of the 

Maritimes. In fact, if one analyzes the gram approved by Rockefeller Foundation for 

Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland 19 1 8 to 1940. one sees $75,400 going to 

Daihousie University for hygiene and public health projects as well as $72.788 to the 

covernrnents of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. mostly in the - 
1 93 0s for the same reason? 

Finally, although Physics, Chemistry and Biology were University subjects. and 

they benefited from being in the new Science Building, due to the increased number of 

students. they were in need of more teachers and more equipment. Hence. the cost of the 

scientization of medical education was the single greatest factor in Dalhousie University's 

modernization. One interesting factor was the amount of money paid to professors at 

Dalhousie compared to the salaries at University of Toronto. For example. an Anatomy 

professor received $2.500 to $4.000 at Dalhousie for a füll-time position whereas the 

instruction. This arrangement put an end to an era of no clinical instruction in obstetrics. due to the lack of 
Iying-in fàcilities in Halifax. 
" '"Report on Dalhousie". April 6. 1920. DUA. p. 8. 
"' Reid. "Health, Education. Economy" (1984)- p.65, notes that the Maritimes and Newfoundland during 
tlie i 920s and 1930s were perceived as 'a pioneer and poverty-stricken country' by the Rockefeller 
Foundation even as they were seen to be making inroads into the North American mainstream. Reid goes 
on to posit that these diverging perceptions contributed to what he calls "an ideal testing ground for new 
ventures" in the eyes of philanthropie foundations. Given that the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations 
spent more than four million (U.S.) dollars in the Maritimes and Newfoundland between 19 18 and 1940. 
Reid's hypothesis would seem to be accurate. 
"" Reid. "Health. Education. Economy" (1984). p. 79. 



Eaton Chair of Medicine received $10,000 in Toronto. Although Dalhousie said it "must 

pay salaries as large as the best schools", this discrepancy seems to stand out. 1 believe 

that the explanation for this difference is a combination of the Toronto faculty of 

medicine being held in higher regard than Dalhousie University within the profession. 

coupled with the fact that subjects such as Anatomy were not taught by clinicians who 

might otherwise draw much larger consulting fees fiom a large practice. Increasingly. 

clinical medicine was being viewed as the "senior service" within a medical fàculty and 

the salaries paid to instructors reflected this throughout North American medical schools. 

Dalhousie University was. therefore, the beneficiary of two major gifts. which 

when totaled. equaled the one million dollars received by Toronto and McGilI 

Liniversities. It was the only school, however. which was viewed as less than excellent. 

Dalhousie was supported because it was the only medical school in eastern Canada and 

the Rockefeller Foundation had the foresight to plan for a future with an ever-grouring 

population that would require more physicians. 

The other major difference in the gifi was the fact that it was awarded in one lump 

sum and was largely designated for buildings. Whereas the Foundation al1 but forbade 

this use of the fiinds in Montreal and Toronto. it acknowledged the need for more 

teaching and laboratory space in Halifax. And whereas the populations of Toronto and 

Montreal were expected to be able to generate rnatching funds. the citizens of Ha1ih.c 

were seen to have gone through too many trials in the recent past. first the Halifax 

Esplosion and then the War, to be able to bear the costs of a major medical school 



overhaul. They could contribute, but would be helped dong throughout much of the 

1920s by two Amencan  philanthropie^.^' 

The Effect of the Rockefeller Foundation Gift upon the Three Schools 

Even before the publication of the Flexner Report in 19 10. Canadian medical 

schools were participating in an age of reform. In that spirit, new buildings were erected 

and new subjects, such as bacteriology and biochemisuy, were added to the curriculum in 

a bid to modernize and "scientize" their programs. For with scientization came a 

definition of professionaiism which. in twn, assured physicians they could maintain their 

autonomy and achieve a degree of elitism which would assure their status and high 

earning capabilities. This was a reaction, as Kenneth Ludmerer says. to other medical 

sects competing with physicians in the medical marketplace of the early nineteenth 

century. including the Thomsonianism which had its heyday in the 1830s. As Ludrnerer 

explains. the Thornsonian movement in the United States was based on the principle that 

the practice of rnedicine was simple enough to be understood by any person. This. 

coupled with the limited medical knowledge of the day and what Ludmerer calls 

"therapeutic pessimism", combined to make it necessary to refonn medical teaching in 

tlie later nineteenth century or risk being run out of business." 

'* Rcid. "Health. Education. Econorny" ( 1984). pp. 79-8 1.  Reid notes that Dalhousie University's Medical 
t'aculty received more than $6 10,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation from 1920 to 1938 and the Carnegie 
Corporation almost matched the amount with gifis totaling $604,000 from 1920 to 1937. 
" Kenneth Ludmerer. "Reforrn at Harvard Medical School, 1869-1909". Bullerin of the History of 
rll~.dicinc. 55.  ( 198 1). p. 345. See also the work of James T. 11. Connor. Minoriry Medicine in Onrario. 
lÏ85-1903: A Study ofMcdical PIurafism and ifs Decline (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of- 
Waterloo, 1989). 



Al1 of the reforms. supported by the Rockefeller Foundation. Carnegie 

Corporation and the Eaton Endowment, centred around improving the way rnedicine was 

taught in Toronto, Montreal and Halifax. Following decades of refonn influenced by 

developments in B m  France and then ~ e r m a n y ~ ~ .  by 19 10 the schools were aware of 

advances in clinical and laboratory medicine but none of the universities at Toronto. 

Montreal nor Halifax could bear the cost of whotesale implementation of these reforms. 

It  was as if each of these schools was ready and willing but not able to push through their 

ideas. Further frustration for those progressive men like Macallum who advocated 

change was forthcoming when the war intemipted teaching for almost five years. This 

was why the announcement of Rockefeller money for Canada was so exciting when it 

was made in 19 19. At last. Canadian schools could respond in practice to the Flemer 

Report of 19 10 and, in the case of Toronto and McGill Universities endeavour to keep 

pace with the leading American schools. and in the case of Dalhousie. avenge Flexner-s 

scathing review. 

Ultimately. through the scientization of medicine and the Full-time system. 

trndowments changed medical teaching and the profession in five ways. First. the money 

helped to limit access to medical school by raising the standards for prospective 

appl iccmts. This is i llustrated, on a grand scate. by Todd Savitt, with respect to the black 

"' Ludmerer. "Reform at Harvard" ( 198 l ) ,  pp. 345-346. Ludmerer views 1870 as a tuming point in North 
American medical education. By this point, many North Americans were traveling to Europe for 
postgraduate training, including men such as A. B. Macallum. William Osler and Charles Eliot. President 
of Harvard University and the man credited with initiating a program of reform at Harvard Medical School. 
What they brought back to the United States and Canada were new rnethodologies and knowledge, 
panicularly in the laboratory-based sciences. In Paris, Ludmerer says, they learned to link pathology and 
physical diagnosis and saw how the hospital could be used as an integral part of medical teaching and 
research: in Germany. visiting scholars noted how scientific subjects could be a valucd and relevant 
addition to a physician's basic knowledge white pursuing experimental medicine. 



medical schools in the United States. Oniy two schools remained in 1923, resulting in 

fewer opportunities for black students to study rnedi~ine .~  Another example is illustrated 

by George Weisz. He notes the pressure to raise entrance requirements at McGill 

University to keep up with state licensing requirements in the United States; this was a 

factor because McGill had a significant number of American medical students during the 

tirst two decades of the twentieth century. McGill also Iimited the size of its entering 

classes to one hundred students to the point that by 1929 it was normai to require and get 

students who already held a BA or B.Sc. with the requisite training in the sciences. This 

was not the case at the Francophone medical schools. Standards were lower. in part 

because they were serving a different market, destined to recruit students who were 

training to become practitioners. The French-language schools did not get many 

Arnerican students and, therefore. could f iord  to have lower e n ! ~ ~ c c  o7riire~xz:s.~' 

Each of the schools also made a point of decreasing the nurnber of students to whom they 

offered places in the first-year medical schools class. This was done only in e m e s t  af'ter 

1920. to allow al1 se~ icemen  returning from the war a place in the class. 

Another related point in limiting access is raising tuition. By l9X/X.  attending 

medical school at McGill would cost a student $1,200 over six years while Toronto 

tuition totaled $950 and Dalhousie tuition totaled $1,132. This represents an increase of 

more than two hundred percent over the course of twenty years. This, too. began to 

restrict the number of individuais who could afford to attend medical school from an 

'" Todd L. Savitt. "Abraham Flexner and the Black Medical Schools". Barbara Barzansky and Norman 
Gev i t z  eds. Beyond Flexner: Medical Educution in the Twentieth Cenrury (New York: Greenwood Press. 
1992). pp. 65-8 1 .  



economic standpoint. Young farmboys who wished to become doctors may have been 

able to attend when the cost was four hundred dollars for four years, or for the then even 

shorter penod in some schools. But by 1924, the course had been lengthened to six years 

rit al1 three schools and with al1 of the material fighting for space in an ever-tightening 

curriculum. it was too dificult to begin classes in October and get it al1 in. So, classes 

began in September, and f m b o y s  would have to miss the hanlest if they wanted to enter 

medical school- For some, this wouid represent too much of a sacrifice. 

Having already touched on the second point, 1 will continue with the issue of the 

changing length of the medical course. In response to the growing scientization of 

medicine and the expansion of the medical school curriculum to include more time in the 

laboratory and clinics as well as to include newer subjects such as biochemistry and 

bacteriology, al1 three schools added a year on to their four-year program. McGill 

University led the way, establishing its five-year course in 1907108. with Toronto 

foilowing in 1908109. Daihousie waited until it had reabsorbed the Halifax Medical 

College. introducing its five-year program in 19 1 1/ 12. By 19 1 9/20. to keep up with the 

leading Arnerican schools, both McGill and Toronto had introduced a six-year program. 

with Dalhousie following their lead in 192 1 /22. 

The cost of expanding the program was, in part, borne by the students' fees. but 

only marginally. This was, perhaps, the most striking effect of the Foundation's gifis. It 

helped taise awareness, via the condition of matching fûnds, of the costs and needs of 

modern medical training. By the time that Banting, Best, Collip and Macleod have given 

" '  George Weisz, "The Geographical Origins and Destinations of Medical Graduates in Québec, 1834- 
1 939". Hisroire Sociale/Social History, XIX, 37 (May 1 986), pp. 106- 1 09. 



the world insulin, the benefit of medical research is clear to dl.  I f  the goal, as was the 

case with University of Toronto, was service to the state. then the goal had been ably met. 

Finally, al1 of this came together to raise the status of physicians. Whether it was 

as a consequence of the Flexner Report or despite it, the number of North American 

medical schools were cut in half and the remainder were improved. Medicine became a 

Iiighly-trained profession, anchored in science and technology. Gerald Markowitz and 

David Rosner cite the power maintained by a small group of elite physicians who 

oversaw the reforms funded by the Foundations. This group ensured that the reforms 

"centralized. bureaucratized, rnodernized and expanded medicine and medical education 

in the interests of physicians' own professional needs and with Iittle regard for the needs 

of the public.'*' 

"' Gerald E. Markowitz and David Karl Rosner. "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use  of Medical 
Education Reform to Establish Modem Professional Elitisrn in Medicine", Arnerican Qlrurrer[v. XXV. I 
(March 1973). p. 107. 



Cha~ter 6 - Lessons Learned 

The Rockefeller Foundation investrnent in Canadian medical education resulted in 

a number of issues coming to the fore. Although some are more obvious than others. 

each one is valid and not without its influence on other factors, in turn. It must be 

remembered that the arnount was worth close to forty-five million 1996 Canadian dollars, 

taking into account the exchange and inflation rates, even before any of the matching 

hnds were applied. This was no small donation. In giving the money. in the organized 

and orderly fasiion they did, the Foundation set an exarnple of large-scaie gift-living that 

began a trend which is still in practice today.' 

In the end, the Rockefeller Foundation gifi of five million dollars (U.S.) to aid 

Canadian medical education was significant. Without it, changing to meet the needs of 

modern medical teaching would have progressed far more slowly. Innovations had been 

thought of and some were being accommodated, but at a rate that was threatening to stall 

the changes- The scientization of medicine, introduced in the 1870s. was embraced in 

Canada, but as the cost of laboratories, equipment and full-time staff increased. the 

transition to a science-based curriculum was progressing more gradually until the 

RockefèlIer gifi spurred things on. 

Ultimately, the breakdown of the gifi was as follows: 

University of Toronto $1,000,000 
McGiII University $1,000,000 
Dalhousie University $ 500,000 
University of Manitoba $ 750.000 
Université de Montréal $ 500,000 

' The Rockefeller Foundation's George E. Vincent later advised Vincent Massey on the organization o f  
The Massey Foundation. 



University of Alberta $ 500,000 
Reserve % 750,000' 

The gifis to the Universities of Montreal, Manitoba and Alberta were part of a 

second wave. Relying on Abraham Flexner's report of 19 10 as well as visits to these 

schools, the Foundation decided to give money first to the schools deemed to be excellent 

(Toronto and McGill), as well as one which Flexner described as "feeble" (Dalhousie) but 

wl-iich the Foundation felt fulfilled a distinctive, regional rols k i n g  the only medical 

school east of McGill University. Then the Foundation found reason to give to the other 

school Flexner found to be "feeble" (Montreal, fomerly Laval-Montreal) as well as to 

Winnipeg (which Flexner said represented "a distinct effort toward higher ideals") and to 

Al berta. which had not begun medical instruction in 19 10. 

If one is evaluating the total investment made by the Rockefeller Foundation in a 

system of medical education in Canada, it pales in contrast to that expended by the 

General Education Board in the United States. Between the years 19 14 and 1960, the 

Grnenl Education Board made appropriations totaling $94,083.372.74' as compared to 

the iive million dollars given to Canadian medical schools. 1 realize that this is an unfair 

comparison, given that the American figure spans aid given over forty-six years and this 

support was spread out over twenty-five schools compared to Canada's six schools. It  is 

striking. however, to note the level of support of some of the American schools: 

Vanderbilt University ($17,560.378.45); University of Chicago, including Provident 

: Pearce. "Surnmary of Reports on Medical Education in Canada", RAC. RF, 1 . 1  Projects, 427 Canada. 
Box. 10. Folder 79, p. 1 .  
' Raymond B. Fosdick, Adventure in Giving: The Story ofthe General Educarion Board (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1962). Appendix II, p. 328. 1 am not sure if this figure has been adjusted for inflation. 



Hospital ($ I4,505.72 1.83); and Johns Hopkins University ($1 1.126.126.4 1 ). If the surns 

received by these top three schools are combined, it represents almost half of the total 

given by the General Education Board.' But it is dangerous to evaluate the importance of 

these gifts strictly on the basis of total dollars. The Canadian schools were able to push 

on with their reforms, begun as early as 1880. using the money received from the 

Rockefeller Foundation and the matching h d s  fiom private and public sources. The 

$500.000 given to Daihousie University precisely at a time when it needed help most was 

just as important as the seventeen and a half million awarded to Vanderbilt University. 

In fact. Dalhousie University received more from the Rockefeller Foundation than did 

seven of the American schools fiom the General Education Board.' 

The situation at the University of Alberta was one of helping it to become a 

complete medical school. By 1920. it was still only offering the three pre-cfinical years. 

afier which students would transfer to the University of Toronto or McGill University for 

the three clinical years of instruction. The gifi of $500.000, to be given as annual grants 

with the principal to follow. recognized Edmonton's efforts toward establishing a first- 

rate rnedical school. These efforts included a major cornmitment on behalf of the 

Provincial Govemment. namely: constructing a new laboratory building; giving an 

additional sum of not less than $25,000. above and beyond that budgeted for 1920/2 1. for 

" Fosdick. Adventure in Giving, p. 328. In fourth place was Mehany Medical College with $8,673.702.12. 
Meharry, located in Nashville, Tennessee, was one o f  two African Amencan colleges to receive support. 
the other being Howard University in Washington, D. C. ($587,759.32). 
' The seven schools. which included Duke and Emory Universities as well as the Universities of Georgia. 
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, were given gifh ranging fiom $ l2,5OO.OO to $309,675.55. Fosdick. 
Ad~vnrure in Giving, p. 328. 



the development of clinical subjects; and guaranteeing an annual increase of between 

$65.000 and $90,000 in maintenance of the University Hospital.' 

The clinical cumculum and facilities still had to be organized and the Foundation 

wished to have a part in helping this school establish itself; it would then be the only 

SC ho01 in the Canadian West. This was, in fact, one of the factors that helped the 

Foundation choose to corne to its aid. Like Dalhousie University in the Maritimes. there 

was the geographical argument that the growing Canadian West required a medical 

school. "lt occupies an important position in relation to the farther Northwest of Canada 

and its development should be aided."' The goal. was, therefore, to have the clinical 

years set up by 1923. and to have its own University Hospital. close to the medical 

school. completed by 1922. 

Finally, the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Manitoba was the other 

school to benefit frorn the Foudation's five million dollars. In 1920. it was the only 

complete medical school West of Toronto, with an enrollment of 2 19. Begun as a 

proprietary college in 1883, it had become afiliated with the university in 19 1 8 and was 

lield in high regard by Pearce. He recomrnended that half a million dollars be given to 

the school if the govemment gave $400,000 for a new medical building and increased by 

at least $20,000 the general expenses, over and above the assigned $88.435. 

Interestingly enough, this was the only school which Pearce recommended get an 

- 

" Pearce. "Summary of Reports on Medical Education in Canada", RAC, p. 5. 
' Pearce. "Surnrnary of Reports on Medical Education in Canada", RAC, p. 5. 



additional $250,000 gift, The condition for this fi@ percent increase was that the 

University raise a matching $250.000 for endowment.' 

The balance of $750,000, Pearce noted, "should be held with the reservation on 

the part of the Foundation that it could eventually be applied, if other disposai seems 

advisable, to the deveioprnent of a school at Vancouver in connection with the Vancouver 

Hospital and the University of British Columbia." Other ideas included maintaining the 

principal and using the income for "schools being reorganized, to experiments in medical 

education and to the support of fellowships" or toward establishing Chairs of Preventive 

Medicine at Queen's University and the University o f  Western Ontario.'' In looking at the 

subsequent gifts made to each of the Universities of Toronto, McGill and Dalhousie. it is 

clear that the balance was used and then some. for a diverse group of projects which 

supported research, education and establishing new departments. 

While the University of Toronto medical faculty received its money in 

installments. McGill" and Dalhousie Universities were given theirs at once. This was in 

part because the Foundation wished to keep some leverage over Toronto not to dictate 

changes to the medical course but to keep the school's cornmitment to raise the matching 

' Pearce. "Surnmary of Reports on Medical Education in Canada". RAC, p. 4. 
" Pcarce. "Summary of Reports on Medical Education in Canada". RAC, pp. 6-7. Queen's and Western 
University had applied for aid to the International Health Board and, Pearce wrote, could receive S250.000 
cach toward those Chairs. 
"' McGill University received its capital on Decernber 20. 192 1. It appealed to the Foundation because. as 
Vincent explaincd in a letter to Robert Falconer, "it seerns that McGill. in anticipation of collections tiom 
its campaign, had subscribed to a million dollars' wortb of Dominion Bonds. and was canying these by 
means of notes at the banks. The Trustees of the University asked the Foundation whether it would be 
convenient to make cash payment in order that these notes might be taken up. it so happened that maturing 
investments enabled the Foundation to do this without sacrificing in an unfavounble market." GEV to 
Falconer. December 20. 192 1. RAC, RF, 1.1 Projects, 427 Canada. Box 10. Folder 79. 



hnds." Although it was never truly the case that the Foundation would have pulled out 

of their investment in the Provincial University, they did want Toronto to believe the? 

might. in part to keep up the pressure for matching funds and to maintain their sights on 

their stated goals. In fact, in a letter to President Robert Falconer dated June 15. 1923. 

Pearce wrote that the Foundation was "prepared at this time to consider the payment of 

the capital sum" contingent upon the fact that four conditions Iiad been met. The 

conditions were as follows: an anatomy building had k e n  erected; the pathology 

laboratory had been expanded; a psychiatry clinic, to be maintained by the Government 

of Toronto, and with clinical facilities available to University of Toronto medical students 

had been built; and "that the budget of the University be increased so as to d low added 

salaries for the Medical faculty"." Despite a delay in constructing a laboratory for 

chica l  pathology instruction, by December 6, 1923 the Foundation had resolved to make 

the payment of one million American dollars to the University of Toronto. with no further 

obligation to make interest payments. 

AIthough the five million dollars was the only general gift made to aid medical 

education, Canadian schools continued to receive Rockefeller fimding for specific 

projects as well as fellowships. 

" This is a far cry from the rigid condition adopted by the General Education Board afier it decided to 
devote al1 of its rnoney in medicai education to instituting full-time clinical plans in Amencan medical 
schools in 19 13. As Rothstein noted, "grants were awarded on the condition that the funds would be 
rcturned if the full-cime plan was altered.", (William G. Rothstein, American Medicul Schools and the 
/'rucrice ofMedicine: A Hisrory, (New York: Oxford University Press, p. 166). But by 19 19. after a 
number of failures and growing resentment toward this restriction, the General Education Board amended 
its position and variations on the full-time plan, such as geographic full-time and part-time appointments 
were permitted. Hence, by the time the Foundation announced its gift to Canada philanthropy no longer 
tied the recipient schools to a rigid plan. (Rothstein, American Medical Schools. p. 168). 
'' RM P to Falconer. June 15, 1923. RAC, RF, 1.1 Projects. 427 Canada Box 10, Folder 79. 



The University of Toronto gained more than $920,000 in added aid for projects 

ranging from a school of hygiene to help for nursing education and pediatric and 

psychiatrie research. The first was an zdditional gift of $65O.OOO, given to establish a 

School of Hygiene in 1924.') This was followed by a gant  of $40.000 in 1929 to the 

Department of Pediatrics for research." The gram for pediatric research set a definite 

tom, and was used to acquire more staff and to pay their salaries; by 1933, the Sub- 

Department of Pediatrics consisted of  twenty-three members. including nine physicians, 

one bacteriologist and seven technicians. and had a Iengthy list of publications. based on 

their research. to their credit. In 1932, the Faculty of Nursing received a gift of $87.500 

to be spread out over five years to strengthen their program and the ties to the Toronto 

medical faculty. Finally, an additional $IO6,08O was pledged by the Foundation for 

research in psychiatry over the penod January 1, 1939 to June 30. 1944. 

McGill University received an additionai 5 1,879,588 from 1924. when they were 

given $500.000 to endow the University Medical Clinic. to 1937 when they received an 

additional $2,500 grant for research in pharmacology. The Iargest single gifi was not the 

original one million dollars for general medical education but a 1932 amount of 

$ 1  232.652 toward the development of  teaching and research in neurology which resuited 

" This figure eventually grew to $687,500 and the breakdown of appropriation over the four ycars from 
1 925 to 1928 was as follows: $262.500 in 1925; S 162.500 in 1926; S 12.500 in 1927: and $250.000 in 
1928. 
" The labontory staff included five full-tirne researchers: Drs. F. F. Tisdail. T. G. H. Drake. and Gladys 
Boyd and Miss A. M. Courtney and Mrs. M. M. Johnston, all as supervised by Head of Depanment 
Dr. Alan Brown. Among the research projects undertaken during the five-year period of the gram were: 
nephritis and diabetes studies; investigation of the acid base metahlism of the tissues of small animals 
with reference to changes produced by conditions comparable to those found in the acute intestinal 
disturbances of infancy; studies of the oxygen content of blood and the chemical effect produced by the 
use of various mixtures of oxygen in pneurnonia; and the value of bananas in children's diets. 
"Memonndum Concerning the Laboratory o f  the Sub-Department of Pediatrics, University of Toronto". 
RAC. RF. 1.1 Projects, 427 Canada, Pediatrics, Box 10, Folder 80. 



in the establishment of the Montreal Neurological Institute, headed by Dr. Wilder 

P~nfield. '~ I believe that it was because of the combination of the high regard in which 

McGill was held by the Foundation, coupled with the knowledge of the fact that they 

were not a state institution, that made McGiII University the best Foundation-endowed 

school in Canada. 

Dalhousie University received an additional $1 20.142 from the Rockefeller 

Foundation as well. IL broke down as t'ollows: $50,000 in 192 1 for medical school 

development; $ I0,000 in 1928 for teaching in the Department of Hygiene; and $60.142 

from 1933 to 1938 for teaching in public health.I6 It is obvious that the Foundation had 

shifted their giving to specific projects. The era of general aid had passed. as had. they 

hoped. the need for wholesale aid. 

Finally, the Rockefeller Foundation trend toward project-based endowrnents grew 

as the rnedical schools found themselves on firmer footing. For exarnple. between 19 1 7 

and 1 950 the Foundation sponsored 1,263 medical fellowships, allowing bright scholars 

and physicians an opportunity to study abroad. Among the Canadians benefiting from 

this initiative were two of the four men responsible for the discovery of insulin. Charles 

Best. studied in England, Denmark, Germany and France, from 1925 to 1926. and James 

" The McGill News. Montreal, Vol. 18, No. 4, Auturnn. 1937, p. 48. The other gifts were: S85.000 for 
rcsearch and experirnental surgery ( 1929); $5,936 for research in pharmacology ( 1934); S 10.000 for 
spcctroscopic analysis of biological rnaterial (1934); % 17,000 for genetics research (1935); S24.000 as an 
additional gnnt for spectroscopie analysis of biological rnaterial(1935); and $2,500 for an additional gnnt 
for research in pharmacology (1936). There were also grants, totaling 62 17,500, given for a study of child 
Iife and social science rcsearch between 1925 and 1936. 
"' John G. Reid. "Health, Education, Economy: Ptiilanthropic Foundations in the Atlantic Region in the 
1920s and 1930s". Acadiensis. XlV, I (Fall 1984), p. 79. The Carnegie Foundation also continued to give 
to Dalhousie University following their matching gifi of S500.000. In 192 1. they gave $50.000 toward 
hospital teaching facilities. and followed that with gifis of S4.000 and $50.000 in 1934 and 1937. 
respectively. for the Department of Pathology and then medical school libnry development for an 
additional total of % 104,000 (p. 80). 



Collip. studied in the United States and Canada in 1921 and 1922. In fact. during the 

thirty-three years in which this program ran, there were fi* fellowships awarded to 

Canadians, the fifth highest total behind England (136), Other Countries (101), Germany 

(82) and the United States (79)" 

The Rockefeller Foundation investment in Canadian medicai education resulted in 

a number of issues playing themselves out in the recipient schools:. 

A Detailed Re-Evaluation of Teaching 

As is obvious fiom the plans which each school prepared for the perusal of Pearce 

and Vincent. the announcement of gifi prompted a re-evaluation of each faculty's 

teaching facilities and equipment. lmmediately foilowing World War 1. it was the 

perfect time to take another look at how medical education w r s  being done in Europe and 

the United States and to take the best elements of those worlds and incorporate them into 

the Canadian model. The men who retumed to Canada following their wartime service 

were more worldly and the marketplace for leaming was increasingly global. This is 

reflected in the "wish lists" drawn up by the medical faculty for the Rockefeller 

Foundation. Finally, afier decades of wanting to institute change but not having the 

rnoney to do so, the capital was being offered to them. 

- - -  - 

" The Rockefeller Foundarion Direcrory of Fellowship A wardr for the Years 19 17- 1 950 (New York: 
Rockefeller Foundation. Table Ilb). 



Gerald Jonas cornes to a sirnilar conclusion. He takes a positive look at 

philanthropists. Viewing them, not as policy-dictating controllers but as "friendly 

outsiders". he says that they can work in partnership with those who will use their money. 

The gifi-givers cm, therefore, not only supply the wherewithal, but also help creative 

individuals decide what their needs are." In the case of the Rockefeller Foundation and 

the Canadian schools, 1 believe the various Rockefeller philanthropies were in the second 

phase of their giving pattern- The first phase was one of total control, stilI led by 

Frederick Gates and responsible for setting a firm direction that led to the establishment 

of the Rockefeller Institute. The second phase was one of relinquishing total control yet 

keeping a close eye on how the money was spent. One example. is the fight by Columbia 

University. In May, 1922 the school began the strict Full-time system advocated so 

strongly by Abraham Flexner, but after two years opted to amend their cornmitment to 

geographical full-time clinical teaching. Because of this breach of agreement. as it was 

seen by Flexner, the school aimost lost its appropriation of two million dollars. Only the 

quiet diplomacy and sound arguments of Dr. Walter W. Palmer saved the endowrnent." 

This is the phase which the Foundation was in when it gave money to the Canadian 

schools. This is obvious in the case of University of Toronto in the way in which the 

Foundation held ont0 the purse strings, waiting to see that al1 of its conditions had been 

met. 

'"erald Jonas, The Circuit Riders: Rockefeller Money and rhe Rise of~bfoclern Science (New York. 
Norton. 1989). p. 35 1 .  
"' Michael Lepore. Deuth oJthe Clinician: Requiem or Reveiile? (Springfield, Charles C. Thomas. 1982). 
pp. 147-1 58. 



The third and final phase of giving by the Rockefellers was one of no active 

interference. This is characterized by the tenure of Warren Weaver, Director. Division of 

the Natural Sciences from 1932 to 1955. Afier applicants had fulfilled the requirement of 

submitting a research proposa1 and their research projects were chosen to be funded. 

successful applicants were lefi to pursue their research. Even when asked by researchers 

for advice. he gave none, prefemng to give researchers their professional independence." 

Part of the reason for maintaining greater control over their money in the earlier 

decades of giving. from 1890 to 1925. was that this was the penod during which many of 

their "big" projects were carried out. This was the era of the Rockefeller Institute. the 

University of Chicago. and the Peking Union Medical College. As Jonas notes. in the 

1920s. the Rockefeller Foundation shifted its focus. They no longer supponed only a 

select group of top scientists. They. instead, moved on to develop a ripe new field which. 

lacking in resources. could use Rockefeller aid." Although this often proved to be a 

gamble. one can see shades of a similar calculated gamble in supporting Dalhousie 

University's medical school. 

Furthemore, the cachet of the Rockefeller Foundation Ied the schoois to create 

tlieir "wish lists". These projections of greater laboratory and research resources helped 

the schools to move beyond their more modest. day-to-day. projections of need. During 

the time these plans were being drawn up, no mention had yet been made of how much 

money was to be given to each faculty. and so they budgeted for more rather than tess. 

They extrapolated on their baseline needs to create a vision of the Future. This helped 

"' Ro ben E.  Koh ler, Parmers in Science: Foundations and Natural Scientisrs. 1 900- 19-15 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 198 1). p. 397. 



them to raise the calibre of teaching staff and support staff, and to once again expand the 

number of years of the program. 

The committees that made up these plans did have considerable expenence. 

Many of the staff had seen the equipment and techniques, particularly in laboratory 

teaching, while doing postgraduate study in Germany. They had proposed the adoption 

of these new scientific medicine methodologies long before they were fùnded and taken 

up in Canada" Unfortunately, the money did not exist to modemize medical teaching. 

Reality could not keep up with ideas and hence it took until the Foundation monies came 

through before the conditions of gift could put pressure to bear upon the Provincial 

Govemrnents and the citizens of Toronto, Montréal and Halifax to help support scientitk 

medicine. 

The expansion of the pre-medical program complemented the change to the Full- 

time system in clinical teaching. By 19 18, eighty of the eighty-nine colleges in the 

United States required two years of college for entry into a medical pr~grarn.'~ Science 

and particularly laboratory training had become necessities. With these came the 

reduction in enrollment in the hopes of combating the problem of too many physicians. 

Edward C. Atwater and others refer to this as the penod during which medicine became 

'' Jonas. circuit Riders ( 1989). p. I 16. 
'' Sandra Mc Rae. The S c i e n t ~ ~ c  Spirit in Medicine ar the University of Toronro. 1880- 191 0 (Toronto: 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. 1987). McRae cites the work of A. B. Macallum and Rarnsey Wright as 
some of the early work being done in scientific medicine. She is quick to point out that it was Wright who 
introduced the idea of scientific medicine to Toronto when his biologieal group joined with the medical 
schoof in 1887. This effective partnership, which introduced laboratory methodology and hands-on 
training for students. raised the level of the pre-medical curriculum (p.3 18). Furthemore, she notes that 
medical science at Toronto was held in high regard throughout North America by the 1890s and onfy 
continued to improve during the ensuing decades. It did not, therefore, emerçe as a consequence of the 
discovery of insulin. she argues, (p. 3 15). 



an --elite activity". Each school's goal, with their five and six-year programs. was to 

produce the best-trained practitioners and researchers possible. Consequently. the 

tàculties grew in size as new subjects and sub-specialties were added to the cumculum 

which would later lead to the core programs plus electives cumculum structure. Some 

students could stay on. as junior fellows, studying under the full-time instructor with ri 

virw to becoming an instructor one day. This effort would attempt to combat the "bnin 

drain". Now. Canadian schools could offer the compiete package; they could train their 

own teachers instead of training them to a certain point. then relinquishing students to go 

elsewhere for fürther study, only to have them stay on in their adopted country. This 

continued to be a problem well into the interwar years. Of the 5 13 Canadian scientists. 

forty-two percent no longer lived in Canada." 

The Full-Time System was Introduccd 

As a condition of support, albeit an unspoken one. the introduction of the Full- 

time system of clinical teaching was one of the most provocative and progressive 

changes. By unspoken, I mean that it was not written into any official document that 

passed between the Foundation and any of the faculties of medicine. But it does appear 

ofien in the background memoranda and letters of deans, Presidents and Foundation 

executives. In fact. because of the gossip of which we have a record in letters and 

mcmoranda, it is obvious that many of the schools knew of the Foundation's support for 

23  Edward Atwater, "Clinical Education Since Flexner or Whatever Became of William Oder", in Barbara 
Barzansky and Norman Gevim eds. Beyond Flexner: Medical Educution in xhe Twenriefh Centuty (New 
York: Greenwood Press, 1992). p. 38. 



the fùll-time system and its view that this was, indeed. the way to organize clinical 

teaching in the future. As soon as the announcernent o f  the general gifi was made in 

December 19 1 9, Canadian medical school administrators were scrarnbling to both draw 

up their plans of action, should a gifi be forthcoming. as well as to find out what aspects 

were crucial conditions of  the gift which could please the Foundation. It was known. for 

example. that Western Reserve University forfeited its opportunity for Rockefeller 

support when they haphazardly failed to provide an adequate plan of action for their 

anticipated gifi. Initially, medical schools were bound by a contract which stipulated that 

only if the strict full-time plan was adopted would the school receive money from the 

requisite Rockefeller philanthropy. When the rnedical schools at Johns Hopkins and 

Washington University signed contracts with the General Education Board. early on in 

the program. the contract contained a cIause stating that the money would be returned if a 

strict full-time plan was not in place." Schools which had solid private endowments in 

place already. such as Harvard University. could afford to negotiate with the Rockefeller 

representatives for a compromise to the full-time system which was not popular with the 

tvealthy Harvard clinicians." 

- -  

" A.B. McKillop. Marrer~ ofMind: The Universiry in Onrario. /79/-1931 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press. 1994). p. 344. Of the 5 13,254 scientists were trained at the University of Toronto. 
" Howard S. Berliner, A Sysrem of Scienr~fc Medicine: Philanrhropic Foundarions rn the F/ccner Era 
(New York: Tavistock, 1985). p. 163. 
'" W illiarn G. Rothstein. American Medical Schools and the Pracrice ofMedicine: A Hisrory (New York: 
Oxford University Press. 1987) p. 166. Rothstein explains how Harvard refused S1.5 million from the 
Genenl Education Board in 19 13 ratfier than introduce the strict full-time plan. Columbia University's 
rnedical school also declined an offer to support the full-time plan in 19 1 8 but three years later accepted a 
gifi of two million dollars from the General Education Board to institute a compromise to the full-time 
systcm which nonetheless proved unworkable and was altered in 1922. Ultimately. the strict full-time plan. 
although it hâd its supporters was also widely criticized. The Rockefeller philanthropies were therefore 
pressured to bend on their contnctuûl demands for strict fulI-time and by 19 19 were themselves 
questioning whether their monies should instead support well-staffed and well-equipped labontories. 



Ultimately, the full-time system required the kind of capital investment which 

only this type of grant could offer, particularly givsn that much of the gifi also supportrd 

some type of building and expansion of resources. The salaries of the full-time 

professors. beginning with $10,000 per year, also helped to bring al1 medical educators' 

remuneration into line. Up until 1920, salaries, with the exception of perhaps one or two 

of the highest paid, tended to be lower than they should have been. a vestige of the last 

fight for the success of proprietary schools. By 1920, al1 salaries were brought up to a 

higher level in terms of market value. In mm, men who were interested in research and 

laboratory work could. for the first time. consider a hill-time career with little worry of 

making time for consultation to supplement their salaries. It still was by no means as 

lucrative as a career spent entireiy seeing patients, but with some sacrifice, it could be 

seen as rewarding and competitive. 

Led to Increased Private Support 

Because one of the conditions of gifi was matching support. one of the growth 

areas was increased private giving. Medicine, it was obvious, was for the bettement of 

the people. and, therefore, deserved the public's support. Furthemore. just after the \var. 

many patriotic citizens felt inclined to give to this noble cause. Some did so as a fitting 

memorial to a loved one who had given his life in the conflict. others gave because of a 

sense of duty and civic pnde. It was always an issue of civic pride because. no matter 

how a school identified itself, whether as the National University or the Provincial 

modern hospitais and 'a strengthening of the educational as against the professional motive on the clinical 
side". (p. 168). 



University or the regional University, the people of the city in which it stood were among 

the first to be appealed to for h d s  and the first to give. 

Finally, the mechanism of giving in the case of  McGiIl University also drew on 

the war effort. When the fundraising campaign of 1920 was launched. they used a 

military style of gift-getting, with squadrons of volunteers dispersing to draw in funds. In 

the end their efforts paid off. They raised six and a half million dollars in just one 

November week. 

These strong fùndraising efforts lefi a legacy of  private support from which the 

schools could benefit for years to corne. 

Led to Better Provincial Support 

The Rockefeller Foundation gifi also began a tradition of increased Provincial 

Government support. As a condition of acceptance, the governments of Ontario. Québec 

and Nova Scotia each had their role to play. although these roles were different in each 

province. 

In Toronto. where the medical school was seen to be a part of the Provincial 

University. the role was one of  state-supported education. This is the most interesting 

case. wherein a major Arnerican philanthropic organization was giving one million 

dollars to a state institution and, in doing su, setting the course of medical education for 

the next decade. The fact that. despite the Dmry inquiry. the g a n t  went through with no 

other resistance is extraordinary. The Government of Ontario gave increasingly more 

money to support medical education as a consequence of this and even endowed the 

Banting and Best research grant. The reasoning seems to be clear: physicians. whether 



practitioners or researchers discovering insulin, Pablum or heparin, were products of the 

Provincial University, made to serve the people of  Ontario. The pride of the legislators 

deemed that the best rnethods, facilities and instructors be made available to teach the 

best students so that Ontarians had the best healthcare possible. As A.B. McKillop notes. 

the discovery of insulin "helped link the practice of medicine and the conduct of  medical 

research to the interests of the state" and "demonstrate the value of the university as a 

servant of society"." 

The Rockefeller Foundation also showed the Provincial Govemment that they 

could work together as partners and not rivais. Although it was the Foundation which set 

up the building program for a new medical teaching, it did so in consultation with 

Premiers and other area leaders. The Foundation encouraged, some may even say 

shanied. the government into raising the level o f  annual support even as it educated the 

gove rnen t  officiais as to why this money had to be spent. With the Rockefeller 

Foundation's encouragement, medicine had entered a costly era of scientific and research- 

oriented teaching. Practitioners, although still holding a place in the scheme of things. 

could no longer do it all. Medical knowledge required full-time dedication to whatever 

sphere a physician chose: research, general practice, specialties. And giving, as noted 

earIier. followed this pattern closely. After the five million dollars given by the 

Foundation to support general medical education it shifted its giving to specific projects. 



Helped to Define the Profession 

Yet another legacy of the Rockefeller gifi was the way in which it helped to re- 

define the medical profession fiom the ground up. By changing medical teaching, it 

t'orced a change in the culture of  medicine. The students were being taught more 

subjects. with more laboratory time, and in terrns of their clinical subjects. by instmctors 

who were part of a revolution in clinical fiill-time teaching. Any dinicians who did not 

want to change or could not see the rnerits of laboratory analysis of disease were left 

behind. Just as the icon of the profession persisting during the late-nineteenth century 

was Sir William Osler, standing at the patient's bedside, so the icon of twentietfi-century 

medicine would be the full-time dinician, seeing patients, serving as a role mode1 for 

students, and bent over a microscope or a petrie dish in the laboratory. Hence when Osler 

left Johns Hopkins University aged fi@-six, in 1905, with the idea of full-time clinical 

instmctors b e g i ~ i n g  to be bandied about. he is said to have told his colleague. Franklin 

P. Mall. '-Now I go and you have your way."" 

The re-evaluation that was also a resutt of the gifl also pushed ahead yet another 

tightening of the standards of entrance and even education which in turn helped to make a 

case for lowering enrollment. Despite the marked peak in enrollment immediately a f  er 

the war. faculties opted to decrease the class size in order to be sure of getting the best 

possible applicants. This may have had a more marked effect on the physician to 

population ratio had not a wave of new medical schools opened during the 1920s. 

The gant  also supported priontizing improvements and, when it was obvious that 

knowledge wâs growing faster than ever, expanding the length of  the medical school 



course. As the subjects to be taught muitiplied, it seemed obvious to expand the course 

or risk cutting hours from the curriculum. 

Furthemore. this led to the emergence of speciaities and sub-specialties and the 

eventual devaluation of the general practitioner. A consequence of the burgeoning 

knowledge base. the evolution of the specialist is one hallmark of the era of the modern- 

day practitioner's network. Although the Rockefeller Foundation gifi was history by the 

time the era of the speciaiist had taken hold, it did help to set the foundation and even 

fund fellowships in the early years. 

Finally. the adherence to supporting the Full-time system helped to cast a shadow 

over the professions. In addition to the internal, professional rows. there was a forced 

change in the relationship benveen physicians and the public. As Michael Lepore 

esplains this phenornenon. the Full-time system was buiit upon the premise that medicine 

was a science. But this led to the system's downfdl. because medicine is an art. not a 

science. Lepore argues that the Full-time system failed because it was "science-centred 

not service-~riented."'~ lt took clinicians out of their day-to-day contact with patients 

and put them on hospital wards and laboratories. working from nine to five o'clock. This. 

Lepore says. also cut them off from valuable fundraising opport~nities.'~ Hence. the 

'Y Atwater. "Clinical Education" (1992). p. 36. 
"' Lepore. Death of the Cfinician ( 1982). p. 32 1. 
i O  Lepore explains that, "Flexner, by demeaning the participation of the university professor in private 

practice. was cutting off the Iifeline of financial support for the medical center from the surrounding 
cornmunity." (pp. 32 1-322). Philanthropists gave money to the hospitals where their own doctors were on 
staff. Examples include: the Harkness family's support of Columbia-Prcsbyterian Medical Center and the 
support given by the private patients of Dr. Frank Billings to the University of Chicago: and the same 
support afforded Dr. William S. McCann, whose narne brought more than twenty million dollars to the 
University of Rochester. 



profession seemed more elite and less approachable during the tenure of  the experiment 

with strict full-time clinicd appointments. 

Helped Research 

One of the natural extrapolations fiom the scientization of medicine was research. 

When the avenue opened up supporting various levels of full-time research within the 

universities. tearns of researchers could be t~-ained.~' When the full-time system was 

adopted. not only did it affect one man's position but it also created an entire network of 

paid assistants and associates. Without the burden of a practice. al1 of the time could be 

spent on teaching and research problems. A career avenue opened up for those whose 

interest lay in research. It no longer had to be relegated to the level of a hobby. As 

expertise and technological developments grew, each of the research positions could be 

divided into sub-specialties, creating a web of highly specialized and knowledgeabIe 

individuals. To track this, one may follow the exponential growth of the research 

journals afier I W O .  They mirror the splintering of the profession into sub-specialties. 

One of the anomalies was the discovery of insulin. It saw the marriage of txvo 

worlds in the work of Banting, Best and Collip. Banting represented the last of the 

hobbyist researchers, a practitioner who took up the challenge of insulin. Best and Collip 

" Jonas argues that the principal responsibility of medical schools was to train pnctitioners. Biomedical 
research would be carried out in institutes, such as the Rockefeller Institute. Research would help the men 
stay "sharp". This mode1 echoes that of Germany where a number of institutes were home to first-rate 
researchers in bacteriology, biochemistry and physiology. Jonas says that it was only after World War II. 
when a significant amount of money was available to fund research, that research became a major factor in 
clinical appointments. Jonas, Medicd Mystery (1978), pp. 2 16,227-228, 



were the younger generation,)' men who were trained in scientific. laboratory medicine. 

Because of the different expertise each brought to the challenge. in addition to the 

leadership of J. J. R. Macleod, the project worked. It would not likely have succeeded if 

al1 four men had been full-time practitioners, with just a casual interest in biochemisq 

and endocrinology. As Michael Bliss notes in his biognphy of Banting, "The single 

most important technical achievement was that made by Collip in the purification of the 

rxtract. On their own. Banting and Best would probably not have reached insulin."" 

Compare their work with the work being done by the University of Toronto pediatric 

department of the 1930s and it is obvious that the full-time research culture had caught on 

and k v a s  highly productive as it worked on myriad different projects. 

Another aspect of this was the control given up by the hospitals to the universities. 

I t  was the universities who gained control over appointments and heads of hospital 

departments were cross-appointed as professors. This allowed universities to look 

beyond their small pool of local physicians for qualified individuals. It  had been the 

custom, at the end of the nineteenth century, to select the individual who had climbed the 

ranks of the local profession and become chief of service at the hospital to be the 

corresponding professor of the clinical subject. As such. he had control over the beds 

required for clerks' and house oficers' clinical instruction. This was a stifling practice. 

For example. in 1890, "the entire senior medical faculty [at Harvard] was Boston-born 

'' Collip was bom in 1892, one year after Banting. Although he  was only a year older than Collip. Banting 
had trained to serve as a practitioner and, in the old tradition. undertook research almost as a hobby. Best, 
the youngest of  the trio, was bom in 1899. 
'' .Michael Bliss. Banting: A Biogrophy, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart), 1984, p. 65. 



and -trained".j4 By 1920, the situation had changed drarnatically with only two local 

physicians holding clinical positions at ~arvard." Hence. what this giving up of  control 

did for the universities was allow the schools to look fùrther afield for staff who would be 

clinical instructors and full-time role models for their students in the teaching hospitals. 

This change did not sit well in Toronto. The part-time clinicians who had their 

honoraria cut and their association with the university severed felt they had lost what was 

rightfully theirs. Afier losing their prestigious association with the university, they raliied 

and the Drury Cornmittee of 1923 ensued. There was. however. no easy way to effect 

the change fiom part-time to full-time clinicians. The new system had to be put in place 

and the old one cut out. in its entirety. and fortuitously the funds existed to support the 

move. 

Despite these setbacks, the evolution of research medicine helped to fix medicine 

in the minds of the public as a pursuit worth supporting. First, with insulin. and 

continuing on with projects such as Pablurn which. although not readily viewed as 

scientific carried a high profile with the general public, as well as more technical projects 

which were only well-known within their given fields. it was obvious that research served 

the public good well. If tax dollars had to be used toward leaming more about illness and 

potential cures. then so be it. Furthemore. as Atwater notes, for a number of years afier 

1930 and then again afier World War II. North America enjoyed considerable prospex-ity. 

People were more willing to spend money seeking bener health and longeviry.j6 Clinical 

'" Atwater. "Clinicat Education" ( l992) ,  p. 39. 
" Atwater. "Clinical Education" ( l992) ,  p. 39. 
"' Atwater. "Clinicat Education" (t  992), pp. 38-39. 



researchers played a large part in this search and were generously b d e d  by the public. 

via gove rnen t  and private fùnds, to do so. 

This movement toward what A. B. McKillop calls a "scholarship o f  utility" wvas 

part of the larger shifi that was the industrialization of North America on two  front^.^' 

First. the large philanthropie donations made to education and other projects by 

Rockefeller and Carnegie were only possible as a consequence of their immense wealth 

made during the latter-half of the nineteenth century's industrial revolution. Secondly. 

the scientization of  medicine included not only laboratory instruments but also machines 

for diagnosis and treatment such as the x-ray machine. Whole industries sprang up to 

make the chymographs, radiology equipment and other equipment. McKillop's idea of 

"utility" resulted in practicai applications for the new sciences associated with medicine 

such as bacteriology and clinical research. This new research ideal was costly to support 

but promised to pay great dividends for those who were paying for it. As McKillop 

notes. the discovery of insulin in 1922 represented the definitive example o f  the potential 

value of the university as a "servant of ~ociety''.~' 

Destroyed Myths 

The Rockefeller Foundation evaluation of Canadian medical SC ho01 s hel ped to 

destroy myths built up by Flexner's report of  19 10. One of the most prevalent 

misconceptions is that it was Flexner's report which set into motion sweeping changes in 

medical education. In the recent literature, this opinion has been discounted. ofien simply 

" McKillop. Morrers of Mind (1 994). p. 36 1 .  McKillop notes that between the World Wars. the university 
departments of engineering and commerce were also demonstrating how they might serve public needs. 



by examining the data. Gerald J o n a ~ ' ~  states that the report did not start the reforms, 

although it did "catalyze. strengthen and publicize" thern." He agrees with Kenneth 

Ludmerer" and Robert ~ u d s o n " ~ :  considerable success had already been achieved in the 

area of teaching medicine in a "more thorough and scientific way" and involving students 

in a more practical way in the laboratory and the clinic." 

Because the Foundation was so thorough it its investigations. and because of their 

excellent archival records, one can get a glirnpse of how the schools really appeared to 

Pearce and Vincent in 1920. Toronto and McGill Universities were held up as the ideals 

by Flexner, but their were deficiencies at both schools. McGill University had S ~ ~ O U S  

problems in some of its departments, with the Physiology Deparunent having been 

without a full-time instnictor for some thirty-three years. The University of Toronto. also 

deemed excellent by Flexner, had lacunae in its teaching and what had been a state-of- 

the-art building, erected in 1903, was already overcrowded and old. Meanwhile. the 

Dalhousie University medical school was not half as ill-equipped as Flexner had made it 

out to be. They did have laboratory equipment and facilities and were working towards 

improving. 

'WcKillop. Matrers of Mind (1 994), p. 347. 
'" Jonas. Medical Mystery ( 1 978), p. 202. 
"' The publicization of the issue of medical education reform was no small feat. This was one of the crucial 
achievernents of Flexner's work. 1t gathered support for reform, both from fonvard-thinking educators and 
private donors. It made refonn the "medical education issue of the hour". as noted by Gerald Markowitz 
and David Rosner. "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use of Medical Education Reform to Establish 
Modem Professional Elitism in Medicine", American Quarrerly, 25 (1973). pp. 104-1 05. 
'' Kenneth Ludmerer, "Reform at Harvard Medical School, 1869- 1909". Bulletin ofthe Hisrory of 
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There is a valuable historiographie lesson in this. One must treat al1 sources with 

some skepticism and read between the lines with regard to what conclusions they are 

trying to make, and what bits of data they may be leaving out or overlooking to reach a 

particular conclusion. 

It is worthwhiIe to note that, although there rnay appear to be parallels between 

the French-speaking medical school and the African Amencan or women's medical 

col leges in the United States, this cornparison would be simplistic. If there was a delay in 

giving financial aid to the French school, it was just that -- a delay. Obviously the French 

Canadian situation was a sensitive one, both in the eyes of Canadian politicians and 

powerbrokers as well as Foundation representatives. Pearce and Vincent were made 

aware of its significance from the start. There are countless Ietters fiom and records of 

discussions between Foundation staff and Vincent Massey and W. L. M. King on the 

topic of the delicate situation of funding a Francophone medical school. Massey and 

King noted that the majority of the Quebec population. a fùll eighty percent. were French- 

speaking and would not attend McGill Uni~ers i ty .~  These people did, however. require 

physicians and given the fact that there were two French-speaking medical departments 

" King stated his concerns frankly in a letter to George Vincent dated January 2 1,  1920. In offering his 
solicitcd opinion on the allotment ofthe Foundation gift, King advised that the faculties of medicine at 
Laval University and the University of Montreai be considered. He noted that. "Were their (sic) any 
oversight of their needs. it might be thought that this had been due to some discrimination on the ground 
(sic) of either n c e  or religion. which would be unfortunate.", King to GEV, January 2 1. 1920. RAC. RF. 
RG 1.1. Series 427 Canada, Box 6, Folder 55A. In Richard Pearce's diary entry dated March 10. 1920 he 
notes that during discussions in Toronto with Vincent Massey. that Massey "takes pessimistic view of 
French-Canadian education. Admits that French-Canadian doctors, however, must be trained and that they 
will not resort to English Protestant institutions.", RAC, RF, RG 121. Diaries, RMP, 1920. The following 
day, while visiting Ottawa, Pearce paid a visit to King. In that diary entry, Pearce notes that. "Mr. K. 
believes that something should be done for a French Catholic medical center. Does not urge it on political 
grounds but because the large population needs medical men." After a July 12, 1920 to Ottawa, George 
Vincent reported in his diary that King and A. B. Macallum were pressing the "importance of introducing 
scientific education among French Canadians.", RAC, RF, RG 12 1, Diaries, GEV, Box 65,  1920. p. 84. 



more than forty years old:' it would be deemed judicious to suppon one of them to train 

physicians to serve the Francophone population. 

Nor is there a parallel between the way that the Flexner Report affected the 

At'rican American colleges and the effect it had on the French-language. minority schools 

in Quebec. Todd Savitt argues that Flexner crushed many of the black medical schoois 

with his criticisms in 19 10.' By 1923, the nurnber of black schools had dropped from ten 

in 1900. to two. Although the General Education Board did support the remaining two. 

chosen as the black "peaks", the closing of the remaining schools seriously depleted the 

number of black students who could study medicine in the United States. Howard 

University. which opened in 1869, and Meharry Medical College (1 876) were long- 

established schools but alone could not graduate the same nurnber of physicians. 

By cornparison, in Canada, the two French-language schools evaluated by Flexner 

continued on and remained open. Although Flexner by no mems tauded either of the 

schools. he did recommend that one of the two should continue to operate. altliough ten 

years later the Rockefeller Foundation would throw its support behind the other one. 

There has also never been the same sort of racist overtones that Savitt says overshadowed 

ihe history of black medical education. He says that although tentative educational 

" Abraham Flexner. Medical Education in the United States and Canada. (Boston: D. B. Updi ke. 
Merrymount Press. 19 IO), pp. 324-325. The two schools were the Laval University Medical Department in 
Québec City, opened in 1848, and the Laval University Medical Department in Montreal. opened in 1878. 
By the time of Flexner's report. both offered a five-year, French-language medical course. The Québec 
City school had, in 19 10, an enrollment of 92 students and a staff of 22. It was run on student fees and "an 
appropriation by the university", and had provisions for clinical instruction at the Hotel Dieu with 
additional. abundant opponunity for obstetrical teaching. The Montreal school had an enrollment of 2 17 
with a teaching staffof eight. It ran solely on student fees. "most of which are distributed arnong the 
teachers" and had two associated teaching hospitals for clinical instruction. Although Flexner 
recommended that the Laval school be kept, ten years later it would be the Montreal school which would 
bc supported by the Rockefeller Foundation. 



reforrns were already underway at the black medical colleges before the Flexner Report 

was published, the report made a tenuous situation worse by outlining each school's good 

and bad points and advocating school closures while reveaiing negative white attitudes." 

Nothing like this occurred in Canada. 

it is, however, true that with support came policy control in Canada and the 

United States. Vanessa Northington Gambie, in her discussion of black hospitals during 

the 1 920s and 1930s. says that by 1939, there were ten black hospitals which offered 

black doctors AMA-approved intemships. All ten hospitals had external support. The 

price to be paid. she argues, was surrendering control to the white philanthropists. It 

would be the white donors who would determine the role and the function of the black 

hospitals and even, she contends, maintain a racial hierarchy within the hospita1 

admini~tration.~' Geraid Markowitz and David Rosner concur. In their article. they 

acknowledge the aid given by philanthropic organizations but recognize that the cost of 

accepting such aid was a ioss of independence. Democracy in medicine is forfeited when 

an outside body can dictate policy. Although the scientization of medicai education and 

the promotion of the research-ideal were reforms which needed considerable capital for 

success. these reforms, they argue. were not carried out in the best way. The changes 

resulted in the concentration of power in the hands of an elite group of practitioners." 

"' Todd L. Savitt, "Abraham Flexner and the Black Medical Schools", Bqvond Flexner: Medicul Educurion 
in rhe Twentieth Cenrury, (New York: Greenwood Press, 1992)- p. 65. 
*' Savitt, "Black Medical Schools", p. 72. 
'* Vanessa Northington Gamble, "Black Autonomy Versus White Control: Black Hospitals and the 
Di lemmas o f  White Philanthropy, 1920- 1940 ,  Minerva, XXXV, 3 (Autumn 1997), pp. 233-245. 
'" Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner. "Doctors in Crisis: A Study of the Use o f  Medical Education 
Retorm to Establish Modem Professional Elitism in Medicine," American Quarterly. 25 ( 1973), pp. 106- 
107. 



In Canada, the situation was not as extreme and no one has argued as strongly as 

either Garnble or Markowitz and Rosner that reform cost Canadian schools their 

independence. By cornparison, one can see the leverage potential in place in the 

reorganization of the Université de Montréal medical school. When Richard Pearce first 

visited the school in 1920, he gave no indication of support but made a number of pointed 

"suggestions". Among these were: the development of a pre-medical course in physics. 

cliemistry and biology related to medicine; new chairs of pathology and histology; and 

that the school should "get men fkom Tulane, New Orleans, rather than fiom France" to 

fi Il out the French-speaking facul tyS0 

George Weisc in his article "The Geographical Origins and Destinations of 

Medical Graduates in Québec, 1 834- 1 939"," bnngs up the interesting point that c hanging 

the standards and scientizing the curriculum at the two French schools would have 

doomed them both. Even with the promise of Rockefeller Foundation aid. the school at 

Montréal did not re-invent itself dong the lines of McGiII University. with strict 

undergraduate science training as a requirement for entry. Al1 that Montréal did was to 

introduce a year of pre-medical science studies. An examination would follow. and if the 

student passed, he could continue on to the fmt-year of medical school. Essentially. 

Weisz argues. this strategy was a consequence of 'niche marketing'. McGill University 

was competing for medical students in a market which included Johns Hopkins and 

'" Pearce to Vincent, Memo, RAC, RF, RG 1 . 1  Projects, Series 427 Canada, Sub-Series McGiII, Box 6, 
Folder S A .  
" George Weisz, "The Geographical Origins and Destinations of Medical Graduates in Québec. 1834- 
1 939". Hisroire Sociale - Social History. XIX. 37 (May 1986), pp. 93- 1 19. 



Harvard University. Wiih so many Americans anending McGill" and then returning 

home to practice. it kvas necessary to meet the requirements of the Amencan Medical 

Association and state Iicensing boards and to maintain higher standards, especially in the 

sciences. 

In the case of the French-language schools, particularly that of Laval in Québec 

Ci@. raising their standards would have effectively priced them out of their market. 

Weisz argues. The Laval school drew most of its students from the d region east of 

Montreal. Seventy-five percent of its students during the 1920s came from eastern 

Québec and Québec ci tyS3 The cost of a medicai education was lower at Laval. where 

they still had a five-year program in 1921, compared with Montreal. Students paid ninety 

dollars per year at Laval venus $175 per year for each of six years at ~ontreal ."  Weisz 

admits that none of this evidence is conclusive in arguing that students who attended 

Laval came from less privileged social strata, however. it does tie into the idea that 

introducing changes to admission standards such as a baccalaureate degree or 

considerable science training prior to medical school would prove more difficult at Laval 

than in the urban Montreal marketplace for students. 

The chief impediment to development at Montréal was the poor pre-medical 

training. In a report on the Canadian gifts, Pearce wrote that: 

The authorities promise to remedy this; have appropriated 
$55.000 for next year to establish a "faculty of sciences" to 
teach pre-medical physics, chemistry and biology; and agree 

" George Weisz. "The Geographical Origins", p. 108. By 1930, there were 277 Americans studying 
medicine in Canada. seventy-five percent. or about 208, of which were at McGill University. 
" Weisz "Geographical Origins", p. 1 I 1 .  
'" Weisz "Geographical Origins". p. 1 12. 



to increase the medical school budget of $40,000 last year to 
$1 13,000 for next year. This is considered the medical school's 
share of $5,000.000 raised in l a s  spring's campaign for funds." 

The Université de Montréal obviously garnered the respect of the Foundation in their zeal 

for fundraising of $5,000,000. Furthemore, the Foundation does not appear to have been 

prej udiced against the French-speaking majority in Québec. 'Ihere were individual 

challenges. such as "church control of education" to which the Foundation was sensitive. 

but no more so than the sensitivity s h o w  toward the denominational colleges banling 

Dalhousie University for governent  grants, a fact of which the Foundation was aware 

and disliked. 

Hence. it was decided to aid the "new, more progressive" Université de Montréal 

using annual grants based upon a principal gift of $500,000. I f  the school met the 

conditions ofproper development of the pre-medical sciences as well as the laboratory 

sciences. then the principal could be awarded as well. Interestingly, the Université de 

Montréal did not have to improve its clinical instruction, as did many of the other 

schools; its matter of first order was to build a better foundation for the scientization of 

medicine. 

Finally. always sensitive to feelings of the French, Pearce concluded his report on 

the school with the note: 

The plan of annual gram is acceptable to the authorities. and 
can arouse no criticism on the part of the French. in that the 
same course is recommended for tht - rovincial (English- 
speaking) University of Alberta. also in process of de~elopment.'~ 

- - -  

" Pearce. "Sumrnary o f  Reports on Medical Education in Canada". RAC, p. 3.  
'" Pearce. "Summary o f  Reports on Medical Education in Canada", RAC, p. 3. 



Kept Canadian Schools in the Minds of the Rockefeller Foundation 

As was noted in the preceding chapter, a number of subsequent gifts followed that 

of the five million dollars. Many of these were quite ambitious, such as the School of 

Hygiene in Toronto or the Montreal Neurological lnstitute associated with McGill 

University. Obviously, a relationship had been forged between the Foundation and these 

schools during the 1920 visits and the seemingly never-ending correspondence. Even 

during times o f  duress, such as the Dnvy Inquiry which threatened to destroy the inroads 

made in full-time clinical teaching at Toronto or the disputed appointment of surgeon Sir 

Henry Gray at McGill University, the Foundation continued their low-key support and 

weathered the storm. Ofien, for example, it would be to the Foundation that Deans of 

facukies would look as a resource to find the best possible individual to fil1 a position: 

Vincent and Pearce were often sought out for advice on a candidate and most often 

provided a contact narne to whorn the dean might use as a reference. In this way. too. a 

network existed which the Canadian schools were part of. 

Out of the exercise that began with John D. Rockefeller, Sr.'s comment "My 

. . 
attention has been called to the needs of some of the medical schools in Canada ... . came 

a relationship which drew together first Richard M. Pearce and George E. Vincent and 

men such as Falconer, Martin and MacKenzie and later Alan Gregg. Their common goal 

was to offer better education and training in a world of medicine that had become more 

scientific and more research-oriented. By 1930, medical teaching had been given a boost 

up to another level by the capital invesunent made by the Rockefeller Foundation and 



like-minded govemments and private citizens. This continued with the fellowship 

program for individual physicians and specific research projects fhded by the 

Foundation. 
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